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Abstract 

The Hawaiian Kingdom bas often been seen as a colonial institution. This dissertation 

challenges a colonial analysis of the Hawaiian Kingdom and its aln. while illustrating the agency 

of aln in grapplingwithin and against Euro-American Imperialism. Special attention is given to 

the complex negotiations taking place in the Hawaiian Kingdom between aln and haole and the 

ways in which alii were modernizingthrough the modification of existingindigenons structure 

and through Hawaiianizing Euro-American structures to suit their own needs. This dissertation 

uses archival materials such as maps. laws. and letters to demonstrate that the Hawaiian Kingdom 

was not a colonial instirution but rather a hybrid structure to resist colonialism and offers insight 

into how an indigenons society appropriated the tools of the otherfor their own means. 

Keywords: Colonialism, Agency, Indigenous, Modernization, Hawai"i 
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Glossary 

Agency- I think of agency in the terms offered by Giddens who refers to agency as the 
ability to act, where people have the po.r.rihility if doing otherwire. Agency refers to 
individuals, or culturally affiJiatedgroups ability to exercise their will against or within 
the structures which surround them. Agency should be understood in reference and 
opposition to structure. In the Hawaiian context I am focnsing on the agency of ali'i 
against the structure of European Imperialism, Colonialism, and Hegemony . 

• Aha AIi'i-A council of chiefs established by the ali'i Haho tens of generations prior to 
Kamehameha I. 

• Ai kapu- Sacred eating and worship as practiced by the ali'i prior to its abolislunent 
following the Battle ofKuamo'o in 1819 

, AiDa-Land or literally that which feeds, scholars such as Kame' eleihiwa have stated that the 
term can refer to land and sea since both the marine and terrestrial environments were cultivated 
as sources of food. 

Ali'i- A native Hawaiian chiefwith no emphasis on gender. 

AIi'i Nui- A high-ranking native Hawaiian chief with no emphasis on gender. 

Hegemony- I am using this term to mean. a quest for cultural and material domination. 

Hoa'iiina- Common class, literally friends of the land. 

I ka wii kahiko-In ancient times. 

Klilai'iiina- A redistribution oflands according to anciel,lt place names and boundaries by a 
Mo'y to the chiefs under himlher. In a Kiilai'aina, maka'ainana were moved from lands and could 
continue to live on their lands. they would be subject to a new ali'i who had been awarded the land 
division in which they resided. 

Kalo-Taro plant. 

Ka Pae • Aina-The Hawaiian Archipelago of islands, this was the phrase used to describe the 
islands prior to Kamehameha's unification. I use KaPae 'Aina when I am discussing 
time periods prior to Kamehameha's conquest. 

Kihapai-a land division smaller than a Pankii 'Aina, this seem to be gardens of patches of 
cultivated areas. 



KuhinaNui-Similar to a RegenL This was an office that had no equivalent in European forms 
of govermnenL The office was created by Ka.' ahumanu and continued in existence until 1864-
According to the Constitution of 1840, the Kuhina. Nui was appointed by the Mo'). Once 
appointed the office was effectively like a co-ruler or special counselor the Mo') who had the 
ability to ena.ctlaws as did the Mo'i and was required to required to be advised on all maters of 
government business. The English version of the Constitution of 1840 states, "The King shall 
not act without the knowledge of the Premier, nor shall the Premier act without the knowledge of 
the King, and the veto of the King on the acts of the Premier shall arrest the business. All 
important business of the kingdom which the King chooses to transact in person, he may do it 
but not without the approbation of the Premier. " 

10' i- Irrigated Taro field or pond, used to cultivate Hawaiian taro. 

Mahi ' ai-To cultivate or farm, or farmer. 

MaIm'ilinana- The eyes of the land (lit), the common class. 

MeIe- Poetry or song. 

Mo' olelo-History especially as related to Oral accounts. 

Mo' okil' auhau- Genealogy. 

M!i'y- An ali'i who consolidates rnle over an entire island, who has the acquired the accepted 
position of "supreme chief" over an island or group ofislands. 

'Ohana- Family, or family structure. 

'Oiwi- Literally this translates to "of the bones." This is a word used for those who have 
genealogical ties to the Haw3iian Islands, specifically those of ethic aboriginal Hawaiian descenL 

Palena-A tenns that reflects a Hawaiian sense of boundary, particularly boundaries that 
regulated access to resonrces between differing Ahupua'a, I have termed these as a kind 
of Place BOlUldary. 

Structure-A set of socially determining rules or power systems which enable or inhibit 
individuals in certain kinds of behavior. Human behavior and practice produce and 
maintain structures while structures enable and inhibit human behavior. 
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Chapter I: An Introduction
. Oiwi Agency in the Hawaiian Kingdom 

He Wahi Mo t olelo Pokole - The Significance of 1893 

On January 16th 1893 United States troops landed on Hawaiian soil and aided in events 

that would forever change Hawaiian history, lands, and population. Priorto these events 

Hawaiian a1n had adopted a strategy of openness with the rest of the world which allowed them to 

"modernize" their traditional forms of governance and institntions, wltile maintaining many 

traditional aspects of cultnre and politics that had been practiced for generations by those of their 

class. A1i'i of the 19th century used laws, constitutional governments, and maps to as means to 

govern the Hawaiian Kingdom's aboriginal as well as non-aboriginal population. In doing so 

the Hawaiian Kingdom government was able to acltieve recognition as an Independent and 

Sovereign State by the major colonial powers of the time, including: Britain, France and the 

United States. On November 28th in 1843, France and Britain, even while they actively 

administering colonial governments in the Pacific, Afiica and the Americas, formally recognized 

the Hawaiian Kingdom as an Independent and Sovereign State. Thus, establishing the 

government of the Hawaiian Islands as a co-equal Sovereign State. How could a tiny place in the 

Pacific run by an aboriginal Monarch be admitted to the community of nation states by countries 

which had adopted concepts such as terra nullius and the Regalian Doctrine when dealing with 

the indigenous population in other places in the world? The answer is complex and attempts at 

addressing the question are vast and varied. One way to address the question, is to investigate 

the complex ways that Hawaiian a1n navigated and manipulated the geo-politieal structures of 



their time. This dissertation asserts that the agency of aln must be recognized in order to have a 

greater understanding of the history of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Teleological interpretations of the Hawaiian Kingdom's demise give little insight into 

the complex Hawaiian geo-politics of the r80o's. Asserting a causal relationship between the 

arrival of Cook in rnS and the overdrrow ofLili • uokalani iu r893 is fraught with incoherent 

causal assumptions. Furthermore, a historiography which causally links these two events may 

further Euro-Americau hegemonic hold over Hawai'i. A point of this dissertation is that the 

events that traospired inr893 should not affect the way we interpret the history of the Hawaiian 

Kingdom in years prior. One might imagine the kinds of history Hawaiian historians would have 

been writing had the Hawaiian Kingdom government been able to maintain its independence. 

Such a history might have been authored entirely rna ka 'olelo Hawai'i. In this version of history 

there would have surely been sections on the collision of cnltures that occurred during the 

missionizing process of Hiram Bingham, but such a history may also explain the ways in which 

aln did not accept uncritically the hegemonic discourse of the West. Through this version of 

history oue might begin to demonstrate the ways in which aln negotiated, reinterpreted, and 

hybridized some of the concepts that arose from European origin, while maintaining traditional 

ties. The creation of the Hawaiian State is an example of one of these negotiations, which 

enabled unique hybrid institutions such as Hawaiian language newspapers that published 

mo'olelo about ancient akua such as Kamapua'a and Pele.' 

This dissertation focuses on the ways that ali'i were calculated and reflective in their 

adaptation and modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom government, as well as actively aware of 

their role in the Hawaiian culture of the time. It attempts to show that there existed complex 
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political structures prior to I??8 that were modified and hybridized by aln. Theirs was a strategy 

of selective adaptation, a strategy that had worked until January r/' 1893. This dissertation 

recognizes and interprets those strategies. It is an atlemptto see, rather than through the 

perspective of a native Hawaiian citizen of the United States-the Hawaiian Kingdom through the 

perspective of an aboriginal ofHawaiian nationa1iJy. "Na wai ka mana?" Asks the question, 

"Who has mana" (spiritual and material power)? Within the context of the Hawaiian Kingdom, 

while being mindful of the powerful structures associated with European Hegemony, and paying 

particular attention to the Agency of those who engaged with those structures. 

Mo t olelo, Mo t oka t aahaa and History 

• Ike no ke aIi'i i konakaoaka, a ua • ike no ke kanaka i konaaIi'i Thechiifknowshi.r.rervanl; the.rervam 
knows hi.rchiif. Outsiders do not understand our relationship to our chiefs, and we do not care to discuss 
it with them. Puko'i • ()/elo No • ean p 132 # 1213 

My intention is LO focus on thc actions of a fcw particular aln of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Those aln include Kamehameha I through V and Kaliikaua. The sources I have accessed 

include: personal journals, minutes of Privy Council, letters of correspondence between aln , 

and analysis of maps and laws. I hope to provide insight into the thoughts of these aln as they 

attempted to navigate their people, land, and nation forward. I examine some of the challenges 

these leaders faced and the solutions that they chose within the complex geo-political processes 

of their times. In many ways this dissertation builds on the foundations of previous • Diwi 

scholars in the 20th century-in that it attempts to give an • Diwi voice and interpretation to a 

history that had been for many years written by American Caucasians many of whom were 
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unskilled in the Hawaiian language and unable to access these rich sources for content. In other 

ways this dissertarion's analysis departs from contemporary 'Oiwi scholarship on events 

happening within the Hawaiian Kingdom. A large portion of the scholarship by recent 'Oiwi 

scholars on events taking place in the Hawaiian Kingdom has been done through a colonial gaze 

or approach.' While such an approach has provided insightful results into the mindsets of some 

Ameriean missionaries in the Hawaiian Kingdom, this author has attempted to depart from such 

an analysis. I seek to view the story with the colonial optics removed.3 I have decided on this 

course not becanse I am unaware ofliterature on colonialism, but because I am interested to see 

if another story might be told with the colonial spectacles placed on the table. I am taking a 

different approach because the original source documents that I have used for my interpretation 

voice a story outside that of colonialism. A colonial analysis attempts to focus on the ways in 

which the colonized became different from his ancestors. I am attempting to show the ways in 

which aln were similar to their ancestors. Essential to a colonial analysis are relationships of 

power. More than any other factor, it is the unequal relationships of power that create the 

binaries of the colonizer and the colonized. It is the colonizer's symbolic material power that 

enables settlement, the economic extraction ofindigenous resources, and the domination of 

existing indigenous structures. From within these unequal relationships of power, colonizers 

are able to implant the cultural bombs4 of colonialism. The argument of this dissertation is 

somewhat unusual, in that it proposes that the Hawaiian monarchical form of govermnent 

provided power for the native and royalist population. The government itself was a hybrid of 

Hawaiian and European strucmres that was strategy against European Hegemony. Through the 

creation of international alliances and the mastery of native and foreign protocols of gnvernance, 
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aln were able to secure their national lands from foreign possession while integrating aspects of 

European culture into the islands. Thus creating complex symbols of royalty such as lolani 

Palace. whose outside shell was built in Victorian style. while its interior was composed 

completely of native woods. European orders and gold star medallions would sit alongside 'Oiwi 

symbols of royalty such as Kiibili and Abu' ula. 

It should not come as a surprise that much of the recent work by , Oiwi scholars has 

focused on interpreting the past. Ka wii rna mna (the time in front or before) is of the utmost 

importance in the Hawaiian mindset and thus the interpretation and lessons learned from ka wii 

rna mna actively shape the ways in which we auempt to construct our future. Lilikalii 

Kame' eleihiwa writes. 

It is as if the Hawaiian stands firmly in the present, with his back to the future, 
and his eyes fixed upon the past, seeking historical answers fOf present-day 
dilemmas.5 

In this context, the re-analyzing and debating of Hawaiian history is a very natural thing to do. 

Some might argue that it is a very Pono (proper) thing to do for it is our knowledge and 

interpretations of the past that infonn OUf present and direct us toward possibilities for our 

future. 

ThestOlyofEuropean colonialism is that of the steady spread ofidcals. instimtions. and 

innovations ofEuropean origin, which impaired natives and imposed on them ways of "being" 

and "seeing the world" which has led to their current state of cultural and material dispossession. 

The story of this dissertation is that of the ways 'Oiwi, appropriated some of these institutions 

and innovations and in the process created something new. It is a focus on the ways in which 

things were interpreted into an existing (Hawaiian) structure. This dissertation asserts that 
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, Oiwi were not only never colonized de jure, 6 but were not even "colonized~ ipro facto, as most 

observers wonld claim, prior to the United Stales occupation of the Hawaiian Islands following 

the breach of international law (r893 Intervention).7TIris dissertation asserts that so long as the 

aboriginal popnlation had a Mo1 of aboriginal descent and a government composed of Hawaiian 

nationals, they had access to power. It was this relationship that was drastically altered following 

the events in r893 and is the subject of the final chapter. 

Defining Terms: Multiple meanings a/Colonialism 

Given the history of European expansion across many places of the globe, in modern 

context the word colonialism invokes many differing meanings. The vast majority of the 

countries of the world today arc former colonies of the European powers that facilitated the 

spread of colonialism. Attempts at concisely explaining these processes as they happened in 

different places are difficult, precisely because they happened differendy. French colonialism 

was different from Spanish colonialism, and British colonialism is also dissimilar. Within British 

colonialism, the experiences of those indigenous to the Americas in relation to those indigenous 

to Aotearoa would be different. Such is the nature of a term which attempts to explain the social 

and material experiences which operate on two scales: the nearly global expansion of European 

government sponsored setdement into foreign territory and the individual instantiations of that 

setdement in different geopolitical and cultural contexts. 

The Latin root of the word colonialism is colonia, which refers to a country estate 

deliberately setded among foreigners. B This usage of the term seems to imply an inherendy 

spatial aspect of colonialism which refers to the setdement and acquisition of territory. 



Contemporary scholars have offered various definitious for colonialism. Colonialism is 

frequently used in reference to or in distinction with imperialism. Pennycook quotes Edward 

Said: 

"Imperialism" means the practice, the theory, and the attitudes of a dominating 
metropolitan centre ruling a distantterritory, "colonialism", which is almost 
always a consequence ofimperialism. is the implanting of settlements on distant 
territory.9 

In this usage. imperialism is associated with more of the cognitive aspects of rule and domination 

while colonialism refers to the material and spatial aspects of settiemenL The implantation of 

settlements in a foreign territory requires the ordering of unfamiliar lands. the material power to 

displace or overwhelm the indigenous population. and the capital to accomplish these tasks. In 

De-colonizing Methodnlngief. Smith uses imperialism and colonialism in a similar sense. while 

focusing on the economic relationships between the two. Smith writes. 

Imperialism was the system of control which secured the markets and capital 
investments. Colonialism facilitated this expansion by ensuring that there was 
European control. which necessarily meant securing and subjugating the 
indigenous populations.Io 

While Said focuses on the mindset ofimperialism and Smith focuses more its economic 

aspects. a commonality in these particular usages of the term is that colonialism includes 

a spatiality. Both the implantation of settlements and the securing of European control 

of markets over indigenous populations require the domination of space for the 

completing of such tasks. Smith identifies four differing usages of the term imperialism. 

She writes. 

Imperialism tends to be used in at least four different ways when describing the 
form ofEuropean imperialism which' started' in the fifteenth cenmry. (I) 
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imperialism as economic expansion; (2) imperialism as the subjugation of 
, others' ; (3) imperialism as an idea or spirit with many forms of realization: and 
(4) imperialism as a discursive field of knowledge. n 

In this passage Smith is attempting to distinguish some of the various ways that the term 

imperialism is used. The first usage of the term is in an economic sense. The second 

usage of the term moves beyond an economic analysis and looks to the effects of 

imperialism on those indigenous to the lands where materials were being extracted. In 

her third description ofimperialism, Smith is speaking ofimperialism as an ideology. is a 

result of the knowledge systems that sprouted in the era termed the "European 

Enlightenment period." The fourth usage ofimperialism refers to how this ideology 

becomes dispersed on the ground and in the minds of those in different local contexts. It 

is this usage of the term which looks at the mental state of the colonized. Smith 

emphasizes the spatial aspect of colonialism when she writes, "Colonialism became 

imperialism's outpost. the fort and the port of imperial outreach". In this sense the 

ideology of imperialism is spread through colonial sites. In the modern context it has 

been from these sites that those in colonized societies have sought to write back from the 

edges of Empire back to or at their imperial centers, look introspectively at themselves in 

attempts to de-colonize their minds. 

The infiltration of the indigenous mind has also been a critical part of the 

colonial process. The work of scholars such as Franz Fanon, Thiong' 0 Ngugi wa. and 

Ashis Nandy, have looked in differingways at the psychology of colonialism, in an 

attempt to de-colonize minds. The goal of this process is the purging of the colonial 

mind and the replanting ofindigenous (pre-colonial) knowledge systems. Colonialism 



used in this sense loses its inherent spatial qualities, no longer concerned with the 

settlement of bodies, it operates in the space of the mind. A common aspect the works of 

Nandy, Fanon, and Ngugi, demonstrate the ways in which the minds of the indigenous 

became colonized. Essential to this process was the replacement of native languages, 

world-views, and structures, with those of the colonizers. These foundations of culture 

were not merely replaced like one exchanges a burn out light bulb, but were remodeled 

in a form which imposed cultural superiority. The critical part of this process entails the 

disvaluing, disassociation, and dislocation of the native from his own culture. At some 

critical point in the in psychology of colonialism, the native sees his own culture as 

inferior, without structures, backward, while in the same moment sees the culture of the 

colonizer as the ideal, a source true culture, progressive and enlightening. For scholars 

such as Nandy, Fanon, and Ngugi the colonization of the mind is what facilitates the 

colonization of the body and territory. Ngugi writes, 

Colonialism imposed its control of thc social production of wealth through 
military conquest and subsequent political dictatorship. But its most important 
area of domination was the mental universe of the colonised, the control, 
through culture, of how people perceived themselves and their relationship to 
the world. Economic and political control can never be complete or effective 
without mental control. I2 

Inherent in this process is the development of an inferiority complex of the native toward 

the colonizer based on the alleged innate qualities of each. Where the native and the 

native culture is inherently childi.sh, backward, irrational, while the colonizer is adult-

li/ce, progrer.rive, and rational. This complex creates a situation where over time the 

colonizer and the colonized become somewhat equally dependent on their respective 

roles. '3 



What emerges from a reading of the vast litel'31Ure on colonialism seems to be 

two kinds of definitions. The first is based on the spatial qualities of the word, wItich 

focnses on the settlement of non-sovereign territory by the nationals of sovereign states. 

This definition might carry the connotations as being an economic, political or legal 

definition. The second definition disregards the spatial aspects of the term colonial and 

looks into the psychological experience of those that experienced colonialism in the first 

usage of the term. This definition of colonialism might carry the connotations of a 

cultural, sociological, or psychological definition. I atn attempting to show that neither 

of these conditions apply when conducting research into the events within the Hawaiian 

Kingdom pre- 1893. Colonialism is a particular form of the realization of the imperial 

project. No doubtone mnst see the Hawaiian Kingdom in terms of its interaction with 

imperialism, however, I atn arguing that we should not continue to see the Kingdom in 

association with colonialism. 

Mapping Colonialism 

As a visual representation of reality. the map has proven to be an important tool in the 

colonial process. The production of maps was instrumental in the settlement and ordering of 

territory by colonial governments. Maps offer insight into the essence of the spatial aspects of 

the definition of colonialism, by providing on the ground accounts of colonial territoriality. 

European maps that arose out of the Enlightenment period claimed to offer an objective 

eyewitness account of foreign topography, territory, and resources back to the colonial center or 

Main-land. However, true to an eyewitness account, maps are neither objective nor detached 
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and often include the political objectives of those who created it In Making Hi.rtory, Drawing 

Territory: Briti.rh Mopping in India, Ian Barrow argues that while the British colonial maps 

claimed to offer an objective, detached view from nowhereofindia, maps actually were used to 

justifY British colonization. He writes, 

What is particularly interesting about this intended use for a map is that, during 
the British colonial period in India, maps were among the most effective . 
resources the British could turn to when they looked for their legitimacy as a 
colonial power. '4 

By controlling the visual representation of reality, British map mapmakers were able to construct 

the land ofindiaas a British territory while infusing it with a history of British possession. In 

referring to colonial cartography, Barrow mentions that, 

Colonial cartography may also be characterized as propagandistic, in that it 
attempted to manipulate and direct ideas and policy. IS 

Barrow argues that cartography conducted in colonies was as much, if not more, an 

attempt atproducing a reality than it was an attempt at representing it. 

Kapil Raj has challenged the one-way Eurocentric construction of maps in India 

and has argued that scientific activity as conducted in differing places is affected by the 

culture and place in which it is being conducted. Raj, attempts to show how many of the 

early maps produced in Early colonial India, were duly constituted, and hybrid. Raj 

argues for a perspective where scholars may, 

See the colonial encounter as a locus of the emergence of certain types of 
knowledge that would not have emerged but for the contingent circumstances ... 
in shon, all that constitutes scientific activity-had to be locally negotiated.16 
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In his work, Raj illustrates that much iudigenous knowledge was iucluded in the early 

maps oflndia, and that these early maps were much more Indian than scholars had 

previously thought. 

Similarly to Raj, David Livingstone has argued that in the history of the spread 

and scope of science it has been affected by place. Like Raj argues that all of science had 

to be locally negotiated, In Putting Science in it.r Place, Livingstone focuses on the 

consequences for science of the geographical concepts of site, region, and circulation 

where he argues, 

Place matters in the way scientific claims come to be regarded as true, in how 
theories are established and justified, in the means by which science exercises 
the power that it does in theworld.'7 

In BOl1Rdary Markers: Land Survey and the Colonization qfNew Zealand, Giselle 

Byrnes examined the colonization of Aotearoa through the eyes of the British surveyor. Byrnes 

book is an examination of how the scientific tool of mapping was negotiated for the creation of 

New Zealand. She writes how her book 

Is intended as an exercise in 'spatial history': a study of how land has been 
transformed and of how colonization is and has been expressed through 
language, drawing on the work ofland surveyors as a particular example.ls 

In her work she shows how British colonial land surveys did not simply colonize in a 

spatial sense, but that they colonized through the use of certain conceptual, visual, and 

textual strategies.19 TIrroughont her book she notes how colonial surveyors erased Maori 

place names by not including them on maps while at the same time British colonial 

surveyors relied on Maori as guides to traverse vast distances. cross rivers. and mediate 



between other Maori. Byrnes notes that the Maori were not passive in this story and 

often times protested the colonial surveys through peaceful and at times violent means. 

What seems to be essential to colonial mapping enterprises is that pre-existing 

indigenous boundaries. resource relatiouships. and place names are drastically altered if 

not erased. Qnite often in settler colonies such as New Zealand. Australia. and America 

land is seen as wild and without order. because of this perspective. it is brought under 

European rational order through the process of cadastral mapping. It is the colonial 

surveyor who brings the foreign territory into the European rational order. like the 

missionary "civilized" the savage. the surveyor tamed the wilderness byordertilgwhat 

was order-lrua-with the gaze of the theodolite. the compass. and the laying of chains. In 

these situations the land is seen a being terra nullius, where the indigenous people have 

no claim to the land. Land seen as a blank slate is often carved up in a Cartesian grid 

fashion and as a means of providing for settlers.20 

The Boundary Commission surveys as well as the Book of Crown Surveys will be 

discussed in later chapters. These mapping initiatives could be distinguished from 

colonial mapping projects because there is an attempt to preserve pre-existing 

boundaries. resource relationships. and place names in these mapping initiatives. 
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The Importance of a Non-Colonial Approach for the Hawaiian 
Kingdom 

We record once more our reverent and thankful acknowledgement of the success with which God. in his providence 
and by his spirit, has crowned with the work of our missionaries in that field. and by which a race of barbarians
without letterS. without 1lrIS. without industry. and with no humanizing institutions-has been transformed into a 
Christian nation. civilized. and free. under agnvernment oflaws, with free schools for all the children. and with the 
Bible in the homes of the people. (American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions Quoted in Hirl1Jni:ol 
.rketch iftheHawaiian Mission Prof. S.C. Bardett, 187I) 

When Captain James Cook stumbled upon this inIerdependent and wise society in IrzS. he brought an entirely 
foreign system into the lives of my ancestors, a system based on a view of the world that could not coexist with that of 
Hawaiians. He brought capitalism, Western political ideas (such as predatory individualism). and Christianity. 
(Hannani-Kay TraskFrom a Native Daughter Colonialism and Soverdgmy in Hawa;;'199g) 

The quotations presented above seem at first to be in opposition to one another. The 

first is a section of a resolution passed in the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign 

Missions at its annual meeting in r871. Its perspective is one which gives reverence to the 

~civilizing process," paying particular attention to the works of the missionaries who· civilized" 

those who were "savage" and "humanized" what was "beast." It is a story that attempts to 

demonstrate the great moral accomplishments of missionaries, but tells us little about what the 

expenses may have been to the culture, people, and political systems of the place that was 

previously "un-civilized," nor is it open to the fact that "uncivilized" peoples have culture, or 

structures. Its focus is clearly on the missionary. The quote by Trask might represent the 

antithesis to this kind of argnment or story. It attempts to show the other side of the "civilizing" 

process, or how natives and their cultures were made to suffer as a result of their coming into 

civilization. In many cases, it is an important story to tell. It challenges the assertion that the 

West brought" civilization," and replaces it with a view that what the West really brought was 

pillage-izalion. Yet, what is surprisingly similar about these two opposing viewpoints is that the 
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exclusive agent is the missionary or European and the effect is an erasure or non-representation 

of the native agent. In the first quotation, everything" good" is result of the "West' s- contact 

with the native, and in the latter, everything "bad" is a result of the "West's" contact with the 

native. The first quote says, "look what I have done for you", the second says, "look what you 

did to me". I atn attempting to see this story from neither perspective. My interest is not what 

missionaries did for, or to 'Oiwi, but rather what 'Oiwi attempted and accomplished throngh 

their own accord, in the midst of depopulation and constant threats of colonialism. In seeking 

this course I want readers to be cleat that I am in no way justifYing the missionizing process and 

any of the racial assumptions that were cleatly a patt of the "civilizing" process. A reading of the 

diary ofHirarn Binghatn leaves no doubt that he saw his role in the Hawaiian islands as being the 

savior of souls. Racism might not be a strong enongh word to explain how Bingham writes about 

his first sighting of Hawaiians, where he saw, 

The multitudinous, shouting, and almost naked natives, of every age, sex, and 
rank swimming, floating on surf-boatds, sailing in canoes, sitting, lounging, 
standing, running like sheep, dancing, or laboring on shore, attracted the 
earnest attention, and exhibited the appalling darkness of the land which we had 
come to enlighten .. .living like beasts, like beasts descending to the grave, 
untaught oflife to come. unsanctified, unsaved.22 

In a sense, the writings of missionaries such as Bingham and Bartlett as well the quotation of 

Trask are viewing this history through opposing sides of the colonial optic. With each opposing 

perspective attempting to gaze and order the other through forms which are most intelligible for 

their perspective and whose fixation is on deeds of the missionary. 

The significance of seeing the events which occurred in the Hawaiian Islands from the 

times of Kamehatneha to Lili' uokalani without the colonial optic is important for a greater 
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understanding of the actions of the aln in these time periods. What might be lost when the 

actions ofMo • I such as Alexander Liholiho or Lot Kapuiiiwa are interpreted through a 

presentist perspective which rests on American colonialism? Actions of agency may be 

misinterpreted as resistance. Forgotten or misinterpreted are the tactics and strategies of these 

aln and the ways in which they made use of them in their particular time under specific instances. 

Ali'i of the 18oo-r890S were agents on the international scale. It is for this reason that I frame 

their actions within the structure of European Imperialism and not American Colonialism. 

America was one of many countries that were exerting some influence in the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

But it would be too strong a statement to say that the Hawaiian Kingdom was under the sole 

influence of America in the 1800s - 18gos. 

Ideas themselves are not agents of colonialism. colonization of the mind rests around 

how the particular people involved ure or become uredby the ideas introduced to them by 

Europeans. Extremely important to this process is how these ideas were introduced as well. 

Admittedly. there is a narrow path between negotiating and adopting a new technology or ideal. 

and addressing the ways in which that technology. concept. or tool may have changed the 

individual. Yet. there must also be a place for researching and addressing both these issues. 

An analogy could be drawn with my writing this chapter. As I type each additional word 

into my MacBook Pro computer. I am making use of a technology that arises out of foreign 

origin. and this technology limits me in certain ways. I am using some sources and theories 

which arise outside of the Hawaiian context Myvoice inflection and the body posture that I 

might use to accent certain phrases cannot be captured through this medium. However. I am 

able to construct thoughts. arguments. and address issues that I deem important and significant 
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for myself, my kUpuna (ancestors) and others who have yet to be exposed to our story. Truly it is 

a give and take, however, by the act of writing (I would argue) I am not limiting nor rejecting my 

abilities as a storyteller, I am simply placing them on the side for a Iater use. 

Structuration Theory and a Middle Ground in Contact Zones 

I have been informed by writings of Anthony Giddens and his theory ofStructuration. 

Giddens' Structuration theory was developed as a critique of the overly deterministic structural 

approaches taken by some Marxist scholars, and the idealism of some humanistic approaches 

which overemphasized individual agency. At the core ofStructuration theory is thedualism of 

structure and agency, Giddens writes, 

Crucial to the idea of structuration is the theorem of the duality of structure ... 
The constitution of agents and structures are not two independently given sets of 
phenomena, a dualism but represent a duality.23 

The important insights ofStructuration theory rest around the concept of multiple dualities. The 

first duality is that of structurc, which explains that structures inhibit and also enable agency. 

The second is that agency or behavior can reconstitute structure. The metaphor of speech and 

language is used by Cloke, Philo and Sadler to explain the duality of Structure, 

A system of interaction in society is like speech, in that it occurs in and through 
the activities of individual agents, while structure (by contrast) is like language. 
being constituted beyond specific times and places and not restricted to the 
interaction of specific individuals. 

In this sense, when children learn language this both enables and inhibits certain behaviors, (as a 

child learns language they become subjected to the expectations of adults to speak rather than 



cry in order to attain their desires, thus, by the act of acquiring language their ability to cry for 

their desires slowly becomes limited) yet when the child is able to speak this child is also enabled 

by language and can eventually express complex feeling and desires through its usage. The 

agency ofindividual speakers over time can also affect the structure oflanguage.24 Speech is the 

way people make use oflanguage in their daily lives. Very often, people in daily speech will 

sidestep the formal structures oflanguage by shortening phrases or leaving out predicates or 

subjects. In many situations people might create meanings for a word that are comprehended 

only by those of a specific social group. Over time these meanings may become comprehendible 

to multiple social groups and eventually re-structure the language by adding an additional or 

alternate meaning or usages of a word, such as ~bad." Prior Michael Jackson's famous song in 

the 1980s "Bad," most people had used the word to describe immoral, undesirable, or unethical 

behavior, however, following his song the word took on a meaning which reflected someone who 

is uncompromising, tough, and who inspires awe. The oxford dictionary illustrates this usage as 

originating in American slang, one quotation offered that expresses this usage is, 

Work out soul brother.' I was shouting to myself. 'You I re the baddest 
motherfucker I I ve ever seen. '25 

Within the Hawaiian context one might recognize the existence of multiple structures. 

There was the structure of the traditional aln system which allowed aln to rule and maka • iiinana 

to provide for the aln. Within this context one might study the ways in which maka' iiinana 

manipulated and engaged with the aln structures in the Hawaiian kingdom, through petitions, 

through newspapers, and through voting. Another structure open for analysis exists within the 

• ohana such as the punahele (favorite) or hiapo (first-born) child which allowed for this favored 

sibling to have privileges to certain knowledge and practices. While these are areas open for 



research and many more could be theorized, these are not the topic of this dissertation. This 

dissertation attempts to focus on the agency of the a1n, within the structure of European 

Hegemony (the attempt for the cultural and material domination of the globe by European 

powers) in the context of the Hawaiian Kingdom. There is no doubt that the Hawaiian Kingdom 

was militarily inferior to countries such as Britain, France and the United States in the mid 

r80o's. Gunboat diplomacy was a reality that a1n had faced on more than one occasion. While 

recognizing there were certain structures which were imposed on a1n in this period, this 

dissertation attempts to understand the ways in which particular a1n understood, navigated, and 

manipulated these structures. and the ways in which these structures not only inhibited behavior 

but also enabled behavior in other circumstances. 

Mary Louise Pratt has coined the term "contact zone" to refer to the "space of colonial 

encounters"26 where two previously geographically separated cultures corne into contact. While 

Pratt uses this term to describe colonial encounters. I am using this term within the context of 

attempts at European Hegemony in the Hawaiian Kingdom. Prau's construction of the term 

"contact zone" was an attempt to show how subjects are duly constituted and to give credence to 

the improvisational dimensions of colonial encounters."7 Within the Hawaiian Kingdom context 

I am attempting to further this line oflogic through the use ofStructuration theory. 

The Sickle, KeAkua-Hybridity and Complex Identity 

A pre-requisite for being able to agree with or digest my argument centers on the 

concept ofhybridity and change. While I do value and trust traditional sources of knowledge 

such as oli, mele, and mo'olelo, and find them to be valuable sources of knowledge, I do not 



consider myself or my analysis to be "traditionalist." My view on the interpretation of cultures is 

that they are dynamic and always in a state of change. I feel that the dichotomies of the 

"traditional" and "modern" and their connotations are false. They compose the conceptnal 

shackles which preserve European Hegemony and often re-inscribe links between the colonizer 

and the colonized. In the practice ofliving most people do not have the luxury for maintaining 

these conceptual distinctions. I will use the metaphor of the sickle to expose this. 

According to tradition 'aiwi have been fanning lo'i (irrigated pond fields) which itself 

was a Hawaiian invention for scores of generations. At some fairly recent point in 'aiwi history. 

sickles became introduced into the practice of mahi'ai kalo. these turned out to be great tools and 

enabled work to be accomplished with greater ease. In the present day I imagine that it would be 

difficult to find a lo'i farmer who does not have a sickle. Most farmers I have met prefer the 

Japanese sickle. The idea that people incorporate and adapt new tools or technologies should not 

represent a paradigm shift. on certain levels it should be fairly common sensical. Yet, attempting 

to incorporate the sickle into the binaries of the "traditional" and the "modern" mahi'ai practices 

might be problematic. In fact. there is nothing traditional about the sickle, yet to tell a mahi'ai 

today that he is not farming kalo traditionally because he is using a sickle is also unjustifiable. In 

fact this entire discussion is somewhat irrelevant for the maha'ai. who continues to act, with or 

without scholarly interpretations. Of course there are more problematic examples of adaptation 

of tools such as the introduction of poisoning or chemically based fertilizers to kalo fanning that 

have had unanticipated and sometimes harmful effects. A10ngwith the adoption of new tools and 

technologies lingers the possibility of unanticipated effects-given that the future is unknown it is 

difficult for those in the midst of negotiation and adaptation to know precisely what the outcomes 



of their decisions might be. As a scholar who writes about those decisions with the benefitof 

hindsight, 1 am concerned with illnstrating the negotiations and with deconstructing the binaries 

of the Traditional and Modern. 

"I ka wii kahiko" is translated into English as, in ancient tin=. The Lorrin Andrews 

dictionary was first published in r865 when the Hawaiian language was thriving, contains no 

Hawaiian counterpart for the word "traditional". The phrase "mai nii kUpuna mai"2B is nsed to 

describe the word "traditional" in the more recent Piikn'i and Elbert dictionary. "Mai nii kiipuna 

mai" means "from the ancestors", when 1 interpret the phrase "mai nii kUpuna" mai it means 

literally, what comer from the ancertors into thM time. In its conception, it does not have an' 

antithesis as "modem" is to "traditional." Conceptually, mai nii kiipuna mai, could be 

interpreted that as generations pass, more knowledge can be passed down mai nii kupuna maio 1 

would argue that its conception is more open than its English translation offers. 

I use the tcrm hybridity not because it is a fairly new term within the walls of the ivory 

lOwer of academia, 1 use the term because 1 find it to accurately explain the ways that people in 

!heir everyday lives engage and incorporate new tools and technologies. 1 think the benefit of a 

rerm like hybridity is that it focuses on the movement and motion between the traditional and the 

modem, the dominant and the dominared. An analogy which Bhabha makes use of to illustrate 

what he means by the term is that of a stairwell. Bhabha writes, 

The stairwell as liminal space, in-between !he designations of identity, becomes 
the process of symbolic interaction, the connective tissue !hat constructs the 
difference between upper and lower, black and white. The hither and !hither of 
the stairwell, the temporal movement and passage that it allows, prevents 
identities at either end ofit from settling into primordial polarities. This 
inrerstitial passage between fixed identifications opens up the possibility of a 
cultural hybridity that enrertains difference without an assumed or imposed 
hierarchy." 



For Bhabha, the importance of the term hybridity rests around its function. Hybridity "unsettles 

the mimetic or narcissistic demands of colonial power but reimplicates its identifications in 

strategies of subversion that turn the gaze of the discriminated back on the eye of power. "3" 

While Bhabha is using hybridty in reference to "colonial" power, I atn making use ofit in the 

situation of the Hawaiian Kingdom, which was never formally colonized. I atn attempting use the 

term hybridity, in the Hawaiian Kingdom situation where there is no colonial power to subvert, 

but rather a European Hegemonic force. I do have concerns about referring to people as 

hybrids. In my usage ofhybridity I atn using it to refer to material items such as maps, symbols, 

and newspapers. When I am speaking of people I have chosen to use the term complex-ideruity. 

I make use of this term to illustrate the complex collage of Hawaiian and European knowledge 

systems that were available to aln that were Hawaiian and European educated. While their 

identities were still Hawaiian they were also involved in the negotiation of European morals and 

etiqueue. Like the modern native Hawaiian Ph.D. the aln were engaging in multiple discourses. 

I also use the terms complex-identily, to illustrate the possibility of cases where Europeans who 

became subjects of the Hawaiian Kingdom took on Hawaiian ways of being. While their identity 

was still European they may have become influenced or Hawaiian-ized through their interaction 

with Hawai'i and the aln. 

One criticism of my argument might focus around aln acceptance of Christianity. It is 

true that many Hawaiian alii willingly converted to Christianity following the battle ofKuamo'o 

in Kailua, Konaand the end of the 'Ai kapu (sacred eating).J1 While this is not my focus in this 

dissertation I think it is important to provide my perspective in regards to Hawaiian Christian 

converts. I see it very much in the terms ofhybridity and within a process of negotiation. 



A complete understanding of how aln viewed Christianity is likely impossible. What can 

be known is the differingways that each aln accepted or rejected parts or all of Christianity. 

Following Ka'ahumanu's cOIWersion, it seems that she becam~ stronglyanached to Christian 

morals and ideology. Other AIi'i such as Boki and Liliha adamantly oppose these perspectives.:!" 

Later ali'i such as Alexander Liholiho and Lot become Christians, but only the kind of Christians 

who were willing to have hilla performed for them.33 Lili" uokalani who composed such Christian 

influenced mele (song) asKaPulealcaHalcu (the Lord's Prayer), is also the type of Christian 

who ITanslates the Kumulipo with a complete understanding of the kaona (layered meanings)of 

the chant.34 While many of the aln were Christians. they were apaniculartype of Christian. 

vastly different from the kind of Christian as was Hiram Bingham or the kind of Christian 

Bingham wanted to produce. The aln seemed to open a space for aHawauan-Christianity, a 

negotiated hybrid space, where there was no contradiction in having an individual soill while 

looking to genealogy for mana. Within these negotiations they created something new. This 

might be a similarity to some notions of religious syncretism where multiple traditions become 

merged reflecting a complex belief system.35 



Nationalism and the Loss of a National Consciousness 

Nationalism is not the awakening of nations to self-rooscionsness: it in:velll.r nations where they do not exist •. 
(Earnest GeUner, quotes in Benedict Anderson Imagined CoIlll1llllliJies p.6. ) 

Thailand is a nation, though not the only one, which concerns itself with the preservation and promotion of the 
national culture as if it tnIght soddenly disappear. (Thongchai Winichakul, Siam Mopped p 4-) 

This dissertation is also about nationalism. It anempts to illustrate the ways in which 

Hawaiian rulers used traditional structures and systems of knowledge in an anempt to construct 

a modern nation-state. I have been infonned by the works of Ben Anderson and Thongchai 

Winichakul and their analysis of the origins of nationalism. like Anderson and Thongchai I am 

an author that studies nationalism in a location outside of the geography of Europe. 

In Imagined Communities, Ben Anderson sought to uncover the origins of nationalism. 

His title refers to the way in which he believes the concept of a nation is imagined. According to 

Anderson the nation is imagined in three ways: I.As limitecf2. As .rovereign 3. As a COrfll7ll1flily . 

A nation is imagined as limtiedbecause every nation imagines itself as having finite boarders and 

a finite population. A nation is imagined as .rovereign. The concept of a nation state originated 

within the Enlightenment period of Europe. During this era, concepts of a universal omnipotent 

God were being challenged by philosophy and science. A result of these developments Anderson 

argues that the omnipotence of God was substituted for the exclusive sovereign authority over 

territory. The nation had replaced any void left by the challenges against Gods omnipotence. 

Lastly, Anderson argnes that a nation is imagined as acommtmity. The nation is imagined as 3 

community because places within the nation are thought of as being part of the same community, 

despite vastly differing socio-economic realities in different places within the territory of the 
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nation. 

Thongchai Winichaknl built upon the work of Anderson butwas also critical of Anderson's focus 

on the cognitive or imaginoJiveaspecu; of nationalism. Thongchai writes, 

Anderson is too concerned with the imagination, the conceivability of a nation. 
It sounds.as if a nation is produced out of one's head and is sustained only as 
long as the reproduction remains in one's head-hence an imagined 
community.36 

Thongchai suggests that the origin of nationalism was more concrete than explained by 

Anderson. Thongchai's work looks into some of the material constructions of nationhood and 

develops the conceptofthe geo-body. For Thongchai. the term geo-body "describes the 

operations of the technology of territoriality which created nationhood spatially. ":r7 Thongchai 

notes that the Thai elite selectively included some of the ways of the west into the consciousness 

of "Thai ness. "38 while also attempting to maintain a distinct identity from the "Wert"as well as 

neighboring countries through the process of"othering." Thongchai is nevertheless critical of 

the idea that the Thai elite had managed to transform a "traditional" society into a "modern" 

nation-state that resisted European colonization and instead sees the construction of the 

Thailand as duly constituted through indirect colonialism. He writes. 

What distinguishes Siam from the Others (those colonized by the Europeans) 
was not language. culture, or religion. since Siam took over many formerly 
II foreigu II tributaries as parts of its realm. It was simply the space that was left 
over from direct colonialism. Siam was the space in-between. This was a 
negative identification of the geo-body of Siam. Whether Siam lost its territories 
to the imperialists or simply was the loser in the expansionist contest depends on 
one's perspective. But the indisputable fact remainS: the colonial powers 
helped constitute the present geo-body ofSiam:1'9 

Thongchai provides a thoughtful analysis of the creation of a non-European independent 



State in order to resist colonization, where indigenous elites adapted to and used some of'the 

processes of European colonization for their own means.4° Similarities can be seen in Hawai'i, 

where aln of the Hawaiian Kingdom had to engage with foreigners and foreign ideas and 

concepts. Scholars have seen many, if not most, of these engagements as displacements of 

Hawaiian traditions rather than situations ofhybridity or syncretion-which might reflect the 

complex-identities of the ali'i and haole involved in these engagements.4' An important aspect of 

Thongchai's work demonstrates that the map of the boundaries of modern Thailand actua1ly 

preceded its control by the Thai-elite. In fact, Thongchai argnes that the creation of the "Ceo

body~ of Thailand was a critical strategy for the composition of the material aspects of the 

"imagined Community" of Thailand. 

The Hawaiian case differs on several levels. First, it should be noted that the territory of 

the Hawaiian Kingdom is not geographically similar to Siam or Thailand. Hawai'i being 

surrounded by sea, 42 rather then competing groups ofindigenous peoples, did not have resort to 

the "Ceo-body" to the exclusion of other native people, as Thongchai theorizes was the case in 

Thailand. The Hawaiian Kingdom's territory had been solidified by 1810 through either warfare 

or treaty prior to the territory being mapped (onto paper) by agents of the Kingdom. Secondly, 

Ka Pae 'Aina (The Hawaiian Islands) were fairly homogeneous prior to even Kamehameha's 

conquest which began in 1793. A study of the genealogies of Hawaiian ali'i win show the intimate 

connections of ruling families on differing islands, as well as the fact that very closely related 

langnages, political systems of governance, and religious systems were in practice throughout 

the islands prior to unification by Kamehameha.43 While places were still places, unique and 

particular, there were also many similarities from one place to the next. Finally, islands had been 



bounded and ordered traditionally according to a complex SYStem of palena long before they 

were mapped onto paper. 

This study adds to the work done on nationalism in interestingways. While Thongchai 

has pointed out the importance and power of the geo-body toward the construction of 

nationalism, the case of the Hawaiian islands may offer interesting insights in this respect do to 

the loss of the Hawaiian Kingdom nationalism. While the geo-body of the Hawaiian Kingdom 

remained relatively the same, since the intervention of 1893, the governance of these islands has 

been controlled to differing extents by self-proclaimed "revolutionaries~ and by the United 

States. Somewhere in this process there was a near extinction of a Hawaiian national 

consciousness. While there clearly existed a Hawaiian nationalism throughout the 18oos," 

where nearly an entire population of aboriginal Hawaiians delivered written protests against ever 

becoming a part of the United States of America in 1897.45 By the time of World War II, some 

aboriginal Hawaiians were actively eulisting in the United States military and Hawaiian 

nationalism had been nearly completely forgotten or existed almost entirely underground. While 

in effect the Hawaiian geo-body remained identical, its signification had now changed: maps 

would now display the islands as connected to the United States, children would be tanght in 

schools about the" Main-Land' when referring to the Continental United States, and a massive 

shift in population demographics would import Americanism on Hawaiian soil. 
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Critique on Colonial Analysis of the Hawaiian Kingdom 

The Hawaiian Kingdom is an anomaly in colonial discourse, While nearly all other 

places in the Pacific were formally colonized by European states, only the Hawaiian Kingdom was 

recognized as an-independent State in the 19m century,46 To further complicate the issue, 

following Hawai'i's recognition as an independent state in 1843, the United States of America 

claimed to amIex Hawai'i in 1898 throngh joint resolution and from that point has treated Hawai'i 

and its native inhabitants in ways that independent states have treated colonies, For this reason 

much scholarship has seen Hawai'i as being both politically and culturally colonized by the 

United States of America, thus the natives ofHawai'i as being "colonized" people, A common 

theme in this scholarship is that the structure of American colonialism subsumed the agency of 

a1n to change or fragment this structure, In much of this scholarship there exists a kind of 

determinism, which pays litde attention to the agency ofindividuals to manipulate and change 

the structures around them, My critique of the ways in which colonial analysis has been applied 

to the Hawaiian Kingdom rests around four interrelated themes: (I) lack of definitional clarity of 

colonialism (2) research conducted in this manner has been overly deterministic (3) research fails 

to account for duality of agency and structure (4) that the application of such an analysis requires 

the scholar to temporally fix "Hawaiianness" to pre-contact Hawai'i. Interpreting the data 

through these lenses makes it difficult to see the ways in which "HawaiiamIess" existed in new 

structures and institutions in thc Hawaiian Kingdom, 
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Thro ugh the opt,ie of coloniali sm the Hawaiian Ki ngdom has been seen in largely two ways: T. As 

a "European creation" 2. As a doomed experiment. of modernity. Essential to both thesc lincs 

of analysis is the assumption thatali'i were confused and mani pulated by "Westcrn" idea ls of 

governance and as a result were nO\. in control of thegovernmenl. An example of l.he argu lllent 

that the Hawai ian Kingdom is a European creation is ill ustrated in the selllimcills of Trask when 

she quotes Levey ami writes, "western imperiali sm had been accomplished wil.hout thc usual 

bothersome wars and costly colonial ad mi nistration. ,,47 
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Levey's argument is that while the European creation ofindependent states and international law 

served European purposes, Hawaiian ali'i could not use these same processes for their own 

purposes. This has been a common assumption carried throughout much scholarship pertaining 

to the Hawaiian Kingdom. Other scholars see even the unification ofKa Pae 'Aioo under the rule 

of one ali'i as being done under the influence of Europeans . Herman writes, 

With the aid ofEnglishmenlohn Young, Kamehameha succeeding in 
conquering all the islands except Kana' i, which he gained by treaty in 1807, thus 
uniting all theislands, for the first time, into what was now the Kingdom of 
H ·,· 48 . awat I. 

Herman lists the name of a foreigu advisor before the name of the founder of me Hawaiian 

Kingdom and by placing the European at the center of the narrative, Herman offers the readers 

the suggestion of European influence and control. Herman makes no mention of native advisors 

to Kamehameha, such as Kame'eiamoku, Kamanawa, Kekiihapi'o, or Ke'eaumoku which further 

excludes me native from the narrative, A reading of Herman's passage without the proper geo-

hislOrica1 COnIext might lead the reader 10 assume that the Hawaiian Kingdom was unified under 

Young and Kamehameha, a proposition that would be false. Both Young and another foreigu 

advisor Isaac Davis were, for a time, visitors 10 Hawai'i on the ships captained by the Metca1fs. 

Y oungwas actually captured on shore by Kamehameha and his men after a disagreement broke 

out which caused Capt. Metcalf (the senior) to fire cannons upon and kill agroup of aboriginal 

Hawaiians (Olowalu Massacre). Young was taken hostage and given the option to teaclJ about 

what he kuew, or he would face death.49 Young chose to live and was taken captive. 50 Young 

assimilates inIO Hawaiian society of the time and years later would become a trusted advisorto 



Kamehameha. He marries an ali'i wahine and becomes the grandfather of Queen Emma, wife of 

Kamehameha IV. Young was an important figure in Kamehameha's circle and he provided 

Kamehameha with knowledge of many aspects of the haole world. While this was valuable 

infonnation for Kamehameha, there is little evidence to suggest that he was more important than 

Kamehameha's other advisors and no evidence to suggest he was a co-founder of the Hawaiian 

Kingdom. 

By de-centering the native in the narrative, Oiwi agency is put into question. Readers of 

Hennan's passage might also assume that the idea of unification was also a result offoreign 

influence. A reading of the mo'olelo (history) of the chiefKalaunuiohua would show that 'Oiwi 

had sought to unity the islands scores of years prior to European contact. Kalauniuohua ruled 

Hawai'i island and made an attempt at unifying Ka Pae 'Aiua (the Hawaiian islands) under his 

rule at least 12 generations prior 10 the arrival of Cook. 5' He was a Hawai'i island chief (as was 

Kamehameha) who consolidated rule on the islands ofHawai'i, Maui, Moloka'i, and O'abu. only 

10 be defeated on Kana'i.5" The deeds ofKalaunuiohua (as well as other chiefs such as, 

Alapa'inui, Kahekili, Kalani'opu'u) would indicate that 'Oiwi were making attempts at unification 

generations prior to, and throughout the period when Young becomes an advisor to 

Kamehameha who unified the Hawaiian Kingdom in 1810. 

Other evidence has shown that some foreigners rather than influencing aln toward 

unification, actively opposed it. The British captain Vancouver, rather than supporting 

Kamehameha's quest for unification, actually attempted to stop the wars between Kamehameha 

and Kahekili through attempting to have the two chiefs sign a treaty. 53 
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The Colonial Machine -And the KTpuka of 'Oiwi Agency 

Scholarship that has focused on the lalcr years of the Hawaiian Kingdom has also been 

done through the use of a co lonial type analysis. Much of this research carries a deterministic 

view that Hawaiians could nO[ savc themselves from the power and greed of the foreigner. There 

is a common overly structural approach in much of thi s work , at times seellls to oocumentthe 

"rollingofthe Colonial Machine" and particularly the American Colonial Mach ine. The 

followi ng passage rrom 'T'rask illustrates some of thcse semi mcnLS, where she writes, 



In less than roo years after Cook's arrival my people had been dispossessed of 
our religion, our moral order, our chiefly form of gnvermnent, many of our 
cultural practices, and our lands and waters.54 

Trask asserts a cansal relationship between the arriva1 of Cook and a dispossession which takes 

place somewhere prior to 18'(8, when Hawai'i was still an independent Kingdom. For Trask 

'Oiwi had been disposed even prior to the overthrow in 1893. Trask's analysis of events 

happening within the Kingdom often illustrate the ali'i as being weak and subservient to haole 

advisors. Traskwrites, 

A weary and frightened King Kamehameha III gave in to haole advisors for a 
division of the lands, called the Mahele. 55 

Trask offers little discussion of the agency of'Oiwi such as Kauikeaouli in his interaction 

with foreigners as well as the possibility of foreigners who had true allegiance to the 

Mo'!. While I agree with Trask that some foreigners had ill intentions and sought to 

influence aln, I do not agree that aln were easily fooled by devious intentions. Focusing 

the narrative on thegreedyforeignerwho dupedthe wemynative, provides little space 

for the agency of the aln. While Trask gives a great deal of agency to Hawaiian initiatives 

likeKa LiihujHawai'iwhich sought to (and did) empower many Hawaiians politically, 

she offers little toward the aln of the Kingdom. 

Other 'Oiwi scholars like Kame' e1eihiwa, while not displaying the determinism of Trask 

when examining events within the Hawaiian Kingdom, have also carried threads of it. 

Kame'e1eihiwa writes, 

In the sweep of history, it is but a short step from the 1848 adoption of private 
ownership of 'Aina to the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian government. 56 
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In this statement Kame'e1eihiwa asserts a causal connection between the Miihele and the 

Overthrow. By asserting such a relationship the significance of the Overthrow is undermined. 

Instead of the Overthrow being seen as a breach of intemationallaw and treaties between two 

independent states, it is seen as a consequence of private property. In doing so, this misses an 

opportunity to hold the United States completely liable for their actions in 1893.57 In today's 

world there are many non-European countries with systems of private property ownership, who 

have managed to maintain independence, sa so clearly there mnst be another reason for the 

present political situation o(Oiwi. 

While being dominated by detenninistic analysis, Kame'e1eihiwa also offers many 

examples o(Oiwi agency, which include Kanikeaouli's dismissal of Christian morality,59 as well 

as the fact that parts of the Miihelewerevery Hawaiian. She writes, "In the Buke Miihele, the 

'Aina were enumerated in the Hawaiian way-by individual place names."60 This passage is 

significant because it shows that names were preserved. Being mnemonic devices, place names 

carry with them the connections, history, and attachment to places. By preserving place names 

the Hawaiian landscape retained its Hawaiian-ness in the process of the Miihele, which could be 

greatly distinguished from places fonnally colonized. There are many pockets of agency in 

Kame'eleihiwa's work and they increase in the recent scholarship ofJon Osorio. 

In Dirmembering La/wi Osorio writes how his book is a story, 

Of how colonialism worked in Hawai I i not through the naked seizure oflands 
and governments but through a slow, insinuating invasion of people, ideas, and 
institutions. It is also a story of how people fought this colonial insinuation with 
perplexity and courage ... Death came not only through infection and disease, but 
through racial and legal discourses that crippled the will, confidence, and tmst of 
the Kanaka Maoli as surely as leprosy and smallpox claimed their limbs and 
Ii 6, 

yes. 



Glancing through the colonial optic, Osorio documents the ways the Hawaiian 

Kingdom's independence was slowly eroded. Osorio acknowledges the Hawaiian 

Kingdom as an independent state, but does not explain how such an institution can be 

colonized (politically). Osorio does however, discuss the ways in which aln attempted to 

use haole advisors and secure their trusted allegiance,so and also notes that constitutional 

government "served to promote some very traditional ideas about service to the Ali"i. "63 

One must agree with Osorio when he writes, "without a doubt ... the most important 

change was the collapse of the Native population."6.j 

David Stannard has argued that the native population might have decreased by as 

much as 90% by the end of the Igfh century.65 The depopulation of the native race was 

the subject of great importance to Kamehameha IV and is the subject of his opening 

address to the Hawaiian legislature on April? 1855, 

A subject of deeper importance, in my opinion, than any I have hitherto 
mentioned, is that of the decrease of our population. It is a subject, in 
comparison with which all othcrs sink into insignificance; for, our first and great 
duty is that of self-preservation. Our acts are in vain uuless we can stay the 
wasting hand that is destroying our people. I feel a heavy, and special 
responsibility resting upon me in this matter; but it is one in which you all must 
share; nor shall we be acquitted by man, or our Maker, of neglect of duty, if we 
fail to act speedily and effectually in the cause of those who are every day dying 
before our eyes.66 

Later in this speech Alexander Liholiho requests laws be enacted to build a public hospital, to 

create tighter ports to help confine possible epidemics from abroad, and su~ts the 

immigration of Polynesians who might quickly assimilate into the population linguistically and 

culturally. While depopulation was a horrible reality for 'Oiwi of the time, a1n such as Alexander 

Liholiho actively sought out ways to stop it. 
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Throughout Osorio's book there are numerous discussions of agency: he points out 

ways that '000 attempted to use western tools such as domestic and international law for their 

own means, and includes an interesting discussion on the Hawaiian Kingdom's attempt at 

protecting Samoa from colonization. 67 Yet, through the colonial gaze one finds streaks of 

determinism throughout his book. In one passage Osorio writes, 

Looking back from the beginning of the twenty-first century. one can see a 
steady progression of viewpoints and analysis ofHawai' i' s modem history that 
gradually placed the seizure of Haw ai' i in its more proper colonial context. 68 

As with previous 'Oiwi scholars Osorio sees the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom as the final 

crescendo in a colonial symphony, which was a result of an invasion of the indigenous mind by 

foreign perspectives, technologies, and institutions. 

InAhha Betrayed, Noenoe Silva seeks to document native Hawaiian resistance to U.S. 

colonialism. Her work is fiUed with examples of what she documents as resistance to the 

structure of American Colonialism. I am reframingthe structure to be that ofimperialism and 

what she terms resistance I am caUing agency. Silva documents how in many cases Hawaiians 

took ideas or institutions which originated in Europe and were Hawaiian-ized. One example of 

this is her discussion about constitutional governments. She writes, 

The constitution and laws in Hawai'i, while European in form, also reflected 
Kanaka Maoli ideas of what was pono in government. This is seen especiaUy in 
the inclusion of women in government in the early years. A1i'i wahine (female 
ali'i) had always been a part of government, and for some years they continued to 
be. 59 

Examples 0(000 adaptations are abundant thronghout her work. One might begin to ask that if 

institutions, ideas, and technologies are being adapted while identity is being maintained, then 

what about the process is colonial? Silva does not go so far as this and throughout her work she 



is at times critical of the overall goals which 'Diwi are seeking to attain. A large part of Silva's 

work is devoted to theHm (political groups) which were formed to openly oppose the annexation 

ofHawai'i into the United States. In one segment Silva writes that even these are a kind of 

colonial creation: 

They (the Hui) developed when U.S. hegemony had taken hold; the Kanak:! 
Maoli, at least the politically active leadership; were persuaded of the workability 
(or the inescapability) of the Western political systems to the extent that they 
organized themselves to strive for their goals within it, adopting its structnra\ 
forms. One could even say that their primary goal-national sovereignty-was 
structnred by the West, for the "nation-state" was not an indigenous 
governmental form but rather was created out of the necessity of surviving as a 
people against the threats of the armed nations of the West. The leadership of 
the three hui consisted primarily of the ali'i class, as well, who would have 
benefited more than makiiiinana from adapting to the Western system.7<' 

This type of analysis temporally fixes Hawa.i"i's native population to forms of government that 

were in practice prior to the arrival of Cook. yet governance changed even in the pre-contact 

indigenous system (Pa·ao, Pili). It gives power to the "structnre" of European political systems 

and in doing so fails to articulate how native agency could have changed those structures. There 

exists a circular element to this type of argument in that it states that Hawaiians adapted to 

"Western" forms of government to avoid being colonized, but that this adaptation also results in 

colonization. The most ironic is her final sentence which attempts to insert a Marxist-like class 

struggle into the analysis (something that is not articulated in traditional forms ofknowledge) 

where the ali'i class who were in leadership of the Hui may have benefited more than that of the 

mak:!'iiinana by adapting to "Western" forms of governance. In this form of analysis, even the 

ali'i assuming "traditional" roles ofleadership might be a sign of colonialism. Throughout 

Silva's work the definition of colonialism that she is using is unclear. She often cites scholars 

such as Ngugi, Nandy, and Spivak, and in one passage she states that, 
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Colonialism in Hawai'i, as elsewhere, is complex. It affected ali'i, kahuna 
(experts, healers), and maka'iiinana, women and men, and residents of different 
islands differently. '{I 

It is not clear which definition of colonialism she is applying in her analysis. Her book cites 

numerous examples of native agency which range from the printing of Hawaiian language 

newspapers, to the establishment of a board of genealogies, to the coronation ofKaliikaua where 

hula is performed for twenty-four straight hours.72 If she is using an argument similar to those of 

Fanon, Nandy, and Ngugi that colonialism takes place in the mind, I would argue that the data 

which she interprets as "resistance to colonialism" is clear evidence that those actors were not 

colonized in the mind. She openly states how ali'i at this time were openly asserting traditional 

epistemologies. She writes, 

Theywere no doubt acutely aware that traditional epistemologies were dismissed 
by the Europeans and Euro-Americans, and they hoped to use the scientific tools 
available to contest that dismissal by showing that science proved what they had 
always known.73 

Her research is the least deterministic of the recent wave of Native Hawaiian scholars, yet near 

the end of her book she too falls victim to an inherent fatalism. Silva writes, 

The act of deposing Queen Lili'uokalani was the culmination of seventy years of 
U.S. missionary presence in Hawai'i. Step by step, the religion, the land, the 
language, and finally the government were overtaken.74 

Her passage suggests a kind of colonial architecture which was assembled piece by piece until 

the final culminating event. The establishment ofHawai'i as an independent and sovereigu state 

does not seem to fit into this architecture, and is an illustration of the inconsistencies of her 

argument. In colonizing HawaiZ Sally Engle Mary makes a similar argument when she speaks of 

the aln strategy for being recognized as an independent state. Mary writes, 
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Constructing a society that appeared II civilized II to the Europeans in 
nineteenth-century terms clearly helped to win acceptance from those European 
powers whose recognition conferred sovereignty. Under the Westphalia system 
ofinternational relations, European powers had a particular capacity to confer 
sovereign status. Elites engaging in II civilizing II their nations did so because 
they saw this as a form of resistance to imperialism. In Hawai' i, they were 
rewarded by a temporary postponement of colonial annexation by the United 
States ... 75 

Mary recognizes the strategy adopted byali'i who pursued the Hawaiian Kingdom's status as an 

independent state. She recognizes as does Silva., and Osorio, that ali'i were creating a country as 

a strategy to maintain independence. While Silva and Osorio see the Kingdom in a colonial 

context, she sees it in its more proper imperial setting. However she does see the Kingdom with 

a deal offatalism. She fashions the Kingdom's history to the seams of the United States, and 

stitches them together through colonial annexation. POSSibly, glossing over the significance of 

independence and the events that remove it from Hawaiian control. It's unclear to me the casual 

relationship between recognition of independence and what Mary terms a colonial annexation. 

The proposition of a colonial annexation is misleading, and might be more accurately stated by 

saying that the United States had to use its troops to invade and overthrow a foreign government. 

Asserting a causal relationship between the ali'i engaging in the "civilization" process and the 

United States breaking international law to acquire Hawai'i seems logically problematic. 

An example of how a colonial analysis might be inconsistent, or at least incomplete can 

be seen by multiple interpretations of a passage by Ka.mehameha IV. 

His Majesty Ka.mehameha III, now no more, was permanently the friend of the 
foreigner, and I am happy in knowing that he enjoyed your confidence and 
affection. He opened his heart and hand with a royal liberty, and gave till he had 
little to bestow and you little to ask. In this respect I cannot hope to equal 
him ... J therefore say to the foreigner that he is welcome .•.. Welcome so long as 
he comes with the laudable motive of promoting his own interests and at the 
same time respectiug those of his neighbor. But ifhe comes with no more 
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exalted motive than that of building up his own interests at the expense of the 
Native-to seek our confidence only to betray it-with no higher ambition than 
that of overthrowing our Government, and introducing anarchy, confusion and 
bloodshed-then he is most unwelcome. 

Kamehom.eha IV, Ale:mnder Liholiho'f6 

The words of Alexander Liholiho can be interpreted in many ways. When viewed under the 

hermeneutics of a scholar trained in the discourses of colonialism it might read as a prophetic 

statement about the demise of the Hawaiian Kingdom. From a contemporary perspective much 

has come to pass to support such an interpretation (Overthrow, Annexation, and the 50th state), 

however these events have little relationship to the issues that Alexander was faced with. 

Another approach might look into the hermeneutics of this particular passage and find 

an active agent77 engaged in the governance of a country that was in constant threat offoreigo 

manipulation but not destined for foreigo rule. As Alexander Uholiho, Kamehameha IV, 

addressed the Hawaiian legislature for the first time at the age of 2r, though young in years, he 

had already traveled to Europe, visited the govenunents of France, Britain, and the United States 

of America. Having these experiences surely would have added to his knowledge of governance. 

the relationship ofIndependent states, and how foreigners were governed in other countries. In 

his passage he welcomes certain foreigoers but also clearly articulates a warning for foreigners 

who have no loyalty to the crown. He seems to be a man actively engaged in securing his future. 

Alexander Uholiho had also been a member of the Privy Council of the Hawaiian Kingdom 

during Kamehameha III's reign. Kuykendall writes, 

The prince was in his twentieth year. In the early part ofr8SZ he had been made 
a member of the privy council and immediately began to take an active and 
influential part in the deliberations of the council. On April 7, r853, he was 
fonnally proclaimed heir to the crown. His ability was unquestioned. He had a 
brilliant mind, was ambitions, and did not wish to see his country's 



independence s~CI' il i ced. It is wel l known I.hulI.he king dderred 1.0 Li holiho' s 
dcsi res and judgmenL as much as possiblc.78 

Kameh3l11eha J V had a formal cd u(~ltion , cAv eriencc in govcrnmcnt , and con fi dcnce in hi s 

authority and agency to attcmpt to makc that fut1!re a real ity. PrevioLis scholarship on the 

II ~waiian Ki ngdom has failed to examinc the acLions of ali'i wiLilout a lOne of'fatali sm. Possibly 

bec~u sc of thi s I.One and the undeniable ra el.l.hatl.lie United States currently occupies the 

Hawaiian Islands and claims it to be the SOlI. state of the union, 'Oiwi scholarship from Trask 1.0 

Silva has no! accuratciy accountcd for Native agcncy. A readi ng of the works from Trask through 

Silva neve rtheless documents a steady progression orOiwi, I have designed a figure to help 

ill ustrate thc ri se or Nativc agcncy in thc works of rCCcnL 'Oiwi scholars. 
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It is possible that as a larger number of scholars become proficient in the Hawaiiao 

language more examples of Native agency will be documented. Given the work done by previous 

'Oiwi scholars aod their documentation of Native agency I am suggesting that there may be 

aoother theory or mode of analysis for events in the Hawaiian Kingdom prior to U,S. intervention 

inr893, 

Like every researcher and scholar I am biased, why I chose this topic, who I am, my 

family background, all affect my research topic aod my analysis. My tUtU Winnona 

Kapuailohiamaoonokalaoi Beamer has been a tremendous influence in every aspect of my life 

aod has always taught to ask questions aod to have the courage to speak up. Please know that I 

am not being critical of other scholars out of disrespect. My ability to argue and establish my 

positions is ONLY possible because of their pioneering work and in maoy eases their lectures, 

mentoring, and aloha. As an undergraduate student I have had courses with Doctors Trask.. 

Silva, Kame'e1eihiwa aod Osorio, who were all excellent Kumu aod even better Hawaiiaos. Dr. 

Jon Osorio has been not only a committee member but a resource to me through much of my 

graduate education. I also know that it is always easier to criticize thao it is to create. I chose this 

topic because after completing my masters' thesis aod looking into early Hawaiiao Kingdom 

documents and maps, I thought that colonialism conld not explain the creation of the materials 

that I had been viewing. I had become intrigued in attemptiug to view the Hawaiiao Kingdom 

through the eyes of the ali'i who were making decisions in these difficnlt times. Surely they made 

some decisions that may have led to unintended consequences, but neither European rulers. 



Amcri can Pres idents, nor anyothcr human can claim exemption from decisions that led to 

Il ni mended eon seq uenees. 

Thi s hcing said, in the eomingehapters 1 have 3LLempted 1.0 do a large majority of my 

research and analysis through the use ofo rigi nal sou rce materi al and 1.0 let thesc doeu mems 

"spea k 101' themselves." I am a lirm bcl ieverthat original source material is a must for 

conducting resea.reh on Hawai"i . R.S. Kuykendall has written a three volume history spanning 

fi'om 1788-1893. His wo rk has become to be in many cases the nearl y definitive Engli sh language 

source on these periods. He conducted a vast amount of research through the usc of archi val 

material. One might not always agree with hi s imerpretalions, but he docs cite hi s sources. A 

visual represemaLion of the presemist perspective oflen applied to the hi story of the Hawaiian 

Kingdom can bc seen on the versions ol"these books published l'ro1ll1978 on. While all the dates 

covered in thi s amhology arc prior to the cstablishment of the Republic (Mil itary State) , the cover 

01" each of the volumes contains the seal of the Republic of Hawaii , placing visual rcprcscmal.ioll 

on the mind of the doom that is infilsed in each volume. 

Figtlrc 4. R.S. Kuykcndall \'ols. J &;}. 1973 I)rinting. Note 
Dates Covered Vol I. 1778-1854 Vol 2. 1854-1874, \\7hilc the 
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The Hawaiian Kingdom-The Journey Ahead 

The following chapters will examine the extent to which the Hawaiian State was a 

Hawaiian creation. I have attempted to show the perspectives of some of the prominent a1n 

through their engagement with foreigners and their adaptations ofEuropean protocols and 

political strategies. Throughout this dissertation I argue that a1n were strategic in their 

adaptations, while in many cases, active agents in appropriating laws, protocols, and 

technologies. I will show that they exhibited a great deal of agency in their relations with 

foreigners. Onc kcy argument is that the material effects of colonialism on the Hawaiian Islands 

only occur following the overthrow ofUIi'uokalani in 1893. This is consistent with the loss of 

power by severing traditional ties to the MoY, the loss oflanguage through an official ban from 

schools in 1896 by the ~Republic," and the loss of access to land through the 1895 Land Act. 

That these critical events do not occur with an aboriginal monarch at the head of government 

demonstrates that the Hawaiian Kingdom was an effective device against Imperialism and 

provided as a means to protect the interests of a1n, native, and foreign-born subjects loyal to the 

crown, prior to 1893. 

In Chapter 2 I am arguing that even prior to contact with Europeans in 1(78, 'Oiwi had 

developed a society that was highly stratified, ordered, and expressed territoriality which 

developed internally to take on forms similar to modern states. Chapter 2 will illustrate how the 

concepts ofMo'I, Palena, and Kiilai'iiina form the makings of a pre-state society that- possessed 
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a nearly sovereign ruler. had ordered the land. near shore fisheries. and resources by a complex 

system ofhoundaries. and how those lands were distributed amongst chiefs in accordance to 

rank, genealogy. and fealty to the MOl. 

Chapter 3 is an investigation into the early ali'i and haole engagements and negotiations. 

The lives ofKamehameha I and Liholiho are the central fignres of this chapter although I also 

discuss some of their prominent foreign advisors to these MOl. This chapter seeks to document 

the openness of ali'i to the world and their early attempts at creating alliances with other 

countries. 

Chapter 4 is an analysis of the modernization of the structures of MOl. Palena, and 

Kiilai'iiina that were discussed earlier in Chapter 2. I cover different significant events in the 

reigns ofKamehameha III. IV • V. and also Kaliikaua. In this chapter I illustrate the was a transfer 

of many aspects of earlier 'Oiwi society into modern forms. and that there was a progression of an 

open acceptance and admiration for many of the "anciently" practiced arts and knowledge 

systems. I wiU also demonstrate how the position of an aboriginal Mo't protected the interests of 

native subjects and provided them with access to power against foreign intrusion. 

Chapter 5 will be a summary and analysis of the previous chapters and an argument for 

seeing the overthrow as a critical severing event that broke the link of native Hawaiians with 

traditional structures and accesses to power. In this chapter. I will show how the adoption oflaw 

by ali'i in the Kingdom had much less to do with the demise ofHawaiian nationality than did the 

actions of a small group of haole. resentful of Hawaiian authority and backed by representatives 

of the United States. In this chapter I point to critical new areas of study that mightlead to a 

better understanding of the present state of Hawaiian dispossession in terms ofland. culture. and 



power while demonstrating that a colonial analysis of the Hawaiiao Kingdom has overlooked 

these very significant arenas of research. 



Chapter 2: Mii'i, Palena, and Kalai' aina; 
A Glance Into Early' Oiwi Political Geography 

At the Hawaii State archives in the Kalaniana' ole collection contains a folder that 

includes a handwriuen account of very early'Oiwi mo'olelo (history). It ispO&fiblethat sometime 

between 1903 and IgosJonah Kiihiii Kalaniona ole, the great-grandson of Kanmuali'i, heir to 

the throne of the Kingdom, hilnai of Queen Kapi'olani, former political prisoner of the 

"Republic," and newly elected Congressman of the "Territory," picked up a draft bill of what 

becanIe the Organic Act, and on the backside of the paper began to write in the Hawaiian 

language a detailed mo'olelo about the beginnings of government and the ali'i structure through 

the examples of some very early ali'i of Ka Pae 'Aina Hawai'i.79 From the perspective of a 

contemporary 'Oiwi scholar there is greatnvnyofthis mo'olelo beingwriuen on the back of a 

bill auempting to create a territorial government in Hawaii for the United ~tates. 

Kiihifi's writing discusses the early origins of government and the actions of different 

ali'i as they assume control of their respective islands. KiihiO often includes mele (poem, song) 

to accompany the mo' olelo of the chiefs along with genealogical information and knowledge of 

where the particular ali'i was born, where the piko (navel cord) and ewe (afterbirth) were placed 

and the final resting place of the ali'i. He provides historical details of ali'i such as Haloa, Ulu, 

Hema, Mii'ilikiikabi and others with a detail that I have not found in other sources. It is possible 

that some of this knowledge was trulyali'i knowledge and was being shared for the first time. 

Kiihifi was a member of the Hale Nauii 80 society and his annty Po'omaikelani was at times the Iku 

wa or orator of the society which may have made Kiihifi privy to much of the information 

gathered by that society as well. When he writes ofUiu he notes that "0 Ka Ulu, he alii oia, he 18 
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hanauna mai a Welawahilani maio ua hanania oia ma Kailua Koolanpoko, Oahu."g( A translation 

of this passage is, {flu was a chiif, there are 18 generatioM.from Welawahilani to lJlu. He was 

born in Koilua, Ko olaupolco, O'a/zu. He goes on to list a mele about the travels ofUIu (a.k.a. 

Kaulu82
) who was known to be a great navigator. Following the poem Kiihio writes. 

Va ike ae la kakou i ko Kaulu wahi i hanan 
ai arne kona wahi i hele aku ai a hoi maio 
Va pau loa iaia na Aina 0 Asia, Euopa, a 
me ua Mokupuni 0 ka Moana. I ka nana 
ana, ua pololei, keia, oiai, 0 ko kakou alii 
kekahi i ike maka aku nei i keia man 
aina. 83 

Now we know the place where Kaulu was 
born and atro the place.r he visitedprior to 
hir return to Hawaii. He virited the landr 
of Asia, Europe, and the islands of 
the Pacific. Onecanseethatthtrirtrue, 
since our ali'i were one.r who saw with 
their own eye.r the.re Imzdr. 

While it is likely that many European or American scholars of his time would have dismissed 

these claims. KiihiO had no reservations about validity nor the content of this particular portion 

of traditional knowledge. For the contemporary reader. the information presented by Kiihio is 

worldview-altering, for it forces the reader to consider that it may have been 'aiwi who 

discovered the haole (foreigner), many generations priorto Cook's arrival in ka Pae 'Aina in 

stark contrast to contemporary undcrstandings.8.j I had notlearned of these travels ofUlu prior 

to a reading ofKiihiO' s mo'olelo it is of great significance. It demonstrates that 'aiwi were 

navigating and exploring vast seas engaging with and negotiating other cultures prior I??8. 

Kiihio's mo'olelo is an attempt to illustrate the ancient heritage of'aiwi while demonstrating 

significant developments in the early ali'i system. It weaves the ancient system with the modern 

by illustrating the antiquity of the ali'i system which existed priorto Europeans and had 

continued to exist in the Kingdom. 

Similarly to Kiihio's mo'olelo, this chapter will be illustrating some of the major 

structures of the 'aiwi system i ka wii kahiko (in ancient times). Itwill trace the development of 
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the 'aha ali'i (council of chiefs)-the rise of the Mo'i-the establishment of Palen a-and the 

redistribution oflands through a Kiilai'iiina. The structures ofMo'i, Palena, and Kiilai'iiina 

express territoriality and are of significance from a political-geographical perspective. The 

analysis of these structures, will provide the reader with a background of "traditional" 'Diwi 

structures. It is essential to have a basic understanding of these "traditional" structures to 

understand later chapters of this dissertation which focus on 'Diwi-Haole negotiations and the 

hybridizations of these structures in the Hawaiian Kingdom. When the reader has completed 

this chapter they will have an understanding of these important structures and be prepared to 

assess how these structures were modified in later chapters. The importance of this chapter for 

the overall argument of my dissertation is that this chapter illustrates that there existed in Ka Pae 

'Aina complex structures which resemble a kind of "pre-state craft, "which made the 

modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom much more a process of modi tying existing structures 

than replacing or erasing the ancient forms of governance, chiefly rule, and land management. 

The structures ofMo'i, Palena, and Kiilai'iiina organized rule, society, and land in ways that are 

similar to those of states. They established a centralized authority, created asocial-hierarchy, 

and regulated access to resources in ways that were modified when the Hawaiian Kingdom began 

to codilY its government and legal system. The structures of the Mo'i, Palena, and Kiilai'iiina 

lTCated a pre-state like order over the society. Hommon argues that a "primitive," 

State must include the following features: (I) a government that exercises the 
"monopoly of power;" (2) at least two socio-economic classes, and (3) 
boundaries that are maintained and modified by governmental force.85 
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When the three separate but intimately related strunures ofMo'T, Palcna, and Kalai'aina arc 

seen as a whole, I believe they ollcr a gli mjJse into pre-European 'Oiwi Slale-craji: and resemble 

some of the qualifications that Hommonlists in the quotation above, 

Government 
\Thui. Excrrues the 
"Monopoly of Power" 

, , , , 
'lI 

Comparison of Hom man & 
Traditional'Oiwi Concepts 

I 
'\I' 

'\I' 

"Traditional" State-Craft? 

AI Least Two 
Sooo-Eronomlc 

C!asses 

/ 

II 

, 
/ 

/ 

ChaUier 2, FiL'IIrC I, A conmarison of Homlllon and Ancicnt 'Oiwi conceoLS, 

IfKuhio wrote the mo'olclo that thi s chaptcr hegan with in [905, then I would he writing 

some 108 years after him. I do not claim to know thi s hi story in such detail as he had written it. I 

am al so not suggesting that my analysis is definitive, It is my hopc thutmy analysis mightlcad to 

f' h d I " I 36 ururc rcscare an speClI auon IIlto tlese structures. 

In thi s chaptcr I will be di scussi ng the structures of Mo'T, Palena , and Kal aj'ain3 through 

the mo'olclo ofali'i such as Haho, Kalaunuiohua, Mailikukahi and others. I wi ll al so 

demonstrate the LOmJllcxitics ofland redistribution to chiefs, and examine the diverse range of 

land terms and relationships to land i ka wa kahiko. This chapter eomparesgencalogics, 

mo'oldo and prel'ious description and analysis in order to understand and illustrate rhe 
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relationships between Mo'I, Palena and Kiilai'runa. I have made an attempt to summarize the 

structures ofMo'j , Palena, and Kalai'iiina, in doing so I will be making some generalizations, I 

am aware that these concepts may vary by time as well as by place. My analysis arises from the 

sources I have examined and therefore is not inclusive off all the intricacies of these concepts. An 

important perspective to keep in mind when anemptiogto understand these portions of'Diwi 

history. is that it was a weaving of the material. metaphysical. and genealogical that created these 

structures. While it may be difficult to treat equally these seemingly separate bodies of 

knowledge, an explanation that attempts to separate the material. metaphysical. and the 

genealogical strands. or to the uo-weave the lei, would likely fall short of the totality of these 

structures. 

A central concept that incorporates the material. metaphysical and genealogical ismana. 

Mana is translated assupematuralpower, as well as. r1ftcin/powerorauthorily.87 Mana was 

infused in nearly every aspect of'Oiwi society i ka wa kahiko. The primary way that one received 

mana was through one's genealogy. The mana of one' s ancestors is inherited by living 

descendants. Kame'e1eihiwa writes. 

Genealogies are perceived by Hawaiians as an unbroken chain that links those 
who are alive today to the primeval life forces-to mana (spiritual power) that 
first emerged with the beginning of the world. Genealogies anchor Hawaiians to 
our place in the universe and give us the comforting illusions of continued 
existence.88 . 

Mana could also be acquired through metaphysical means-the acquiring of particular gods or 

pule (prayer) as was the god KUka'ilimoku passed to Karnehameha upon the death of his uncle 

Kalani'opu'u. giving greater access to mana for Karnehameha. 8g Karne'eleihiwa writes that there 
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was also the path ofKfi to mana, which is the path to mana through politics and war.90 Kehau 

Abad writes that mana is, 

The power that emanates from the spiritual realm and imbues all things animale 
and inanimate. From the human perspective it is power that is physically felt, 
intellectually realized, and intuitively sensed. Those most closely connected to 

the gods and the spiritual realm possess agreater degree of /IlOIIfl and hence the 
authoritative position of being ali'i9' 

The concept of mana both in physical and metaphysical terms played a central role in the society 

in ancient times. It was mana what would establish one's rank as an ali'i (chief) rather than a 

maka'iiinana (commoner), as well as gradations of rank within aln. Mana also played a critical 

role in the establishment of the Mo'!. 

E Kiilia i ka pali Mo 'f; The evolution of the position of Mo ~ 

The evolution oraiwi society from rule by a councilor chiefs or chief of one particular 

district to the consolidation of power by one particular chief over and entire island is an 

important transition to analyze in order understand what an ancient political geography may have 

looked like. The position ofMo'y has often been translated as King, in this section I show that it 

had origins that stemmed from' aiwi rather than European history. 

The word Mo'! seems to be a merger of two words, the first being mo 0, which in this case 

is meant to refer to alinoge, line, .rerier, .rllCce.r.rion,92 and the word 'y which in this usage refers 

.rupreme,great, bert. 93 A possible literal translation ofMo'y is a .rllCCfillion 0/ the.rupreme. The 

word MOl is translated as, a.rovereign, one who if in .rupreme authori1y.94 In some usages it is 

difficult to distinguish the distinctions between the term A1i'i nui (high ranking chief) and Mo'!. 

In nearly all cases it would be true that a Mo'ywas an A1i'i nui (high ranking chief), but it is not 
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necessari1y true that an AJi'i nui was also a Mo'i. F ornander writes that prior to the development 

of the concept ofMo'i in ancient times, 

When the legends referring to that time speak of anAm-nul ofKanai or anAm
nul of Hawaii, it simply means that he was the most powerful chief on that island 
for the time being, and by inheritance, conquest, or marriage had obtained a 
larger territory than any other chief there. 95 

The Mo'! represents the highest class in a society that was highly stratified both between aln 

maka'wnana, and among the ali'i structure itself. There seems to have been a kind oflinear 

progression from the concept of an Ali'i nui to that of a Mo'i. However, the origin of the term 

Mo'!is somewhat ambiguous. When discussing the use of the terms Ali'i nui and Mo'!, Kehan 

Abad writes that the term Mo'i may have been a part of the secret language of the 'aha ali'i. She 

writes, 

It is possible that the term was part of the secret language of the ' aha ali'i which 
was not understood by the common people, and which was changed when ever it 
became known to the makaainana.96 

Abad's s~tion might provide insight into the difficulties ofidentifying the origin of the term 

Mo'i. In the Puku'iand Elbert dictionary it states that, K According to J.F. Stokes. the word mo'i, 

king, is of recent origin and was first in print in 18J2 ... the term mo'i was apparendy not used in 

the Fornander legends collected in the 1860s. "97 However, Fornander clearly states that, 

KthewordMoi appears in the legends and the Meles, indicating that the chief 
who bore that tide was, by some constitutional or prescriptive right, 
acknowledged as the suzerain lord of his /her island. "gS 

It is possible that Stokes was not able to review all ofFornander's work or happened to miss the 

discussion ofMo'f, but Fornander clearly states that M6'i appears in the mele of ancient times . 

However, Fornander theorizes that the position ofMo'!was a product of the changes that were 
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taking place following the ~migratory" periods.99 He argues that the position ofMo'I developed 

in Hawan as a result of the changes that were taking place in the migratory or voyaging periods 

when the mele show that there was much interaction between the Hawaii and other islands in the 

Pacific.1
°O His analysis is that prior to the "migratory" period the word MoT did not appear in the 

mo'olelo and genealogy of the aln. Kaliikaua makes a similar argument when he writes that the 

position of MoT was instituted hythe "newcomers from the south. "101 Fornander, as well as 

Kalakaua state that there were Ali'i 'ai moku (independent chiefs in charge of districts) prior to 

the migration periods and that the position ofMo'I evolves after the migration periods. 

Fornander speculates that the highest rank of aln was that ofHau"'" prior to the institution of 

Mo'I. However when the position ofMo'I evolved in Ka Pae 'Aina, he notes that it had many 

advantages, 

It tended to make a political unit of each island, and in a measure to check the 
condition of anarchy into which the people apparently had fallen, consequent 
upon this period ofinvasion, disruption, and commingling of elements of varying 
culture and couilicting pretensions. It enabled each island to combine its forces 
for purposes of defense, and it required a Moi of more than common ability and 
force of character to induce his chiefs to join him in an aggressive war upon 
another island. 103 

The writing of Prince Kfihio might shed some light on what was taking place on the ground in 

Hawai'i during the voyaging periods. He writes that the migrations of people from Borbora were 

taking place from the time ofPaumakuakalani to Keliikalola, which would be roughly 40 

generations, Kfihio estimates the dates to be between 600 and I2ooA.D.10
4 He also discusses a 

period where the genealogies of the koa (warriors) and aln become mixed, 
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Ua lila ka aina a me ke Aupuni i kekahi 
poe pakaha wale i ka aina ma ke ano 
hooikaika. Ua loaa ka inoa alii 0 ke kahi 
poe ma ke koa, a ua hoopiliia ma ka 
mookuauhau alii , a lilo aku la i alii io.'Oj 

!>allds alld govemmelll were /0.5//0 diose 
who rmded and lOok cOlI/ra! of!alld 
becaa.se 0lllieli' Jlrel/gLiI. SOllie ofLl!{<.e 
wan/ors lOok all/he Ilamestjdllejj and 
efllwlilcd tilclll-Jeives liuo eli irjly 
get/ea/owes, and Liley became recognized 
/0 be true chirjs. 

Throughout Kiihi6's work there is an emphasis on O'ahu and Maui being the binhplace of th t: 

ali 'i system and the ali 'i of these islands beings Llpn ior to those ofothn islands. Kuhi6 "Tites 

that the son of Kapawa, Iideipawa created the ali'i system of governance on Maui . ,,>i; Kapawa was 

al so the first ali'i [ 0 be buried in lao vall ey, the famous resting place of the O'ahu and Maui chiefs. 

Below is a portion of the Ku muhonua genealogy that shows the I3 generations from the ehief Ulu 

(the navigator) to Heleipawa, the father of Kapawa. '07 This genea.Jogy is I isted to prOl'ide a 

glimpse into the a.Ji'i of thi s time period. It must bt: kept in mind that it is widely accepted that 

ali'i, would manipulate genealogies (ho'opili mea 'ai) in va rious ways. One of which was to have 

thei r ancestors appear as the first born (which would give them morc mana). ,,'" 

Kane (Mall) Wahine (Womafl) 

33. Kii Ilinakauia 

Kapunuu 

Kciki (Child) - I Ii I 
\allalllil 

Nana 
Kapulani 
Na naie 
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42. Wawana Hinamah llia Akalana 
43. AkaJana Hinakawea Ma uimua 

Mallihope 
Mau iki iki 

Mau iakalana 
44. Mauiakalana Hi nakeal 0 h ai 3 Nanamu03 
~5 . Nunamaoa Hi nakapai kua Nanakulei 
46. Nan3J·;u lei Kahaukuhonua Nanakoko 
47. Nanakoko Kahikiolani Hclcipuwu 

48. fleleliJowa'09 Kookooku mai Ian i Hulum3nai lani 

Chapter 2. Figurc 1. Portion of the Kumuhon llu Gcncalob'Y 
from UIULO lleleipawa. The chiefs Ulu and Nana ulu needed LO 
be traccd LO lor entrance i 11[0 the 'aha ali'i . 

The Hawai ian scholar David Malo used Lhc mewphor orthe body LO describe the "trad itional" 

Hawaii an governmclll.al structure. It is li kely that hi s description dcseribes the structure 

f,)lIowing Lh t: sys tem cmfll aced by Kapawa. but with the sources avai lable at thi s time it is ve ry 

dillicultLO be completely certai n. It is interesting to note that Malo uses the term AI i'i nui rather 

than M6'1 which might be because he is giving a gencral ricscripLion. "0 Below is an image which I 

created of Malo's deseri plion of the ancient Sll'ucru rc 0 I' the government. 
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Tho /ef, hand o( ,"" 

Govwrwmn t;$ the Ma;n 
Counselor 

rheGovernmenr 
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TIv Fint}f!fs of the Gowmmenr 
are the Mo*o~a6lona 

Po'. mahi'ai 
Hi lawai'a; 

The Formers and Fisherman 
are Ihe Left Foot of the Government 

KE KINO AUPUNI MAOU; 
An'Diwi Political PerspectiY'l!, 
as wrin.n By David Malo 

Chaptcr2. Figll rc2. Ke Kino Aupun i Mao li ; An 'Oiwi Political Perspective 
as written by Daivda Malo. Ill ustrated by Kamana Beamer. 

The 'Oiwi body politic as described by Malo ill ustrates the union oflhe strueUires of go verna nee 

and we ll as the slTari fi eation of the differing pieces of thar Slruetu rc within the Body. The Ali'i 

nui represents the head of govern a nee. but a head lhat docs not rest above a secure base is surc to 

fall . The facl lhalgnvernanec was abstraclly thoughl of in lhese tcrms is of great signi fi cance 

toward the understandingoflhe modern ization of th is syslcm. If the structures of governance 

were understood in both intimate and abslracllerms il is more likely lhallhey could be open to 

change and adjuslmeills. Having an abstracl understanding of governance would cnable parts of 



the body to be represented by different political positions, while still maintaining the metaphor 

of the body. This I think it is importaot to recognize that the positions represented by parts of 

the body as explained by Malo likely changed even prior to the arrivnI ofEuropeans in the 

Hawaiian Islands. 

Haho A Me Ka Aha Alfi : Haho And The Council of Chiefs 

An importaot creation that legitimized the ali'i structure was the development of the 'aha 

ai/i. According to Fornander the lzha aU/was developed by Haho, the son ofPaumakua of 

Maui. ill The lzha alii created a kind of chiefly pedigree among chiefs. It established a common 

ancestra1line that one needed to trace their genealogy to in order to enter into this circle. Only 

those who could trace their lineage back to the chiefs Ulu or Nanauiu (see fig!) and demonstrate 

the authenticity of their lineage to others in the court, could enter into the circle of the lzha aUt. 

Ulu and Nanaulu were brothers and according to the Kumuhonuagenealogy they were born 

about 84 generations prior to Kamehameha.1T2 [The parents ofUlu and Nanaulu were Ki'i (k) 

and Hinakoula (w).) Within the lzha alii'each chiefhad a somewhat equal seat at the table 

although there were well understood gradations of rank and kapu between members. While 

there were varying degrees of rank within the 'aha aUi; the separation between ali'i and 

maka'ainana was clear both in visual and cognitive tenns, where ali'i were allowed to wear 

symbols of their stature and had access to a language designed to be known only by chiefs. 

Kaliikana notes that, 

The Aha-alllhad a language which was not understood by the common people, 
and which was changed whenever it became know to the ma/caainana, and itwas 
their right on all occasions to wear the insignia of their rank, the featherwreath 



(lei-hulu), the feather cape (aha-ula), and the ivory clasp (paIooa) ; and their 
canoes might be painted red and bear a pennon. il3 

Fornander theorizes that the development of the 'aha alit allowed those with lengthy 

generational ties to KaPae 'Aina (the Hawaiian islands) to distinguish themselves from others in 

the Pacific who were migrating to these islands and may have been of aln class in their previous 

homeland. Fornanderwrites, 

It arose, probably, as a necessity of the existing condition of things during this 
migratory period, as a prntection of the native aristocracy against foreign 
pretenders, and as a broader line of demarcation between the nobility and the 
commonality. ILj 

The famed Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau also discusses the 'aha alii. The following is a 

portion of an article wriuen in the Hawaiian langnage newspaper,Ke Au t}ko a by Kamakau. He 

describes the 'aha alii slightly differently than that of Kalakaua and Fornander and notes that 

previous to Haho, Hawai'i island was in a state of disrepair. Kamakau writes, 

o ke alii 0 Hawaii i hookumu ia mai ai ka aha 

I ke au 0 ka noho alii ana 0 Haho i alii aupuni 
no Hawaii, 0 ia ka hoomaka ana 0 ke aupuni 0 

Hawaii he aupuni aha alii. Eia ke kumu 0 ka 
hookumu ana 0 keia mea he aha. 0 ka 
mokupuni 0 Hawaii rna mua aku 0 ko Haho 
noho alii ana, he noho ana makaainana, ua 
huikau na alii me na makaainana, ua iho aku 
na alii i lalo, ua pii mai na makaainana i luna, a 
ua hui aku, hui mai, aole maopopo na alii he 
rnakaainana wale no. I ka wa loihi loa, ua 
haunaele pinepine na makaainana no ke alii 
ole, ua hookiekie wale kckahi rna luna 0 

kekahi, a ua hoo wale aku kekahi i ka kckahl, 
no laila, pilikia ka noho ana 0 ke aupuni 
makaainana. 115 

Thecondition o/chi¢ on HawaiI irland war the 
rearon that the 'aha alii' war e.rlflb/i.shed 
It war the time when Haho war ruling ar a chiif' 
on HawaiI irland, that the govemmeiu o/Hawail 
irland began [0 bea government composed o/the 
'aha aIi'i Here ir the rearon thai the 'aha war 
e.rlflb/i.shed The irland 0/ HawaiI prior [0 

Haho:r reign, war being govemed by 
moka 'ainana (commoners), the lines between 
chiJf.s and commoners were conjUred, the chi¢ 
had.runk low and the commoners had rifen 
above, the two c/o.rse.r had been mixed and it war 
dffJicub to teU who war an chiif' and who war a 
commoner. For a vel)' long nine, there war '!lien 
commotion by the maka 'ainana (commoners) 
who had no chiif, one (commoner) would rife 
himself above the next, andsome would rob and 
pillage others. TherifOre, living under a 
governmeJU 0/ commoners war prob!emotic. 



K~m~kau credi ts Il aho \\~ th bringing the 'aha ali'i to H awai'i island , but diners slightly Ii'omthat of 

Kalakaua and Fornander, because he states that it was the maka'iiinana themselves that sOllghl 

Haho 1.0 rill e ~s an ali'i over their island. 

I 0 laila, huli mai la na makaai nana 0 Hawaii i 
alii no lakou a loaa ke alii i Oahu , c hoonoho 
ma luna 0 ko lakou aupuni , 0 ia 0 Haholani kc 
keiki a f'aumakua, ka moopuna a 
Iluanuikaialailai. a 0 ia hoi keia 0 

Ilaholaniahuamal, ra , ua komo ka mal"l.la ka ne 
a me kc ku puna kanc i loko 0 k.a inoa 
hookahi . Ma loko 0 k.a aha kapll alii , ua akaka 
na alii a me na miliainana, a 0 ka aha kapu 
alii ka hoailona nana c hoikcakaka kc kuleana 
oiaio 0 kc alii a me ka makaainana. ,,' 

Tllerejore, rile malra ainana (commoner.l) 
of Hawai I island sought out a chief for 
themselves and they received (Il l chief on 
o 'allll, to be established over their 
government. This was Haholani. the son 
ofPallll1akua. and the grandchild of 
Huanuikalalailai. He was called 
Haholani-a-Hua-Makua because his 
name was a combination ofhis fathers 
and grandfathers. Within the £i/1(I kapu 
alii (the sacred cords of the alii) . it was 
easily recognizable who was a chiefand 
who was a maka ainana (commonel) . the 
sacred cord of the chiefs' would 
symbolize the responsibility bel1veen 
chiefs and maka ainana (commoners). 

Below is a ponion of the Kumuhonua gencalogy which shows the ,8 generations Ii'om Ihe 

previously di scussed Iid eipawa (sce fi g. 1) to Haho the chief that estahli shes the 'al /{! alii: 

Kanc (Mall) Wahine (Womall) Keiki (Cllild) 

n 
1j8, Il eleipawa Kookookumailani 1I1I11Imanai iani 

49. I-lulumanail ani Hi namai kalani Aikanaka 
50 . Aikanaka Il inahanaiakamalama Puna 

I lema 
SI. I'u na I-l ainalau Ua 
S2. Ua Kall iI i n ai Auanini 
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53. Hema Vlumakehoa Kahai 
54·Kahai Hinaululohia Wahieloa 
55. Wahieloa Hoolaukahili Laka 
56. Laka Hikawaelena Luanuu I 
57. Luanuu I Kapokuleiula Kamea 
58. Kamea Popomaiili Pohukaina 
59. Pohukaina Huahuakapalei Hua 
60 Hua Hikimoluloloea Pau 
6I. Pau Kapohaakia Huauuiikalalailai 
62. Huanuiikalalailai Kapoea Paumakua 

Molehai Kuhelaui 
63. Kuhelaui Lauileo Hakalauileo 
64. Hakalauileo Hoohookalaui Paumakua 
65. Paumakua MonokaliIiIaui Haho 

66. Haho Kauilaiauapu Palena 

Chapten. Figure 3. Portion of the Kumuhonua Genealogy from Heleipawa to Haho. 
Haho (of Maui) establishes the 'ahaali'i. See the chiefs Vlu and Nanaulu who needed to 
be traced to for entrance into the 'ahaaln in Fig. I. 

In all of the reviewed sources it is stated that Haho, the son ofPaumakua ofMaui island 

lineage is the founder of the 'aha alii: Of primary importance for this discussion on the 'aha 

alii, is that it is highly probable that once the 'aha alii'was established there would be a 

progression toward the development of a Mo'! (paramount chief). While it is difficult to pinpoint 

the exact moment or generation that this development occurred, an examination into the 

Kumuhonuagenealogy and the mo'olelo surrounding the chiefKalaunuiohua might provide 

insight into this discussion. 

'0 Kalaunuiohua Ka Mii'!; Kalaunuiohua the Supreme Chiefin the Council of Chiefs 

The Kumuhonuagenealogy shows that Haho is listed in the 66th generation. Given that the 'aha 

aIi'iwas established by Haho. it is likely that the concept ofMo) evolved sometime in the I9 

generations between Haho (66th gen.) and Kalaunuiohua (85th gen.)117 The arrival of Pili (73rd 



gen.) from the southern islands and the establishment of his family's rule over Hawai'i island is 

another significant event in this mo'olelo.1l8 It is difficult to determine the exact chief that is 

referred to as the first MoJ. It does seem highly probable that the term would have been applied 

by the time of Kalaunuiohna in the 85th generation of the Kumuhonnagenealogy (see figure 

4). ITg Kalaunuiohua is the referred to by Fornander as a MOl. In some ways Kalaunuiohna 

represents agenea10gicallinkage of the southern and northern islands ofKaPae 'Aina., for he is a 

descendant of the Hawaii island Vlu-Pili line as well as the Kaua'i/O'ahu island Nanaulu-

Maweke line. 120 While it is not clear ifKalaunuiohna was the first aln to consolidate rule over 

all ofHawai'i island, it its clear that he is famed (or infamous) for being the first aln to attempt to 

bring the entire chain under his control. When Kaliikaua writes of Kalaunuiohna he notes that, 

Having brought all the districts of Hawaii under his control, Kalaunui 
entertained the ambitious design of uniting the several islands of the archipelago 
under one government. 121 

There are differing accounts of Kalaunuiohua's actions toward other chiefs while on his 

conquest. Fornander notes that he took the Mo', of other islands as captives following their 

defeat. 122 However, aImostas a precursor to KamehamehaI establishing Kia'mna (Governors) 

over the islands he defeated, MaIo mentions that upon Kalaunuiohua conquering Maui, 

Kalaunuiohua established the previous Mo', as a Kia'aina (Governor) under his rule. 

Aole nae i pepehi ia 0 KamaIuohua, a 
hoola ia no i Kiaaina no Maui maIaIo mai 0 

Kalaunuiohua. 

KODIflluohua (the Mo ~ o/"Maui) war not 
killed, he W(M aUowed /0 slUViveso that he 
could he a governor for Maul under (the 
sovereignty, authority) 0/" 
Kalaunuiohua. 123 
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Below is a portion of" the KUlllllhonua gcnealoh,)' which shows the 19 gcnerations from lhe 

previously discusscd Haho (sec fig. 3&'1) 10 Kalaunuiohu3. 

Kane Wahine Kciki 

66. Haho Kallilaiampll Palclla 

67- Palena H ikawai Hanalaallui 
Ilana laa iki 

68. llanalaaiki Kapllkapll Malliloa 
6g. Mauiloa Kauhua Alau 

70 . Hanalaanlli Mahllie Lanakawai 
71. Lanakawai Kalohialiiokawai Laau 
72. Laau K lIbrlloli lIIoliaJoh3 Pili 

n Pi li Ilinaaaukau Koa 
74. Koa H 1I i naaau mai Ole 
7S. Ole Ilinamailelii Kukoholl 
76. Kukohou Ilinakeui ki Kanillhi 

n Kanillhi Hiliamakani Kanipahll 

78. Kanipahu 1I1Ialani Kalaloa 
KlItnuokaJani 
Laaikiahllalani 
KaJahllllloku 

Alaikatmkoko Hua n 1I i maka na lena I e 
79. Kanaloa Makoani Kalapanakuioiomoa 
80. Huanui makanalenalc Kumuokalani Kdiiokapolohaina 
81. Kalah ullloku Laamca likialaamca 

82. likialaamca Kalamea Hauakalama 
Kamanawakalallica 

H:1. Kalapanakllioiomo3 Makeu lllabmaihani Kah ai moeleai kaai kapu ku po u 

84· Kapoakau I u ka.i laa Kalull IlU iohlla 
Kahai moelcai kaaikauku pou 

85· Kalaunuiohua Kaheka KU(Jiwa 

Chal)\cr 2. figure 4. Ponion of" Kumuhonll3 C.cncalogy fi·om Ha.ho, the founder of" the 'Aha Al i'i 
10 Kalaulluiohua. Kalaunuiohua is the first Mii"T to nearly consolidalc all of" Ka Pac ',6. ina. 
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According to tradition, KaIannuiohua is the first aln that nearly consolidates rule over the entire 

archipelago of the Hawaiian Islands. He defeatS Kamaluohua on Maui, Kahokuohua on 

Molokll'i, and Huapouleilei on O'wu island.124 While KaIannuiohua is ultimately unsuccessful in 

his anempts at unification ofKa Pae 'Aina and defeated by the Kaua'i Mo'i, Kukona, his actions 

are very important to put into perspective the changes that were occurringwithin the 'Oiwi 

structure of old. From an examination of the previous mo'olelo it is clear that the concept ofa 

Mo'i (a chiefwho consolidates rule over an entire island) definitely applies to KaIannuiohua. 

Both KaIiikaua and Fornander refer to him as Mo'i. Kehau Abad argues that the actions of 

KaIaunuiohua may have played a critical role in the development of governance and rule in the 

generations following him. Abad writes, 

KaIannuiohua's raids on the other major islands was a rude awakening for 
each of the ruling families of those islands ... The possibility of an assault from 
abroad that could destroy the sovereignty of an island was now a reality, whereas 
in the past, the raids {now merely a memory from generations long past} were 
simply intended to exact harm upon an unwanted" newcomer." 
... Significandy, the generations of alit nui following KaIunuiohua's attack 
undertook major economic and political changes across the islands. '"5 

It is highly probable thatAbad is correct when she argues that Kalaunuiohua's attempt at 

uuification had significant political and governmental consequences for the ruling Mo'I across 

the entire archipelago. I am agreeing with her analysis and also suggesting that not onlywas 

Kalaunuiohua's conquest siguificant, but that thc concept ofMo'I may have also led to siguificant 

changes. Unlike the structure of the 'aha alit, where one could ncither rise higher than the 

genealogical source from which one sprang, nor could one fall from their accepted raok in spite 

ofloss oflands or political failure, 126 the concept ofMo'i, while still being intimately tied to the 

'aha alit, was to a certain extend freed from some of its limitations. It is as if the 'aha am 



which began as a means to legitimize ali 'i f'rom maka'ai nana, over time, developed illlo a struellllT 

which also created a pool of' ch ids, of' wholfl COli Id be n:cogni zed as legitimate rulers shou ld they 

rise to power, I n other words, luI' one 10 become Mo'!, it would be a requ irement lO be 

recognized by rhe alia alii however, it is also clea r that the highest ranking chief' 

(genealogically), was not necessarily the Mo'!. While there we re clear gradations of' ranks such as 

pi'o , nJ'aupi'o, naha , wohi , (these were gradations of' rank, which be determined by the genca l o~,'y 

and bi rth of'the particular ali'i) and others within the {dta alii', the ofiice ofMo'! could have 

potentially been held by one Ii'om either ol'thesc ranks, 127 The ofliee of'the Mo'l eonsol idares 

power under one ol'the members ol' the a/laa/ii'rhe, but it is also true that no chief'could ri se to 

the ofliee ol'Mo'1 without the aid ol'the 'a/Ia alii" 0 1' at least members of'th e it. 

A Portion of the Kiunuhonua Genealogy : 
Used to IDustrate Progression from 

AJi'i (Chid) - AJi'iNui (High Chief) - MiI'I (Supreme Chief) 

The Aha Ali' i gives Binh 
To the CooceptofMiI'I 

The Concept of MiI'I : 
"the word Moi appears in the 
kgends and the Mclcs, indicating 
that the chief "to bore <hat titlc 
""'85, by some constitutional or 
prescriptive rigln, """,",,-icdgt:d 
as <he suzerain lord ofhislber 
island" -fomander (1999) p, 64 

~::::O--' 66 (gcn) Haho: ·'.AJwAli''-ICirdeofaueRyPedigree) 

'13 (sen) Pili: Established rule on Hawai'i island 

8s (gcn) Kalaunuiobua: 1St "~fO 'r" on Hawaii island? 

Bri"ll' all the districts of Hawaii island under his control 
Cooqucrs Maui, ~wd O'abu, but &ils on Kaua' i. 
~ear Unification ?) 

93 (gcn) tnoa: 
rules a1lofHawai'i island "~IO'r' 

94 <sen) Urni: 
rules all of Ha'ft'B.i'i island -MOlt'" 

nfj (gco) KaIani'Opu'u: 
rules all ofHawai 'i island "~O 'r" 

II9 (gcn) Kamebamma: 
(i) unification ofK. Pae 'Aina 
(ii) Establishmcnt ofHa",.jian Kingdom ,810 

·1btrtft~N(lior ll ... 'lii i.w.l~3i-119tc.:ratiom 
Sol iadt.IdcG oa thiJ; \'l!WJduc 1;0 bet cL J pIt"t 

Chapter 2., Figures, AhaAJi'i Gives Birth to Mo'! 0 0 Hawai'i Island 



If the concept ofMo'I developed between the generations ofHaho and Kal3lUluiohua, it would 

show that traditional structures such as the 'ahaaln were in a gradual state of movement and 

change. This is logically plausible becanse an effective structure is one in a state of flUX.
128 The 

development of the concept of MoT might haYe led to other significant changes over the 

territoriality of their rnIe on the land By estahlishinga Mo1, a chief amongst chiefs or sovereign 

lord, early structures of governance would have likely been affected. An Anpuni (Government) 

thatwas centralized under the authority of a MoT within the council of chiefs, would have 

differing geo-political assertions of territoriality (power over space) than would an Aupuui 

governed by an semi-independent group of chiefs within the 'aha ali'i. Two concepts that are 

intimately related to the office of MOl arc Palcna and Kiilai'iiina. The following sections will 

describe the nature of Palen a and Kiilai'iiina the their relationship with the concept of a MOl. 

Palena: Ahupua it and "Place Boundaries" 

The word Palena is translated by Andrews as, ~ Pale and ana, a dividing off, A border or 

boundary, A dividing line between two parts or places. "12
9 Palena might be also translated as a 

~protected place. "'30 In this section I will be describing some of the Palena on the land, also 

termed Palena 'Aina. When I have translated Palena I have used the phrase "place-boundaries." 

The tension between the words Place and Boandmycreates a unique framework toward the 

understanding of the Hawaiian concept of Palen a. I have made use of this tension as a means to 

indicate to the reader that it is a particular type of boundary, a boundary created in a specific 

context which defines a place and has specific functions. Boundaries in the' Oiwi system of old 



created places - they defined spaces of attachment and access to both the metaphysical and 

physical worlds. They delineated the resource access of maka'iiinana and ali'i on the ground 

while also intimately connecting people to the material and spiritual resources of these places. '31 

They were catalogued and maintained through visnal and cognitive means while being orally 

passed from generation to generations by inhabitants who were knowledgeable about the place. 

Palena of Ahupua'a were boundaries that could be crossed by travelers from one place to the 

next. There was no concept of trespassing associated with Palena and the ala loa (a road which 

circumvented an entire island near the shoreline section of most islands) would intersect the 

Palena of Ahupua'a. Palena did not guvem access but rather resources while delineating place. 

In the Hawaiian context, there are multiple kinds of "place-boundaries, "each with 

differing functions and relationships. Boundaries could be made by Alia or PUlo'ulo'u sticks 

which would define a place that was kapu or restricted access for most people. These boundaries 

would have different functions depending on the context and those who failed to acknowledge 

these boundaries would be reprimanded accordingly. For example, for breaking the kapu, by 

being on the wrong side of the boundary made by Alia sticks during the makahiki procession one 

would be taxed an extra pig but not be killed.l32 However, if one crossed the Piilo'ulo'u sticks and 

entered into the residence of an ali'i it would likely result in death.l33 The Palena of Ahupua'a 

(land division smaller than a mokn) differed from the boundary created by the PUlo'ulo'u and Alia 

sticks, but it was similar in that it had functions for both the Makiiiinana and the Ali'i. Palena 

produced greater productivity over the land, greater control of the MOl over hislher 

territoriality, and maintained placial relationships to land for Makiiiinana. 
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The Evolution of Palena; Em-Placing the Aina 

TheAhupua a system is the contempornryphl'ase used w describe the'Diwi resource 

management systems in ancient times. Ahupua'a are one important division ofland.amongother 

important divisions such as Moku. and 'IIi which were emplaced by 'Diwi people of old. Very 

early in this history. land seems w have been without Palena. Kamakau writes that in very 

ancient times the 'aina was not divided. 

In very ancient timer, the faruM were not 
divided and an iYland war kfiwithout 
diviYioM such ar katana, okano, 

I ka wa kahiko loa, aole i mahele ia na aina, 
ua waiho wale iho no ka mokupuni me ka 
mahele ole ia e na mokuaina, e na kalana, e 
na okana, e na ahupuaa. a me na ili aina, 
aka, i ka wa i paapu ai ka aina i kanaka ua 
mahele pono ia ka mokupuni a ua 
hookaawale pono ia ka aina. me ke kapa 
pono ia 0 ka inoa 0 kela mea 0 keia mea e 
maopopo ai. 134 

ahupua a. and 'iii. but in the time when the 
landr become jiUed with people, the landr 
were divided, with the proper nomer for 
thi.Y ploce and that placeso that theycould 
be known. 

One could imagine that prior w the development of the aha aln.lands would have likely been 

bound by the immediate territoriality of a particular chief. or in other cases 'ohana (family). In 

these situations it is likely that boundaries would have been fairly dynamic and subject to the 

agreements of neighboring ali'i or families. However. as Kamakau states. as a result of the lands 

becoming filled with people proper divisions were emplaced. It must be stated that there is a 

fairly widely accepted notion that Ka Pac 'Aina (prior to the diseases introduced as a result of 

Cook's contact with Hawai'i) had a large population. The Hawaiian Kingdom surveyor C.J. 
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Lyons is one who agreed that there mnst have been an exorbitant population throughout Ka Pae 

'Aina. Lyons writes, 

The islands were, if the phrase may be allowed. Tremendonsly peopled in many 
portions thereof. I can think of no word to express the swarming state of 
population that must have existed in localities. Even had Captain Cook made no 
estimate the evidence of such population are unmistakable35 

Population estimates near the time of Cook's arrival in KaPae 'Aina range from 400,000 

(King':J6) to 800,000 by David Stannard.'37 The entire acreage of the Hawaiian Islands is nearly 

4 million acres ofland. This would give roughly 5-10 acres ofland per person, which is not much 

in a society that was noted for its agriculrural prowess. Given that the primary mode of 

production>was agricul ture and aquaculture, it is clear that the system needed to be well defined 

and structured in order provide for such large popUlations. While there was not the land scarcity 

that is experienced by the residents ofHawai'i today, it is likely that Hawai'i's population (pre-

Cook) was so substantial that it required a high degree of order placed over the 'Aina (land & 

sea) to support the population and maintain civility among its inhabitants. As the population 

reached a critical mass it is likely that the political structures of the time created and defined land 

use and resources access. Oue a1n noted for ordering the land was the son ofKukahlaliilani (k) 

and Kokalola (w) of the Maweke and Paumakua families, Mii'ilikiikahi. 138 

Mil'ilikiikahi 

Mii'ilikiikabi is possibly the most famed Mo'j associated with the precise implementation 

of Palen a. He was a MOl of 0' ahu island and tradition credits his reign as being one of peace and 

abundance. Miiilikukabi's reign was full of prosperity. He became Mo'j following the removal of 
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the O'ahu Mo'!, Haka who was killed. Following Haka's death MailikUkahi was chosen by the aha 

ali'i to rule.139 MiiiJiknk.hi's reign over Oahu island was shortly after Kalaunuiohua's conquest 

and defeat of Oahu island Mo'! Huapoleilei. The succession of rule on O'ahu went from 

Huapoleilei to Haka to Miiilikiikahi. 140 Kiihio discusses Ma'iIikiikahi in length and writes, 

I ka noho Aupuni ana 0 MaiIikukahi, ua 
noho hnikau ka aina rna mua aku. Aole 
maopopo 0 ke Ahupuaa a me ke Ku Aina. 
Va mahele iho la 0 Mailikukahi i eono 
Moku 0 Oahu. NolaiIa, Kanoha ae la 0 

MaiIikukahi i na (A)lii, i na puaIi Alii, i na 
Luna a me na Makaainana, e mahi i ka Aina 
a puui 0 Oahu nei, i kaloko i'aamena 
ahupuaa a (me) ka IIi Aina arne ka Moo 
Aina. Hoonohoakulaiai na(A)liiNui 
rna na Moku Eono. Va hoonohonoho aku 
la ia i naAIii Airnoku arne naAIii Ai-ahu
puaa ... Haawi aku la 0 Mailikukahi i ka aina 
i na Makaainana a pau loa a puni 0 Oahu.4 ' 

Prior to the reign 0/ MiiililciJkahi the land 
war in a stale o/conjiMion. It war not 
clearly understood what war anAhuplUJO 
and what war an tli (Kii) 'aina. 
Miiilikiikahi divided Oahu into six 
Moku. Therefore, Mii llikiikahi 
ordered the ,chiefS, the servicemen, the 
overseers, and the maka 'ainana 
(commoners) to cultivate all the lands 
of 0 'ahu. the fishponds, the Ahupuaa, 
the 'IIi Aina, and the Mo a Aina. He 
established (each of) the high chiefS in 
the (one oj) the six Moku. Then he 
established the Ali lover the moku and 
those over the ahupua 'a ... Mii llikiikahi 
also gave lands to the each of the 
Maka 'ainana throughout all of 0 'ahu 

Kiihio's rno'olelo credits Ma'ilikiikahi with the establishment of Palen a on Oahu island and is 

consistent with the explanation given by scholars such as Foruander and Kamakau, 142 although 

Kamakau states that Mii'ilikiikahi made clear and precise previously existing land boundaries that 

were ~in a state of confusion. "143 Whether Mii'ilikiikahi created the complex system of Palen a 

for O'ahu island or streamlined the existing system, it is clear that the system he emplaced was 

productive as well as welcomed by the aha aln and the Maka'iiinana alike, for he has been 



memorialized through oral history for his great works and peaceful reign. AIi'i on other islands 

are noted for imposing similar systems over their islands. Kaka' analeo is said to have 

implemented a derivative system with the aid of his Kiihuna Kiilaika'ohi' a. 144 The Mo'i 'U mi on 

Hawai'i island is thought to have organized a similar system as well.145 Manokalanipo was the son 

ofKfikona the Kaua'i island Mo'iwho defeated Kalauniohua. He (Manokalanipo) is noted for 

conducting great works of agriculture and irrigation. 146 

It is likely that the development of the concept ofMo'i may have played a significant role 

in the precise implementation of systems of Palen a over the land. Having a Mo'iwho 

consolidated rule and won the support of the aha aIi'i, would create centralized governance which 

would enable Palena to be established through that central authority. In situations where the 

governance was not centralized, the establishment of boundaries would require the agreement of 

neighboring chiefs and would be subject to changes based on their mutual agreement. The 

establishment of a MOl centralized governance and likely played a role in the territoriality of 

Palena. Given that Mo'i snch as Mailikiikahi and others are famed for re-organizing or refining 

labor and land divisions which resnlted in making lands more bountiful, it is clear that these 

adaptations were accepted as well as appreciated by the aha ali'i as well as the maka'iiinana 

because they have been preserved in tradition. Whether is was the invasion ofKaIaunuiohua 

which was the catalyst for these administrative changes as is discussed by Abad, 147 or ifit can be 

credited to the sheer brilliance of the Mo'i such as Mii'ilikiikahi (possibly a combination of both) 

amazingly many of the divisions instituted in this time period continue to exist in land titles, 

maps, and mo'olelo through into today. 
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A Brie/Discussion o/Land Terms 

In the following section I will discuss some basic 'Oiwi land terms. I am illustrating these 

terms so that the reader will have an intermediate knowledge of the range ofland divisions and 

some of their functions iu society. I also will use maps that were produced in the Hawaiian 

Kingdom to illustrate to the reader some examples of these divisions and also to demonstrate that 

many of the ancient divisions emplaced by Mo'! such as Mii'ilikiikahi were modernized and 

mapped in the Kingdom, rather than being erased or dissolved. 

There exist a wide range ofland terms which were codified in the aforementioned period. 

It is difficult to tell if all the lands on each island in Ka Pae 'Aina were given the same names for 

the same divisions. For the scope of this chapter it is sufficient to say that there exists some slight 

variation from island to island. For instance, the long time Hawaiian Kingdom surveyor C.]. 

Lyons writes that a specific type of division, the 'IIi Iele were Hmost common on the island of 

O'ahu" and that he knew of none on Hawai'i island.148 In this section I will briefly describe Oiwi 

land divisions and list some of the appropriate sources. It is likely that these divisions originated 

from Mo'! such as Mii'i1ikUkahi. In my discnssion of these divisions I will use existing scholarship 

on the material and illustrate some of these divisions through the aid of maps. It should be kept 

in mind that Palena were not mapped on paper during the time ofMii'i1ikUkahi but were 

maintained on the ground and in the minds of maka'iiinana and aIn. The basic divisions ofland 

are Moku. Kalana, 'Okana. Ahupua'a, and 11i. There are also a number of smaller divisions which 

will not the subject of this section. It is important to have knowledge of these divisions to 

understand that the ancient system was highly centralized and ordered. I believe these divisions 



and ancient structures ordered the land to a degree that enabled the later Hawaiian Kingdom to 

modernize through these existing structures. For instance in the 1848 Mahele (see Chapter 4), 

lands were awarded in accordance to their ancient place names and divisions: 

Arguably the two most important wriuen sources for understanding Hawaiian land terms 

are the 'Qiwj scholars David Malo and Samuel Kamakan. The writings of these scholars are cited 

as reference in nearly every modem discussion of Hawaiian land tenure. The work of Malo and 

Kamakau are particularly important because they were writing in a time when many of the land 

terms were still in use and information about them was widely known. Malo in particular not only 

wrote about these land terms, but he also experienced them prior to the faIl of the 'Aikapu 

(Hawaiian chiefly religion), when the worship ofLono and Kii was in practice. Therefore he 

wonld have experienced the metaphysical relationships and material practices that corresponded 

with these land divisions in event like the Makahiki procession. Below is a listing of Malo and 

Kamakan's description of Hawaiian land terms. I have included long segments of their writings 

on land terms in order to demonstrate the context in which they discuss these terms and because 

they are two of the most important sources on these divisions. 
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Hawaiian Land Divisions Acrordingto Davida MaIo. 

Ke Kapa ana i ko loko man inoa 0 ka 
moku. 

Va kapa aku ka poe kahiko inoa no ko ka 
mokupuni man mea ma ko lakou nana ana 
a kupono ko lakou manao ana, elua inoa i 
kapa ia ma ka mokupuni, he moku ka inoa, 
he aina kahi inoa, ma ka moku ana ia ke kai 
na kapa ia he moku, a ma ka noho ana a 
kanaka, ua kapa ia he aina ka iooa. 0 ka 
mokupuni, oia ka mea nni e like me 
Hawaii, Mani a me keia pae moku apan. 
Va Mahele ia i man apana maloko 0 ka 
mokupuni 0 kela man apana i mahele ia, ua 
kapa ia he rnoku oloko e like me Kona rna 
Hawaii a me Hana ma Maui, a me na mea 
like ae rna keia man moku. A ua mahele 
hou ia mau apana hou uakapa ia aku ia he 
okana kahi inoa he kalana kahi inoa, he 
poko rnaloko ia 0 ka okana. 
Ana rnahele hou ia man apana hou rnalalo 
iho 0 keia mau apana, ua kapa ia aku ia he 
Ahupuaa, aka rnalalo 0 ke Ahupuaa, ua 
kapa ia he IIi aina. A ua rnahele ia rnalalo 0 

ka IIi aina na moo aina a rnalalo 0 ka moo 
aina na pauku aina a malalo 0 na pauku 
aina na kihapai malaila i rnahele ia na 
Koele, na hakuone, na kuakna49 

The naming of the interior of a 
land 

The kupuna ifoldgave names for the 
irlands dffferent partr 
through their obuerving IDllil their idear 
became clear andprecire, there are two 
names wed on an irland, moku ira name, 
aina ir another name, landr that were 
separated by the sea werecalled moku, 
landrwhere people residedwere called 
'Gina. The irland (moku that ir 
surtV/Ulded by water) ir the main divirwn, 
/ike, HawaiZ Maul and the restifthe 
irland chain. (Islands) were divided up 
into sectioTM inside if the irland, called 
moku 0 loko, like such places ar Kona on 
Hawaii irland, andHana on Maul ir!and, 
and such divirioTM on these irlands. 
TheresectioTM werefortherdivided into 
suhdivirion called'okana, or katana; a 
poko ir a subdivirion if a 'olcana. These 
.rectWTM were.fUrther divided into smaller 
divirioTM called Mapua iz, and sectioTM 
smaller than an Mapua a were called 'iii 
'liina. DivirioTM smaller than 'iii 'Gina were 
mo 0 'Gina and paukU 'Gina, and smaller 
(han a paukii 'Gina was a kfhiipai, at thir 
section the smaUerdivirwTM would be 
multiple Ko 'efe, Hakuone, andKuakua 
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Hawaiian Land Divisions According to Samuel Kamakau 

E1ua inoa i kapa ia maka aina. he mokn 
kekahi inoa. ahe ainakekahi. Makamokn 
anai ke kai, uakapaiahemoknpnni ...... O 
ka moknpuni, 0 iaka mea nui, ai ke kn 
kaawale ana 0 ke\a moknpuni, 0 keia 
moknpuni, uakapaiaaku he aina. Va 
mahe\e ia ka moknpuni i man mahele aina i 
mea e maopopo ai na mahe\e aina nui i 
loko 0 ka moknpuni, 0 ka mahe\e mua. he 
moknaina. e like me Kona. Waikiki, aona 
palena 0 ka moknaina. mai Kanan a 
Kapukakeauakukuluianakukulu 
ehoeho, a he man oeoe pohaku keia i 
knkulu ia i maopopo na palena. 0 ke 
kalana. ualike ke kalana me ka moknaina. 
he mahe\e nui no ia i loko 0 ka moknpuni. 
o ka okana. he man mahe\e ia i loko 0 ka 
moknaina a me ke kalana 0 ke ahupuaa. 0 

ia na rnahelehele i loko 0 ka moknaina. 0 

ke kalana. 0 ka okana. he nui kekahi 
ahupuaa a he liilii kekahi 0 na iliaina. 0 ia 
na mahele i loko 0 ke ahupuaa. 0 
Honolulu ke ahupuaa. 0 Kaakopua ka 
iliaina, a 0 Kehehuna Kahehuna ka iliaina. 
he nui kekahi iliaina a he Iii Iii kekahi 
iliaina. Ua rnahele ia ka iliaina i na 
mooaina. i na pauku aina. a rna Ialo iho 0 

na rnooaina me na paukn aina. na one 
koele, na kihapai, na kuakua. na haknpaa. 
na malua. na nanae, na kipoho, na 
puluwai, na paeli. 

Thereare two n.amerfor fond. Moku ir 
one name and 'aina ir another. Becuu.re 0/' 
being Cll.tqffby the sea irlandr werecaUed 
mokuptmi. MokuplUli ir the main 
divirion, and since one mokupuni ir 
separated from another, it ir called 'ainu. 
Islandr were divided so that eachponion 
could be ideruf!ied The first divirion ir the 
moku 'aina, /iJce Kona, o'aha. The palena 
0/' moku 'ainu were /iJce from Kanau to 
KapulcaJcf. Boundmy stoner (kukufu 
eho eho) and (oeoe pohaku) were placed 
so that patena could be identtfied The 
Kalana ir a similardivirion to a moku 
'amn, a large divirion within an irland 
The okana are diviriolM within moku 
'aina and kalana,' ahupua a are the 
nmnerollS divirioRS within moku 'amn, 
kalann, and 'okano. Some ahupua a are 
largesome ahupua a are smaIL 'Iii 'aina 
are the subdivirioRSo/'the ahupua a. 
Honolulu ir theahupua a, Ka lzkopua ir 
an 'iii 'aina (in Honolulu), Keheh/lJla ir an 
'iii 'ainu (in Honolulu). Some 'iii 'aina 
werelargesomeweresmaIL 'Iii 'ainu were 
divided into mo 0 'aina, puaku aina, 
smaller than mo 0 ainu andpuaku 'aina 
were the koele, kihapai, kuakun, 
hakupa a, ma/ua, nanae, kipoho, 
pufuwai, andpae/i. 

The following is a table which illustrates some of the authors who have written on Hawaiian land 

terms describing some the terms that they use and the sources that they reference. 
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Author Source Moku Okana Kalana Ahupuaa 'Di Smaller Sources Hawaiian 
than 'IIi Language 

Proficient 

MaIo Mo'olelo Y Y Y Y Y Y Self Y 
Hawai'i 

Kamakan Mo'olelo Y Y Y Y Y Y Seu y 
Hawai'i 

Kepelino Kepelino's Only in N Only in the N N Self Y 
Traditions of the context of 
Hawaii context ali'i 'ai 

ofali'i 'ai ahupua'a 
'okana 

Kame' eleihiwa Pehalae N Y Y Y Y Y Malo. Y 
Ponoai Kamakan. 

Kepelino.I'i. 
Chinen Land Titles in Y N Y Y Y Y Malo. ? 

Hawaii Kamakau. 
Kepelino 

Lyons Land Matters Y Y Y Y Y Y Self. Malo? Y 
in Hawaii Kamakau? 

Kirch & Sahlins Anahulu Y N N Y Briefly Y Malo. ? 
Kamakau, 
Kepelino,I'i. 
Lyons 

Cordy Exlated Sits Y Y Y Y Y Y Malo. N 
the Chief Kamakau. 

Kepelino, 
Kirch, 

Fitzpatrick Surveying the Y Y Y Y Y Y Malo. ? 
Mahele Kamakan. 

Kepelino. 
Kame' eleihiwa 
Lyons 

Ziegler Hawaiian Y N N Y N N Malo. ? 
Natural Kamakau. 
History. Kcpelino, 
Ecology and Kirch. 
Evolution 

Chapter 2. Figure 6. Survey of the Sourcing of Scholarship on Hawaiian Land Divisions 

Possibly the most important points expressed by both Malo and Kamakau is that they describe 

Hawaiian land divisions in relationship to each other. The implications of this can be easily 

overlooked. What Malo and Kamakau are describing is an entire functioning land system in 
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doingso lhey are gi'~ng insight into the system ~s a whole, Within thi s syslem ilonly makc sense 

lO disCIIss Ahu puu'u wilhi n the eO llteXI of other co mpl ex di visions oflhe ti mc, This diners 

slightly from the work of comemporary scholars who havc cmphasizcd the Ah upua'a division 

above othcrs, \li hilc Ahupua'a divisions would have been vcry imponam du ring the Makahi ki 

and the collcction oflrihute, Ahu pua'a divi sions did nOI function independcntly oflhe other 

di visions, 

Mokll Divisiolls 

The larger islands or lhc "lI1olm,Puli/' like Kaua' i, O'ahu , M~ui , Moloka'i, and Hawai' i island 

wcrc first subdi'idcd imo 1I10kll-o-loko or 1I10kl1, 150 Moku arc the base divi sions, lhc Islands of 

O'ahu and Hawai' i island have a IOtal of six Moku di slricts, while Kaua'i has five, Maui has lhe 

most Moku divisions al a lowl of twelve, 

Chapter 2, Fih'lLrC 7: The 12 Mohl Divi sions on Maui, Pii'ali Komohana is also 
knO\\~l as Wailuku, 
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Moku divisions are the base division of an island and are composed of multiple ahupua'a. As the 

reader can see in figure 7, Moku divisions can very greatly in size and shape as well as from island 

to island. Sometimes Moku can cross the ocean to include smaller islands as a part of the division 

as does the Maui island Moku ofKahikinui include the island ofKaho'olawe (not represented in 

figure 7). 

Kaillna and 'Okana 

There is some deal of confusion when it comes to the Kalana and 'Okana divisions. Some 

scholars write that Kalana and 'Okana are used interchangeably with Moku divisions and 

represent the same kind of division.ISI The Buke Mahele is consistent with this interpretation 

and lists Kalana as being the same as Moku divisions. In the Buke Miihele, the divisions are 

listed from Mokupuni- Kalana - Ahupuaa-to specific 'Aina. See Figure 8. 



Chaptcr 2. Fit,'mc II. 181\8 Hilke Mahele. pp. I 15-1 16. Note 
Kalana Divisions. 

In the Buke Mahcic , Kalana divisions arc synonymous what many call Moku divisions IOday. It is 

norciear ifKalana di visions arc the same as Okan3 divisions. Ilowcvcr. 1 have fou nd sources thal 

lisl'Okana as beingdivisinrlsJ"paraie from Mnku divisions. Mary Kawena Puku'i compiled an 

archi ve called the Helllilde.l'aL the Bishop Museum Archives. In thi s index she translated a 



Hawaiian language newspaper article pertaining to Hawai'i island and 'Okana divisions. The 

article states that, 

Okana. In olden times Kona was divided into tweleve Okanas, some of which are 
the following: I. Ahu a Lono 2. Pohakuloa 3. Papaokahinu 4. Lekeleke 5. Puu 
Ohau 6. Pa Ohia 7. Kakalaioa 8 Puu Ohulehule 9 Kalualapauila 10 Kaheawai 
( Makani says Puu Noni instead ofPuu Ohan) ... 
These points are situated as follows 3 between Holualoa and Kaumalumalu 6 
between Kaawaloa and Kealakekua 7 between Keei I and 2; 8 between Waiea and 
Honokua: 9 between Waikakulu and Kolo; ro. between Kona and Kau 
Popokahinu extends from Pohakuloa by Keahuolu to l.ekeleke which is the iwi 
between Keauhou and Honalo. '52 

It appears that according to this article there existed on Hawai'i island 'Okana divisions which 

were smaller than a Moku division but larger than an Ahupua' a. As further Hawaiian language 

sources emerge scholars may be able to piece together a clearer picture on the similarities and 

differences between Moku, Kalana and 'Okana. 

Ahupuaa 

As described by Malo and Kamakau abupua'a are a scale smaller than a Moku, Kalana, and 

'Okana, but a scale larger than an 'IIi. While a few of the largest 'iii many have had a greater 

acreage that the smallest Ahupua'a, as a unit ofland 'IIi were always a scale smaller than 

Ahupua'a. Ahupuaa were of critical importance to the Makahiki procession. Makabiki was the 

annual procession of the god Lono where tribute was collected and spiritual rejuvenation was 

given to the Ahupua'a and its inhabitants. The akua (god) Lonomakua would stop at the seaward 

Palena of the Ahupua'a where an abu (site of worship, signified by stone cairns) was situated. 

The abu would be adorned with the carved image of a pna'a (hog) which was made from kukui 

wood (a physical manifestation ofLono) and ho'okupu (tribute) would be made and collected at 
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this site. C,J. Lyons is the first source I have found which gives a primary importance to the 

ahupua'a division. Lyons writes that, 

The Land unit so to speak seems to have been the Ahupuaa. (Its name is derived 
from the Ahu or altar; literally pile, kuahu being the specific term for altar) whicb 
was erected at the point where the boundary of the land was intersected by the 
main road, a1a1oa. which circumferented each of the islands'53 

While in other sections of Lyons writings he is clear to distinguish the variations between 

Ahupua'a and discusses the interrelationships between Ahupua'a and other divisions, the same 

cannot be true of modern explanations of the system. It is possible that later interpretations of 

his work have focused more exclusively on Ahupua'a and not attempted to understand the system 

as a whole. Some contemporary usages of the word "Ahupua'a~ have distorted its meaning by 

equating Ahupua'a to "watershed. ~r54 Taking an 'Oiwi land division and simplifying it by making 

it synonymous with a contemporary scientific concept not only misrepresents the diversity of 

Ahupua'a (many of which are not watersheds) it also creates an effect thattk-ctdtunzer Ahupua'a. 

By equating Ahupua'a to watersheds the Hawaiian-neJ'J' can be removed from the equation, 

experts become scientists and planners who are experienced and trained in managing the 

scientific variables of watersheds. Bruce Braun has critiqued modern usages of the term nature 

which have often been used to conceptually empty placeJ' that are known and intimately 

connected to native people. Braun has pointed out this usage of nature creates a space" emptied 

of human inhabitants who might lay claim to the land, ~lSS with nature empty of native culture and 

attachment its voice becomes that of the detached scientist and the citizen-of-the-world 
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Ahupua'a arc diverse and complex divisions. They ra nge in size, shape, and geography. 

Some Ah upua'a arc similar to the watershed model and are bound by moulllain ridges and peaks 

such as many of the Ahupua'a within the Ko'olaupoko Illoku ofO'ahu island (Sec Figure 9) 

Other Ahupua'a on O"ahu island do not follow the wate rshed model and arc extremely broad and 

consume multiple ridgcJines such as the Ahupua'a ofWaikIkI and Honouliuli (over 43,000 

acres). Lyons writes 

On Oahu , the ahupuaa seems to have been often times quite extended. Waikiki , 
lor instann:, sllTtches from the west side of"Makiki valley away to the cast side of" 
Wailupe, or nearl y 1.0 the ea.st point of" the island. Iionouliuli covers some lourry 
thousand acres on the cast slope of the Waianae mouillains.'·;" 

Chaptt:r 2. Fih'1..lre 9. Portion of KoolauJloko From Hawaiian Government. Survey Map 
done under the direnion of Surveyor General W.O. Alexander, completed in 1876 by 
C.l. Lyons. Hawai i State Survey Oniee Registered Map # I380. Showing Illany of the 
Ahupua'a in Koolaupoko that foll ow the ridge lines which often correspond to 
watersheds. This map is in vcry bad condition and is now rn ired from usc. 



If sections ofO'ahu are noted for extended Ahupua'a, partS ofHawai'i island would differ greatly 

in this respect. Places on Hawai'i island that are noted for having long and narrow Ahupua'a 

inIcude Makanikahio and Waiapuka in North Kohala and sections in North Kona also have a 

number of the long narrow Ahupua'a such as the Ahupua'a ofMakanla (see figure ro). Hawai'i 

island also has a few Ahupua'a that have a narrow coastal section while extending over large 

~ ofland and cutting off other Ahupua'a on their inland mauka (mountain) pornon, as 

does the Ahupua'a ofKaohe in Hiimiikua. 
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Chapter 2. Figure 10, Hawaiian Kingdom Government Survey 18g1 by Alexander, 
Emmerson and Dodge. The Map Illustrates many of the Ahupua'a in North Kona, 
Notice the Narrow Width of Many Ahupua'a in this Area. 
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While on Liina'i and Moloka'i there are rare cases of Ahupua'a extending from across the island 

from a fishery up into the mountains and down to the adjacent fishe~ 57 (see figure u). 

, 
, ! 

COVERNNENT 8VAV£Y ---

Chapter 2. Figure II. Liina'i Ahupua'a. Hawaiian Kingdom Government Survey Map 
r8'(8 by Alexander, Monsarrat, Brown. Note the middle section of the map includes 
Ahupua'a such as Kaunolu and KaIuIu and Palawai that run from cost to coast. 

The Palena of Ahupua'a defined resource access and usually extended into the ocean. There are 

testimonies in the Boundary Commission as well as Hawaiian Kingdom Supreme Court cases 

which state that if a person had extended over the Palena of their Ahupua' a for gathering a 

resource, they would have to give that resource to the Konohiki (manager) or common people of 

that Ahupua' a. 158 On the other hand people had access to nearly all the resources within the 
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Palena of their Ahupua' a. which was a major reason for Palena being known by the inhabitants of 

the Ahupua'a. 

For the people that inhabited Ahupua'a, theywere clearly places - people held 

attachments to their Ahupua'aand often times there were 'olelo no'eau (Hawaiian wise sayings) 

that corresponded to the identity of the inhabitants of particular places, whether it be by island, 

Mokn, Ahupua'a;or 'IIi. Sometimes people ofa particular Ahupua'a were noted for certain 

characteristics or famed for certain practices. As told by the sayingKalaoa 'ai po 'ele 'ele which 

was said in reference to the eating practices of the inhabitants of the Ahupuia ofKalaoa in Hilo 

ofHawai'i island.'59 Thc Palena of Ahupua'a were also sites that were attached to the spiritual 

realm and was an integral part of the Mabakiki procession. The Hawaiian Scholar Daivda Malo 

writes, 

Ma ka wa e hele mai ai ke akua a kn mai i 
ke ahu rna ka palena oia ahupuaaI60 

, 
At the time that the god comer, the god 
SIOpr at the aim on the bO/JRdaryifthat 
particular ahupua a 

Ahupua'a were important divisions as thcywere the sites ofHo'okupu (tribute) collection each year. 

They were a unit which organized resources that inhabitants had kuleana or rights to, however, there 

were divisions such as 'iii which defined resource use and access that may have at times crossed 

Ahupua·a Palena to extend into multiple places. 
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Hi - Kilpono and Lele 

'IIi are possibly the most complex land division beCIUISe they ranged in size, function, and 

composition. lli were subdivisions of Ahupua'a but not all Ahupua'a included lli. Some smaller 

Ahupua'ahad no 'lli while some of the larger Ahupua'a had tbirtyto forty lIi which were 

independently named and marked by 'iwi or the Palena onli. ,6, There were three types oflli: the lli 

of the Ahupua'a, the lli lele, and the lli Kupono. The 'IIi of the Ahupua'a were inhabited by 

maka'wnana of the particular Ahupua' a and according to Lyons were 

For the convenience of the chief, holding the Ahupuaa; am ai ahf¥Juaa. The 
konohiki of these divisions were only the agents of the said chief, all the revenues of 
the land included going to him, and the said land, in Hawaiian parlance, "belonging 
to the ahupuaa. ",62 

The lli of the Ahupua'a were held under the tribute of the aln 'ai ahupua'a (the aln who was in 

legitimate control of the Ahupuaa), in these cases the aforementioned aln who have kuleana or 

rights to a portion of the resources in the entire Ahupua'a. 'IIi were also places to those that inhabited 

them, often times named for a particular rno'olelo associated with them. I have spoken with Hawaiian 

kiipuua who have referred to their place of origin by 'Iii name rather than by Ahupua'a. Although 

their description differs from that of Lyons, Handy and Handy speculate that 'Iii rights and cultivate 

use stayed with the family. ,63 
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Chapten. FigureI2. Map of the "IIi of Wailihole Ahupua'a by J.M. Makalena 
1860-1870. Register Map # 116. Hawan State Survey Office 

'IIi Kiipono were divisions that were nearly independent of the aln who was in control of the 

Ahupua'a. They did require a slight labor tax to the aln of the Ahupua'a but aside from that they 

existed outside of the jurisdiction of the aln of the Ahupua'a and would not be redistributed upon 

hislher death. Lyous writes, 

iii kupono, on the contrary, was nearly independent. The transfer of the ahupuaa to a 
new chief did not carry with it the tranSfer of the iii kupono contained within its 
limits. The chiefs previously holding the iii kupono continued to hold them, 
whatever the change in the ahupuaa chief. I6.j 

The Ahupua'a of Waimea on Hawai'i Island included the large 'IIi Kiipono of Waikoloa. Figure 13 is 

an 1859 map of the "Iii Kiipono of Waikoloa done by S.M. KaelemakuIe. 
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Chapteu, Figure 13, 1859 Map of the 'IIi Kiipono of Waikoloa by S.M. Kaelemak.ule. 

'IIi Lele are the most complicated land division. Lyons notes that they are most prominent on 

O'ahu island. The Hawaiian word fele translates as to jump or to fly. 'Iii leIe are given this tenn 

because they jump or fly across other boundaries to make up their entire composition. 'IIi Iele would 

be composed of several distinct sections oflands and fisheries which would be grouped together to 

fonn onc unit. Often times 'IIi leIewouId include a mountain section, a wetland section, and a 

fishery. Lyons writes of a few examples of these when he discusses the 'Iii Lele ofPunahou. 

Punahou had anciently a lot on the beach near the Kakaako Salt Works; then the 
large lot with the spring and kalo patches where is now the school, and again a forest 
patch on the steep sides of Manoa Valley. 165 
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Moi; Pauma, and Land Divisions 

A brief discussion of'Diwi land divisions was provided to illustrate to the reader some of the 

complexities of the geo-political structures and territoriality emplaced over the land in ancient times. 

Chiefs such as Mii'ilikiikahi were famed with having created these divisions. It is likely that these 

divisions may not have occurred had rule not been consolidated under one Mo'T, though it is difficult 

to be certain. There would have likely been difficulties in esrahlishing agreeable boundaries amongst 

groups of competing chiefs. However, ifall chiefs yield to one supreme chieffor land holdings, than 

lands can be apportioned by that the supreme chief thus simplitying the process of creating 

legitimate boundaries. In the following section I will cover briefly the process ofland redistribution 

by a Mo'T to the chiefs of the 'aha a1n. Through this discussion it should become evident that Palena 

and MOl are a critical part of this process. 

Kalai'aina Complex Land Redistribution 

A Kiilai'iiina was the process of a Mo'T redistributing all the lands of an island amongst the 

a1n of the 'aha a1n. With the information previously provided about the range and complexity ofland 

divisions one can sec that this would be no small task. A Kiilai'iiina was an extremely critical event 

that would principally define the reign of a Mo'T. A Kiilai'iiina would be conducted at the beginning 

of the reign of a new MOl. This was a relatively uncertain portion of a Mo'i's reign where they could 

be subject to rebellion and in this process the MOlwas in a somewhat fragile position where they 

were forced to care for their supporters as well as possible rivals in the process. Tradition has shown 

a poorly executed Kiilai'iiina was one that resulted in war because it did not satis/)' all the chiefs of the 
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• aha aln. For example, it was the poorly executed Kiilai'iiina of the Mo't Ki"wala'o under the 

direction of Keawemauhili which resulted in a simation that allowed for Kamehameha's rise to 

power on Hawai'i island.166 Kame' e1eihiwa discnsses the workings of a Kiilai'iiina, 

The mechanics of the Kiilai'iiina were such that upon the death of an Mo'i, all 'Aina 
would antomaticallyreven to the new Mii'i. He or she then would redistribute these 
'Aina according to the advice of his Kiilaimoku (divider of the island), keeping in 
mind the aid certain A1i'i Nui had proffered to the Mo'i on his rise to power!67 

Having known and established Palena must have played a critical role toward making a Kiilai'iiina a 

possibility, let alone a success. It is my interpretation that there must have been established Palena 

prior to each Kiilai'iiina and that the divisions that were accomplished by Mo't such as Ma'i1ikiikahi 

were respected and maintained by the 'aha aln and maka'iiinana in the generations following him and 

the other previously mentioned aln who accomplished similar feats. '68 All of the previously 

mentioned divisions (Moku, Kalana, 'Okana, Ahupua'a and possibly 'IIi) would have been 

redistributed in a Kiilai'iiina. Figures 13 and 14 are provided to offer the reader with an illustration of 

the vast divisions of an cntire island. This 1885 map ofMaui includes Ahupuia and Moku divisions. 
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Figure 13. 1885 Map ofMani island. Hawaiian Kingdom Government Bonndaries by Lyons 
et.al. Registered # 1408. Illustrating Moku and Ahupuia divisions. 



Chapl.er;;t" Figure 14" J88S Close up of Registered #r408. Illustrating the 
Moku of Hana and some of its Ahupua"a di vi sions. 
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Malo writes that a Mi'i'Twould establish a Kiilaimoku (see figure 2) to aid the M01: in 

conducting the Kiilai'iiina. The Kiilaimoku was one of the most important advisors to the Mo'T and 

was the person who would meet secretly to collect the genealogies of every chiefwho might be 

awarded lands in the Kiilai'iiina. J6g It was after the genealogies had been gathered that aHale Nauii 

would be built.'7° When the house had been constructed a wall was built around it and the M01: 

would be inside of the Hale Nauii with hislher close relatives and those who were skilled in 

genealogies. Outside of the wall around theHale Nauii stood two guards. In order for one to receive 

entrance in the Hale Nauii and pass the two guards one would need to convince those inside of the 

house the pedigree of their lineage. Malo writes, 

Ma ka wa c komo ai ke kanaka iloko 0 ko ke 
alii hale, alaila. kabea mai na kanaka 
mawaho. Eia mai 0 mea ke komo aku Ia. 
alaila kabea mai ko loko poe, na wai oe e mea 
naua. 0 wai kou makua naua. 0 wai kou 
makua naua, a laila, hai mai ua kanaka la, na 
mea wau 0 mea ko'u makua. 

A1aila. ninau hou ia. ua kanaka la, 0 wai ka 
makua 0 kou makua naua, a laila hai mai oia. 
o mea ka makua. 0 ko'u makua. 0 ko'u 
kupuna ia, 0 wai ka makua 0 kou kupuna ia, 
o wai ka makua 0 kou kupuna naua, hai mai 
io ia 0 mea ka makua 0 ko'u kupuna. pela no 
e ninau ai, a hiki ka umi 0 ke kupuna. 
Aka ina i ike ka poe kuauhau e noho pu ana 
me ke alii nui, i ka pili 0 ua kanaka la i ko ke 
alii nui hanauna, ua pono ia kanaka.l7' 

At the time that one would enter into the 
howe qf the afi'i, those oUl.fide would kiihea 
(caD out). "Here I am entering: and then 
those wide would calloUl, "Who do you 
belong to? Who are your parent.r, • and then 
that that per.ron would caD out, I belong to.so 
and.ro, and my parents are ... 

And then the per.ron entering was fiuther 
questioned, "who are the parents qfyour 
parents, "and the per.son would an.rwer, ':50 
and.ro "ir the parent qf my parent, there are 
mygrandparents. " Then the per.son was 
asked, "whoistheparentsqfyour 
grandparents . • The perJ'On would honertly 
rerpond, .so and.so ir the parent qf my 
grandparent, and iJ was carried out fiIce this 
anti! reaching the tenth generation qf 
ancertor.s. But trthe genealogirts that were 
in the hale nauii with the alil could .see the 
connecaon between the per.ron ttying to enter 
and the afiZ that per.son was aUowed to 
enter 
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When all eligible persons had entered into the Hale N(JlJ£llands were awarded in accordance to 

the relationship with the MOland thewi1l of the Kii1aimokn. It was in this honse amongsta 

group of friendly and competing chiefs that the process of a Kii1ai'iiina played out. I believe there 

exists a relationship between the act of a Kaliiiiiina and the 'aha ali'i. Malo writes that a Klilai'iiina 

would take place in aHale Nauii, Nauii is also the term that Fornander uses to describe how one 

entered into the 'aha alii. F ornanderwrites that in order for one to be received into the 'aha aln 

and to enter into its privileges, a chiefs genealogy must first be validated by the aha ali'i. A chief 

desiring to be recognized by the aha aln would have to, 

Recite his NlllJO, his pedigree and connections, and whom no pretensions could 
dazzle, no imposture deceive.172 

Fornander's description of this process is very similar to Malo's description of the process of how 

one enters into the Hale Nauii where a Klilaiiiina was being conducted. The similarities in 

description might be because they are explaining a process that is closely associated. The only 

difference being that the 'aha aln allowed one to be considered a chief, but in order for one to 

receive land in a Klilai'iiina one would not only have to be a part of the 'aha aln but more 

importanrly connected to the particular Mo'r through some genealogical strand. 

It is highly likely that the establishment of Palen a would have aided in the process of a 

Kiilai'iiina because if there were not pre-established boundaries over the lands that were being 

redistributed in the Kiilai'iiina, it would be nearly impossible to appease all the aln and each 

Klilai'iiina would result in war. The chiefs who entered into theHale Nauii must have 

understood and accepted that the lands which were being awarded were bounded according to 

tradition -lest one chief could argue that Puna extended into Hiimiikna which would destroy the 

entire Mokn ofHilo. At present it is unclear if there were different subtirles that took place on 
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the differing islands. I am also unaware of what would happen if a KIDai'iiina was conducted on 

Mani island at a period iu history when Moloka'i and Liina'i were under its control. Would the 

allllpna'a ofMolokai and Liina'i be a part of the KIDai'iiina? I would assume the answer is yes, but 

I have not found information that could lead me to a definite answer. What is certain is that there 

was agreat deal of protocol, structure, and order in the process of a KIDai'iiina and that it is very 

likely that the Palena that were emplaced on the land by Mo'! like Mii'i1ikiikahi enabled or at least 

aided in making a Kii1ai'iiina possible. Later chapters will show the hybridity of these structures 

- how parts of them were changed while other portions were modified in the modernization of 

the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Mo'T, Palena, Kiilafiiina - 'Oiwi Political Geography 

This chapter was an introduction to the concepts that I find to constitute an 'Diwi 

political geography which ordered the land in accordance to the structure of society. It 

illustrated the connections between the concepts of MOl, Palena and Kiilai'iiina. The office of 

the MOl likely aided in the clear and precise establishment ofPalena. while having clear and 

precise Palena on the ground would enable a KIDai'iiina to be possible. When the structures of 

MOl, Palena, and Kii1ai'iiina are taken together and seen in an entirety, I am arguing that that 

they constitute a part of "traditional" state-craft as proposed by Hommon. One can see the 

rigidity and structural stratification of the 'Diwi society of old. It is important to have an 

understanding of these structures as they existed prior to the introductions ofEuropean ideas of 

governance and politics in order to have a fuller conception about how these structures were 

modified or replaced. For a fuller understanding of the effects that the modernization of the 
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Hawaiian Kingdom had, it is imperative that scholars have accurate knowledge of aln strucmres 

in the ancient times. Otherwise the scholarship that will be produced simply trace the spread of 

European ideals without taking into consideration the intricacies of place and how knowledge 

becomes situated in places.l'13 

This chapter has provided the reader with knowledge of Pre-European influenced 

structures in the 'Oiwi society of old. The importance of this chapter for the dissertation is that it 

demonstrates that there existed prior to Europeans a complex system of governance which had 

many of the makings of a pre-state and Monarchy. Mo'! such as Kalaunui'ohua were attempting 

to consolidate rule over multiple islands, society was stratified by the aha ali'i and Kalai'iiina, and 

a complex territoriality existed over the land in the form ofPalena. Later chapters focus on the 

structures that were emplaced in the Hawaiian Kingdom when Hawaiians became exposed to 

many non-'Diwi originated ideas and concepts. What will become evident is that the structures 

covered in the chapter were hybridized to represent the complex identity of the aln in the period 

of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Chapter 4 illustrates how the concepts of Mo'! ,Palena, and Kalai'iiina 

were modernized and modified in the reign of Kamehameha III through the creation of a 

constitutional monarchy, a codified body oflaw, and 1848 the Mahele. The next chapter will 

focus on early'Oiwi and European interactions, the rule and foreign policy ofKamehameha, and 

the reign and travel ofUholiho. Beginningwith Kamehameha the following chapters will 

illustrate how aln constructed a strategy that pursued diplomatic engagement with the world, 

while preserving their own Hawaiian-ness. Both Chapters three and four illustrate the complex 

negotiations that take place in Hawai'i from the period ofKamehameha I forward and 
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demonstrate how the ali'i were selectively appropriating the technologies, concepts, and tools of 

foreigners throughout the Hawaiian Kingdom period. 



Chapter3: Kamehameha & Liholiho
Ali'i Openness and Diplomacywith the World 

The name TAMAAHMAAH appears in capital letters across the back page of a letter 

written to King George III on March 3, 1810.'74 The letter is written in English and it appears as 

ifKamehameha had commissioned someone who was trained in addressing British sovereigns to 

wri te it There is a distingnishable difference in penmanship from the text of the letter and the 

signature ofT AMAAHMAAH. Creases appear on the letter as if it had been folded from its 

ronghlY7XS inch frame into a sqnare of about 2. 112 inches one could imagine that it was folded so 

that it could easily fit into the coat pocket or within the pages ofan unknown captain's logbook 

or envelope. Tucked away and protected it would makc its way some seven-thousand miles from 

the shores ofO'ahu to Windsor castle, the Royal residence of the British Sovereign for the past 

goo years where the letter remains in the care of the Royal Archives. 

I had seen reference to the letter in the Hawaii State Archives, and in a journal article, 

but I was quite anxious to see the original for myself to analyze its authenticity and to touch what 

was once in the hands ofKamehameha I. As I made my way up the hundred plus steps of the 

Round tower to the researchers desk to see for myself the first direet correspondence between a 

Hawaiian Mo') and a British sovereign, I thought to myself about a strategy of Kamehameha and 

the MOlwho followed him in dealing with the outside world. The thoughts that came to my mind 

centered around Hawaiian diplomacy. Although Kamehameha had never been an eyewitness to 

the rulers and governments of other countries, he had witnessed the representations of other 

countries: their flags, their sea captains, and their cannons. These impressions and his 



knowledge of the complex politics as practiced by a1i'i.1ike1y led him to attempt to create 

alliances. even with those he had never seen. 

In this chapter I will discuss a1i'i and haole engagements. Some of the engagements 

covered in this chapter take place in Hawai'i. while others occur in countries outside ofHawai'i 

with the rulers and through the protocol of foreign countries. This chapter is important for the 

overall argument of the dissertation because it provides insights into the engagements between 

a1i'i and haole (priortoKamehameha III) while demonstrating the complex identities that each of 

these groups take on through their interactions. I argne that it is a merging of Hawaiian and 

European traditions-complexly negntiated through a1n tactics against European Hegemony 

that is the catalyst for the creation of the independent Hawaiian State. 

The chapter win cover. Paumakua and early haole engagements. the experiences and 

policies ofKamehameha I. the religious reformation ofLiholiho. his early experiences with the 

palapala (writing) and his trip to London. This chapter will document what I have fouud to be 

diplomatic policy first adopted by Kamehameha I and largely followed by his successors. If 

diplomacy is the art of dealing with the sovereign other. or the other sovereign. Mo'! since 

Kamehameha I began to master this art and emplace it as policy. Their policy sought to ally 

Hawai'i with the powerful nations of the world, to master native and foreign protocols of rule and 

governance while maintaining Hawaiian control over the Hawaiian Islands. Through the use of 

diplomacy, diplomats. and displays of royalty, Hawaiian A1i'i met with political elites in other 

countries to implant knowledge of the Hawaiian Kingdom's existence in the minds of the world's 

elite class, while positioning Hawaiian sovereignty. over the islands as an accepted global policy. 

While there were a number of A1i'i who visited foreign countries and went to colleges abroad, 
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this chapter focuses on early 'Oiwi and haole engagements. The importance of this chapter for 

the overall argument of this dissertation, is that it demonstraIes, that the a1n were not 

overwhehned by a wave offoreigners, but rather that the a1n were engaging with foreigners at 

every step along the early modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom. This chapter demonstrates 

that aln were using diplomacy with strategic intent to gain international allies and ward off 

outside threats against their sovereignty over the islands. A1i'i made use and subjects of 

foreigners to forward and aid in their own agenda while attempting to integrate Hawaiian 

protocol with international protocol dealing with the rulers and officials of other nations. A1i'i 

and the British Sovereign exchanged gifts which were signs oflegitimating the others' rule and 

culture. Kamehameha offered to the British sovereign ancient symbols of royalty such as 'ahu'ula 

(feather cloak) while King Kameharneha's gifts were repaid with a British Red coat laced in gold 

and adorued with gold buttons and stars. Though the cultures of the two nations were 

undoubtedly different, their highly stratified societies, protocol, and class system were 

recognized and accepted by the rulers of both nations. 
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Paumakua and Early Engagements With Haole 

There were numerous 'Oiwi and haole eng:JgeIDents prior to 1'(78. According to the 

Hawaiian scholar Samuel Kamakan, the first white foreigners that were seen inKa Poe Aina 

arrived in Kailua and Kiine'ohe in the time of Auanini some 25-30 generations prior to the arrival 

ofCook.'75 The ship was named U1upana and Mololani was the eaptain who was accompanied by 

his wife Miilaca. There were other men on board the ships whose names were OIomana, Aniani, 

and Holokamakani. rz6 Kamakan also discusses the fumed 'Oiwi navigator Paumakua who is the 

grandson of Auanini. Panmakua is noted for visiting foreign lands and for bringing back with 

him to O'ahu island three haole priests named Ka·eka'e. Maliu, and Maiela.I77 It might come as a 

surprise to many contemporary scholars that according to Hawaiian tradition, Cook was not the 

first white foreigner to arrive on Hawaiian shores. In fact a reading ofKamakau's writing implies 

that Cook did not necessarily astonish the native population by his god like arrival on the sccne 

but rather was one in a series of foreigners to arrive in Ka Pac 'Aina. Noenoe Silva writes that 

Kamakau illuminates the story of Cook in this way: 

Purposefully disrupting the story told by haole that Cook appeared magically and 
suddenly as a unique phenomenon, to the shock and amazement of the Kanaka 
'Oiwi ... The fact that Kamakan deliberately contested haole historiographic 
methods is literally lost in translation. '78 

It should not be overlooked that the story of the arrival of all of the aforementioned foreigners is 

told within the mo'olelo ofKamehameha. Kamakau is encompassing the engagements and 

arrivals offoreigners within a distinctly Hawaiian narrative. It is of significance to note that for 

Kamakau, history clearly did not begin with Cook, and in fact Cook is never the center of the 

narrative as offered by Kamakau. For Kamakau, Kamehameha is the center of the Mo'olelo, while 



Cook and the arrival of foreigners is an event of significance within this story. Furthermore, 

Kamakan challenges the assumption that Cook appears magical and godlike to those Hawaiians 

who he came into contact with. This reframing of the narrative challenges the unequal power 

relationships that are invested in the idea that Cook was the first European appear in the 

Hawaiian islands and was seen as a god. Obeyesekere has argned that image of Cook as a god 

was created by Europeans as an iconic figure which symbolized and foretold the European 

conquest of the Pacific, 

This "European god" is a myth of conquest, imperialism, and civilizatioIr-a triad 
that cannot be easily scparared.l'/9 

Obeyesekere argues that the icon of Cook is important part ofEuropean heritage and an 

ancestor to anthropologists. The story of Cook being seen as a god by Hawaiians has been 

surrounded by a "myth model" which infused irrational and childlike behavior to natives, while 

illustrating the rational and adult behaviors to Europeans. Similarly to Obeyesekere, I do not 

think Cook was believed to be the god Lono, Cook was rather seen and treated diplomatically, as 

a representative of someone of great mana. Diplomatic negotiations went well on both sides at 

first, however, when the diplomatic negotiations went sour 'Oiwi resorted to force, as they would 

have done with any other person whether foreign or native who represented someone of mana. 

According to Kamakau's narrative Cook is one of a series offoreigners who had enter the 

Hawaiian Islands, not the first. I am arguing that he was encountered diplomatically, which in 

those days would be infused with certain metaphysical assumptions. Surely there was diplomatic 

protocol that Cook was afforded but this was not completely unlike they anyone who represented 

or possessed great mana would be treated. Kamehameha and his companion Kekiihaupi'o clearly 

did not see Cook and his men as gods. They spent a night and sailed on Cook's vessel withont 
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· fear. Through this particular encouuter they learned about foreign vessels and weapons, Desha 

writes that this interaction on the ship gave Kamehameha valuable knowledge about the tools and 

technologies of outside world. He writes, 

Ua 1iI0 kBlii huaka'i a liiua i luna 0 kelii 
mokn i kBlii manawa i mea ho 'oua'auao pii 
mai iii liina i kBlii manawa a e 1iI0 ho'i i mea 
kokua nui mai rna hopemaii ka manawa e 
alaka'j ana'o Kamehameha i kona pii'a1i 
koa no ka na'i aupuui kaulana rna iahope 
mai, ana 1iI0 pii no ho'i i mea na 
Kekiihaupi'o e ho'omaopopo pii ai i nii 
'auo 0 uiimeakauao niihaole.l80 

That particalarvoyageon the ship became 
a means for them to gain knowledge wluCh 
would become qf critical imponance when 
Kamehameha war leading IUr warriors in 
IUr famed conquert [qfthe i.rlnnds]. TIUr 
journey also became a means for 
Kekiihaupi'o to come to recognize the 
differing weapOfM qf the foreigners. 

The encounters of Kamehameha and Kekuhaupi'owith Cook illustrate that they did not 

see him as a god. but rather as a person who possessed knowledge that they might gain and 

manipulate for their own purposes. Kamehameha's experiences on Cook's ship and his early 

recognition of the tools of the haole are illustrations the relationships he has with haole and the 

haole world throughout his lifetime. 

Kamehameha I 
It was in Kokoiki in the Kohala district on Hawai'i island where many of the high ranking 

Ali'i had gathered. They were there awaiting the arrival by canoe of the chiefess Ke!uiiapoiwa 

who was preparing to give birth to a child that would later be named Kamehameha.181 The child 

had been prophesied to cause the existing chiefs to fall and to ascend to heights previously 

unattained. It was a this gathering prior to Kamehameha's birth that one prominent Ali'i at that 

time uttered, 

E 'o'ii i kamakao ka wanke 'oi 'opiopioI80 
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The meaning behind this phrase is to do away with the youngchiefbefore he can become strong. 

Kamehameha was born into tumultuous times and because of the threats surrounding the his life 

it was decided that he be raised in hiding in an attempt for him to be free of those that were 

conspiring against him. After being carried away in the middle of the night by his kahu 

(guardian), Kamehameha was raised in the back country of North Kohala in an Ahupuia named 

Awini. When he grew into adolescence, Kamehameha returned from the backcountry and would 

become a part of the courts of the Mo') Alapa'i Nui and later Kalani'opu'u. Kamehameha became 

a trusted and important member of his uncle Kalani'opu'u's court and fonghtalongside the Mo'i 

in the invasions ofMaui. 

In April OfI?82 the Mo') Kalani'opu'u passed awaYS3leaving to his son, KIwala'o, the 

right to rule and to his nephew, Kamehameha, the akua (god) Kuka'ilimoku. While the right to 

rule was clearly vested in KIwala'o, Kamehameha had been provided with a special position by 

being given the right to the gud Ki1ka'ilimoku. Generations earlier in the history ofHawai'i 

island, a similar honor had been given to the chief'Umi who eventually acquired rule of the island 

in spite of that right being granted to his half-brothcr Hakau. Being that there was a history of a 

lesser ranking chief acquiring the god KUka'ilimoku and later usurping the right to rule, it is not 

clear ifKalani'opu'u had in some way intended for his nephew Kamehameha to rise against his 

son KIwala'o. What is certain is that shortly after the death ofKalani'opu'u, K)wala'o is killed. 

The island ofHawai'i is then broken up into separate chiefdoms ruled by three adversarial chiefs, 

Kamehameha, Keawemauhili and Kroua Ku'ahu'ula. During this period ofinstahility on Hawai'i 

island numerous foreign ships are arriving and departing from the Hawaiian islands. The arrival 
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of the fierce sea captain Simon Metcalfinto Hawaiian waters is one eocounter of considerable 

significance. 

A Hawaiian Contact Zone-----Captives, Advisors, and Allegiance 

In this section I will discuss some of the ways that Kamehameha attained foreigners 

under his allegiance while demonstrating some of the complex negotiations that were taking 

place in this time period. I argne that Kamehameha actively acquired and manipulated haole 

under his allegiance in order to gain knowledge of the ourside world. 

Captain Metcalfs ship the Eleanora had beeo anchored off the shores ofOlowalu Maui 

in the year 1790.'84 Captain Metcalfwould forever have his name associated with Olowalu for 

possibly the most heinous event to ever occur in Hawai'i. He was the perpetrator of a terrible 

massacre. Metcalfhad ordered his men to fire on a group of over a hundred unsuspecting ·Oiwi. 

The massacre was called Kalolopahil (Bursted brains) because when the bodies were drug ashore 

their hcads had been split open by the cannon fire. r85 It is suspected that Metcalf s rationale for 

firing on a group of innocent people was because a skiffhad been stolen in the late hours of the 

previous night, by a chief. Ka'opiliki. r86 It was shortly after the massacre at Olowalu that the 

Eleanora makes irs way to Ka'awaloa on Hawai'i Island. Captain Metcalf orders a group of his 

men to land (possibly to collect water for the ship). One of the men who wandered inland was 

seized by Kamehameha and not allowed to return to the ship and it was through these contested 

series of eveors that Kamehamehaacquires the Boatswain of Captain Metcalf,}ohn Young. 

However, Young was not the only foreigner who began as a captive of Kamehameha and later 

became a trusted advisor. Kamehameha also acquired Isaac Davis through a very similar set of 
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events, Isaac Davis had been taken captive and offered to Kamehameha by Kame'eiamoku.rtl7 

Hawai'i was clearly a "Contact Zone" in this period.,88 Engagements between European ship 

captains and aln often escalated into physical violence. However, it is difficult to determine 

which group was dominant or marginalized in these engagements because the balances of power 

would shift from the haole to 'Oiwi in differing situations. It is of interest to note that 

Kamehameha may have been on the winning side of these early engagements. When Kuykendall 

writes ofKamehameha's relationships with foreigners he writes, 

He had foreigners in his service, some of them being trusted confidential 
advisors, but they were alwa~ his servants, never his masters; his was the better 
mind and the stronger will. 

The captures of Young and Davis provided a means for Kamehameha to acquire foreigners under 

his allegiance enabling him to gain valuable access to knowledge about the outside world. One 

can imagine that the progression from captivc to advisor was not an easy one. It likely required 

Kamehameha to take great care of these foreigners so that he might gain their true allegiance. 

Over time, Kamehamehagrants lands to both Davis and Young for their trusted service, but an 

immediate strategy that Kamehameha used was to ho'owabine (marry) these foreigners with aln 

wahine who were offairly high ranking lineage. 19o A possible reason for this Strategy was so these 

unions would produce hapa-haole children, thus ercatinga familial link between the foreigners 

and the existing aln system of which Kamehameha was the head. It can also be considered that 

by these foreigners producing hapa-haolc aln children, they themselves would have experienced 

a change from that of the outsider to a clearly different position. While they likely still saw 

themselves as British, their identities became complicated with their ties to Hawai'i and later in 

their lives also became tied to the accomplishments ofKamehameha. 
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By 1819 J ohn Young is estimated to have been seventy years of age.'!Jl No longer known as 

solely John Young, he was known as John Young 'Olohana, or simply ·Olohana. He had fonght 

under Kamehameha in many battles on Hawaii and Maui island, and had fathered six hapa-haole 

children throngh the chiefesses Kaoanaeha (the uiece ofKamehameha) and Namokuelua. One 

account of an 1819 interview with Young 'Olohana expresses a shift in his political identity from 

solely a British subject to feeling as ifhe was a part ofHawai'i. When speaking about the 

uncertain reign ofKamehameha's heir Liholiho, John Young 'Olohana explained to the French 

caprain Freycinet, 

IfI desire that peace should be established upon a solid basis, it is not because of 
myself that I hold such a hope. I am old and infirm and shall not much further 
extend my career, but in my last days it would be pleasing to me that I might see 
the son of my benefactor, the great Tamehameha, in peaceful possession of the 
heritage of his father. As for myself, henceforth useless in this world, I would 
look only upon approaching death without regrets, if one may die without 
regrets far from one's homeiand.'!J2 

The above passage offers a glimpse into the rather difficult emotional state thatlohn 

Young 'Olohana may have been in at the time. While he clearly acknowledges the sovereign 

authority ofKamehameha and his line. he also recalls the land of his birth. There must have been 

numerous opportuuities that Young could have acted on in order to return home. Strangely 

John Young 'Olohana never leaves Hawai'i and after forty six years of residence in Hawai'i, he 

passes away at the age of ninety-three in Honolulu where his body was placed outside the Royal 

Mausoleum.'93 Jt is quite likely that theJohn Young 'Olohana of seventy years of age developed 

an affinity or connection to Hawai'i, and that he had been changed by his experiences in the 

islands. At some point between his capture, his loyal service to Kamehameha, and the fathering 

of Hawaiian children, he begins to see himselfas a part ofKamehameha's Kingdom. He was no 



longer a British subject who had been captured by Kamehameha. He was the husbaod of a 

chiefess, the father of hap a-haole aln aod openly refers to Kamehameha as "the King" (see figure 

2). John Y onng 'Olohaoa became so committed to the government ofKamehameha that he 

openly expresses his aoger at the lack of British communication with the islaods to captain 

Freycinet. Freycinet notes that, 

Young deplored bitterly that the British, who had formerly done so much for the 
civilization of the Saodwich Islaods, should have entirely abaodoned them for so 
long. In 1816 Tamehameha had received a letter from Governor Macquarie, of 
Port Jackson, in which had been enclosed a letter from the Earl of Liverpool 
addressed to Tamehameha under the instructions of the Prince Regent of 
Englaod. This letter, under the date of 1812, was accompanied by two boxes, one 
of which contained a three-cornered hat decorated with feathers aod a red 
uniform outfit with gold braid; the second box was fitted with tools aod other 
objects ofironmongery ... The Governor advised Tamehameha that the King of 
Great Britain had given orders for the construction of a small ship at Port 
Jackson, that was to be offered to him. This vessel should have been laid down 
four months after the date of the Earl of Liverpool's letter aod should have been 
dispatched to the Saodwich Islaods upon its completion. Nevertheless, in 
Augusn81g, or approximately seven years later, nothing had as yet arrived. 194 

Freycinet is referring to the response to Kamehameha's lener in 1810 to King George III. 

which was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter. The response received by Kamehameha 

in 1816 promised Kamehameha a ship from Britain. lohn Young 'Olohaoa's aoger stems from the 

lengthy amount of time that had passed without the receipt of the aforementioned vessel. From a 

closer reading of this passage one can gain insight into the complex position ofJohn Young 

'Olohaoa aod the hetweenes.r of his British-Hawaiiao subject identity. A ship built by the British 

navy for King Kameharneha would oITer a powerful symbol to other imperial countries of a 

relationship or alliaoce between Britain aod Hawai'i. 

Given the geo-political events that were taking place across the globe in the late 18th_ 

early Igth centuries, Karnehameha's policy of creating alliaoces with the rulers of other countries 



required that he acquire foreigners under his allegiance. Kamehameha was intimately aware of 

'Oiwi political structures such as the 'ahaali'i, what he was un-familiarwithwere the political 

structures and protocols of other countries. There were two ways of attaining this knowledge. 

The first would have been to send a Hawaiian abroad, the second is to bring a haole within. For 

Kamehameha, the latter option could provide him with immediate results. Loyal foreigners like 

John Young 'Olohana could provide valuable insight into foreign politics and governance while 

helping to further Kamehameha's position as the sovereign ruler ofHawai'i. A similar situation 

occurred in Siam, where the Siamese elite had to negotiate with, and incorporate foreigners into 

inner circles while creating the modern independent state of Thailand. 195 

It is Significant to note that in Young's journal he refers to Kamehameha as "the King~ in 

several instances. demonstrating his loyalty to Kamehameha. In a journal Young describes 

(Figure 2) an attempt to have traditional an 'ahu' ula or feather cloak made for Kamehameha on 

the August 41809. thns offering a token of his allegiance not through his own native European 

protocol but through asymboJ of mana anciently established, the 'aha ali'i. 

llS 



Chaplcr 3. Fih'lLrC 2. Augus( 1 1809 Enracl from Lhc Journals of John Young. 
"4 Satoray (?) wellllO banxko to Rlltld a CrlllllOw 10Ft/Ie klilg & to gn ajiwller 
Cloack made for I"ill." 
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International Negotiations: The Hawaiia~British Alliance 

In this section I document Kamehameha's attempts at securing international alliances 

with foreign countries. Kamehameha's attempts at securing a political relationship with Britain 

are important because they demonstrate his nsage of diplomacy in an attempt to secure his 

country against foreign invasion. The alliance established between Kamehameha and the British 

added international credentials to the Hawaiian Kingdom and was maintained throughout the 

successive reigns of Hawaiian a1i'i. 

By all accounts Kamehameha was an impressive man and courageous leader. He was 

known for accomplishing great deeds and organizing impressive works while caring for those of 

high and low stature.'96 Even the American historian Kuykendall who is often critical of 

Hawaiian a1i'i writes, 

Kamehameha is universally recognized as the most outstanding of all the 
Hawaiian chiefs of his own and of all other epochs. We can, perhaps, go even 
farther and say that he was one of the great men of the world.'!J1 

Because of his charisma and character Kamehameha was able to win the support of his 

elder chiefs such as Keaweiiheulu, Kamiinawa, Kame'eiamoku, Kekiihaupi'o and others. He was 

also able to win the confidence and support of foreigners such as Young, Davis, and Captain 

Vancouver. There is a widely accepted position among Hawaiian historians that Kamehameha 

and Captain Vancouver had developed a workable and friendly relationship. 19B One meeting 

between Kamehameha and Vancouver has been the source of much speculation around the 

political relationship between Hawai'i and Britain. On February 25 I794,Vancouver documents 

in his jourual a meeting between himself and Kamehameha where two parties enter into what he 

calls a voluntary ~ cession" ofHawai'i Island to Britain. With the lack of other existing sources it 
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is difficult to determine the exact intentions ofKamehameha in this meeting, although 

Kuykendall documents that there are conflicting accounts.I99 Kamakau' s account seems to be 

focused around Kamehameha requesting that Britain be an ally in case of attack from another 

European power.200 Similarly a recent scholar has called it an alliance and not a cession.wI 

Fornanderwrites that, 

While Kamehameha and his chiefs became willing to acknowledge King George 
as their suzerain, in expectation of his defending them against foreign and 
outside foes, they expressly reserved to themselves the autonomous government 
of their island in their own way and according to such laws as they themselves 
might impose ... ThatKamehameha and his chiefs did not understand the full 
meaning of the word cession is plain from the reservations which they made.202 

While I do not want to engage in the debate about the intentions ofKamehameha in anempting 

to enter into this agreement with Britain, history has shown that no British-Hawaiian cession 

took place. My reason for discussing the correspondence between King Kamehameha and 

British anthorities is to demonstrate that Kamehameha was actively involved in diplomatic 

negotiations which sought to protect his dominions from European imperial powers. By 

anemptingto align Hawai'i with Britain (the most powerful country of the time), Kamehameha 

was anempting to preserve his own rule over Hawai'i while also deterring other European powers 

from taking possession of any part of the archipelago. In his lener to King George III, King 

Kamehameha requests items such as a vessel, bunting""3, brass guns, and to make the ports of 

Hawai'i neutral in British wars. Kamehameha also writes, Kshould any of the powers you are at 

war with molest me I shall expect your protection"204 which may demonstrate his intentions for 

entering into an alliance with Britain. (See figures 3&4). 
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Chapter3· Figure3. March 10 1810 Leuer from King Kamehameha to King George III 
p~ I. RAlGEO/MAIN/14966 lliustraIed by the Permission ofHer Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II. 
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It is not clear who wrote the aforementioned Iener for Kamehameha and it does not 

appear to be in the handwriting ofJohn Young. Kamehameha's letter did not actually reach 

George III. Due his illness, the lener was received by the Prince of Wales who accepted the 

feather cloak and ordered that a correspondence be wrinen. On the 30th of April in 1812, the Earl 

of Liverpool addresses a lener to Kamehameha. In his reply the Earl thanks Kamehameha for his 

gift of the feather cloak and writes that, 

His Royal Highness Commands me to assure you that he shall feel at all 
times desirous to promote the Welfare of the Sandwich Islands, and that he will 
give positive orders to the Commanders of His ships to treat with proper respect, 
all trading vessels belonging to you or Your Subjects. 

His Royal Highness is confident that the Complete Success which he had 
gained over his enemies in every Quarter of the Globe will have the Effect of 
securing Your Dominions from any Arrack or molestation on their part. 

You cannot give better Proofin return of Your Friendship and good-will 
towards Great Britain, then by reliving the wants of such British Subjects as may 
arrive at the Islands over which You Govern and may stand in need of you 
assistance .• 05 

Kamehameha's alignment with Britain could only be successful ifit was providing something for 

both parties. While Kamehameha had sought a guarantee of protection from other colonial 

powers, the benefit for the British lay in having a pon in the middle of the Pacific where their 

subjects could be provisioned and assured safety. One might also note that Kamehameha's 

willingness to engage in trade and commerce may have been seen in a positive light by the British 

and have aided in the creation of an alliance between the two countries. The alliance between 

Britain and the "Sandwich Islands," must have been fairly widely known. In 1819 captain 

Freycient writes of a discussion that he had with King Liholiho. He writes, 

I am not ignorant, I told him (Liholiho) of the alliance that is in effect between 
the King of the Sandwich islands and the King of Great Britain'06 
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Unification and Progeny 

In this section I briefly discuss the unification of the islands under Kamehameha and the 

aln usage offoreign weapons and tools of warfare. This section is also a transitional section into 

the reign ofllholibo, Kamebameha II. 

By 1795, Kamehameha was able to consolidate rule over the islands through a series of 

conquests from Hawai'i to O'ahu. Warfare during these times had changed as a result of the 

introduction of gnnpowder, all of the Mo'i and other powerful chiefs had acquired some of these 

new weapons which included cannons, muskets, and foreign vessels. Kalanikiipulewho had 

inherited Kahekili's Kingdom which included all of the islands except Hawai'i and Kaua'i, had 

acquired foreign vessels, and weapons as well foreign sailors.207 While all the ali'i at this time had 

adapted the use of firearms, Kamehameha seemed to be the most effective in their use. Using 

traditional war canoes and weaponry, as well as foreign ships, cannons, and muskets 

Kamehameha was able to defeat Kalanikiipule on Maui and O'ahu while consolidating rule over 

all ofHawai'i Island. In 1796, Kamehameha stationed his warriors on the west-coast ofO'ahu 

island where he prepared to invade Kaua'i. ,oil He tried unsuccessfully to take Kaua'i by force. 

After two unsuccessful attempts at invasions, Kaua'i was acquired through a treaty between 

Kamehameha and Kaumuali'i who Was the Mo'! ofKaua'i. In 1810, an agreement was reached 

that allowed Kaumuali'i to rule on Kaua'i under the sovereign authority ofKamehameha.209 By 

consolidating rule over the entire archipelago Kamehameha had succeeded where many aln 

before him had failed. He would spend the next nine years of his life establishing trade with other 

countries, fending off foreign attempts at acquiring parts ofHawai'i, and actively preparing his 

son Liholiho and nephew Kekuaokalani to rule when he was gone. 
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Liholiho 
In this section I discuss some important biographical information about Liholiho so that 

the reader may know some of the important details about how Liholiho had been raised and the 

protocol that he had lived under as a child. It is important to have some biographical information 

about Liholiho so that the reatler can better understand the depth of changes that take place 

during his reign. The discussion will steadily move from Kamehameha I and focus on the reign 

and politics ofLiholiho. The reign ofLiholiho included Significant changes in Hawaiian society 

such as the removal of the ancient kapu on eating, the introduction offoreign missionaries into 

the Hawaiian Islands, and his travel to England. Throughout my discussion ofLiholiho I 

illustrate how he is portraying himself as ruler on multiple scales through the use of 

combinations of native and foreign displays of royalty. 

According to the Hawaiian scholar Stephen Desha. in rBn while Kamehameha and his 

retinue were on a canoe returning from O'abu to Hawai'i island, he turned to his son of 14 years 

and told Liholiho that he would be his heir and that Kamehameha's nephew Keknaokalani would 

have the god Kiikailimokn. Kamehameha followed the precedent of his uncle and that of the 

grcat aIn Ltloa by scparating the right to rule from the right possess the God Kiika'ilimokn. As 

was the earlier case ofKaIanriipu'u, it is not clear ifKamehameha had hoped for the previous 

tradition of the possessor ofKiika'i1imokn to eventually become Mo'I. Kamehameha had kept 

Liholiho close to him since Liholiho was ofveryyoUlig age in orderto prepare him for rule. This 

would make one assume that he had wanted Liholiho to reign.2To 

At the age of seventeen Keiipiiolani gave birth to Liholiho. Liholiho was the first born 

child ofKeiipiiolani and Kamehameha. his piko was cut at KaipaIaoa in Hilo.2ll He was said to 

have been a child who listened to the words of his teachers and was taught to observe the gods at 



the age of five.212 Since he was raised in the presence ofKamehameha and traveled with 

Kamehameha wherever he went it is safe to assume that he had intimate knowledge of 

governance and protocol of the time. Since Liholiho was of nfaupf 0 rank he was treated as ifhe 

was an akna (God) on earth."3 As life was surrounded by protocol and kapu he had trouble 

findingpla.ymates. A story is told by Kamakau about how the life of11 was spared after he broke 

kapu because Liholiho desired him as a playmate.""! As a man 11 became a member of Privy 

Council and kahu to Alexander Liholiho (Kamehameha IV) in his youngeryears.2I5 

Nil Hoahilnau-Cousins and the Ai Kapu 

In this section I discuss the very early portions of Liholiho' s reign and the removal of the 

'Ai kapu from Hawaiian custom. My discussion focuses on the relationships ofLiholiho. his 

cousin Kekuaokalani. and the Kuhina Nui Ka'ahumanu and theirrespective roles in removing 

the ancient kapu. This section is important because I demonstrate that aln such as Ka'ahumanu 

were using Christianity against potential rival chiefs. This section is also important because it 

shows that even prior to the American Protestant mission in the Hawaiian Islands. some ali'i were 

willing to attempt to acquire and make use of the mana of foreigo gods. Placed in this perspective 

one begins to understand the way the Mol" and the aln were making use of Christianity for their 

own means and using it in ways that they had anciently used gods. 

Liholiho's reign began in 1819 in the midst of turbulent seas. There had never been a 

Mo'! prior to his father who had consolidated rule over all ofKa Pae 'Aina. This gave Liholiho 

the privilege and the responsibility of managing an entire Kingdom composed of competingali'i, 

maka'iiinana, and foreign interests. What Kamehameha had conquered through industriousness, 
• 



determination, and unquestioned authority, Liholiho had to attempt to maintain through 

alliances, relationships, and negotiations. In some sense, Liholiho had a task comparable to his 

father's conquest of the entire archipelago. Kamehameha's rise to power included roughly 

twenty-five years. His gradual consolidation of rule was aided hythe benefit oflearning from 

mistakes and refining techniques along the way. While Liholiho did not have to conquer 

competing chiefs into submission, he did have to force them to concede to his authority. He did 

not have a period of twenty-five years to gain their loyalty but rather a period of weeks. 

One of the most distinguishable events in the reign of Liholiho was the 'Ai noa, which 

takes place prior to the arrival of American missionaries in the Hawaiian islands. The event of the 

·Ai noa was a refusal by Ka'ahumann (the wife of Kamehameha, hanai mother ofLiholiho) and a 

select group of aln to live under the ancient kapu which divided men and women in eating, 

worship, and in certain labor functions-known as the 'Ai kapu. The story that surrounds the 'Ai 

noa illustrates the complex negotiations happening in Hawai'i prior to the arrival of the 

Protestant mission, between aln and also between aln and foreigners. The following sections 

provide analysis into these events. I have used quotations from the work ofKamakau when he 

discusses the meetings that took place between Liholiho and Kekuaokalani in order to piece 

together the complex religious and political negotiations that were taking place in this time 

period. 

It was customary the heir would depart from the district where the previous M51 had 

passed. Upon the death of Kamehameha in I8I9 in Kailua, Kona, Liholiho left the district of 

Kona for Kawaihae in the district ofKohala.216 It was at Kawaihae that he met with his cousin 

Kekuaokalani and the two of them awaited the bones ofKamehameha which were to be cared for 



by Hoapili and Hoolulu.2I7 Both Kekuaokalani and Uholiho had received word that some of the 

a1n in Kailua were wishing to continue to live without the kapu on eating.218 This situation 

created a tension among the a1n of this time becanse it called into question the practice which 

had been established for generations that required men and women to eat and worship in 

separate places. Following the burial ofKamehameha a messenger was sent by Ka'ahumanu2I9 to 

request that Uholiho return to Kailua and meet those a1n that were residing there. Uholiho 

initially refuses to return to Kailua, heeding the advice ofKekuaokalani. who warned him against 

taking part in the breaking of the Kapu that was occurring by Kiahumanu and her circle of chiefs 

in Kailua and reminded him of the kauoha (orders) ofKarneharneha. Karnakau writes that 

Kekuaokalani says to Uholiho. 

'Elua wale no kiiua i kauoha'ia, 0 ke 
aupuni ka iii 'oe. '0 ke akua ko'u kauoha. E 
niinii aku ho'i au iii 'oe. a e nana mai hoi oe 
ia"u 220 

We have been given only two commands 
(qfKamehameha), the govemment iF what 
you have been commanded to care for, 
while the Cod iF what 1 have been 
commanded to care for. I wiD care foryou 
and you in twn care for me. 

When the messenger returns to Ka'ahumanu and the other a1n residing in Kailua with Liholiho's 

answer. she sends another messenger to go and bring Liholiho back from Kawaihae, this time 

with the message that the a1n who are residing in Kailua are planning to have a meeting 

discussing the wealth ofKamehameha, and that his attendance is requested by Ka'ahumanu. 

Liholiho again consults Kekuaokalani who answers Liholiho by saying. 

E noho no kiina; he 'ai no ko uka, be 'ia no 
ko kai; a i ki'i hou mai ou kahu. he a10 no 
he a10. maka'u wale ka make i ka 
nahelehele22

! 
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Let ur remain here; there iF food to provide 
for ur in the molUllflin.r, there iF fish in the 
sea, and if you are requested to retum 
again by a mes.reagerif Ka 'uhurnanu.let 
ur stand side by side, and they shaD flar 
death in the brurh. 



This time Liholiho refuses to adhere to the request of his cousin and agrees to rerum to Kailua to 

meet with Ka'ahumanu and the other a1i'i. However, Liholiho does promise to Kekuaokalani that 

he will refuse to eat freely with the aJj'i wahine while he is in Kailua. Upon his arrival in Kailua on 

the 21" of May 1819, in front of the 'aha a1i'i, Ka'ahumanu proclaims the 21 year old Liholiho to be 

King and herself to be the Kuhina Nui to rule along side him.""" Liholiho agrees to share the mle 

of the land with Ka' ahumanu, prayers are offered and he is formally established as Mij'1. 

Liholiho's dress on this occasion is ofinterest because it reflects the ways in which Liholiho was 

appropriating both British and Hawaiian symbols of royalty and power. Kamakau describes 

Liholiho's dress in the ceremony by the following, 

Puka maila ho'i ka Mo'i Liholiho 
Kamehameha II me ka hanohano nui. Va 
'a'ahu 'ula'ula '0 ia i ke kapa a1i'i mai 
Beritania mai, he 'a'ahu 'ula'ula, ua 
ho'onani 'iame nii meagula, a he mau 
hOkii gula no ho'i rna luna, a he piipale 
mahiole makona po'o i uhi 'iaho'i e ka noe 
o ka 'a'ahu hulu mamo i hana no'ian 'ia e ka 
po'e loea 'uo kahu 'ahu'ula223 

King Liholiho, Kamehameha 11 entered 
wah great distinction. He waradomed in 
a formal red coat 0/ royaltyfrom Britain, 
thM war a red coat that war trimmed in 
gold. with a gold J'tarJ' covering the brearl. 
He wore afoatller helmet on hir head. and 
a feathercfoalc over hi!' JhoulderJ' that war 
made by experu in foamer-working. 

The complex symbols of royalty and distinction that are described by Kamakau reflect the hybrid 

Hawaiian-Euro dress that some a1n were using at the time. Although it is difficult to determine 

the exact intentions of Liholiho in choosing his attire for the occasion. it is likely that he is 

attempting to illustrate himself as a ruler in both Hawaiian and European terms, asserting himself 

into leadership on a global scale. The English red-coat had been given to Kamehameha and 

accompanied the letter from the Earl of Liverpool sent in 1812. Liholiho's usage of the coat may 

be an attempt to illustrate his rule on an international scale while showing his connection with 



foreign powers and also demonstrating that he is the heir to his father's powers. It is also 

interesting to note that the red coat symbolized power and anthority in the British society and 

functioned as symbol of rank, which allured the gaze of British commoners in ways similar to 

those entranced by Liholiho in this ceremony. Ironically, the British coat being red may have 

also been of significance to Uholiho because the color red was used for many generations by 

'Oiwi as symbol high ranking ali'i lineage. 

Following the formal ceremony, Uholiho is enticed to break the eating Kapu by his 

mother Keopiiolani. He refuses to eat with her and decides to return to meet with his consin 

Kekuaokalani at Kawaihae. When Uholiho reaches Kawaihae he observes Kekuaokalani in 

worship and seeing this, he and his mcn join Kekuaokalani presumably on thc heiau of 

Pu'ukohola, where they are able to re-establish the 'Ai Kapu and in celebration take to drinking 

rom.=! The fact that Uholiho and Kekuaokalani worshiped together to re-secure the kapu 

illustrates that Uholiho had initially intended for the Kapu to remain. However soon Uholiho's 

mind would be changed and he wonld given formally remove the kapu from Hawai'i. 

Hawaiian-Anglo Exchanges 

Sometime following Uholiho's reuniting with Kekuaokalani, on the 12th of August 1819 a 

French ship the Urame arrives off of the coast of Kawaihae.225 The ship was led by Captain 

Freycinet, who was in the midst of a voyage around the world and wanted to provision in Hawai·i. 

Uholiho must have received word of the ships' arrival a few days earlier in Kealakekua, and so he 

was prepared for the vessels arrival in Kawaihae. Freycinet was met outside of Kawaihae by a 
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large double-hulled canoe that carried KaJaimoku who was sent by Uholiho to greet the 

captain.226 On board the canoe was also a man by the name of Rives who was the French 

interpreter for Uholiho, which demonstrates that the Mo'I was able to acquire interpreters in 

languages other than English, The two parties travel together with the intention of meetingwith 

the Mo'I, who is awaiting their arrivaI on the beach. Upon meeting Uholiho Freycinet notes that, 

He was dressed in the full uniform of a captain in the British Navy, surrounded 
by his entire court. Notwithstanding the frightful aridity of this part of the island, 
the spectacle that this strange gathering of men and women offered appeared to 
us majestic and truly picturesque. The King, a little in advance, had his principle 
officers a little behind him; some of them wore magnificent red and yellow 
feather cloaks, others wore scarlet cloth. Others again wore shorter capes of the 
same style but in which the two outstanding colors sometimes had touches of 
black. Some wore helmets. A fairly large number of soldiers, scattered here and 
there.22

? 

Freycient'svivid description the dress ofUholiho's court together with Kamakau's description 

ofUholiho's proclamation ceremony offers an illustration of the various symbols of status that 

were being used by the aln in Uholiho' s court. Uholiho' s usage of the red coat would easily 

illustrate to the French captain that he was the Mo'] with symbolization that a European could 

recognize. suggesting to the French captain that his country is protected on multiple levels. 

FoIIowingthis initial meeting between Uholiho's court and the French captain, Uholiho 

invites Freycient into a hale were they enter into discussions regarding provisions through the 

use of the King's interpreter M. Rives.228 Uholiho agrees to provide Freycient with the 

provisions he desires, and he acquires Freycient's sword through the use of suggestion while 

offering a spear to Freycient in exchange. An important event occurs when Freycient requests to 

visit the widow ofKamehameha, Ka'a.humanu, whieh demonstrates the complex negotiations that 

were taking place in this time period, This event illustrates that haole residents were also 
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following the 'Ai kapu custom at the time. When Freycient enters the women's house with the 

interpreter M. Rives, Liholiho declines to follow them inside. Freycient is not impressed with 

the attention Ka' abumanu pars to him on his visit and notes that it was difficult to have a 

conversation because Ka'abumanu and the other women were lying on the floor flat on their 

stomachs smoking on pipes and eating pieces of watermelon. When the watermelon is offered to 

Freycient he obliges and eats with the women, but when the food is offered to the interpreter M. 

Rives, F reycient notes, 

M. Rives and an Anglo-American who happened to be there didn't touch any. 
Being inhabitants of the country, they felt themselves obliged to observe the 
common rule that prohibits persons of both sexes from eating together under the 
same roof.229 

M. Rives and the unnamed Anglo-American's refusal to break the tradition of the 'Ai kapu, 

demonstrates their accultoration into the Hawaiian society of the time, and the betweenru:r of 

their identity, one can never know what they practiced in the privacy of their home, but under the 

eye of the chiefs these haole clearly observed Hawaiian custom. Similarly to Liholiho's usage of 

the British red coat, these haole were attempting to portray themselves (or possible saw 

themselves) as a part of a society that they had not been born into. bur needed to learn the 

customs of to advance their status. 
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Search for Mana-The Baptism of Kalanimoku and the Conviction of Kekuaokalani 

Freycient's arriva1 on Hawai'i island was also the catalyst for the first known Christian 

baptism in the Hawaiian islands. Though Freycient's account is quite different from the account 

offered by Kamakau,"30 both to speak about the baptism ofKalanimoku on Freycient's ship. 

Freycient's aecount illustrates Kalanimoku as deeply desiriugthe baptism, while Kamakau's 

portrays Kalanimoku being baptized because 00000 Young'Olohaua's explanation that the 

priest on the Uraniewas the priest of foreign countries.231 Either description of the event 

suggests that Kalanimoku was seeking to acquire the mana of a foreign gnd. By Kalanimoku 

acquiring the mana of a foreign god, he would be establishing himselfin a position that might 

enable him to challenge those that did not possess this mana.2
J" Why would Kalanimoku want to 

do this? One possible explanation for his actions could center around Kamehameha's awarding 

ofKiika'ilimoku to Kekuaokalani. 

Kekuaokalani adamandy refused Ka'ahumanu's request that the ehiefs no longer live 

under the 'Ai kapu and he openly exhorted Liholiho not to allow them to continue to break the 

kapu. For Ka'ahumanu and her cousin Kalanimoku, Kekuaokalani was a potential threat to their 

interests and operated independent of their control. By Kamehamehagivingthe God 

Kuka'ilimoku to Kekuaokalani, he brought someone outside of the influence of Ka'ahumanu, 

Kalanimoku and their Maui cousins into an important position within the government. 

Kekuaokalani had no genealogical connection to Ka'ahumanu nor Liholiho's birth mother 

Keiipiiolani. Instead Kekuaokalani descended from Kamehameha's lineage being the son of 

Kamehameha's brother Keli'imaika'i. 
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Kekuaokalani encouraged Uholiho to stand by his side and to refuse to break the kapu 

that they had reestablished in Kawaihae. Sometime foUowingthe departore of the Uranie from 

Hawai'i island on AugustIS I8I9. Uholiho finally gives in to the will ofKa'ahumanu and 

Keopiiolani. He takes part in eating food which had been cooked bywomen and eventually 

removes the 'Ai kapu from all of the islands of the archipelago.·33 Kekuaokalani is furious at 

Ka'ahumanu and the other chiefs for enticing Liholiho to break the kapu.·34 When the two chiefs 

are sent to bring Kekuaokalani to Kailua. he refuses. Kaliikaua writes that Kekuaokalani replies 

to the aln to say, 

That Kekuaokalani, the last high-priest, it may be of Hawaii, is prepared to die in 
defense of the gods whose service he has devoted his life. If they are omnipotent, 
as he believes them to be, their temples will rise again; if not, he is more willing 
to hide in disappointment in the grave!...We are proud of our blood, but who 
but the gods made kings of our ancestors?'35 

These words left no doubt that the disagreement could not be solved through peaceful means. 

The new MOl Liholiho, did not attend the battle ofKuamo'o in the Kona district ofHawai'i 

Island. Instead Kalanimoku and his forces faced Kekuaokalani and his supporters. 

Kekuaokalani and his men were greatly outnumbered, but Kekuaokalani is noted for having 

fought with tremendous courage with his wahine Manono at his side in the battle.236 The two of 

them are killed and Kalanimoku is able to attain victory. 

It is not clear why Liholiho did not attend the battle. One could speculate it may have 

been because of his aloha for his cousin, or rather, his lack of true support for the abolishment of 

the 'Ai kapu. It might have been a strategy to protect the life ofLiholiho. Ifhe had died in battle, 

as had those aln nui before him such as Kl'waIa'o and Hiikau, fightingagaiust the ali'i who had 

Kiika'ilimoku, the entire archipelago ofislands could have fallen into political chaos. 
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With the abolishment of the kapu by the most prominent aln of the time, Hawai'i was for 

a time without a state religion. Somewhat curiously it can be said that the rejection of traditional 

worship on the state level, was instituted by the aln of the time. The abolisIunent of the kapu is a 

unique occurrence which has puzzled many scholars of Hawaiian histury. Although there have 

been many possible interpretations I have to agree with Karne'eleihiwa when she writes, 

We will never know why Ka'ahumanu insisted that Liholiho, and indeed the 
entire Uihui, should agree to the breaking of the 'AikapU.237 

I would suggest that a possible reason for Ka' ahumanu' s behavior centered around marginalizing 

and removing Kekuaokalani from the circle of chiefs. His inheritance ofK:iika'i1imoku 

compounded with his lack of genealogical connection to Ka'ahumanu were threats against her 

own political interests. 

Following the battle ofKuamo'o, on March 30, I820 a ship filled with New England 

missionaries and a few Hawaiians (Thomas Hopu and others as well as the aln George 

Humehume) who had earlier visited the United States is sporred off of the coast of Kawaihae.238 

Many of the Hawaiians on board this ship had been at Cornwell School with another prominent 

Hawaiian scholar 'Opiikaha'ia. They had left Hawan to visit the United States and each of them 

found their way to the Cornwell School in Connecticut. Thomas Hopu and George Humehume 

were somewhat instrumental in convincing the aln at the time to give the missionaries a chance 

to stay and provide their teaching.239 
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"Ke ao ne; makou ; ka palapalan- We are learning to read and write 

In this section I will discuss the arrival of American Protestant missionaries in the 

Hawaiian Islands with a particular focus on the aln appropriation ofthewrinen language. This 

section will show that the aln were not overwhelmed by the missionaries but were selectively 

appropriating some of their technologies and teachings for their own means. I will also discuss 

the work ofHenry 'Opiikaba'ia and his early attempts at codifYing the Hawaiian language. 

There was a considerable amount of thought and discussion about what to do with the 

American missionaries and the initial engagement between the missionaries and the aln was 

largely dictated by the aln of the time. Liholiho convened a council of the aln and his foreigu 

advisors in Kailua. Kona. to discuss whether or not to allow the missionaries to stay in Hawai'i."'I° 

At one point one ofLiholiho's advisors tells them. "the Mo'! does not want you here. you can stay 

for a very brief time. but then you must leave for somewhere else. ""'II In the next few days there 

would be further discussion until it was decided by the council and Jjholiho to let them stay 

provisionally for a year. With the reservation that only if their work proved to be good would 

they be allowed to remain. The aln were carefully considering whether or not to allow the 

missionaries to remain in the islands. demonstrating they recognized there could be potential 

problems. Karoakau discusses some of the apprehensions of the aln at the time. He writes. 

Ua no'ono'o nui no nii aln me ke akabele. 
no ko liikou maka'u nui i ia manawa i nii 
haole i noho Jru'oko'a mai i loko 0 keia 
anpuni. olilo lakou i man meake'ake'ai ka 
pono 0 kaliihui. 'A'ole i piliki'a i nii haole i 
noho mai i ke 'ano mahuka wale rna ka 
'aina. ua lilo liikou i po'e lawelawe na nii 
ai,'· 24" 

11. 
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Following Liholiho's decision to allow the missionaries to stay provisionally, Hiram Bingham 

beings to teach a few stndents. Liholiho becomes impressed with the stndents' abilities, 

(presumably to read and write in English). Becanse of the impressions of these stndents, 

liholiho begins to send some of his wives and the yonng chiefs to learn English from the 

ntissionaries,"43 including, Kahuhu, John 11, Ha'alilo, and the heir to the throne Kauikeaouli."44 

These chiefs quickly learn to read and write in Engiish. 

In April of 1823 a second wave of missionaries arrive, including William Richards."45 

Soon work begins on fonnalizingthe Hawaiian language into a written fonn. The first fonnal 

attempt at producing a Hawaiian grammar and alphabet was done by a native Hawaiian named 

'Opiikaha'ia while he was in Cornwall Connecticut in 1814-1815."46 He had learned to read and 

write in English while attending the Yale College. Although irtitially rejecting Christianity 

'Opiikaha'iaeventnally converts to Christiartity. "47 Over time 'Opiikaha'ia begins to desire to 

translate the Bible into his native tongue. He is credited with teaching himself to read in Hebrew 

and using that as a source for easier translation into the Hawaiian."48 Letters and the Journal of 

'Opiikaha'ia were published in a book entitled Memoif.r qfHemy Obookiolz. Sections that are 

taken from 'Opiikaha'ia's own words include, 

Summer 1814 
I went to live with him and stndied geography and mathematics; and a part of the 
time was trying to translate a few verses of the Scriptnres into my own language. 
and in making a kind of spelling-book, taking the English alphabet and giving 
different names and different sounds-(for this language was not written.) I spent 
some time in making a kind of spelling-book, dictionary, grammar ... "49 
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June 4 1815 
I want w see you (Rev. Eleazer T. Fitch) about our Grammar: I want to get 
through with it. I have been translating a few chapters of the Bible into the 
Hawaiian language. I found I could do it correctly."SO 
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Chapter 3. Figures. Grammar attributed w 'Opiikaha'ia although recent 
scholarship has suggested that this is actually the work of Ruggles who was a 
student with 'Opiikaha'ia, but who borrowed from Opiihahaia's work. Million 
Ho= MlMeum MS4gg-0bfiX 

An adaptation of'Opiikaha'ia's grammar had been used by the missionaries for about two 

years. "51 Surely its usage provided a foundation for further developments of the wriuen language. 

Demonstrating that a native Hawaiian was very much involved in the creation ofa wriuen 



Hawaiian language.2so Schutz writes that Opukahaia had a ~profound effect on Hawaii and the 

Hawaiian language. "253 

In 1823 the missionaries in Hawai"i began work on to reducing the Hawaiian language to 

a written form. 254 Kamakau writes that many of the ali'i begin to take tutors into their homes and 

they all begin to learn to read and write in Hawaiian. Uteracy spreads rapidly throughout all the 

islands, and from moku to ahupua'a.. 255 The written word must have been appeared highly 

seductive to a population of people who had memorized orally generations of history , genealogy, 

and mythology. Noenoe Silva. writes that from the aln perspective in their acquisition of the 

ability to write what they had for generations done orally, ~theywere acquiring the technology 

that would allow them newways to communicate with each other. "256 Liholiho was so impressed 

with his new ability to write in his native language that he sends a letter to a Tahitian. Figure 6 is 

a letter located in the Hawaii State Archives and is one of a very few remaining letters written by 

Liholiho. The translation is provided below, 

Teuheiti 
Aloha to you in Huahine. I am writing to tell you that the God of Heaven 

has arrived here from America through the preachers and books. We are 
learning to read and write. You folks have had written language there from an 
earlier time ..... 

Rihioriho 
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While the a1n were keen to learn to read and write, many of them were not as willing to convert 

to Christian beliefs and practices. Kamakan notes that Hiram Bingham was persistent in his 

attempts to convert Liholiho. He often followed Liholiho around attempting to convince him to 

convert to Christianity. At one point Liholiho is said to reply to one of Bingham's pleas for him 

to stop living a life of pleasure, by saying, 

'E!ima o'u makahiki i koe, a laila, huli au i 
kanaka maika'i257 

fustjive moreyears and then / shall 
become agood (Chrirtian) man. 

Liholihowas not the only 'Oiwi of the time who playfully tested the missionaries and Christianity. 

On the death of Kahekilike'eaumoku Hiram Bingham was preparing to conduct a Christian 

funeral service in his honor for the chiefs of the time, but unknown to him was that the night 

prior to the service the body of the deceased had been l:!lken by Kuakini to be buried in 

traditional fashion. Bingham conducted the service over an empty coffin which caused some of 

the a1n of the time question the power of the haole akua. 25
8 If Bingham's god did not provide 

him with the knowledge that he was praying over an empty coffin, how powerful could he really 

be? One should note that Emmerson's English translation ofKamakan in Ruling Chiefs of 

Hawai\ gives a quite different impression than Kamakau's original. Emmerson translates the 

following section as "How igoorant are the ungodly who say there is no God. "259 However, 

Kamakau's original states, 

Abu no ho'i knpanaha 0 ua mea e 
ho'omaloka 0 ka 'aia, e ho'ole ana, 'a'ohe 
akua.260 
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In the above passage, Kamakau demonstrates that some of the 'Oiwi of this time were skeptical 

and cantions about the mana of the foreign akua. While the power of the wriuen word seems to 

have been immediately accepted, some of the ali'i continued to test the validity of this foreign 

gud. 

I am not suggesting that there were not those of the 'Oiwi population who became 

anthentic converts into the Christian religion. In this time period there were unarguably some 

'Oiwi such as 'OpUkaha'ia who embraced the Christian gud while attempting to distance 

themselves from their previous moral attachments. What I am trying to illustrate is that in either 

of these situations, the acceptance or denial of the foreign gud was negotiated by the individual, 

while the society as a whole embraced the technology ofthewriuen word. To say it another way 

while the metaphysical notions offered by the missionaries were both accepted and challenged by 

some 'Oiwi at this time, the material benefits offered through the missionaries through the form 

of the wriuen word was quickly accepted, what this demonstrates it that the ali'i were selectively 

appropriating the wriuen word. and to other extents, Christianity itselfin ways that they saw 

accommodating toward their own interests. 

Helena i Londana- Liholiho to England 

In this section I will discuss Uholiho's trip to London. I will demonstrate that he sought 

to create an international alliance with Britain as a means to secure his own countries 

independence and protection form foreign invasion. This section is important for the chapter 
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because it illustrates how Liholiho was seeking to further his fathers' legacy and Hawaiian 

independence through diplomacy. Liholiho's voyage to London had a lasting effect toward the 

maintenance of Hawaiian independence, and set the stage for future a1i'i condnct exchanges and 

visits to Europe. 

FollOwing the death ofLiholiho's mother Kciipiiolani in September ofx82.3, Liholiho 

called together a council of chiefs to discuss his visiting England.·6I It is likely that his decision 

to visit London was influenced by the arrival of a ship in 182.2. that had been commissioned for 

Kamehameha by the Prince of Wales .• 62 This ship was a gift to the Mo'y and would be used as a 

warship to protect against foreign invasion. There had clearly existed some kind of relationship 

between Britain and England and Liholiho may have wanted to investigate the nature of that 

relationship. It is also possible that Liholiho had desired to visit England to learn of the civil 

society, gnvernments, and industries of other countries. In some ways his trip is an extension of 

his father's attempts at early foreign relation negntiations. Liholihowas going to auemptto make 

negntiations and alliances with those who Kamehameha had never seen face to face. He was 

going to make personal a world he had never experienced. 

Before Liholiho visiting London, he visits Kaua'i and spends time with Kaumuali'i who 

had agreed to join Kamehameha's kingdom voluntarily. It is therefore possible that Liholihowas 

in the process of investigating the state of his Kingdom and its alliances both internally and in the 

case ofEngland internationally. Prior to this voyage Liholiho's only means of acquiring 

knowledge about other countries had been through the descriptions of his advisors and through 

the few representations of nationhood in vessels, emblems, and flags. By visiting England and 

meeting King George IV face to face, Liholiho might gain positive assurance in regards to 



Hawaiian-English relationship. The American missionary Hiram Bingham speculates that the 

reasons for Liholiho' s deparmre included. 

The conception that his pleasures might be increased. his political and 
commercial knowledge. his alliances strengthened. and some special faYor from 
King George secured himself as a brother monarch ... 26s 

While Bingham never states that Liholiho had told him of his reasons for the voyage. the 

possibility that liholiho saw King George as a "brother monarch." might provide insight into 

what Liholiho would be able to accomplish by facilitating such a meeting. Liholiho and his 

retinue were treated as royals while in London and therefore this "brotherhood of monarchs" 

was in some way recognized on the British side as well as the Hawaiian. 

There was much that Liholiho could potentially gain from this trip. Whether the voyage 

was done for desire of personal gain or securing British naval protection in Hawaiian waters, all 

accounts note that the voyage was somewhat daring. It is difficult to fathom the confidence that it 

must have required for Liholiho to attempt such an undertaking. it was not something he took 

lightly for he assembled some of his closest advisors and chiefs. and made plans for the continuity 

of governance in his absence. 

Prior to departing Liholiho had arranged the control of the government upon his 

deparmre. He proclaimed his younger brother Kauikeaouli regent in his absence and on the 

extreme event of his not returning Kauikeaouli would become MO'!. 264 Liholiho and his council 

of aln depart on November 27, 1823.265 Liholiho, Queen Kamamalu, and rest of the party depart 

from Honolulu where thousands had gathered to bid them farewell.266 Hiram Bingham notes, in 

a rare passage of humanism, his observations upon the deparmre of the King and Queen with 

their retinue. 



They could not, of course, tell what might have probably befall their king and his 
company, in whom many were interested as relatives, nor whether they should be 
likely to see them again; not whether the government could stand unshaken 
without a present king, to whom all acknowledged allegiance. They, like the 
ancient Asiatics, lifted up there voice and wept. That parting scene was 

h· ~ touc mg, even to strangers ... 

According to Uholiho the party reached London on moon oflaaukukahi on the ISth day of 

Kaaona (May). 268 At the time of their arrival one of their members Kannuhaimalama had already 

passed away and was buried at sea. Upon landfall they took a carriage to a hotel where they were 

sent a message by one of the British King's officials giving them notice that all of their expenses 

were to be cared for by the British crown.269 The English tranSlation of the letter authored by 

Liholiho in London to the ali'i at home in Hawai'i, is provided here. One should note that 

Liholiho is keeping track of time as did his ancestors by the moon calendar. 

To Paalua, Kaakua and younger brother, Kamahoe Muwa (July 1824) 
Much Love to you all. In the month of Kaaona (May) we reached England. One 
of our members Kaunuhaimalama is dead. He died just outside of England. He 
was ill for two days and died on the 13

th night ofHua. The following day which 
wasAkua, he was buried at sea in the same month ofKaaona. On the fifth day, 
the ISth which was Laauknkahi, we arrived in England and landed. We got into 
carriages and the next day Laaukulua, we reached London and stayed at the 
Hotel. On the fourth day the King's representative arrived and told us he was to 
see to all our needs and the King will pay all expenses. We are having everything 
we desire. The King of England has taken a great liking to us. We have not seen 
King George yet. We all got sick in the month ofHinaaieleele Uune), but we 
have all recovered with the exception of three of us, Kamehamalu, Kapihe, and 
myself. 

Here is another word to you. If the Commander of the ship should ask 
for a wooden house on Oahu, you must grant his request. You are not to charge 
him any harbor fees, for he is taking our letter to you. Give him 5 pigs and IO 

boxes of sweet potatoes. 
I love you all dearly. We will remain until we see the King. When we 

obtain that which be of great benefit to us, then we will return. 
Aloha 
Iolani 
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Chal>ler 3. Figure 7. Liholiho Kamehamcha II from London to Paalua, 
Kaakumu, and Kaiukeaouli. 182Lj . Kamahoe Muwa. Hawaii Srale Archives 
FO&EX Series 402-2-14 This iellcr is kept in the safe al Hawai i Srate 
Archivcs and is in very poor condition. An Engli sh translalion of'the iener is 
in the teX!. On lhe previous page. 

Some days prior to the 25 of May 1824 the Hon Frederick Gerald Byng had been 

appoimed by the Secretary of Foreign AJfairs George Canning"70 to care for the needs of King 

Liholiho, Queen Kamamalu , and their retinue.'7' The royalty of the ali'i was clearly recognizcd 

and respecled by the British King and Byngwas ordered to care for all of'their needs. King 

Liholiho's ietler testifi es thaI he was being provided for by lhe reprcsematives of King George IV 
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and that the aln were in want of nothing. Byng had provided the entire retinue with the 

fashionable dress of the day and hy the time the aln would finally return home on the Blnnde he 

had estimated the charges for all of the needs of the aln at 5400 Sterling (a significant amount for 

the time).2'/" Byngwaited on the aln by hand and foot providing forwharever they desired. He 

equips Kamamalu in the most fashionable attire. attended her toilene, and formed her hair in the 

French Style.2
'13 He notes that King Uholiho and Boki are inclined to be very extravagant in 

dress and that he provided all of the aln with servants and tonk them on a tour of London 

including a trip to the theater.274 However, to some close confidants Byngreflected on his duty 

with sarcasm stained in resentment. The aIn were quite demanding and he often reflected on 

how physically tired he was becanse of the constant care that they had demanded. In letters he 

wrote to Earl of Granville, Byng often refers to King Uholiho and his retinue as his KBlack 

Family" • or his "Black Children. '275 After Byng has been tending to the aIn for a few days he 

writes to the Earl of Granville reflecting on his assignment and that, 

I cannot help thinking the general praise as decidedly satirical-thinking me so 
perfectly fit to take the management & be master of the ceremonies to 
a batch of undisciplined people of Colour ... I am performing my duties to the 
extent of my capabilities - I am to worn out & tired that I cannot 
do justice in a letter to my Officer. There is the King & Queen, Boki Chief 
Minister and his wife, the Lord High Admiral, and the Lord High Treasurer, and 
the Interpreter who is ill & ifhe dies communication of any sort must stop.2r6 

There is some amount ofirony included in this passage. Clcarly, the class of the aIn had been 

recognized by the British King and Secretary of State. However, Byng may not share the same 

insights and is somewhat resentful of his duties. While Byng sees Uholiho and his retinue as an 

"undisciplined people of color," it is interesting to note that he remains diligent to his duties 

while sharing his inner feelings to those closest to him. Being bound within the existing class 
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structure while understanding his position within British society, Byng must position himselfin 

accordance with the wishes of his King. Thus, by the class of the ali'i being recognized by King 

George IV, a tension is created for Byng. Byng is seeing the ali'i through racial characteristics 

while the King sees them through their class. Byng's servitude to his own class position requires 

him to accept (though not without internal protest) the ali'i as being of a superior class to that of 

himself. At least in this particular instance, class had trumped race. Though their class likely 

protected them from actions of openly displayed racism- unforrnnately for the ali'i- their class 

was not a protection against foreign diseases. Of the twelve who began the journey five had died 

and the Frenchman Rives had returned to France. Only six Hawaiians would make the return trip 

home alive. 27/ 

Onlune IS 1824, Byngwrites that King George IV had set up a meeting with King 

Uholiho and his retinue but that nearly all of the aln were sick with the measles and that he 

expects that half of them will die. 'j8Uholiho and Kamamalu were provided with adequate health 

care and although King George IV sends his personal doctors to care for King Uholiho and the 

others, both Uholiho and Queen Kamamalu succumb to the measles. '79 Queen Kamamalu 

passes prior to her kane (husband) on the 8th ofJuly.2Ilo In a letter written sometime after the 

22nd ofJune. Byng notes that the King (Uholiho) is out of danger. 281 However. his condition 

worsens after the death ofKamamalu and he passes away on the I4 th ofJuIy:s. 

Following a meetingwith King George IV in Windsor Casde, the remainingalfi and the 

bodies of King Uholiho and Queen Kamamalu are returned to Hawai'i on theRlonde. The 

Captain of the ship Lord Byron was ordered on September I4 1824 ~in pursuance of the King's 

pleasure as signified by Mr. Secretary Canning"083 to return the bodies of King Uholiho and the 



surviving a1n back to Hawan. Lord Byron was informed in this dispatch he should take great 

care of the remainingali'i on their voyage home. The dispatch Slates how he shall treat the 

remaining a1i'i, 

On your passage out (according to their several ranks of which you will be 
informed by the Agent of the Foreign 0 ffice) with every kind of attention and 
regard to their personal comforts. You will provide for them such 
accommodation of all kinds as may be best suited to their habits and manners, 
and to their comforts and your own.2Il4 

Upon the arrival of the Blonde in Miimala bay on thqW of May in 1825. Kamakau notes that the 

when the a1i'i and maka'iiinana realized that Liholiho and Kamamalu had died the lamenting 

could be heard through all the levels of heavens . ..as Following the mourning period, Kauikeaouli 

was proclaimed Mo'I by Boki as his brother Liholiho had left the Kingdom to him in the event 

that he was not to return. 

Rationalizing Liholiho's London Voyage 

The untimely death of Liholiho in London is an unfortunate and sad event in Hawaiian 

history. Some have seen his voyage to London as ill-planned and even whimsical. 286 Because of 

the lack of available source material that might document his personal thoughts about the trip, it 

is likely thaI scholars will never understand his true intentions for the voyage. On my visit to the 

Royal Archives I was not able to come aeross material that spoke to this maIter. I do however, 

feel that we can have a reasonable notion of why Liholiho chose to go to London based on two 

things. The first being those whom Liholiho chose to accompany him on the trip, the second 

being the meeting ofBoki with Kiug George IV. 
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The Children o/Warriors 

Kamakall notes that including Liholiho, there were a total of twelve people who went to 

London2B7 but that there was a great number of other aln that had wished to go whom Liholiho 

had refused. The eleven others that Liholiho chose accompany him were: 

I. His favorite wife Kamamalu. 
2. His uncle Boki who was the governor ofO'ahu at the time. 
3. Boki's wife Liliha who was the daughter of a confidant of Kamehameha. 

Hoapili, 
4. Kauluhaimalama, the son of a close advisor ofKamehameha, Kekuhapi'o. 
5. Manuia, the son ofKaulunae. 
6. Kekuanao' a, the son ofNaiholea, who fought alongside Kamehameha. 
7. Naihekukui, the son ofHanakahi. 
8. Noukana, the son a close advisor Kamehameha, Kamiinawa. 
9. Na'aiweuweu, the son ofKekumu'ino. 
10. James Kanehoa Young, the son oOohn Young Olohana. 
II. John Rives, the Frenchman who had been an advisor and acted 

as his translator when Captain Freycient had visited Hawaii in 1819.2Il8 

Liholiho brings with him on his voyage the high ranking wahine aln, Liliha and Kamamalu. Hc 

also brings many of the sons of his father's closest advisors. the descendants of those who had 

fought alongside Kamehameha I in his conquest of the islands. In this sense the voyage looks 

almost like a continuation of his father's policy. Liholiho is expanding his personal influence to 

and securing his national lands. It is likely that Liholiho chose these people because of their 

high rank and also because of their dilTering governmental functions at the time, but mostly 

because they could be trusted to pursue his and his fathers goals. Liholiho also brings with him 

James Kanehoa Young (the son ofJohn Young 'Olohana) and the Frenchman John Rives as a 

French translator. The inclusion of both James Kanehoa Young and Rives would allow Liholiho 

to be able to converse with others in both the English and French languages. 



The following image was taken at the London Metropolitan Archives. It is a list of those 

who were in Liholiho' s retinue along with their respective positions in Liholiho' s government 

which is dated June 3 1824. Ofinterest is position of "Nuekee" who is listed as Liholiho' spriest 

It is not clear what kind of priest, "Nuekee" was and important to note that Missionaries such a 

Bingham do not mention Liholiho bringing a priest (of any kind) along with him. 
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Meeting with King George IV 

Clearly the meeting with the British Kingwas something that was of primary importance 

10 Liholiho. A meeting with the King who influenced a majority of the world at that time could 

have provided Liholiho with access 10 an international ally. It might have been the major reason 

for his attempt 10 visit England. On May 25m 1824 shortly after the aln arrive in London, Byng 

writes that Liholiho had come to England to, 

Do homage & 10 give presents to his Master George 4 m & the real drift is 
Security against the Ruffians of whom they tire in continual dread."ag 

According to Byng, Liholiho's prime reason for his visit was to provide for the protection of his 

Kingdom by the British government against foreign invaders. Unfortunately the two monarchs 

are never able to meet face to face and Liholiho's mission is left to he fulfilled by what remained 

of his aln retinue. 

On the nm of September 1824, those aln who had survived (Boki ,Liliha, Kapihe, 

Kekuanaoa, James Kanehoa Young, and Kapihe) met with King George TV in Windsor castle.'go 

Since King Liholiho had passed, the aln Boki had the duties of speaking with King George IV 

through their interpreter and hapa (part Hawaiian-part Haole) son oOohn Young Olohana. 

James Kanehoa Young. '9' According to their guide Byng, the King spoke with them for about 

twenty minutes.292 Years later, one of the aln who was at the meeting with King George IV, 

Mataio Kekuanao'a (the father of Alexander Liholiho and Lota Kapuaiawa) gave testimony in the 

Hawaiian Kingdom Privy Council on the 28m of February 1850 about their meeting with King 

George TV. In his testimonyhe notes that he ,and James Young Kanehoa are the only remaining 
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survivors of the meeting at that time. Kekuanaoa mentions in his testimony one very important 

segment about the primary reason for Liholiho going to visit London. The entire discussion was 

done through the interpreter James Young Kanehoa, and was conducted between King George 

IV and Boki. Following King George IV sending out sympathies in regards to the death of 

Liholiho. some important sections include: 

King George then asked Boki thus. 

What war the burine.r.r on which you and your King came to our 
country? 

Then James Young interpreted the words to Boki and we all heard the question 
of the King to Boki. Then Boki declared to him the reason of our sailing to Great 
Britain-

We h«IJe come to co1ifirm the words which Knmehameha I gave 
in charge to VancotrVer thif-go back and teU King George to 
watch over me and my whole kingdom. I acknowledge him ar 
my landlord and mysetf ar tenant (or him (M' superior andl ar 
inftrior).rhould the foreigner if any other nation come to tofce 
pos.res.rion if my lands, then let him help me. 

Then James Young told all these words to King George. the ancient words which 
King Kamehamehal gavein charge to Vancouver. these he told to King George. 
And when King George had heard he thus said to Boki. 

I h«IJe heard these wonk, I will attend to the evits .from wahoUl 
theevits from wahin are your Kingdnm, a if notfor me to regard 
They are wah yourselves. Return and say to the King, to 
Ka 'ahumanu and to Kaliiimoku, I wiU watch overyour country; 
I will not take pos.re.r.rion if a for mine, bUll will watch over it, 
lest evw come from others to the Kingdom. I thertfore wiU watch 
over him agreeably to those ancient words. 29IJ 

The ali'i were able to acquire a verbal agreement between King George IV and their government 

that England would protect them from other countries threatening sovereignty of their lands. 

One can see from Kekuanao'a's testimony that Kamehameha's words to Vancouver had oot been 
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forgotten. Kekuanao'a's account also differs from Vancouver in that it is clear that the ali'i 

interpretation of this agreement rested around them maintaining control over their lands while 

achieving protection from possible foreign invasion. In this case the aln were doing something 

that they had been doing for generations in the 'aha ali'i- they were making alliances. 

Unarguably the aJliances were now more complex. They included rulers with different cultures, 

and required rulers to cross vast oceans and learn the customs of different nations. But the 

essence of the actions are quite similar they required one to understand the protocols and 

symbols of nobility, to be of a royal lineage, and to be able to create personable relationships. 

F ornander says that in that ancient Hawaiian system, 

Among the members. of the Aha Am it was not unusual that two young men 
adopt each other as brothers, and by that act were bound to support each other in 
weal or woe at all hazards, even that oflife itself. 294 

From Liholiho's perspective he was conducting something that was not so unfamiliar. He was 

creating an alliance with a global chief, something that in form was not very different from 

protocols practiced in the 'aha a1n. Aln were also using traditional symbols of royalty that 

stemmed from the 'aha a1i'i as ways of demonstrating their mana and prestige while aequiringthe 

symbols from other cultures. On one occasion Byng is shocked when he is presented with some 

kind of feather-work clothing and "was to appear in them. ~295 The a1n had been presenting gifts 

to British Royalty and diplomats since the time ofKamehameha. In fact in the 1812 letter from the 

then Prince of Wales to Kamehameha he thanks Karnehameha for the "feather cloak." This 

along with Byng's shock that the a1n expected him to make use of his gift demonstrate that the 

a1i'i were offering these displays of royalty not as relics, but as actual living symbols of their status 

and mana. While Byng is shocked by these displays, it is probable that displays such as these 
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were seen by elite classes as having a somewhat universal cross-cultural quality, which might have 

aided in the British King's acceptance of the ali'i while in his country. 

In the translation of the letter that Liholiho writes back home to his younger brother and 

the prominent aln in Hawai'i days prior to his death inJulyofr82ij (See Figurq). Liholiho 

writes, 

I love you all dearly. We will remain until we see the King. When we obtain that 
which will be of great benefit to us, we will remrn. 2g6 

In some respects, Iiholhio's visitto London was a success. Though he lost his life and the life of 

his most beloved wife, the trip had managed to secure the protection of Great Britain from 

foreign takeover of the Kingdom. There can be no doubt that prior to departure, Iiholiho 

considered, that he might not return home alive. Given that he conducts a council with thc a1n 

and proclaims that his brother Kauikeaouli is the heir, he certainly had plans which took into 

account this possibility. His father Kamehameha had sacrificed much as well, as coundess lives 

were lost in the quest for unification, though luckily not his owu. Iiholiho's sacrifice was himself 

and five of his closest companions to ensure the independence of his younger brother's country 

and its inhabitant, taken in that context his trip was surely successful. Scholars such as Daws 

have failed to see the lastingefTects of Liholiho's voyage to London and the ways that it 

contributed significandy toward protecting Hawaiian independence and paving a path for future 

Hawaiian a1n to visit England and the British Monarchs. A reading ofDaws gives the impression 

that the a1n were seen as comical by the British and is full of quoted passages which are not 

footnoted which provide litde opportunity to verify the source. Daws writes that, 

King George was less than willing to submit to a social meeting with Liholiho 
and Kamamalu, that "pairofd-dcannibals." As he was heard to call them.297 
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This chapters treatment ofliholiho' s voyage has placed his voyage and memory in a more 

positive and accurate light. It many ways he and his companions can be illnstrated as martyrs for 

Hawaiian independence and while also possessing a daring spirit reminiscent of early alii like 

Paumakua (See Chapter 2) who navigated vast oceans seeking good fortune and meet with 

foreigners of other lands. 

He Keiki Ma Ke Alo-Remarks on Liholiho and Kamehameha 

This chapter has analyzed aln and haole engagements through the mo·olelo of 

Kamehameha and liholiho. I emphasized the complex identities that are produced when two 

cultures come into contact, and auempted to illustrate the negntiations that individuals within 

the differing cultures experience when they auempt to adapt to and manipulate foreign 

protocols. Much effort was placed on using Hawaiian language and other original source 

material in order to demonstrate some of the issues that the aln may have been resolving through 

their own means and for their own ends. The events that surround the lives ofKamehameha and 

liholiho provide insight into early 'Oiwi engagement with modernity, emphasis was placed on 

their possible perspectives because in much 20
m ccnrury scholarship on both the positive and the 

negative sides of the colonial spectrum have overestimated the influence of American 

missionaries and European voyagers in this story. I have anempted to re-place the focus an 

intentions of the MOl into this analysis while demonstrating the roles that their aln and haole 

advisors played. While aucmpting to illustrate the agency of each party involved I have tried to 

provide examples which offer glimpses into many of the negotiations that were taking place in 

this time period. 
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Liholiho was not the only a1n that was to pass away in a foreign land, however, his story is 

quite heroic given the state of the Kingdom he inherited upon the death of his father. Unlike 

many previous ali'i before him Liholiho was a child raised in the presence of his father. 

Kamehameha had prepared him at an early age to gnide the Kingdom into the next generation. 

Liholiho played a part in two of the most significant events in 'Oiwi history, the abolishment of 

the 'Ai kapu in r8r9, and merely four years later he would be the first Mo'! to visit a foreign nation 

on a diplomatic mission. Had Liholiho not visited England in order to obtain protection for the 

Hawaiian Kingdom there is no way to estimate how long Hawaiian independence would have 

continued. but it is likely that his mission played a most significant role in this aspect. What he 

surely accomplished was that he enabled knowledge of the European world, seen through a1n 

eyes, to be brought back to Hawai'i through the firsthand accounts of those that returned with 

their lives. He also may also have established a friendly relationship between the Hawaiian 

Kingdom and the British that would last until the formal U.S. occupation in r898. His voyage 

also created a precedent for future a1n to follow. He would be the first in a string of a1n that 

would visit other countries of the world. 

The next chapter is also an examination into the complex identities and negotiations 

between aln and haole. These negotiations take place when the Hawaiian Kingdom is struggling 

to emerge into the Modern world. Threats against the existence of the Kingdom are no less 

fierce while outside countries have only become more aggressive. Since the Hawaiian Kingdom 

borrows from European influenced political and legal systems in order to create the modern 

Hawaiian Kingdom, there is much negotiation that takes place in this period. The following 

chapter will begin with Kaukeaouli (Kamehameha III) and the cover through the lives and reigns 



of Alexander Liholiho (Kamehameha IV) and Lora Kapuaiwa (Kamehameha V) and the reign of 

David Kaliikaua and his voyage around the world in 1881. The next chapter will demonstrate how 

traditional knowledge and social systems were incorporated into the processes of the 

modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom. while also illustrating that the a1n were selectively 

appropriating concepts and the tools of foreigners while negotiating a fumre for their kingdom. 

subjects. and class. 
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Chapter 4: ModernizingTraditions
The Emergence of the Hawaiian State 

I have to observe that the Sandwich Islands government have a perfect right, if they think it 
proper, to pass a law forbidding Aliens to acquire an allodial or fee simple estate in land. 

On October 16, 1848, the Foreign Officer of Britain, Viscount Palmertson wrote a letter 

to WilliatU Miller, the British consul stationed in the Hawaiian Kingdom. The letter which 

includes the quotations above2g8 was a response to Miller's frustrations with the land laws of the 

Hawaiian Kingdom at the time. The contents of Viscount Palmertson's letter illustraIes the 

duality of the modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom-in one sense aln were attempting to 

codifY and modifY existing political and social structures in forms that were borrowed from 

European origin for the benefit the population. While in anomer sense, the modernization of 

the Hawaiian Kingdom was done with the recognition that as it modernized it would gain respect 

in the international community and be able to determine its own future. As the aln began to 

learn and master law as defined by Europeans so they were able to manipulate and control 

Europeans within their dominions, while, to a lesser extent, limiting external foreign 

interference in the islands. The modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom through the use oflaw 

has largely been seen as a gradual imposition of Euro-American values and perspectives299 which 

constrained and confused aln. The following pages will look into the enabling aspects oflaw and 

its appropriation by aln for their own means and will demonstrate that aln modernized the 

Kingdom through existing structures. 

This chapter will examine the aln led modernization of the ancient structure and 

governance. I will cover important sections of the reigns ofKauikeaouli, Alexander Liholiho, 

Lota Kapuiiiwa. and Kaliikaua. Throughout this chapter I will argne that the aln were making 
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laws which were to be used to protect national interests while promoting international 

acceptance of Hawaiian sovereignty over the islands. A central thesis of this chapter is that the 

aln were using and appropriating law for their own means and that aln were selectively 

appropriating and engaging with the values and instiwtions ofEurope in order to forward their 

national and personal interests. I will offer glimpses into their lives through the use of personal 

journals and leuers of correspondence in the cases where such sources are available. I will begin 

with the reign ofKauikeaouli and illustrate examples of early Hawaiian laws, discuss later laws 

implemented in his reign, including the Mahele of 1848 and the KuleanaAct of 1850. Following 

a discussion ofKauikeaouli (Kamehameha III), I will examine the education of Alexander 

Liholiho and Lota Kapuiiiwaat the Chiefs' Children's School and their visit to foreign countries. 

Next I will discuss the reigns of Alexander and Lota as Kamehameha IV and V and their auempts 

at establishing an Episcopal Church in the islands, followed by an examination ofKaliikaua's visit 

to Japan and Siam. his revitalization of Hawaiian traditions following his voyage, and his quest to 

create a Pan-Pacific Federation which would protect nations in the Pacific from being colonized. 

In the beginning of each section I ofTer some brief biographical information on the particular 

Mo'!. 

Enticing Hawaiian Law 

In this section of the chapter I will auempt to place an emphasis on land laws and usage 

within his reign. The land concepts discussed in chapter two become of significance for 

understanding the modernization of these "traditional" strucmres, as I document in later 

sections of this chapter. In chapter two, I discussed the structures that were emplaced in 'Oiwi 

society of old: MOl, Palena.. and Kiilai'iiina which make up a kind of ancientstate-crqft. Chapter 
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two demonstrated that prior to Europeans in the Hawaiian Islands. 'Oiwi had formed complex 

political structures thatguverned society and were also embodied on the land through the 

territoriality of Palen a. It is important to keep these thoughts in ntind as we discnss the 

modernization of those structures in this chapter. One should also consider the practical aspects 

ofIaw for a1n such as Kauikeaouli. Within the context of the islands geopolitical circumstances 

in his reign.lavil"" offered quite an alluring proposition. Law could enable a militarily inferior 

nation to be looked upon as a theoretical equal in the diplomatic affairs and negutiations with a 

country of superior military power. Law also offered the ability to conduct semi-autonomous 

regulations within the defined boundaries of onc's nation. While the rejection oflaw by that 

same nation could entice foreign powers to use their military strength to assume control of the 

nation and population. For a nation that was unequally matched in terms ofinfantry, naval 

vessels and steel, law offered an interesting appcal-it could be manipulated as a non-violent tool 

by a weaker nation to enable effective control over an internal population while decreasing the 

likelihood of external intervention. 

Early laws in the Hawaiian Kingdom began roughly in the mid-late 1820S these laws were 

produced as proclamations. The first formal body oflaws were codified in 1839. The first law 

ever enacted in Hawai'i not authorized by a Mii"j or Kuhina nui was in 1893 following the illegal 

U.S. sponsored overthrow of Queen Lili"uokalani. Thus, for roughly sixty-four years the a1n 

were intimately involved in the creation ofIaws. The fact that a native Mo'j had to be forcefully 

removed from powerwith the aid of the United States by a small fraction of whites who wished to 

merge the islands with the U.S. suggests that a1n were making laws which were in their own 

interests. The question becomes to what extent were a1n making laws in their national interest 
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and to what extent were laws, enacted as a result of colonial influence. This chapter will grapple 

with these questions throughout the reigns of each MOl represented. Let us begin with the Mo'! 

who is most responsible for the modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Kauikeaouli-Kamehameha III 

Kanikeaouli was born on the 1'1' of March in 184 to his father Kamehameha and his 

mother Keopiiolani.301 Kauikeouli's lineage is described by Kamakan through the high ranking 

lineage of Kauikeaouli's mother KeOpiiolani which links her the O'ahu and Maui island ali'i. 

Kamakau states that these Maui island aln were, 

He poe aln kapu, a ua like me ke alrua302 They were alii' qfhigh lineage wlw were 
very .racred, they were like Gods 

Kamakau describes Kauikeaouli as a happy and respectful youth who heeded the words of his 

teachers and elders, and was filled with love for his friends and playmates. However, Kauikeaouli 

nearly did not survive his birth. He was thought to be dead upon entering into the world it was 

not until the kaula (prophets) of Kaikoi'ewa attended to him that he began to move his limbs and 

cry-demonstrating that the child would survive. Because of these events Kaikoi'ewa became the 

kahu (guardian) ofKauikeaouli and took Kauikeaouli to be raised in 'O'oma. 303 

Kaukeaouli began his reign upon the death of his brother Liholiho in London. When he 

was near the age of nine years old Kauikeaouli became Mo'! but would not rule until he had 

mamred.304 During his youth the Kingdom was largely controlled under the authority of 

Ka'ahumanu, who evolved to be a strong Christian and according to Osorio instimted. ~a system 

oflaws based on Christian morality and behavior known as prohibitionary or sumpmary laws. "3
0

5 

Many of the laws proclaimed in this time period were done in the form of notices that were 
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wri tten (orten ti mes) in Engli sh and Hawai ian_ These noti ces were publi shed in 1-lonolulu,,06 and 

3rc IfJl'l1l3tLCd OIHO largc postcr board paper. Figure I is an examplc orone or those earl y laws 

thi s particular notice was done in 1822 under the authority orLiholiho prior to his voyage to 

LOlldon."07 

Chapter 4. Fi~\1.1re 1. Modilied. Notice or Kamchamcha II in regdrds 
to jai ling loreigners who di srupt the peace_ Hawaii-S{{fleArcitive.f 
FO&.EX 4'8 Folder 21822-1825 



One can imagine what a powerfully provocative tool laws such as this (figure I) were for M5'i like 

Liholiho. Had a foreign sailor been seized for disruptive behavior without a notice or law such as 

this, the captain of the ship could have grounds to fire upon or intimidate the a1n. However, with 

the publication of a notice, the authority of the a1i'i could be respected by foreign captains. 

There is no complete compilation of the laws initiated prior to 1839, therefore is it difficult to 

gather information with regard to the scope of these early laws. From the examples that I was 

able to find, it seems that many of these laws regulated the behavior of foreigners and possibly to 

a lesser extent the maka'wnana. Some of the laws I was able to acqnire focused on the 

prohibition of murder and theft. the abolition of rum, restricting non-monogamous sexual 

relations, and numerous laws in regards to foreign vessels and sailors. An early law that is of 

importance was one which regulated the relationship between foreigners who cohabit with 

Hawaiian women (Figure 2). This law prohibits a foreigner from leaving his wife without leaving 

a bond to the government, presumably because of the number offoreigners who were fathering 

children and departing from the islands. This seems to be a draft of the law and does not include 

a date. However. the draft of this law docs demonstrate an example of how law could be a 

powerful tool for controUing foreigners.308 The translation of Figure 2 reads as, 

Be it known, that men from foreign lands who cohabit with women of these 
lands, shall become subjects of these lands and shall live under the protection of 
this government. And if these foreigners should consider returning to their 
homelands during the lifetime of their wife, they are forbidden to do so. If they 
shall pay $2000 toward the law, then they may return to their homeland. !fa 
man's wife has passed away, then he is free to return to his homeland and not 
bound by this law. However, ifhe speaks cunningly and says he will leave his 
wife and then return to Hawai'i, he must leave a bond demonstrating that he shall 
return. He must leave all documents pertaining to his wealth with the Konohiki 
(alii malama aina) and then he may leave, or he may also leave half of his earned 
wealth as it has been deemed to be sufficient, and he shall be free to leave. If 
these guarantees are not received then he shall be forbidden to leave. 



Ilowever, il is righi , as is agreed to by hi s bond , thai ifhe should go and 2 '/2 
years pass witholll any correspondence from him, hi s former wi fe is free to marry 
another man and all the bond that has been held shall be the pro perry of the law. 
But ifhe should rerurn acco rding to hi s word , the bond previously held shall 
belong to him, and he shall pay to the bondsman for ___ one 
However, ifhe shall reLUrn in 3 '/2 without having sent co rrespondence, and his 
former wife has remarri ed, he shall own no properry , and the government wi II not 
allow him to marry another women in these islands, he will be like one who has 
been divorced from law. These arc the words concerning those foreigners who 
reside in these islands. 

Chal)ler 4, Figure 2, Modified, Undated Drali.ofa law penaining to 

Foreigners with Hawaiian wives. }f(fwaii'SlaleArchives FO&EX4'8 
Folder I 



These early examples oflaws illustratc how llli ' i in this time period wcre ancmpti ng 1.0 usc law to 

COlli rol f(lrcigncrs in their islands and to protect thcir authority within their Dominions, Anothcr 

proclamation, wh ich had a similar illlcillion was sign cd in[() law by KaJanimoku who was 

KiillllIIlOkll,J09 or the Hawaiian Kingdom M ini stcr ofSlalc on June 2, 11l2S3'o 

Chapter.i, Figure3' Modified, Junc 2 r825 Law Relating [() Harbor Duties 
JJawaii'Sulle Arc/lives 1'0&/:':'%418 Fa/de/'2 1822-1825 



There were also laws which sought to limit the influx ofinfectious diseases that were causing a 

rapid decline of the aboriginal Hawaiian population. The Kingdom was in a difficult situation in 

regards to the influx of disease because the islands were composed of ports that were often 

frequented by whalers, merchants, and military vessels. If the Mol" chose to simply deny entry to 

all vessels that entered into Hawaiian waters, they could risk angering the three major 

commercial powers of the time Britain, France and the United States. Such a policy would likely 

be detrimental to the acceptance of the Hawaiian Kingdom in the eyes of these powers. Also 

Mo'] like Kamehameha and Uholiho had promised to care for British subjects within their 

dominion and were therefore bound to accept at least British subjects, a policy that if exclusively 

held to would no doubt anger France and the U.S. The a1i'i were also actively involved in the 

promotion of trade and an absolute ban on the entry of foreign vessels would be contrary to their 

owu economic interests. If the Mo'] could not restrict all foreign vessels from visiting Hawaiian 

ports, they could place pressure on the captains, navigators, and sailors of ships visiting Hawai'i 

to carefully inspect their crew for diseases and impose severe measures on those who chose not 

to adhere to this policy. Figure 4 is the Hawaiian language version of a law which sought to keep 

small-pox out of the Hawaiian islands.JII The first part of the law is directed toward navigators 

who were boarding vessels in the Hawaiian islands, the second is related to quarantining ships on 

their arrival. It is likely that there must have also existed a translation of this law so that is could 

have been known by foreign captains. The translation of Figure 4 is, 
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A Law Regarding Smallpox 
Pilots, 

We are informing you that, you are forbidden to board any ship departing from 
the Pacific Northwest or California to these islands, without first investigating 
whether or not there has been small pox or any other infectious disease. If you 
find that there has been a case of an infectious disease in the past 42 days, you or 
any of your men are not permitted to board. You are to direct the ship to the 
outside of the harbor to a safe anchorage. and inform the captain that he must 
raise the yellow flag (that we have provided) on the main mast. You must then 
inform the government of these circumstances. 

Should anyone choose not to follow these orders they will be severely 
punished and banished from these islands. 

Honolulu, May 28 1839 
Kinau 
AulIea 
Paki 

A Law Regarding Smallpox 

Becansewe have heard of that the devastating disease small pox is currendy in 
the Pacific Northwest and has caused extreme casualties. 

We therefore make know that we are restricting entrance into Honolulu 
harbor for those vessels that have originated in those areas, until we can ascertain 
that the vessel has been free of small pox or any other infectious disease for at 
least 42 days, (and if this is so the vessel) will be allowed to enter. Wealso 
prohibit anyone from disembarking from their ships, until this information can 
be ascertained by the government. 

Should anyone chose to neglect these laws, they shall be severely 
punished. 

Honolulu, May 28, 1839 
Kinau 
Auhca 
Paki 



Chaptcr 4 . Figtlfc4. ~f,,,li(icd. May 28 1839 Law Relating to Smallpox. 'rhi s law was signcd by 
thc Kuhina Nu i, Ktll3·u. The ofli ce of the Regent did not have an equivalent in European 
gove rnmental srruel1l res . It was a uniquely Hawai ian creation whose ofliec was as a eo-equallO the 
Mo't. It was first created by Ka'ahumanu and was often times held by women until its removal in 
r864. lla/J;aii'Swle Ardlive ... FO&EX 4'11 Folders 111311-11139, 

Figurc ~ must have been authored in the contcxL, 01' a known outbreak of the di seases in the 

Paci li cNonhwesta nd California, as it is directcd toward that specific outbreak. However, there 

arc also othcr laws, which seek to prevent the innux of i niCn ious di seases into the Hawaiian 

Islands, Given what is know lOday about thc native population decline, one can sec these kinds 

ofl aws were not ablc to completely prevcnt thc innux and spread ofiniCctious di seases into the 

Hawaii an islands, Throughout the reign of' each MOl a battlc was raged agd inst thc arrival of 

fore ign di seases on Hawaiian shores. It was a bravely rought, largely los ing battlc that laws could 
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n0l 5ccIllto 501 vc3 '2 Howcver, the auempls orali 'i to usc laws as a means to address these 

problems demonstrate that the al i' i or the ti me were appropriating laws felr their own interests. 

There were al so laws proclaimed in thi s period that inhibited Lhe hehavior or native 

Hawai ians in ways thaI had not been done in the times ofKamehamehu I and Liholiho. Manyor 

these laws were those that were proclaimed by Ka'ahu manu during her reign as Kuhi na nlli or 

Regem and are refl ective or her acceptance orChristian ethics and behavior, One such law 

regulated the monogamous sexual relationships between a husband and a wife, Laws slJch as 

these have been used to demonstrme Lh e influence of the missionari es on the ali';, but they also 

demonstrate the agency of Ka 'ahu manu in accc pti ng and advunci ng the Christian doetri nc over 

thc islands."'" Therefore, while many of these laws were opposed to early 'Oiwi ethieal behaviors, 

one must not remove Ka'ah umanu and her major rolc in imposing e h ri stian moral i ty ovcr the 

islands from an anal ysis of these evelllS. Ka'ahllmanll may have been using Chri sti anit)' to 

advance her own means and politica l agenda. Figure 5 is a law which forbids polygTI mous sexual 

rel ationships and is signed by Kauikeaouli in ,829. 

Chapter 4, Figure 5, Modified, Sept2! 1829 Law Relating to Sexual 
Relationships Hnwai i'SlOlC Archl1JCS FO&EX418 Folder 3 1827-1829 169 



Kumukiinilwai i kau ma 1839-----The Source of Laws 1839 

On June 7, 1839 the first formal body oflaws were enacted by Kauikeaouli. These laws 

seem to be one of the first attempts of ali'i to use written lawto define the relationships between 

Hawaiian classes. When the Hawaiian Historian Samuel Kamakau discusses these laws, he does 

so only after illustrating that there were laws in the ancient system of government as well, such as 

in the time of the anciently celebrated chiefKuali'i.3'4 His intention may be to show that there 

had existed laws prior to these that were administered traditionally and he may have been doing 

so to show that law was really not that foreign to the ali'i. While the wrinen laws proclaimed prior 

to 1839 seemed to largely regulate engagements with foreigners, taxation, and trade, the laws 

passed in 1839 begin to codifY relationships between ali'i and maka·iiinana. The laws were 

published as two sections under the titles Kumu Kanawai (Source of Law or Constitution} and 

Ke KanawaiHoopoTWpono Waiwai (Law Regulating Taxation, Property, and the Rights of 

Classes). A literal translation ofKumu Kanawai is thesourceqflaw it is this section that has 

been called a Declaration of Rights . The first section or the Kumu Kanawaibegins with a 

quotation from Acts 17:26 of the Bible. demonstrating the acceptance of some Christian 

doctrines by the ali'i of the time. 

Ua hana mai ke Akua i na lahui kanaka a 
pau i ke koko hookahi, e noho like lakou 
rna ka honua nei me ke kuikahi, a me ka 
pomaikai.3I5 

God hath made of one blood all nations 
men, to dwell on the faee of the earth in 
unity and blessedness.3I6 

While the above section clearly illustrates Christian metaphysics as the source of all law, a later 

passage anempts to define the origin of the aJi'i class. In doing so it otTers an explanation that 
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would have been accepted in pre-Cbristian times-that the class of aln was established by Akua 

(God). One should recall the words of the 'Ai Kapu supporter Keknaokalani in Chapter 3 which 

stated that only the Gods could give the power to be an aln. In this sense the following passage 

of the KIUflU Kamrwai of 1839 is exposing a principle that had been held since the' aha aln, that 

the aln were given their anthority through there lineage and through Akua. Although the Akua 

that is being made reference to is a Christian God and markedly different to those that were 

previously worshiped, in both cases, the essence of the idea is the same-the aln were established 

by Akua. In this sense the introduction and acceptance of Christianity did not impose an 

acceptance of the universal equality of man, it did not extinguish chiefly authority but rather 

provided the aln with another metaphysical validation of what they already believed. 

Na ke Alma mai no hoi ka oihana alii, a me 
ka noho alii ana i mea e malu ai.JI7 

God har establirhed the c/o.r.r 0/ chiif.r and 
the right o/chiif.r to mIe to provide peace 
and protection. 

I am offering a literal translation of this section in order to suggest possible interpretations that 

the aln may have had in crafting this document. It is important to offer multiple perspectives of 

this document because it was authored in the Hawaiian language and the aln were actively 

involved its creation and design. No doubt a multi-layered critical analysis of these early laws 

could illustrate the ways in which aln were now producing and legitimizing their authority, while 

also drawing from the influence of politics as taught by their recently hired advisor William 

Richards. JI8 That these aln were changing as a result of their engagement with foreigners and 

new ideas is certain, but it must not be forgotten that they were still aln-they alone held the 

knleana of guiding and governing the society in the modes and models that they saw fit. In this 

respect, the scholar Juri Mykkanen has suggested that the success of the missionary program and 
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the teaching ofliteracywas intimately linked to the support of the chiefs and that in many ways 

the mission was subservient to the ali'i,JI9 so much so that following Ka' ahumanu' s death on June 

5,1832, a prominent missionary, Sheldon Dibble, expressed his concerns that the ~success of the 

mission had almost completely rested on thc shoulders of the chiefs and the hierarchical 

functioning of Hawaiian society."-

TheKlunu Konawai of 1839 also added a great deal of power to the authority of the Mo"!. 

In the final paragraph a warning is offered to chiefs who refuse to obey this edict. It states 

o ke alii e hana i kekahi mea ku e i keia 
Kumu kanawai, e pau kona noho alii ana 
rna keia pae aina 0 Hawaii nei, ke hoomau 
ia malaila, pela na kiaaina, a me na luna a 
me na konohiki a pau.321 

Whateverc/ziifshaU conduct thel1Melve.r in 
dMobedt"ence to t/ziy Kuma lcanawai. their 
riglus ar chiif.r shaU be extinguirhed in the 
Hawaiian Islmzds, t/ziy is also the care for 
the governors and aU lmzd agentr. 

These reservations placed on the aln gave Kauikeaouli quite a bit of power. Possibly for the first 

time, a Mo"j had the potential power to extinguish the nobility of an aln. In earlier times aln 

occasionally took each others' lives. By 1839, those practices had long ended but this reservation 

may have enabled Kauikeaouli to solidity his authority in accordance with more ~civilized" 

means. Although the laws are not overly restrictive on any particular class and seem to be based 

on what many would find today to be acceptable ethical standards, this could have been an 

extremely powerful tool of coercion which required chiefs to obey the laws ofKauikeaouli. I 

have not found any data that would allow me to determine how often this clause had to be put into 

practice. However, I have found a letter that does deal with this issue. Kauikeaouli and his aln 

had received word that a particular group of chiefs on Kauai were not obeying the laws and 

unjustly punishing laborers. In a letter dated August 4, 1839, to the Kia'aina or Governor of 
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Kana'i, Emilia Keaweamahi,J22 Emilia was notified that word had reached Kauikeaouli, saying 

that her in-laws have been disregarding the laws. The punishment offered was potentially severe 

and these lawless am arewarned that they will lose their status as alfi should they continue to 

disregard the law. A translation of the lener is as follows, 

Honolulu Augusq 1839 

Regards to you Emilia, the Governor of Kauai and also to your in laws. 
We have heard of the wrongs committed by your iu laws, we have recently heard 
that your in laws have caused suffering to a hard working person, who was struck 
by your in laws without just cause, and that his lands were taken and given to a 
haole named Kamena. This was the first offense that we have heard. 

The second offense that we have received news of is that your in-laws have said 
that they refused to acknowledge the new laws. Why have the disgraceful words 
uttered byyour in-laws reached me and the Alfi nui? Whereas the King's 
siguature has been placed on the laws, if your in-laws continue to disregard the 
laws that the King had enacted, their rights as chiefs shall be extinguished as is 
stated by the laws. Here is your last chance; you must abide by the laws and not 
according to your own discretion. 
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Chal)\Cf 4, Fih'l'fc 6, ~Iodilicd, AllgllSq 1839 Lencr to Emilia 
Hawaii'Stale Ard,iveJ'j/awGliall C/,iejj'M,5.? Folder9 ,834'1839 
MISC, 

The secono section of lhe laws of 1839 published asKallawaijJoopolIO{JOIIO /(Iaill;ai 

(laws organizing wealth) began to codify traditional relationships betwecnlllaka'ainana and ali"i 

'ai ahllpua'a, and al so the relationship between those or the ttl i'i class, Througholltthe 24 pages 
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oflaws there are 13 sections and seven sub-sections. the following is a list of the sections and 

their translations. 

(. No KaAuhan 0 Ke Kino 
2. No KaAnhau 0 KaAina 
3. No Ka Noa Ana 0 Ke Kai 

4. No Na Kai Kapu 

5. No Na Koele 
6. No Ka Poe HanaA Me Ka Poe Hana Ole 
7. No Na KiaainaA Me Na Konohiki 
8. KaHanaANaAliiI KaMakahiki Mua 
9. Ka HanaA KaPoe Luna Auhau 
ro. Ka Hana A Na Wahine 
ll. No Ka Hana Ana I Na Mea Hou 
(2. No Ka lli Ana Aku 0 Ka Aina I Ka 

Hooilina 
(3. No Ka Mahele Wai 

I. Auhau 0 Ka Makahiki Mua 
II. KaHanaANaAlii 
III. No Na Konohiki 
IV. No Na Luna I Koho Hou Ia 
V. Na Mea Kapu 0 Ke Kuahiwi 
VI. No Ka Pili Ana 0 Ke Kanawai 
VII. Ahaolelo Na NaAlii 

1.PoUTu:r 
2.LondTu:r 
3. Open DivMion.ro/the Oceongiven to 
.rulyectr 

4- DivMWn.r 0/ the Ocean (and re.rource.r) 
kept 

fortheKing 
5. Reloting to Work Tux 
6. Reloting to Londlordr ond TenanM 
7- Reloting to Governor.rondLand 
Manoger.r 
8. Relating to the Goatr o/Iaw.r in the it 
Year 
9. Reloting to Collection o/T= 
10. Relating to the Work o/Women 
11. Relating to Busine.r.r FoUowing too Law 
12. Relating to Inheritance 0/ LandJ-by 
heU.r 
13. Relating [0 Water Given to aU for 
Irrigation 

I Relating to T= in thM Pre.rent 
Year 

/1 Relating to the RighMo/CIuif.r 
III Reloting [0 the Land 

Manoger.r 
IV. Relating to New Officer.r 
V. Relating [0 Kupu Item.r from the 

MOlUl[ain.r 
Vl Relating [0 Administering 

Law 
Vll Relating to the COlUlcil 0/ 

Nobles 
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Throughout the 24 pages of these laws there seems to be a clear intention by Kauikeaouli to 

codity the relationship between the a1i'i and the maka'iiinana with a special interest in protecting 

the maka'iiinana from the potential abuses of overbearingali'i. These laws seem to be the most 

critical of a1i'i who might excessively burden maka'iiinana. While there is no clear way to know to 

what extent these laws were needed to protect. from the occurrence of such situations, the law 

would only affect the situations where a1n may have abused power. Furthermore, following the 

death ofKamehameha I, when sandalwood passed from his personal property and became owned 

by the chiefs individually, there may have been abuses by chiefs which burdened the maka'iiinana, 

if this was the case, laws such as these wonld aid in protecting maka'iiinana from burdensome 

chiefs.323 Osorio sees this body oflaws as demonstrating how, 

Ultimate responsibility for the maintenance of the land and the people in Hawai'i 
passed from the ancient line of A1i'i and the gods they represented to the newer 
and much less understood authority oflaw.:l24 

While Osorio is correct in demonstrating that law represented a change, he offers less 

consideration of the idea that the a1n may have understood their usage oflaw, or the possibility 

that laws which protected the maka'iiinana from potentially abusive chiefs may have been 

welcomed following the mistakes made in the sandalwood trade. What I am suggesting is thaI 

a1n were instrumental in the modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom and that they were also 

fairly selective in their adaptations. I am also trying to demonstrate that these laws were 

Hawaiian-ized tools, in opposition to scholars such as Merry who have stated that, 

During the brief period from r825 to r850 the Kingdom ofHawai'i was 
transformed from a system of governance based on sacred laws, hereditary rank, 
and religious authority to one based on Anglo-American common law, a written 
constitution, and an elected legislature. 
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It would be quite different if Merry had used the phrased "ali'i transformed," rather than "was 

transformed," which implies a kind of outside imposed reform, glossing over the fact that the aJi'i 

were the intimately involved in the transformation. Another point that I am contesting is her 

classification of the laws of 1839 as Anglo-American. While some laws were clearly based on 

Anglo-American common law others were not and were based on Hawaiian custom and ancient 

structure. I am attempting to situate the agency of the ali'i in emplacing these laws while also 

suggesting that they were moditying existing structures and negotiating European legal forms 

which created something new, neither completely Anglo-American nor traditionally Hawaiian, 

but a combination of both. A good example oflaws that support my analysis are the sections of 

the 1839 laws that are devoted to resource divisions of the ocean and land, as well as the sections 

devoted to land inheritance. 

In both of sections 3 and 12 of the laws of 1839, one can see the govermnent's recognition 

of resources and land being owned jointly by 3 classes-the Ali'i Nui, the Konohiki (chiefs),and 

the Maka·iiinana.325 The entire fisheries of the Kingdom were divided among these three classes 

with Kauikeaouligivingto the maka'iiinana"o kekai kilohec, 0 ke kai lu hee, 0 ke kai malolo 0 k 

moana"JW (the Kilohe e grounds, [he Luhe e Grounds, und the Maiolo GroundJ'). I am not sure 

where the precedent would be in Anglo-American law for statutes such as these, and furthermore 

the act of coditying Hawaiian divisions of fisheries might be easily overlooked by scholars 

untrained in the complex 'Oiwi resource divisions and Palena. Thesewerc ancient fishing 

grounds that were being codified and transferred into the modem system, these fishing grounds 

that were intimately known by the hoa'aina and the chiefs of the time. and are an excellent 



example of traditional resource knowledge being Il'lUlsferred into the codified structure of the 

Kingdom. 

In the section devoted to land inheritance, the inheritor ofland must pay a r/3 interest to 

the Mo'i: in land to acquire the inherence provided that there is more than one parcel ofland. 

This would mean that rl3 of the lands that had been previously controlled by ones ancestor would 

revert to the Mo'!, a concept that bears resemblance to a Kiilai'iiina. The imponance of the rl3 

interest of the MOl, along with the dividing of fisheries according to three classes is that it is a 

recognition of the Wee classes ofinterest in the lands and marine resources of the Kingdom, a 

notion that would be difficult to find in Anglo-American law. These principles are later more 

clearly defined in the r840 constimtion and in the principles of the Land Commission in r846, 

but the early articulation of these principles in r839 reflects the notion that land had been 

conceived as jointly" owned" through the undefined interests of these three classes. 

Of central imponance for addressing the agency of the aln in the modernization of the 

Hawaiian Kingdom through the usage of these early laws, is the question of how these laws were 

proclaimed and who was involved in their composition. Section 8 of the laws of r839 offer a few 

reasons for the passing of these new laws. An analysis of section 8 demonstrates that ali'i were 

being calculative in their usage oflaws to reform government and that they may have been 

attempting to use law to create a state of harmony which had existed previously in the Kingdom. 

A portion of section 8 of the laws of r839 state. 
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o kaimi i ka pono aoi aku mamuao ka 
maIu an i lohe ai no keia pae aina, ia 
Kamehameha, 0 ka hele 0 ka e1emakule, a 
me ka luahine, a me ke keiki a moe i ke ala; 
o ka hoopan ae i ka noho naanpo ana 0 na 
konohiki a me ua luna anhan aku i na 
makaainana, no lalla mai ke kanmaha i 
hana ole ai ka poe hana, a i ilihune loa ai ke 
aupuni ... 
Oia ka hana a na alii e noonoo ai a e man ai 
hoi ka noho alii ana maluna 0 keia pae 
aina, e hoi nui am ko kakou man kanaka a 
pau i knaaina e mahi ai, a e imi i waiwei no 
lakou.J27 

(Theseare our refMO/lJ'jor these /mos) To 
seek that greater jurticeandpeace that 1 
hadheard qffor this Kingdom a.r war in 
the timer qfKomehameha when theelderly 
couldroam freely, and children could 
sleep in theopen witholl1.fear (Too isa 
nference to Miimalahoa a Law 
proclaimed by Kamehameha I) Also, to 
ceare the burdening behaviors qfthe 
Konohiki and the taxcoUectors to the 
maka 'ainana, thertforedo not burden the 
workers so grem/y that they are able to 
accomplish nothing and leave the 
government destitll1e. 
Theseare the works that the chiifs should 
encourage so that theycan continue to be 
a.r chiifs in there islands, to encourage aU 
qfourpoopleroremrnrothecowwysmero 
cultivate and labor fora wealth qftheir 
own. 

It is quite possible that Kauikeaouli was anempting to use law as a means to restore the state of 

Pono (secured harmony) that had existed in the later years of his father's reign. Reference is also 

made to the law ofMiimalahoa, which was proclaimed by Kamehameha to protect people 

throughout their travels in the Kingdom. Another focus of the above quoted passage is that it 

seeks to place people back on the land and encourage them to farm and cultivate. A further 

consideration of rapid depopulation of the island might allow insight into the problems that 

Kauikeaouli was trying 10 remedy. If the population in Kamehameha's time was nearly 800,000, 

by 1836 it had fallen to ID7,954,J23 what this would mean is that roughly 86 percent of the 

population alive in Kamehameha's time had passed away by 1836. Thus, in 1836, 14 percent of 

the population alive in 1'{78 had to attempt to maintain and accomplish the works of the previous 
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population. Clearly, this was a monumental task. 329 However, it was not uncommon, even in 

early times when the population was not affected by the influx of foreign disease for a Mo'i to 

encourage industry in hislher people. Desha has noted that upon Kamehameha's retnrn from 

his conquest ofOabu there was a near state of famine in Kona. Kamehameha then encouraged 

the maka'iiinana to labor and cultivate the soil.330 In this sense, Kauikeaouli's encouragement of 

industry was an action that had been done by numerous Mo'y who had preceded him. 

Given that the impetns for implementing law appears to be that Kauikeaouli had wished 

to enable cultivation and industry over his lands, and that the desire for industry was promoted by 

Mo'i generations prior to him-this olTers a least one interpretation thatthe laws of 1839 were 

being used by ali'i for the interests of their subjects and themselves. Another important subject to 

address focuses around the composition of these laws. who authored them and under what terms 

were they agreed to. I have found an important source toward answering these questions. 

An 1839 report in the Hawaiian Spectator evaluates the events that lead up to the 

proclamation of the laws of 1839. The laws were written by a stndent ofLahainaiuna, Boaz 
• 

Mahune under the authority of Kauikeaouli. I will quote an extended passage so that the reader 

~'lIII clearly understand the events surrounding the implementation of the laws of 1839. 

They (the laws of 1839) were written by a graduate of the Seminary at the 
direction of the king, but without any definite instructions as to what he should 
write. He in the first instance wrote about one third of the present quantity of 
matter, and that was read to the king and several of the chiefs, who met and spent 
two or three hours a day for five days in succession, in the discussion of the laws, 
and the various subjects of which they treated. In some particulars the laws were 
pronounced defective in others erroneous, and the writerwas directed to re
write them, and conform them to the views that had been expressed. This was 
done, and they were thus considerably enlarged, and then passed a second 
reading at a meeting of the king and all the important chiefs of the Islands. 
At this reading a longer time was spent than at the first. They were still 
pronounced defective, and further additions and corrections were made in the 
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same manner and by the same person as before. They then passed a third and 
last reading. after which the king inquired of the chiefs if they approved. and on 
their saying. yes. he replied. "I also approve." and then rose and in their 
presence suffixed his name.331 

The above passage clearly illustrateS that these laws were not imposed on the a1i'i and 

demonstrates that they were being cantious and fairly selective in their appropriation of laws. 

Mahune had to draft a total of three revisions in an attempt to have the laws conform to the wishes 

of the 'aha a1i'i and M5'i. Clearly. in this situation. the a1i'i were in the process of truly creating 

law. They were cantiously examiuingthe appropriate content for the laws and desiguingthem to. 

fit their own considerations. account for their reservations. and produce apono state for society. 

1840 Kumukanawai-The Constitution of 1840 

On October 8th 1840. Kauikeaouli and the KuhinaNui Kekauluohi signed theKlUlIa 

Kanawai 0 ka Makahiki 1&;0, the Constitution of 1840. 33" like the Kama Kanawai of 1839. the 

whereabouts of the original version of the Constitution of 1840 is presently unknown. The 

opeuing section of the Constitution of 1840 is theKumu Kanawai 0/1839 plus an added 

paragraph which enables a1i'i who were deposed of their rights as chiefs for not following the laws 

to have their rights as a1i'i to be reinstated provided they have changed their conduct and live by 

thelaw.333 

The Constitution of 1840. as the laws of 1839. were composed in Hawaiian and later 

translated into English. I believe that this has caused some of the interpretations of the 

documents to gloss over the aspects of traditional government that were embedded in these early 

laws and Constitutions. The fact that they were authored in Hawaiian makes the Hawaiian 
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versions of these documents the original sources. I have offered the Hawaiian sections as well as 

the English translations that were made by the government in later years, which were not literal 

translations. A reading of these laws and Constitution only in the English language could easily 

mislead scholarly analysis. Since the Hawaiian language is the original source, I believe it is this 

source that can provide the best insight into what the ali'i were atternptingto transform as well as 

offer glimpses into how they saw this change in relation to older systems of governance. 

The Constitution doubtlessly changed the function of society. After all, that is what 

Constitutions do in any country. It separated the powers of government into the executive, 

legislative, and judicial branches. althongh the Mo'l and Kuhina Nui also sat on the Supreme 

Court along with four other appointed members. The executive branch was composed of the 

Mo'i and Kuhina Nui and represented very little change from the earlier forms of governance. 

The legislative branch was composed of the "No na alii malalo ofke Alii Nui W
.i14 the Chiif.r under 

the King or the "House of Nobles. " These were some of the highest ranking and closest advisors 

to Kauikeaouli at the time. The actual a1i'i are listed in the Constitution and it is stated that the 

admittance of any other member must be made known by law. The a1i'i that composed this body 

in r840 were, Hoapiliwal1ine, Kuakini, Kekau'onohi, Kahekili, Paki, Konia, KeohokiiIole, 

Leleiohoku, Kekuanao'a, Keali'iahonui, Kana'ina, Keoni 'II, Keoni Ana, and Ha'a1ilo. 

Composed of these a1i'i, the House of Nobles can be seen as a modification of the 'aha a1i'i, a body 

of closely related and variously ranked ali'i who would advise the Mo'l similarly to had been done 

by the aha a1fi. The segment of the legislative branch that composed the greatest shift in power 

were the "Poe i Kohoia"335 the Elected People or the "Representative Body." According to the 

Constitution these representatives would be chosen through the will of the people and no law 



should be passed without their consent. Kamakau praises the ancient Hawaiian system but also 

elaborates on some of the advantages of Constitutional Government. 

'0 na aupuni kumukiiniiwai 'ole. aiake 
kumukiiniiwai a me nii kiiniiwai rna ka 
mana 0 ka mol: a me na aln. 0 ka mol: a 
me na aln aloha aupuni a aloha 
maka'ainaua, e like me ko Hawaii nei po' e 
aln. a lalla. ua' olu' olu a kuapapa nui ko 
liikou aupuni. ao naali'i aloha 'oleua 
kani'uhii na maka'iiinana. '0 ke kani'iihu 0 

na maka'ainana 0 na aupnni 
kumukiinawai. he kani'uhU hiki ia ke 
ho'opi'i i muaokouamakua, '0 ka 'aha 
'olelo; he kiipono paha, a he kiipono 'ole 
paha, a '0 ka 'aha 'olelo ka mea nana e 
wehe a e ho'opa'a e like me ke kiipono a ke 
kiipono 'ole. a '0 iaka pomaika'i 0 na 
aupuni kumukiinawai.336 

In governments where there is no 
constitution. the roles <lfthe constitution 
and laws are governed solely through the 
authority of the King and the ~hiefs. In the 
cases where there is a benevolent ruler and 
chiefs who care for the people. as was the 
case in Hawai'i there exists peace and 
tranquility. but in the cases where the 
chiefs abuse the people and they express 
their complaints. the complaints of people 
in a constitutional government can be 
petitioned to the anthorities. where a 
council can decide if the concerns are valid 
or not. and can then make the appropriate 
decisions. This is the benefit of 
Constitutional governments. 

Many would agree with Kamakau's comparison of the advantages of Constitutional 

governments-they are supposed to provide the masses with a voice and representation in 

government while protectingtheirrights against abuses by the powerful elite groups. In ideal 

situations they may not be necessary. but constitutions have become powerful documents in the 

~modern" world. In the years following r840. maka'ainana made use of the benefits of 

Constitutional government and learned to petition. While I do not have a current statistic for the 

number of petitions that were submined to the Hawaiian Kingdom government. it is safe to say 

that there were numerous petitions authored by makiainana to the Hawaiian Kingdom 

government that covered a number of differing issues. Some of the petitions that I have seen 

include. petitions against Konohiki taking more resources than the law permits from an 

ahupua'a, and other petitions that request the government to adopt a certain policy. one of whieh 



called for not allowing foreigners to become subject. Given that in ancient times maka'iiinana 

seemed to have no say in gnvernmental decisions of ali'i, this is evidence that the maka'iiinana had 

learned and appropriated the art of petitioning aln and to that extent had accepted the benefits of 

Constimtional government 

Anotherimportant section of the Constimtion OfIIJ40 deals with the oWllership oflands. 

The section tided "Ka hoakaka ana i ke Ano 0 ka Noho 0 na alii" CIarffying the Natureqfthe Rule 

qfthe ali% or "Exposition of the Principles on which the Present Dynasty is Founded, ~ it is 

stated that Kamehameha is the head or founder of the present system of government and that all 

lands from Hawai'i to Ni'ihau belong to him, but are not his sole property, lands belonged to 

Kamehameha and also to the people and chiefs in common. 

o Kamehameha /, oia ke pOD 0 keia 
aupuni, a nona no na aina a pau mai 
Hawaii a Niihau, aole nac nona ponoi, no 
na kanaka no, a me na '(a)lii, a 0 

Kamehameha no ko lakou pOD nana e oIelo 
i kaaina. 

Kamehameha WO,f the head q/'th;,r prorent 
govemmenJ, it war to him that all the 
lmuMfrom Hawa Ito Nilhau belonged, 
hUl it war not J'Olely h;,r, the landr alro 
helonged to the people (maka 'amana) and 
to the c/Wft, and Kamehameha war the 
head who hod the aUlhority to dMpefZJ'e 
londr. 

This section of the Constimtion is essentially auempting to codifY the ancient rights that the 

Mo'r, aJi'i, and maka'ainana had in land and within the strucmre of a Kalai'aina. In a Kiilai'aina, 

the MoT could award lands but it was not hislher sole property. A Mo') would award lands with 

the ali'i, while the maka'ainana also had rights to their 'iii, mo'o 'aina, pauku 'aina, and Idhiipai, as 

well as the rights for the resources within their ahupua'a.337 This is an excellent example of the 

ali'i attempting to modernize the Kingdom through refinement of ancient strucmres. By 

defining in law that there were vested rights of three groups in the lands of the Kingdom, 



Kauikeaouli was transferringwhat was held traditionally in practice into a modern governmental 

system. 

Kamakau writes that the 1840 Constitution was written by William Richanis with Boaza 

Mahune representing the Mo"j Kaukeaouli, and lona Kapena representing the Kuhina Nui 

KIna"u.338 These two advisors of the aln likely added and removed content as a means to assure 

that the Constitution would be acceptable to the MOl" and Kuhina Nui. Kamakau demonstrates 

their qualificatious by mentioning that these were the same people who were chosen by the Mo1 

and Kuhina Nni to prepare the laws ofI839. However in spite of their best efforts the 

Constitution may have had slight problems. On April 4 1841, Kekuanaoa, an ali"i within the 

~House of Nobles, ~ authored a leuer to Mahune citing among other things that the problems 

with the laws and Constirution were nearly finished because !he inaccurate wording of the laws 

were being revised. 

Aloha oe e Boasa Mahnnc, 
Ua loaa mai iau kau palapala no ka aina au i 
haawi mai no nalii a kaua hiki paba iau ke 
hooponopono ine nalii ia wahi. 
Eia kekahi e hooko mai oe iau i na pilikia 
nui 0 Maui no ka mea ke hoohuli hon ia nci 
na hua (olelo) kikee 0 ke kanawai. Ke 
manao nei au kokoke e pau na pilikia 0 ke 
kumukanawai ... 339 

Creeting to youBoara Mahune 
I have received yourdocumelltf pertaining 
to Innd thatyougaveforour chi¢ 
PerhapJ' f C(Ul correct them with the chitft 
in Lahaina.. 
Here ir another thing, Confirm for me the 
severe prohlemro/'Maui hecaLMe the 
unclear wording o/'the law ir being 
revired 10m thinking that the problems 
with the Constitution wiD soon hejinirhed 

Figure 7 is a digital image ofKekuanaoa"s letter to Mahune on April 4 1841. This leuer suggests 

that aln such as Boaz Mahune and Kekuanao"a were aware of some of the potential problems that 

could or did arise from the use ofin-exact language in laws, which would demonstrate that the 
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aln were knowledgeable of some of the consequences of written law. That they were revising law 

demonstrates that they were thinking critically about how to make the best usages oflaws for 

their own means. Even if the Constitution had been entirely authored by a foreigner (which it 

wasn't) that they were revising aspects ofit demonstrates the agency of the aln in its creation.340 
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William Richards 

William Richards came to Hawaii in 1823, on the second company of arrivals from the 

American Board of Foreign Missions. He had had been requested by Kaoikeaouli as a teacher 

and offered 600 dollars a year to teach as well as advise the King in importaot snbject matters of 

bnsiness.341 Richards was not their first choice, as Kame'eleihiwa writes that the ali'i had been, 

Searching for such a teacher since the troubles of 1836, when they decided that 
they needed to understand just how the foreign world worked. Unable to find 
anyone else outside of the Calvinist mission, they settled on Richards.342 

The aln desired someone who could pffer them knowledge of the outside world, and who had 

skills in the Hawaiian language. Due to these factors, Richards became a teacher and advisor to 

the MOl on July 3, 1838 the same day he resigned from the Mission.343 In 1838 he began to 

lecture to Kauikeaouli and the other aln about political economy. Richards had translated the 

work of Wayland, Lay, and Newman on political economy and created a book tidedNo Ke 

Kaloiama for his lectures. The book was to be printed and copyrighted by the chiefs. Richard's 

lectures likely had some eflect on the chiefs given that some of the major governmental reforms 

take place following his initial lectures in 1838. However. it must be kept in mind that the alii 

were seeking knowledge of foreign governments and political theories to understand how the 

foreign world functioned and to make use of this knowledge for their own means. Placed in this 

context, the departure of Richards from the mission and his lectures to the aln, were largely a 

result of the agency of the aln in bringing about such as situation. These aln understood 

completely the earlier Hawaiian structures of government, they were seeking knowledge of how 

other countries were governed and how to conduct their politics on the international level in 

ways that would be respected by other countries. Uke Kamehameha's acquisition of Young, 
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Kauikeaouli's acquisition of Richards offered him distinct political advantages provided that he 

could be trusted. It is difficult to know why Richards had left the mission to become an employee 

of the aln, but it is likely that varying degrees of benevolence and self-interest played a role in his 

decision. Richards' description ofKanikeaouli in 1838 is less than favorable where he writes, 

As far as I can judge of the character of the King, I should hope more from him as 
aruler, than as a man.344 

For a number of years Kauikeaouli had refused to accept Christianity, he had taken his sister 

Niihi'ena'ena as a wife, and was attempting to live under the old akna, 345 appalling the Mission. It 

is likely that these actions are reflected in the sentiments expressed by Richards. When 

contemplating the relationship between Richards and Kauikeaouli it is important to consider 

their interactions and the nature of the source materials. For instance thongh Richards is critical 

ofKanikeaouli in his letter to the Mission, when he speaks directly to the chiefs he does so with 

some caution. Richards notes, 

I have said scarcely nothing to the king and chiefs respecting the existing evils or 
defects in the government, except as the subject had come up naturally and 
almost necessarily while discussing established principles of Political 
Economy.346 

When analyzing these early materials and particularly the writings of those who had been a part 

of the Mission, I think it is important to identity who the document is written for. In other words, 

missionaries were often times extremely critical of the ali'i in letters to the Mission. However, 

their actions on the ground likely required them to behave in manners that are not reflected in 

their letters to the Mission. Had people like Richards not shown the alfi respect they would not 

be supported by the ali'i. 

Over time William Richards or Rikeke becomes a trusted advisor to the aln. On July 18, 

1842 Richards left the Kingdom as an assistantto the ambassador Timoteo Ha'alilio.347 Their 
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mission was to secure the government's recognition as an independent state. Ha' a1ilio and 

Richards would meet with the govermnents of the United States, Britain, and France. In 

London, they were aided by the governor of the Hudson Bay Company in North America, Sir 

George Simpson.348 

While Ha'alilio and Richards were on their mission the Hawaiian Kingdom govermnent 

was seized by an overly aggressive British consul named Richard Charlton. This brought an even 

more critical element to their mission, as the Kingdom was being occupied by representatives of 

the British government under the command ofBritish Admiral Lord George Paulet who had 

arrived in Hawaii on February 10 tb 1843.349 Eight days later on February 18, Mo'r Kauikeaouli 

and KuhinaNui Kekiiuluohi composed a formal protest to Queen Victoria of Britain. A 

Hawaiian and English version of this protest was sent to British officials, I include both pages of 

the English translation of the protest. This protest demonstrates that by 1843, the a1n had 

appropriated the rules of political economy as taught by Richards. They were using law as a tool 

to maintain their nations' independence from those powerful countries that had been actively 

coloniZing other places. By appropriating the rhetoric of states and principles of jurisprudence 

they were able to appeal to the accepted rational characteristics of governance of the time while 

also manipulating the rulers of other countries. The opening passage of the figure 8 states, 

We Kamehameha III King of all the Sandwich Islands and Kekauluohi Premier 
there of, in accordance with the laws of nations and the rights of aggrieved 
Sovereigns and individuals do hereby enter in solem act of Pro test before God, 
the Warld and before the Government of Her Most Gracious Majesty Victoria 
the Queen of the United Kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland.35° 
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Shortly followi ng the receipl of thi s proles l, Queen Victori a, ordered Admiral Ri chard Thomas 

to Hawai'i where Hawai ian sovereiglllywas formally restored on July 31 184333' While Ha'alilio 

ami Richards were on their diplomatic mission lhey contributed significa llll y to the resolUlion of 

lhis issue, They sent numerous letters to British ofli cials in rega rds to the siruation in dIe 



Hawaiian Islands and acted in conjunction with the Hawaiian representative who delivered this 

protest to British officials James F.B. Marshall. 

On November 28th r843, the Hawaiian Kingdom government was recognized as a 

sovereign and independent state. At this time Richards and Ha' alilio were in France where they 

received word that the governments of Fiance and Britain would enter into a formal joint 

declaration that would make their mission a success. In Richard's personal journal on Sunday 

the roth of December r843, Richards enthusiastically writes, 

I received Mr. Addington'S reply to ours together with the formal pledge of 
France and England to let the Sandwich Islands alone. I now feel that the great 
business for which I left you and for which I have been so long laboring is 
triumphantly finished-yes, done not for a few years merely. but for all time. 
Incase the nation shows itself to be worthy of what it is Declared to be, an 
Independent State. 

The independence of the Kingdom had been recognized and the mission was a success. 

Richards' understanding of the significance of this act can be seen by his writing that states 

Hawai'i would independenVOraU time. However, the Hawaiian ambassador Timoteo Ha'alilio 

who had battled bouts of sickness throughout the entire trip, would not survive. In many ways 

Ha'alilio was a martyr for Hawaiian nationalism and could be compared to Liholiho and his 

retinue who pass away in a foreign land while on a diplomatic mission. On December 3. r844 

Ha'alilio died while on a ship returning to Hawai'i Richards writes that a few days prior to his 

death that Ha'alilio turned to him so say. 

Eke Makua aole oe i aemaii ko'u 
makemake e ike hou i ko'u aimt hanau, a 
meko'u mau makamakamalaila. Mai 
hooIe mai oe i kn'u makemake e ike ko'u 
Aupuni, a me na makamaka o'u e noho la 
malaila352 

Heavenly Fatheryou have not (yet) 
granted my wish to see again the lands if 
my birth and mydearcotnpaIlions. Do 
not deny my wishes to see again my 
Govemment and the befovedJiiends who 
reside there. 
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William Richards passed away on November 7, 1847. He is buried in Waiola cemetery near the tombs of 

Ka'ahumanu. Keopiiolani and Kaumualfi. The plaque on his tombstone describes, his work in the 

Mission, his service to Kauikeaouli while involved in govermnent, and his accomplishments in the 

diplomatic mission to secure Hawaiian independence. He arrived with the Mission but later became an 

active part of the Hawaiian Kingdom government through his diplomatic positions. U nlike Young he did 

not marry a Hawaiian wife, but it is possible that he may have also experienced a shift in identity. His 

journal entry about Hawaiian independence demonstrates that he had become a Hawaiian national and an 

advocate for its independence. In this sense he was an advocate for his country and Mo'! in a period of 

political tribulations and to that extent served Kauikeaouli's interest 

Re-thinking the Mahele 

The Mahele ofI848 was a division of nearly all the lands in the Hawaiian Kingdom amongst the 

Mol, the chiefs, and the government. Prior to the Mahele there had been private ownership ofland in a 

number of select cases where the individual involved had acquired tide through deed (oral or written) by 

either the Mo! or Kuhina NuL The Constitution of 1840 affirms that only those who held the offices of 

Mo'! or Kuhina Nui could convey allodial tide. The Land Commission was established on December 10 

[845, to investigate claims of those who had acquired tide by the Mo'! or Kuhina Nui prior to [845. 

When these claims had been verified or found inaccurate the government was able to remove these 

parcels from the rest of the lands that would be divided in the Mahele of 1848. The Mahcle was an 

instrument that began to settle the undefined rights of three groups with vested rights in the dominion of 

the Kingdom-the government, the chiefs and the hoa'aina. These needed to be settled because it had 

been codified in law though the Declaration of Rights and laws of1839 and the Constitution ofI840, that 
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the lands of the Kingdom were owoed by these three groups. When Lyons discusses the principles of the 

Mahele, he writes, 

The theory that was adopted, in effect, was this: that the King, the chiefs, and the 
common people held each undivided shares, so to say, in the whole landed estate.353 

The Mahele was an instrument to begin setding these undivided interests. and it was the division of 

nearly all the land in the Hawaiian islands between the Mo'i, government and chiefs which ultimately 

allowed for large-scale private ownership in the Hawaiian Kingdom. subject to the rights of native tenants 

(native Hawaiian' commoners') to make their claims for land. Following the Mahele, the only group with 

an undefined interest in all the lands of the Kingdom were the native tenants, and this would be later 

addressed in the Kuleana Actof 1850. Those individuals of the native tenant class who did not divide out 

their interests continued to possess. in perpetuity, an undivided right in the entire dominium. until they 

divided their interest and acquired a freehold title whenever they desired a division.354 Davianna 

McGregorwrites that the, 

The esIahlishment of a private property system in Hawai'i was a process of dividing out 
the multiple layers of interest in each piece ofland, each ahupuaa, and each island.355 

In contemporary scholarship the Mahele has been viewed as the 'single most critical 

dismemberment of Hawaiian society. '356 Many scholars have theorized that it was effectively a means of 

dispossession for most native subjects of the Hawaiian Kingdom.357 The statistic commonly noted 

evidencing this dispossession is that hoaaina (or native tenants) were awarded only 28,000 acres as a 

result of the Mahele. This statistic is only for kuleana awards, however, and does not include 

government grants that could have been acquired as a result of section 4 of the Kuleana Act of 1850, as 

well as the fact that native tenants had the right to exercise their interest in the dominium. Noenoe Silva 

hints that previously accepted understandings of me Mahele may need to be re-analyzed when she writes, 
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Keanu Sai, however, has noted more recently that maka' iiinana were allowed to file 
claims after the official deadlines ... Further, the government lands were offered to the 
maka' iiinana at low prices, at first fifty cents per acre, then later one dollar per acre.3sB 

The HawaiianAmmal of 18g6lists 6&(,317-41 acres of government grants as having been sold by 1893. 

Looking through the index of government grants; one finds the names oflarge land owners who used the 

lands for sugar, as well as the names of many native subjects who may have purchased lands at reduced 

rates as a result of the Kuleana act.359 Presently, although there is no accurate figure for the acreage of 

government lands acquired only by native tenants, the evidence that government lands were being sold at 

low rates to natives might be a cause for rethinking the outcomes of the Mahele. As government grants 

have received little to no evaluation by contemporary scholars on the Mahele, it is certainly an area open 

for further research and analysis. Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Keanu Sai, has lectured about the 

Mahele calling into question previous interpretations and currently. Donovan Preza is completing his 

Masters thesis in the department of Geography on this particular subject The following section is not 

concerned with this issuc specifically. but operates on the assumption that the Mahele may not have 

dispossessed native tcnants to the extent that has been previously theorized. The following section is an 

examination of Kauikeaouli's role in the Mahele and also section 7 of the KuleanaAct 

Kauikeaouli-Mahele of 1848 & Kuleana Act of 1850 

The Mahele of 1848 basically created thrcc scparate land bases. The first was for 252 ali'i,360 the 

second was for the government, and the third was for the Mo'!. All lands that had been previously given 

to aln that were not given in fee reverted to Kauikeaouli who then re-distributed the lands in accordance 

to his own will and usually determined by relationship to Kamehameha I. Figure 9 is an image of pages 

ns-n6 of the Buke Mahele. The page on the left titled Ko Kamehameha lists the lands that were 
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remrned to the Mo'i, the page on the right shows the lands given from Kanikeaouli back. to the particular 

chief. In its essence the Mahele ofI848 was similar to a Kiilai'liina where lands reverted to the MOl and 

were then redistributed accordingly. Lands were also awarded by the Mo'I solely by the place name as 

was the case in a traditional Kiilai'liina. In the Bilke Mahele lands are named in descending order from 

island-kaIana-abupua'a-'ili. By structuring the Buke Mabele according to traditional place names and 

divisions of place, much of the traditional knowledge of place names and boundaries were preserved 

because they became the source of title. Of course the Mabele ofI848 was also not like a traditional 

Kiilai'aina because this was to be the last Kiilai'aina where aln now had the ability to acquire fee-title to 

their lands. Therefore, the Mahele can be seen as a somewhat hybrid initiative being quite similar to a 

Kiilai'aina in the way that lands were distributed, and those who were involved in the process, but it 

differed from a traditional Kiilai'iiina in the kind of title that it provided to the recipient. It gave aln a title 

subject to the rights of native tenants. This title allowed a chief the ability to acquire allodial title upon 

me payment of commutation (a 1/3 value ofland payment to the government in order acquire allodial title 

on lands thus extinguishing the vested rights of a class or government) and the receipt of a royal patent. 
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On page 224 of the Buke Mahele, Kanikeaouli signs his signature and lists a possible reason for his 

agreeing the Mahele of 1848. In this section he is listing the lands that he has reserved for himself and his 

heirs in perpetuity. These lands later become referred to as the Crown Lands. Kauikeaouli writes, 

E ike ananei na kanaka a pau rna keia paIapala, 
owau 0 Kamehameha III no ka lokomaikai 0 ke 
Akua, ke Ui 0 ko Hawaii nei Pae Ai~ ua 
hrurwi an i keia la no ko'u makemake maoli no, 
a uahoolilo a me ka hookaawale man loa aku i 
na ill a me na kanaka, ka nui 0 ko'u aina alii, e 
pono ai a e pomaikai ai ke Aupuni Hawaii, no 
laila rna keia palapala, ke hookoe nei an no' u 
ihoano ko'u poe hooilinaame ko'u po'e hope 
amau loaaku uaainao'u i kakau iamanaaoao 
1'78 ,182,184,186,190 ,200, 204,206,210, 
212,214,216, 218, 220, 222, 0 keia Buke: ua 
hookaawale ia ua poe aina la no'u a no ko'u poe 
hooilina a me nahope o'u a mau loa, hewaiwai 
ponoi no'u aole mea e ae. 

Kauiako'u inoaa me kuu Sila makaHaie Alii i 
keia la 8 0 Maraki 1848 

May it be known to aU by thir doClllllelll, that 
I amKamehamelu.z III. who becau,re o/the 
graceo/Cod om King o/the Hawaiian 
Archipelago; / giveon thir day my honert 
wish&, / hereby give entirely and forever 
separating the rig/ur 0/ the chitft and the 
people 0/ my Kingdom, the mojorityo/ my 
lanth so thatjurtice and hle.r.ring maycome to 
the Hawaiian Kingdomgovemment. 
Therifore, with thir docoment / am reseroing 
for myselt my heirs, and my descendents for 
etemiLy the /nndro/ mine written on pages 1;8, 
182, 184, 1861go, 200, 204 206, 210, 212, 214 216, 

218. 220, 222, 0/ thir Book: these landY shall be 
reseroedfor myselt my heirs, and my 
descenrlanM and tho.re who come qfter mefor 
eternily, I reseroe the wealth qfthese /andY and 
nothing eue. 

My name hal' been given and my royal Seal in 
the Palace on this the If'1 0/ March 1848. 

Kamehameha 
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Following the Mahele of 1848, Kauikeaouli signed the Kulcana Act into law on August 6th 1850. 

This lawwas created in an attempt to allow hoa'aina (native tenants) the opportnnity to acquire 

fee-simple tide to their lands free of commutation. The Kuleana Act also included section 4 

which was mentioned earlier, that allowed the hoa'aina to purchase government lands at reduced 

rates, and section 7, whiclI attempted to codity ancient resource use and access into the law. The 

English version of Section 7 states that. 

When the landlords have taken allodial tides to their lands, the people on each of 
their lands, shall not be deprived of the right to take firewood, house timber, aho 
cord, thatch, or ti leaf, from the land on which they live, for their own private use, 
should they need them ... The people shall also have a right to drinking water, 
and running water, and the right ofway.362 

These provisions of the Kulcana Act derive from Hawaiian custom and cannot be said to have 

their origin in Anglo-American law. Because the aln codified these ancient resource use rights 

into law remnants of them survive even under U.S. occupation. Many of these "access rights" are 

still regarded as valid even under Hawai'i state law,363 making private property law in Hawai'i 

quite different from some of the states America. 

Both the Kulcana Act and the Mahele can be seen as hybrid institutions that were created 

through the authority ofKauikeaouli and the ali'i of his the time. These institutions attempted to 

get people back on the land so that cultivation might again thrive by granting them tide to lands. 

Kamehameha N comments on these ideas in a speech given on Jan 5 in 1856, where he states 

that. 

There are three essentials to success in cultivating the soil. The first is a place to 
cultivate-the second. the hands to work with-and the third, perseverance. You 
have all your patches granted you by law. your hands are not tied by either 
natural or artificial bonds.J64 
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While attempting to empower the hoa'aina to return to being cultiwtors of the land as they had in 

previous generations, the appropriation of private property by the a1i'i also allowed for large tax 

revenues for the government as well safe guarded national interests since private property was 

respected by the European and American nations. Since lands were awarded according to their 

ancient name and division the MalIele and the Kuleana Act also preserved many place names and 

much ancient knowledge about place. 

The MalIele and the KuleanaAct transferred and codified much traditional class and 

property relationships. I would argue that the MalIeIe as a process protected Hawaiian interests 

through awarding lands "subject to the rights of native tenants, H and through the sections of the 

Kuleanaact that codifY traditional a1Iupua'a resources rights into law. If anything the problem of 

the MalIe\e for the foreiguers was that it went too far toward protecting Hawaiian national 

interest, and did not go far enough in terms of allowing lands to lose Hawaiian control, because 

of the MalIe\e that could not happen until 1893. In chapter 51 discuss some of the changes to 

land laws that were being implemented by the P.G'.s (Provisional Government) and their 

successor governments. 

Kula Keiki Ali'i-Education of the Chiefs Children 

Another important initiative founded by Kauikeaouli was the Chiefs' Children's School. 

Kauikcaouli had decided that the keiki a1i'i (young chiefs) needed to supplement their learning 

from their traditional kahu (guardian) with that of a European education. The earliest discussion 

of the creating the school is on the r" ofJune 1839, when Kauikeaouli and many other prominent 

a1i'i made written requests that Mr. and Mrs. Cooke become teachers for the cltildren of the 
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aIn.365 Shortly after this request, on July 4 I840 KauikeaouJi and Kekiiuluohi passed a law 

forming the Keiki Kula AIn or the ChieFs Children's School. The purpose of this school was to 

educate the aIn children in Arithmetic, Geography, European languages and in Euro-American 

European protocols, in order to prepare them to be rulers in the modern world. 
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, DO _ Makua haDau a 
-au.' a ID8 De kahu a pau, 

• ID8 b olelo a Da kumu 
hoi Iaba i aa kr.iki i ... 

. .. 
i ko lakou kapa maloko 0 ka hale. Aia ia ia 
kekahi malamo ana 0 no keiki. Ina e hele 
oia, ma Da hora kula wale DO e hele ai, a 
c hoi koke mai no. 

IV. Ai. i Da kumu ke komo mai 0 na 
mea mawaho, a me ka puka ana aku 0 De 

mea oloko 0 ka hale i malu ai ka hale. 
V. Mai hana iDO kekahi i kekahi. 

VI. Mai hana iDO i ka hale a me aa 
mea a pau maloko 0 ka hale • 

VII. Mai komo Da keikikane maloko 0 

na keeDa 0 Da kaikamahiDe; aole hoi Da g . 
kamahiDe maloko 0 Da keena 0 De keikillaae. 

VIII. Mai komo Da kamalii maloko 0 ka 
hale kuke; aole hoopa.paa malaila. 

IX. E hoolohe koke i ka leo 0 ka bale 
ke kani mai ia. 

....... 
k ... bi··· ..... ,...... J 

I 

) J 
JI 
• 

Chapter 4 . Figure II. Modified. July 4 1840 Laws relating to the School House for [he 
Chiefs' Children's' School flaum/Stale Arcllll;(!f Serics 418 foldcr 7-
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The school was not aceepted by all a1n and some of the kahu (guardian) of the keiki a1n rejected 

the proposition that these a1n children should be in the care of the Cookes. One of the strongest 

in opposition to this was the principal kahu of Alexander Liholiho. Kalauwa1u. who took 

Alexander to Mani so he would not be able to attend the schooJ.366 Following the death of 

Kauluwalu, Alexander Liholiho was brought to the school under the authority ofKauikeaouli and 

was accompanied by some thirty kahU.367 The school was sought to prepare these high ranking 

a1i'i children to be rulers on a global scale, so that the keiki could have knowledge ofEuro-

American protocol. However, this did not come without some getting used to. When reflecting 

on the difficulties of disciplining the a1n children, Amos Cooke writes to his brother-in-law that, 

Children of the Chiefs hitherto have had their own way, and been their own 
masters. It is yet to be decided whether or not they will consent to be ruled. If 
they know not how to be ruled, they will never know as they should how to 
rule.368 

There was a considerable amount of struggle within the school, between the kahu, the Cookes 

and the keiki. However on a few occasions the Cookes were supported by the a1n in their 

anempts at "disciplining~ the keiki a1i'i. Governor Kekuanao'a who was the biological father of 

several of the keiki at the school including, Alexander Liholiho, Moses, Lot Kapuaiwa. and 

Victoria Kamamalu wrote to Mr. Cooke about disciplining the keiki a1i'i. Kekuanao'a was a fairly 

strong supporter of the school as well as strongly supportive of his children's anendance. It is 

possible that because ofKekuanao'a's experiences in London, he knew first hand the foreign 

worlds that these keiki alii needed to be prepared for. Kekuanaoa writes to Amos Cook, (the 

following is an English translation offered in The Hawaiian CImfs' Children:r School). 
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Greetings to you, Mr. Cooke. I received your lener concerning the misdeeds of 
the childreo. What you did was right and I support your deed and I punished our 
childreo in a lonely house, and after some wailing I released them. I am not in 
favor of their conduct; what you did was right. 369 

Somewhat ironically even some members of the American mission were not in support of the 

Chiefs' Children's School. There was much missionary resentmeot toward the school and the 

Cookcs for agreeing to the terms demanded by the aln-that the school would only be a school 

for those children of royal lineage. In this sense the school is a hybrid institution. It challenged 

the missionary ethics in regards to the equality of man while it also changed "Oiwi relationships 

between kahu and keiki. On one occasion the American Missionary Edward Bailey who ran a 

school on Maui, wrote to Amos Cooke questioning the ethical standards of a school being 

created only educate the keiki aln. Bailey writes, 

Pardon me now for saying an unpleasant thing. I heard by Bro. Van Duzee, that 
common people were excluded from intercourse wim your school and that on 
account of rank. Can it be that Brother Cooke will do a mingwhich will hold 
himself and brethren up to the world and to posterity in a ludicrous if not hateful 
light. That he will prostitute to me whims of full-fed avaricious despots, me 
liberties which God ham given him!370 

The chiefs were willing to subject their keiki to some kinds of discipline, in the hopes that they 

could gain valuable knowledge about foreign protocols and structures. The Cookes were willing 

to accept the established authority of the aln and me mana of their genealogies which gave mese 

children of aln the right to rule and to be educated apart from me hoa"aina, for a fee. The 

landscape of the school also illustrates hybridity, for mere was a western style school house and a 

total seventeen rooms, which included a dining room, kitchen, a large school room, and living 

quarters, constructed alongside an adjoining Hale Pili or traditional grass house built in the 

school yard that was used by the children and their kahu as a comfortable place ofrefuge.371 
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The school was successful in educating the a1i'i children about foreign countries and 

providing them with knowledge in accordance with a formal Euro-American education. The 

school was often visited by diplomats of other countries as well as the a1n, the MOl, the Queen, 

and the Kiihina nui. The keiki a1i'i also learned History, Arithmetic, Geography ( a few of them 

learned to Survey), and English grammar, religion, geometry, algebra, moral science, ancient 

Greek and Roman history, bookkeeping, trigonometry, and natural philosophy. There was also 

little distinction for curriculum based on gender, and keiki a1i'i of both sexes learned much of the 

same subjects. J72 On April 8 1843, Cooke writes areport on the progress of the school which 

reflects the progress of the children. He writes, 

In summing up what our scholars have done during the past year, I was surprised 
at their advancement. I cannot account for it but in fact of their constant 
attendance at school. We have had no vacation and have always had 5 whole days 
and a school on Saturday A.M. To prevent them from getting sick from too 

constant employment in school, we have invented exercises for 
them ... Sometimes they play ball, roll hoops, fly kites, etc. and all are far from 
being lazy. I never saw a band of brothers & sisters, especially so large a band, 
that had so few difficulties among themselves as there children. 373 

One of the goals of the school was to provide the keiki a1n with an education that would allow 

them to comfortably conduct themselves with the rulers and dignilaries of other countries. Thus, 

the curriculum attempted to provide them with a worldly education. Since, at this time the 

Hawaiian langnage was flourishing in the government as well as in Hawaiian language print 

newspapers there was no fear ofits dentise, and the choice to make the a1n children multilingual 

was made to better prepare them when they assumed their future positions of power. Although 

students primarily studied in English they were also to learn foreign languages as well. In a letter 

from Alexander Liholiho to Kauikeaouli written onlune 29 1843, Alexander writes that. "We 

want to have the time come when we shall have the English Language perfectly, then we shall 
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srudy other languages. "374 This is an excellent illustration of the intent of the school, it was not 

to Americanize these keiki, it was to Imernationalizethem. That Kauikeaouli and the other aln 

had the foresight to adopt a policy that attempted to educate these aln children about the 

protocols, knowledge systems, and languages of other countries, demonstrates their foresight in 

attempting to move the nation forward. They understood that these children would be the future 

rulers of the nation and that they needed to be prepared for rule in the modernizing world for the 

Hawaiian nation to survive. That the ali'i were able to have two members of the Mission abandon 

their posts in exchange for exclusively educating an elite class in opposition to Protestant 

morality demonstrates, the authority of the aln and the Cooke selective acceptance of aln 

structure. 

UndaMenton has conducted a thorough investigation of the Chiefs' Children's School, 

but in her appraisal of the school I feel she fails to account for native agency. She correctly states 

that the Cookes ~set about creating a physical and psychological environment designed to 

transfonn their royal charges into Christian and "civilized" alit."375 One must agree with her 

categorization of the intentions of the Cookes and this is evidenced in a reading of their jouruals. 

However Menton also notes that Cookes, "found it distressing to have to admit to themselves, 

and even more mortifYing, to the ABCFM, that the royal children showed no signs of 

conversion."376 Menton fails to accurately describe the agency of these keiki aln in their 

selective appropriation of the knowledge offered to them at the school. As Uholiho 

(Kamehameha II) and many other aln had done during the early years of the Mission (see 

Chapter 3) these keiki aln were willing to except the secular knowledge offered to them from the 

Cooks, but had reservations about their metaphysical teachings. Menton later assess the 
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accomplishments and failures of the school. She noteS that the school had been successful in 

educating the keiki into articulate, educated youths who were knowledgeable offoreign 

protocol, but who were not true converts to Christianity. Menton writes, 

By Western standards their(the Cooke's) workwas nota total failure. They had 
managed to mold the chiefs' children into literate, polite, and genteel young men 
and women; indeed outsiders often complemented them in this regard. But in 
another sense, by the missionaries' own standards, they had failed. Even though 
their students were nominal Christians, at least under the dress exerted at the 
school, none of them manifested the kind of radical change of behavior that was 
both a concomitant to and a sign of true conversion.:m 

Her analysis of the successes and failures of the school through Western and the Mission 

perspectives, overlooks the perspective and agency of the aln. She fails to consider what the aln 

were getting out of this relationship. In her own description of the accomplishments of the 

school she is demonstrating the effort that these keiki aln, (like Liholiho's use of the palapalain 

Chapter 3) exerted to gain knowledge that would inform them and better prepare them for rule in 

an increasingly modern world. In her discussion of the failures of the school she demonslfatcs 

that these keiki were not passiveJy accepting all of the teachings of the Cookes. Theywere 

appropriating the things that they thought were useful and dismissing those that they deemed of 

less significanee.:rz8 

Among some of the prominent keiki who attended this school are the following MOl: 

Alexander Liholiho, Lot Kapuiiiwa, William Lunalilo, Kaliikaua, and LiIi'uokaJani. A listing of 

those keiki aln that attended the school in 1844 is offered in figure 12. At the school, days would 

begin for the aln by being catered to by their kahu. On June 3 1844 Lot Kapuiiiwa he writes in 

his journal that, 

When I awoke my servant went and got some water for me in my wash bowl and I 
got upon my suttee and I washed my face. This morning I read with the Children 



in School and studied with them in Arithmetic. About half past four the Premier 
came to see us and probably she will take tea with us.379 

While the keiki aln were at the school they were frequently visited by members of government 

and some of their kahu. The roles in society were demonstrated by their frequent visits to parties 

_ for diplomatS and their often being offered salutes and salutations by foreign officials and naval 

vessels. Menton notes that the Cooke's were never, 

Able to isolate them (the keiki ali'i) from the influence of the larger community 
and from the influence of the indigenous culture ... The children were still in 
constant contact with their parents and guardians, some of whom, as the children 
knew, held beliefs that were very different from those espoused by the 
Cookes.3Bo 

Now that we have covered some of the education offered to these keiki aln, we shall 

cover some significant aspects of their periods as Mo'y. In these sections I suggest that these 

keiki aln welcomed and appropriated the secular knowledge offered by the Cookes to a much 

greater extent than they accepted the metaphysical. The following pages of this chapter shall 

cover the mo'olelo of three of those keiki ali'i who later become Mo'y, Alexander Liholiho, Lot 

Kapuaiwa, and KaIakaua. What the reader will see from these later sections is that though these 

aln were enrolled in a school headed by American Protestant Missionaries, each of their 

prospective rules can be seen as moving steadily away from the American Protestant influence. 
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Complete list of children in the school from report fur~ 
nished to Mr. Wyllie by Mr. Cooke, 1841. 

CHIEFS' CHILDREN'S SCHOOL 
1. Teachers: Mr. and Mrs. Cooke (assistant missionaries). 
2. Commenced with six scholars June, 1839. Eleven entered the 

family of their teachers May. 1840. 
3. Names. Ages. Rank, Parentage. etc.: 

1. Moses Kekuaiwa. son of Kekuanaoa and Kinau. born Iuly 
20. 1829. adopted by Kaikioewa. and presumptive Gov~ 
eruor of Kauai. 

2. Lot Kamehameha. brother of Moses, born December 11. 
1830. adopted by Hoapili and presumptive Governor of 
Maui. 

3. Alexander Llholiho. brother of Moses and Lot. born Feb. 
9. 1834. adopted by the King. and heir apparent. 

4. Victoria Kamamalu. sister of M .. L. and A .. born Novem~ 
her 1. 1838. Successor of her mother as Premier. 

5. William Charles Lunalilo. son of Kanaina and Kekauluohi 
(acting Premier). born January 31. 1835. 

6. Bernice Pauahi. daughter of Paki and Kania. born Decem~ 
her 19. 1831. Adopted by Kinau. 

7. Abigail Maheha. dau!!hter of Namaile and Liliha. adopted 
by Kekauonohi. born july 10. 1832. 

8. Jane Loeau. hal£~sister of Abigail. born December 5. 1828. 
Adopted by Kaukaualii. 

9. Elizabeth Kekauiau. daughter of Laanui and Oana Ana 
( daughter of John Rives). born September 11. 1834. 

10. Emma Rooke. daughter of Naea and Keke1a (Fanny. 
daughter of John Young). born Jan. 2. 1836. 

11. Peter Young Kaeo fPita]. son of Kaeo and Lahilahi 
(Jenny. dauqhter of ohn Young). born March 4. 1836. 
Adopted by john Younl!. acting Governor of Maui. 

12. Tames Kaliokalani [Kalil. son of Paakea and Keohokalole. 
born May 29. 1835. Adopted br his grandfather. Aikanaka. 

13. David Kalakaua. brother of james. born November 16. 
1836. Adopted by': Haaheo (Kania). 

14. Ly~a Makaeha tLiliuokalani]. sister of James and David. 
born September 2. 1838. Adopted by Paki and Kania. 
Entered school lune. 1842. 

15. Polly Paaaina. daughter of Henry Lewis and Keke1a. born 
--. 1833. Adopted by John Ii. Entered the school May. 
1843. 

[A sixteenth pupil. John Pitt Kinau. entered after 1844.] 
I have mentioned the father first. though In most cases their rank Is from 

their mother. 

Chapter 4- Figure 12. Modified. As seen in The Hawaiian 
Chiefs' Children s' School by Mary Richards. 
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Alexander Liholiho and Lota Kapuiliwa 
This section is devoted to Alexander Uholiho and Lot Kapuaiwa. In this section I will: 

list some briefbiographica1 information on Alexander and Lot, cover significant portions of the 

trips of Alexander and Lot to Europe and the United States, and demonstrate how they used their 

rule to distance the American Protestant influence from government to modernize existing 

Hawaiian structures and to retain Hawaiian control of the Kingdom. 

Alexander Liboliho and Lot Kapuaiwa were the grandsons' ofKamehameha I. Their 

mother was KIna"u, the daughter ofKinnehameha and the Kuhina Nui of the Kingdom during the 

reigns of Kamehameha II and the early part ofKamehamcha III. Their father was Mataio 

Kekuanao"a who was the governor ofO"ahu and had also travcled with Uholiho to London. 

Alexander Uholiho was the hiinai son ofKamehameha 1II and had been named the heir to the 

throne. The anciem practice ofhiinai was still very much respected and cherished in this time as 

can be demonstrated by a letter from a young Alexander Liholiho to Kamehameha III. On 

December 28 1840, while practicing his English Alexanderwrites, 

My Dear Father, 
I wished to write you this morning. But I was in doubt what to say at the 

beginning. Some said write "My dear uncle," some said write, "My dear older 
brother." But I concluded to begin with "My dear Father" because my love to 
you is very great and because you have been very kind to me to me like a father 
and you have called me your child. 

I am very well and happy. I attended to reading and writing spelling and 
arithmetic. I remember you with great love. . 

Your Son. 
Alexander38J 

Alexander's lener demonstrates his close connection to Kauikeaouli. This was one of many 

leners that he had composed for his hiinai father and at an early age. It is likely that one of the 
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Cookes had advised Alexander to refer to the Kauikeaouli as an "uncle," but it is of significance 

to note that Alexander's usage of "father" is cousistentwith the ancient practices ofhiinai. 

Alexander develops a desire for knowledge of governmental affairs as demonstrated by the 

following letter written to Kanikeaouli. At about the age of nine Alexander request that the MOl 

send to him regular correspondence. On June 29th 1843 he writes, 

"It would give me great pleasure if you would write to me more frequently, I 
should like to knOWYOUT troubles with Ld George, but you will think I am too 
young to hear of such things. Just as you please about it." 382 

Internationalizing Ali 'i-The Princes in Britain, France and the u.s. 

On September 5 1849, at a meeting of the Privy Council Kanikeaouli proposed to send Dr. Judd 

on a diplomatic mission to France to negotiate a new treaty with the French, as well to recover 

monetary damages sustained by acts of Rear Admiral de TromcIin who had fired upon the 

barracks in an act against the Kingdom government. In this mccting it was also suggested that 

Judd bring with him the two young princes, Alexander Liholiho and Lot Kapuiiiwa. The Privy 

Council confirmed that both Judd and the princes would go on this diplomatic mission by the 

following resolutions, 

Whereas His Majesty the King has declared that it is his wish that Mr. 
Judd should be appointed a special commissioner to proceed to France, England 
and the United States, to negotiate a new Treaty, prefer a claim forreparation of 
the damages sustained by this Government by the recent acts of Rear Admiral de 
Tromelin, and better secure the Independence of the Hawaii Islands ... Resolved. 
That Lot and Alexander leave this place for America, England, and France. the 
Government paying the expenses.383 

At the time of their departure, both Alexander and Lot were in theirteens. Alexanderwas fifteen 

and his elder brother Lot was eighteen. Prior to their voyage they had a considerable amount of 
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book knowledge about the histories of the Britain, France and the United States. They had heard 

the lectures of William Richards about his and Ha'alilio's diplomatic mission to the U.S. Britain 

and France,314 had lectures at the Chiefs' Children's School on Euro-American history, and had 

met a number of diplomats and foreign officials who had visited Hawai'i. There accompanying 

Judd on this mission was means to provide them with first hand experience of diplomatic 

negotiations with other countries as well as to allow them to meet high ranking foreign officials 

who they might potentially be negotiating future agreements as rulers. That Kauikeaouli sent 

them on this trip illustrates his understanding of the importance of providing these futurc MOl 

with the knowledge of the business of foreign states and could also be seen as an extension of 

Liholiho's policy of establishingali'i connections with the royalty of other countries. Following 

the group's departure from Honolulu harbor on September IT 1849, while at sea, Lot Kapuiiiawa 

reads books such as The Pathfinderby J.F. Cooper, and a book which Lot tides in his journal as 

Their COMulate andl,mpireifNopoleon, as well as the official correspondence in order to 

~know something about the mission we are going. ~J85 Throughout the.ir entire trip they met with 

high foreign officials, are graced with lavish dinner parties by high state officials, offered seats in 

the finest Opera houses, and had gnided tours of royal residences. In France the young princes 

had regular French language and fencing lessons. While in France Alexander writes that he, 

~had the honor of seating [himself] in the throne of Charlemagne. "J86 In London thcy were 

unable to meet with the Queen because she was expecting the birth of a child. They did however 

meet with Prince Albert in Buckingham Palace and were given a royal tour of Windsor casde. 

Alexander discussed the meeting between Prince Albert and himselfin his journal where he 

wrote, 
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When we entered the Prince was standing a little aside of the door, & bowed to 
each of us as we came in. He was a fine man, about as tall as I am, and had a very 
fine bust & straight legs... His Royal Highness then asked if we had seen 
anything in London, to which I replied by saying not very much. The Doctor 
then told him that we had been to the British Museum, and there seen some Idols 
brought from home that were not to be found in the Islands. He then asked us if 
we would like to see Windsor ... The Conversation then turned upon the islands, 
the Prince making inquiries of our principle exports, to which I mentioned 
Sugar, Coffee & Molasses &c, and he then remarked that California being so 
near to us, that we were very well situated for the trade between China & that 
place, to which I answered in the affirmative.387 

There is no doubt that Alexander Liholiho and Lot Kapuiiiwa's meeting with Prince Albert and 

other high officials of government in Britain. Francc and the United States enabled them to gain 

insight into the complexities of the international politics while also providing an opportunity to 

experience the social and cultnraI differences of these respective countries. The trip also may 

have added to, or affirmed their own confidences as aln, demonstrating their class in other 

countries, affirming themselves as capable agents of rule over Hawai'i. and linking them to the 

global elite. While Uholiho died before meeting with a British Sovereign, Boki's meeting with 

King George IV was of critical importance for Hawaiian-British relations. Alexander Uholiho's 

meeting with Prince Alben also had a lasting effect on the British-Hawaiian royal relations. In 

fact years later, upon the binh of Alexander's child. he gave the child the English name of Alben 

and the baby prince would have Queen Victoria as agodmother.3il8 

The success ofUholiho's and previous Hawaiian diplomatic trips to London was apparent to 

Alexander and Lot who often met officials that recalled fondly meeting Uholiho and his retinue 

as well as William Richards and Ha'alilo. 

The journals of Alexander and Lot both demonstrate their affinity with History, An, 

Mathematics, and calculations. Their writings also demonstrate the sophistication of their 
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training and education. They were educated well enough to give comments on Opera, for 

example. Following Alexander and Lot's attendance at several Operas in London and Paris when 

the princes attend one in Boston. Alexander is disappointed in the performance and he writes. 

"the Opera was badly sustained in all its parts. We came home much disappointed. "3119 One 

evening while in France the two young princes went to see a Spanish giant at an attraction and 

they were amazed by his stature. Alexander's knowledge and fascination with Mathematics can 

be demonstrated by his measurements made on the giant man, Alexander Liholiho writes, 

He. aged 24, measured 8 feet, 3 inches. and weighed 3671bs & a half. I 
measured his breadth. & measured one half fathom more than my outstretched 
arms. His foot were fifteen inches long. His hands were tremendous and his 
little finger was more than an inch longer than my middle figure. We examined 
him for some time. I walked under his Arm with my hat on, and it merely grazed 
hisarm.390 

Upon departing from Europe, the party travels through the East Coast of the United Statcs. 

While in the United States they visit Boston. Philadelphia, New York. and Washington among 

other cities. While in Washington they were invited to attend the Presidents Levee,39' where 

they met the President and many members of Congress and the Senate. Alexander was 

unimpressed and he comments that "At a quarter past ten we withdrew from what they called a 

Brilliant Reception-hal hal hal. "392 Throughout their tour of the United States Alexander notes 

his dislike of the country, culture, and many of the people. Just days following his attendance of 

the President's reception, on a train to New York, Alexander was requested by a train conductor 

to leave his seat as a consequence of his color. Alexander demonstrates his rejection of American 

notions of racial inequalities and segregation through his interaction with the conductor. I will 

quote an extended passage because I find this section of Alexander's journal to offer insight into 

how he saw himself as well as his appraisal of Americans. Alexanderwrites, 
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While I was sitting looking out of the window, a man came to me & told me to 
get out of the carriage rather unceremoniously, saying that I was in the wrong 
carriage. I immediately asked him what he meant, He continued his request, 
finally he came around by the door and I went out to meet him. Just as he was 
coming in, somebody whispered a word into his ears-by this time I came up to 
him, and asked him his reasons for telling me to get out of that carriage. He then 
told me to keep my seat. 
I took hold of his arm, and asked him his reasons, and what right he had in 
turning me out and talking to me in the way that he did. He replied that he had 
some reasons, but requested me to keep my seat. And I followed him out, but he 
took care to be out of my way after that. I found he was the conductor, and 
probably had taken me for somebodys servant, just because I had darker skin 
than he had. Confounded fool. 
The first time that I ever received such treatment, not in England or France or 
anywhere else. But in this country I must be treated like a dog to go & come at 
an Americans bidding. 
Here I must state that I am disappointed at the Americans. They have no 
manners, no politeness, not even common civilities, to a Stranger. And not only 
in this single case, but almost everybody that one meets traveling in the United 
States are saucy ... 
In England an African can pay his fare for the Cars, and he can sit alongside of 
Queen Victoria. The Americans talk and they think a great deal of their liberty, 
and strangers often find that too many liberties are taken of their comfort, just 
because his hosts are a free people. 
To be sure there are exceptions, and those are most generally found among 
those that have traveled in foreign Countries and learnt bener manners than . 
their own raw, Course bearing in their own Country.393 

A reading of this extended quotation offers a glimpse into the mind of a well traveled Alexander 

Liholiho. It is almost as ifhe sees Americans as radically inferior to those of the French and 

British and Hawaiian in terms of culture and class. Clearly American sentiments toward the 

supposed racial inferiority of non-whites is adamandy opposed by Alexander, as he sets out to 

anempt to put the conductor in his place and grabs him by the arm. The princes' comparative 

experiences in Europe and the United States had demonstrated to them that the United States 

was considerably lacking in terms of culture, etiquene, and possibly respect. America may have 

appeared to them to be a country of commoners. Lot affirms Alexander's categorization of 
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American people by writing, "they are great people the Americans, always picking others 

business but their own. ~394 It is certain that these experiences played a role in their politics as 

Overall the princes were lionized through their travels. They were treated with dignity 

and respect throughout their trip, with the exception to Alexander's experience on the train in 

the U.S. The aln and Judd arrive back in Hawaii on September 9185°. These aln would rerum 

home with knowledge offoreign lands that was unmatched by any of their contemporary ali'i and 

by the vast majority of the citizens of the world at this time. They had dined and danced with 

those of the highest classes while on their trip, met and beeome acquainted with the rulers and 

royalty of the three most powerful countries of the time, and had gained valuable knowledge of 

the distinct differences of culrure and social strllcrure between the three. Seeing such visual 

representations of history as Westminster Abbey as well as witnessing the museuntification of 

history at the British Museum and the Louvre doubtlessly had a profound impact on their 

conceptions of heritage and the possibilities of cultnral production. Kuykendhal writes that, 

To !he young princes, the year offoreign travel was of great interest and value. 
They had opportnnities for seeing some of the best features of the culture of the 
great countries which they visited; and they had been received by the rulers of 
those nations with every mark of respect and consideration. Especially was this 
the case in England, and the two princes brought back to their native land a deep 
feeling of aloha for that country and a great admiration for the established 
instirutions of Great Britain. This was to be a factor of definite significance in 
the succeeding history ofHawaii.395 

The affinity for Britain and the elements of distaste that the princes develop for American culture 

and society can be indirectly correlated to their policies as MOl. The following sections will 

demonstrate how both Lot and Alexander distanced the Hawaiian Kingdom from the American 
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Protestant Mission through the use of the Church ofEngland and how they also enacted some 

policies that may have been influenced by the knowledge that they gained from their travels. 

Kamehameha IV and V-Reforming Christianity 

In this section I discuss the polices of Alexander Liholiho and Lot Kapuiiiwa which 

distanced the Kingdom from the influence of the American Protestant Mission and its members. 

In particular, I will cover their attempts at maintaining alliances with Britain and their removal of 

the American Protestant Mission worship by the family of the May. 

In the early part ofl8si Alexander Liholiho was admitted to the Privy Council of the 

Hawaiian Kingdom, where he soon became the most trusted and important influence on 

Kauikeaouli.J96 Not long after his admittance into the Privy Council, Alexander was instrumental 

in having Dr. Judd (who he traveled with to Britain, France, and the U.S.) removed from the 

Hawaiian Kingdom government. Judd has lost the favor and trust of the aln because of his 

mishandling of a small pox outbreak in Honolulu. On the 5th ofSeptemben853 Alexander 

Liholiho was mil-de president of the Privy Council and named his brother Lot to be the new 

Kuhina Nui and named a new cabinet. 397 The very next day Alexander's father Keknanao'a 

replaced Judd as the Commissioner ofHeaIth. That Alexander was instrumental in removing 

Judd from office is of significance because it is an illustration of the authority and mana of aln 

and how it could be used to remove a haole member of government who had lost the trust of the 

ali'i. 
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Being the heir to the throne Alexanderwould inherit all of the lands that had belonged to 

Kanikeaouli as a result of the Mahele as Kanikeaouli stated that these would belong to himself 

and his heirs in perpetuity. 3gB It was through the management of these lands that Alexander 

Liholiho was to gain his personal wealth since the office of the Mo'! did not come with a salary. 

These lands later become termed the "Crown Lands," which were the exclusive property of the 

Mo"I, subject to the rights of native tenants. Later in the reign of Lot Kapulliwa the Crown lands 

were made inalienable through legislation passed on January 3 1865. 

Upon Alexander's ascent to the position ofMo! on December 8 1854, one of his first 

actions was to expel a proposed treaty of annexation between the United States and the Hawaiian 

Kingdom. 399 This was a treaty that had been under negotiation butwas never ratified by the 

United States nor the Hawaiian Kingdom.400 This action is important because it shows his desire 

to maintain Hawaiian Kingdom independence. Another important step that Kamehameha IV 

took toward soliditying independence was done by appointing his brother Lot as the Secretary of 

War, and in calling for greater appropriations by the legislature to supply this office with the 

appropriate funds to defend Hawaiian independence. By burying the prospect of annexation 

between the U.S. and the Kingdom while also attempting to build a capable defense force 

Kamehameha IV had began to distinguish his reign as being one which attempted to promote 

Hawaiian interests with an indifference to the ethics of the Protestant mission. Another 

important policy advanced by Kamehameha IV was the transfer of the ruling family to the worship 

of the Episcopal church. 

Ironically many of those keiki aln who had learned from American Protestants like the 

Cookes at the Chiefs Children's' School, embraced their secular teachings butrcjected their 
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religious teachings and replace them with those of the Episcopal church. A letter from Lot 

(Kamehameha V) to Queen Emma demonstrates the political motives behind the establishment 

of the Church ofEngiand in the Hawaiian Islands. In Lot's reflection on the establishment of the 

Episcopal church in Hawai'i he writes that, 

Therewas from the beginning a very great political reason, why the Mission from 
England should have had the support of all people who really loved their 
Country. It was never mooted by anyone. We thought, get Eugland to be 
interested in us my means of her Church, and let the Englishmen contribute 
their wealth Clergymen & laymen to ornament and sustain this Church, she will 
begin to learn more of us and take more interest in us which well fostered will 
ripen into agreat friendship, notonIy between the rulers of the Countries but 
the friendship of the people of England. This fact was underlying the whole 
Church History from the beginning till now.401 

These sentiments reflect the true purpose for Alexander Uholiho's invitation and courtship of 

the Church of England into the Hawaiian Islands. These fonner smdents at the Chiefs' 

Children's School had traveled to England and witnessed some of the services of the Episcopal 

church of particular interest may have been the Church's liberalism in comparison to the 

American Protestant Mission as well as the church's acceptance of aristocracy. Kuykendall 

writes that Kamehameha IV, 

Believed that the doctrines and rimal of that church (Church ofEngland) to be 
more compatible with monarchical government than those of the Congregational 
and Presbyterian churches already established in his kingdom.402 

Kamehameha IV's importing of the Episcopal Church was a somewhat delicate situation. It 

provided a political opportUnity for him to distance himself from the American Protestants. He 

used the government run newspaper and its editor Abe Fornander to support his positions and 

also challenge the American Mission in discursive ways but not in ways that would be too forceful 

or too fr~uenL Abe Fornanderwrote to Kamehameha IV, "You do not want me to hammer the 
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(American) Missionaries too hard or too often. "403 The formal establishment of the Church of 

England was a process that took a considerable amount of effort by Kamehameha IV, 

negotiations took place for about three years prior to the formal establishment of the Church in 

the Islands on October II 1862. 

On December 5 1859, the Hawaiian consul in Britain was written asking that he approach 

the officials of the Church ofEngland with a request from the King and Queen for the 

establishment of an Episcopal Chapel or Church in Honolulu.4"4 There was also a specific 

request for a particular kind of bishop. The Minister of Foreign Affairs Wyllie writes, 

The King desires me to make known to you, confidentially, that He and the 
Queen would prefer that the Episcopal Clergyman, for the proposed Chapel or 
Church, should have a family of his own, and be eminently liberal in all his 
principles and ideas.4°5 

This request demonstrates Alexander Liholiho's agency in securing a bishop that would fulfin his 

desires. By June 25 1860 a committee of the members of the Church of England agreed to a 

resolution for the establishment of a Church in the Hawaiian Islands (see Figure 13). Alexander 

Liholiho would also write a letter directly to Queen Victoria ofBritain in an attempt to expedite 

the establishment of the church in Hawai'i. In his letter to Victoria he writes, 

I approach You Majesty with this letter for the purpose of requesting Your 
Majesty's approval of the establishment of the Anglican Episcopal Church within 
my Dominions. 
The Lord Primate of all England has already been addressed upon the subject by 
my minister for Foreign Affairs. 
I therefore presume upon the well known graciousness which Your Majesty has 
always extended to me, my Predecessors and my people, and for which we have 
always been thankful, to ask for such countenance to this pious undertaking as 
may seem most meet to Your Majesty, and to whatever degree that may be 
extended, I and my people will ever be thankful. 406 
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This letter had an effect on the outcome of the process and Queen Victoria responded to 

Alexander through a letter from Lord Rnssell.407 On October nih 1862 Bishop Staley arrived in 

the Hawaiian Islands and on the 19lh of that month the church was officially inaugurated. Queen 

Emma was baptized on the 21
st of October 1862 and soon her former companions at the Chiefs' 

Children's School, Lot Kapuiiiwa and Kaliikaua would also become members along with many 

prominent members of government. The departure of the ruling family from the American 

Protestant Mission was not appreciated by the Mission and their descendants. In fact itwas seen 

as a betrayal and offense against the earlier works of the Mission in the Hawaiian Islands. In the 

midst of Alexander and Lot's refonning Christianity in the Hawaiian islands, Dr Judd (their 

former overseer on their trip to the Britain, France and the U.S.) wrote of Alexander in 1861 that, 

The King, educated by the Mission [The Chiefs' Children's School] most of all 
things dislikes the Mission. Having been compelled to be good when a boy, he is 
determined not to be good as a man. Driven out to morning prayer meeting, 
monthly concert, Sabbath school, long sennons, and daily exhortations, his heart 
is hardened to a degree unknown to the heathen.408 

Alexander and Lot had attempted to radically reshape the political climate in the Islands through 

the introduction of the Church ofEngland. Their travels to Britain had provided them with 

insights into foreign governments and societies that led them to consider possibilities for 

bringing reform to Hawai'i. Their ability to bring about change and import the Church of 

England to the Hawaiian Islands illustrates their ability to steer the course of government and 

worship in directions that they saw fit. It also demonstrates that they were not under the 

inflnence of American Missionaries. Instead they were active agents who appropriated what they 

saw were the best tools available to secure themselves and the Hawaiian people's independence 

and modernization. 
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Following Alexander's death in 1863, Lot became Mii'i and continued to be active in the 

Church of England. Of significance in Lot's reign as Kamehameha V is that he enacted a new 

constitution in 1864 which replaced the one ofl852 that both he and his brother Alexander had 

thought problematic.409 Lot reigned for nine years in which time he was able to set out on a 

series of public works including the construction of1olani Hale (government building), the 

Royal Mausoleum, post offices, schooiliouses, an insane asylum, and the original Royal Hawaiian 

Hotel. 4'0 Lot also was instrumental in instituting mapping initiatives in the Kingdom. These 

attempted to preserve ancient place boundaries, and many of the maps shown in Chapter 2 as 

illustrations of ancient divisions and boundaries were produced as a result of his initiatives.4II In 

many ways his reign followed that of his brothers. He reformed the government and set about 

instituting changes he thought fit for a constitutional monarchy. Kuykendall writes that, 

Before he became king, (he) is said to have permitted and even encouraged the 
revival of some of the old Hawaiian customs such as the hakz and kahtma 
practices. After the death of his brother, the scenes and sounds around the 
palace were strongly reminiscent of ancient times. 4

12 

The reigns of Lot and Alexander demonstrate how they were able to appropriate some of the 

teachings of the Cookes as well as what they had gathered from their experiences around the 

world in order to advance their own agendas. Their willingness to seek out a church outside of 

the American Protestant influence demonstrates that they were open to attempt to appropriate 

even Christianily for their own means. 

If the reigns of Alexander Uholiho and Lot suggest movements away from American 

Protestant ethics orideals, the reign of one of their former school mates at the Chiefs' Children's 

School, might be said to have almost completely left missionary ethics behind. The following 

section will cover segnrents ofKaliikana's reign that include: his voyage around the world, his 



revival of hula and Lhc Hale Na lla , and his attempts to use illlernationallaw to protect other 

nations in the Pacific rrom being colonized, 

Chapter 4. Figure ' :3. Modilied. Resolution passed by Church of England in 
Support in the establi shment ofa Chapel in Hawaj'i , fJawaiiSwleArcll/;veJ'M-80-J-

9· July 25 1860. 



Kalilkaua 

This section will discuss important portions of the reign ofKaIiikana, and will include: 

portions of his voyage around the world, his initiatives as reviving traditional arts through the 

celebration of hula and the Hale Nauli, as well as his attempts to use the Hawaiian Kingdom's 

status as an Independent State to protect other nations in the Pacific from being colonized. The 

importance of the section is that it will illustrate how KaIiikauasought to further the Kingdom's 

international relations, merge elements of ancient Hawaiian culrure into modern forms, as well as 

demonstrate the significant role that a Mo'! could play in reforming the society. I see the reign of 

Kaliikaua as branching from the reigns of the previous Mo'!while also expanding the culrural 

national consciousness, and pushing Hawaiian independence into new horizons. 

Ia 'Oe E Ka La-Kalakaua in Japan and Siam 

On the 19th ofJanuary 1881, King David La'amea KaIiikaua left the Hawaiian Kingdom on 

a journey to circumnavigate the globe.413 He would be the first sovereign of not only Hawai'i, 

but. the world to accomplish such a feat. When the voyage was complete, the countries and 

nations that the King had visited included, Japan, China, Siam, Singapore, India, Egypt, Italy, 

England, Belgium, Austria, Spain, Portugal, France, and the United States. There are various 

reasons that have been offered for his voyage: to secure a source of immigration of a cognate 

races to Hawai'i to marry into and increase the existing Hawaiian population; to increase the 

Hawaiian Kingdom's diplomatic relationships around the world; and to gain extensive 

knowledge about the other countries of the world. It is likely that some combination of these 
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three possible reasons for the trip were its true impells. As on the trips of Kamebameha II, 

Alexander Liholiho, and Lora Kapuaiwa, throughout Kaliikana's voyage he was entertained and 

accepted by the rulers and highest government officials of the countries and colonies he visited. 

Throughout his voyage he was well received and sought to create strategic alliances with other 

countries. Following a briefstop in San Francisco, Kaliikanaset off to visit Japan. Upon their 

arrival in Edo on March 4 1881, Kaliikaua raised the royal standard and was met by a sOlnning 

display of diplomatic respect. 

At the same moment the Hawaiian flagwas broken out on the maimnast. Swarms 
of sailors sprang aloft and manned the yards, that is, stood, in line aloug them, 
each man extending his arm to the shoulder of the next one. As ifby magic the 
ship was dressed from stern to stern with the flags of all nations. The report of 
the first gun was followed by a royal salute of twenty-one guns ... as we crossed the 
bows of all the warships in succession, the same ceremonies were 
repeated ... When the boat touched the landing, the strains of "Hawaii Ponoi" 
(The Hawaiian National Anthem) burst from the shore. This unexpected 
compliment from the Emperor's military band, this music of our country upset 
us instantly.44 

Kaliikaua was the first head of state to officially visit Japan. He was asked by the Emperor of 

Japan to be the Emperors guest so long as he remained in the Empire.4'5 In a private meeting 

with the Japanese Emperor, Kaliikaua proposed a the creation of a federation between Hawai'i, 

Japan, and Polynesia and also offered a marriage alliance between Hawai'i and Japan through a 

marriage of his niece Princess Ka'iulani and the Japanese Prince Komatzuy6 These offers were 

considered by the Japanese Emperor but never acted upon and Kaliikaua's wishes for a Hawaii-

Japan royal union were never accomplished. A treaty was discussed which would allow the 

subjects of both nations to travel and trade freely with one another, and would bring the 

countries closertogether.4'7 Another "success of the visit was an amicable treaty, which was the 
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first to welcome Japan into the nations of the world. "4,8 The Japanese Emperor viewed 

Kaliliua's visit as important commenting that it was, 

The first visit to Japan of one the kings of a nation of the brotherhood to which 
his own nation did not belong should be cordial and memorable.4'9 

Kaliliua took much 3WlIY from this trip. Not only was it a meeting with a brother Monarch it was 

also a meeting between two non-Euro-American rulers. Kalilioa seemed to have been 

fascinated with Japanese culture and tradition. He met with high Japanese officials and was 

greatly impressed with the Buddhist temples, so much so that he considered introducing 

Buddhism into the Hawaiian Kingdom. He also told one of his companions, Armstrong, that he 

believed in reincarnation:!20 Another important impression that Kaliikauagained from Japan 

which may have enabled him to see similarities with his own heritage concerned the divine origin 

of rulers. Armstrongwrites that Kaliliua's realization about the common beliefbetween the 

Japanese and the Hawaiian cultures that the aln or rulers were of divine origin had, 

Strongly affected him, and hc was planning the culture of a similar belief among 
his own people regarding himself. The Chamberlain and I saw symptoms of his 
scheme in his declaration one day that the kings of Hawaii descended from 
akuar (gods), but that the missionaries had denied it. 

While traveling on this voyage Kallikaua also met with another non-European foreign ruler to 

whom he took a particular liking, the twenty-seven year old King of Siam, Souditch-Chou-Fa" 

Chulalou Korn.4'" The King of Siam had studied some of the political science ofEurope and had 

an education in European literature.422 Siam must have been an interesting place to Kaliliua, it 

was in the process of modernizing while attempting to maintain its political independence. 

Siam's climate was strikingly similar to that ofHawai·i and the coconut trees made them feel as if 

they were at home. The King of Siam and Kaliliua had a number ofinteresting conversations. 



The King of Siam was interested in how Kalakanahad learned to speak. such good English and 

noted that though some of his subjects had lived in England there were no subjects in his court 

that could speak. English as well as Kalakaua. 423 They also discussed traditional religions of their 

societies and considered themselves to be related through their Malay blood. The two developed 

a liking for one another and Armstrongwrites that, 

He (The King of Siam) asked his Royal Brother to remain in the country, to visit 
the interior; there would be an elephant-hunt ifhe desired it.. 424 

Kalakaua was graciously received by the Siamese King and enjoyed a ride on the King's elephant.. 

had a banquet held in his honor, visited the Royal Mausoleum, and was awarded the Grand Cross 

Order of Siam. The meetings of two Monarchs who ruled over modernizing societies which had 

been influenced by European knowledge and protocols must have been an equally stimulating 

exercise for both Kalakaua and the King of Siam. On Kaliikaua's departure the King expresses 

to Kaliikaua his desires to visit other countries as well Annstrongwrites, 

The Siamese King said that his royal guest was most fortunate in ruling a good 
people who were quiet while he were absent; he wisbed, above all things, to visit 
Europe and America, but he was nnable to leave his people.425 

Kalakaua's meeting with the rulers of Japan and Siam likely informed his political consciousness 

in ways that he may have not expected. Kalakauahad visited the United Slates and would havc 

been prepared for his trips to European countries given the experiences of his predecessors in 

these countries prior to him. In Britain he was entertained and admired by Queen Victoria who 

writes, 

King KaIikaua is tall, darker, than Queen Emma, but with the same castor 
features, black, but not woolly hair, more like the New Zealanders, but without 
their thick lips. He is very gendemaulike & pleasing, & speaks English 
perfecdy; he is of course a Christian.426 
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His meeting with Queen Victoria left a positive impression on her. Kaliikaua had learned 

enough about European protocol and society to understand how to leave behind a positive 

persona. In this way Kaliikaua's voyagewas similar to those taken by the previous a1n. However 

his meeting with the rulers ofJapan and Siam may have offered Kalakana insightful comparisons 

of his own experience as being a Non-European ruler in the 19th century. The complex 

negotiations that were taking place in Japan and Siam because ofImperial pressures by European 

countries likely had a resonance with Kaliikaua. It may have caused him to consider the 

possibility of strengthening alliances between non-European nations. Also the similarities 

between theJapanese beliefin the divine origin of the Emperor combined with his discussion 

with the King of Siam on their nation's traditional religions may have caused Kaliikaua, to think 

about his own traditions and cultnre in ways that he may not have been as open to prior to his 

visit. Witnessing the open practice of non-Christian religions in the countries of Siam and Japan 

and their relatively harmonious societies likely caused Kaliikaua to consider the possibility of 

openly reviving traditional Hawaiian practices, which is something that Kaliikaua's reign remains 

known for cvcn today. 
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The Celebration of Heritage 

Following Kaliikaua's return to Hawai'i on October 29
th 

1881 he set abont bringing some 

important social changes over the Kingdom. After being lionized in many nations that expanded 

the circumference of the globe, Kalakaua's roar would be heard in Hawai'i through the open 

reassertion of Hawaiian cultural traditions and practices in the face of Missionary ethics. 

Kaliikaua's distaste for Christianity is well expressed in a letter he writes to his sister 

Lili'uokalani while he was in Paris. Havingwituessed the French indulgence in life, mockingthe 

American Protestants Kaliikaua asks whether or not all these (the French) people are going to 

hell, 

Surely not! Bnt what a contrast to our miserable bigoted community, All sober 
and down in thc mouth keeping a wrong Sabbath instead of a proper Sunday, the 
PUTC arc to pure that the impure should make the Sunday a day of mockery, with 
such rubbish trash that we have so long been lead to believe, it is a wonder that 
we havc not risen any higher than the common brute.427 

Noenoe Silva argucs that Kaliikaua used ancient Hawaiian genealogy, cosmology, and mele 

(song, poem) as a means to reassert Hawaiian traditions. Covering material from the time period 

that directly followed Kaliikaua's voyage, Silva argues that the establishment of the government 

funded Papa Kii'auhau 0 NiiAli'i Hawai'i (Hawaiian Board of Genealogies), the Hale Nauii 

society which sought to reassert ancient knowledge, and the Coronation of Kaliikaua were 

important examples ofKaliikaua's reassertion of ancient systems of knowledge and morality. She 

writes, 

The enactments of tradition that Kaliikaua undertook that strengthened the 
identity ofKanaka Maoli as a people proud of their past and of their past 
achievements made him more popular and his legacy of national pride has 
persisted to this day.428 



Seeing the heritages of other non-European nations such as Japan and Siam as they attempted to 

modernize may haVe provided Kaliikaua with insight into his own sitnation as ruler of aNon

European state. Following his voyage, Kaliikaua openly promoted institutions aod created 

legislative bodies that promoted Hawaiian connections to their ancient metaphysics and tradition 

in ways that had not been done since Ka'ahumanu' s sumptuary laws in the 182OS. At Kaliikaua's 

coronation ceremony, hnla was openly performed for twenty-four hours.429 He was instrumental 

in bringing back the cosmogonic creation chant that linked his genealogy to akua and the origin 

of the universe, theKumulipo.4IJO He also brought back performances ofHawaiiao heritage 

which became official narratives for the nation.431 Another one of these institutions promoted by 

Kaliikaua was the Hale Naua. Hale Naoa actively studied and attempted to revive the traditional 

arts, science, medicine, and metaphysics of old Hawai'i. One should recall the Hale Naua that 

was essential to the process ofKiiIai'aina aod within the 'aha ali'i as noted in chapter 2. Figure 14 

is the Preamble to the Constitution of Hale Naua. 
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ChalJ\er 4. Figure ' 4. Modified. Preamble of the Iiale Naua Constiwrion 

2.33 



The object of Hale Nanii was the revival of" Ancient Sciences ofHawai'i in combination 

with the promotion and advancement of Modern Sciences, Art, Literature and Philanthropy. "432 

KaIiikaua used the HaleNauii to revitalize tradition and also to advance modern science. In other 

words he was using both Hawaiian tradition and modern science to indirectly demoustrate the 

inaccuracies of American Protestant teachings while linking Hawaiian knowledge with the 

universality of science. In the words ofNoenoe Silva, "they had hoped to show that science had 

proved what they had always known. "433 On the first annual address of the Hale Nauii Society 

given on November 261887 in 'Iolani Palace illustrates the power of the linkages of these two 

systems of knowledge. 434 The address delivered by Antone Rosa discusses some of the early 

Hawaiian navigators such as Kaltai and Vlu (as were discussed in the beginning of Chapter 2) he 

states, 

The ability of the men who planned and carried out thesc expeditions shows that 
they cannot be regarded as leaders of a barbarous Race. Neither were they men 
who fled from the persecutions of a conquering race, nor were they refuges of 
war; but they were men who undenook expeditions, planned and fined out for an 
express purpose; and for praiseworthy objects ... 

The science of Genealogy was their constant study and it is ascenained that the 
doctrine of Evolution was known to these people thousands of years back. The 
knowledge then of the ancient sciences of our forefathers is what is offered in the 
teaching of our order and from its lessons and precepts you must all be satisfied 
and assured that in them there can be nothing repugnant to your religious or 
moral feelings ... 

The knowledge of the ancient history of our people as viewed from the outside 
world, does not appear creditable and people are apt to accuse our ancestors as 
being a most depraved and degraded race, without any moral standing as they 
were viewed by the missionaries at their first anival on these islands ... 

For in those days science had but faintly discerned the possibilities of the truth 
concerning man. Theology still usurped the interpretation. When the law of 
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The object of Hale Nauii was the revival of" Ancient Sciences ofHawai'i in combination 

with the promotion and advancement of Modern Sciences, Art, Literature and Philanthropy. "432 

Kaliikana used the Hale Nauii to revitalize tradition and also to advance modern science. In other 

words he was using both Hawaiian tradition and modern science to indirectly demonstrate the 

inaccuracies of American Protestant teachings while linking Hawaiian knowledge with the 

universality of science. In the words ofNoenoe Silva, "they had hoped to show that science had 

proved what they had always known. "433 On the first annual address of the Hale Nauii Society 

given on November 26 1887 in 'Jolani Palace illustrates the power of the linkages of these two 

systems of knowledge. 434 The address delivered by Antone Rosa discusses some of the early 

Hawaiian navigators such as Kahai and Ulu (as were discussed in the beginning of Chapter 2) he 

states, 

The ability of the men who planned and carried out these expeditions shows that 
they cannot be regarded as leaders of a barbarous Race. Neitherwere they men 
who fled from the persecutions of a conquering race, nor were they refuges of 
war; but they were men who undertook expeditions, planned and fitted out for an 
express purpose; and for praiseworthy objects ... 

The science of Genealogy was their constant study and it is ascertained that the 
doctrine of Evolution was known to these people thousands of years back. The 
knowledge then of the ancient sciences of our forefathers is what is offered in the 
teaching of our order and from its lessons and precepts you must all be satisfied 
and assured that in them there can be nothing repugnant to your religious or 
moral feelings ... 

The knowledge of the ancient history of our people as viewed from the outside 
world, does not appear creditable and people are apt to accuse our ancestors as 
being a most depraved and degraded race, without any moral standing as they 
were viewed by the missionaries at their first arrival on these islands ... 

For in those days science had but faintly discerned the possibilities of the truth 
concerning man. Theology still usurped the interpretation. When the law of 
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Evolution became known through the energy and the untiring zeal of the 
Anthropologists and Embriologists this supposed impenetrable veil was pierced. 
the truth laid bare in spite of thenlogical assertions to the contrary ... 

As we penetrate deeper and deeper into the recess of the past a min of 
Archaeological wealth unfolds to ns thatcanses ns to wonder howwith their 
slimly aided observations of natural phenomena. our ancestors have arrived so 
near to the truth and to accord with the ideas of modern sciences ... 435 

From a reading of the above quotations one can see that the Hale Nauii was demonstrating that 

traditional knowledge systems such as genealogies were valid sources for knowledge while also 

appropriating science to demonstrate that Missionary theology was inaccurate. The Hale Nana 

promoted all the ancient artS and sciences including traditional ways of organizing time. Figure 

IS is a portion of the Hawaiian Moon calendar taken from a Hale Nauii publication. 
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Evolution became known through the energy and the untiriug zeal of the 
Anthropologists and Embriologists this supposed impenetrable veil was pierced, 
the truth laid bare in spite of theological assertions to the contrary ... 

As we penetrate deeper and deeper into the recess of the past a min of 
Archaeological wealth unfolds to us that causes us to wonder howwith their 
slimly aided observatious of natural phenomena, our ancestors have arrived so 
near to the truth and to accord with the ideas of modem sciences ... 435 

From a reading of the above quotations one can see that the Hale Nauii was demoustrating that 

traditional knowledge systems such as genealogies were valid sources for knowledge while also 

appropriatiug science to demonstrate that Missionary theology was inaccurate. The Hale Naua 

promoted all the ancient ans and sciences including traditional ways of organiziug time. Figure 

15 is a portion of the Hawaiian Moon calendar taken from a Hale Naua publication. 
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Chapter 4. Figure 15. Modified. Aneielll Names of the Moon 
Phases 

Kalakaua used Ii ale Na u3 , as a means to chal lenge missionary perspectives and advance learning 

through thc cmbracement of heritage. He al so used other government agencies sllch as the 

Board ofCcnealogics and his coronation ceremony to bring Hawaiian traditions. such as 

genealogies and hula, back into the forcfrolll of Hawai ian socicty and made them symbols of 

Hawaiiannationali sm.436 His voyage and IllcClingwith the rulcrs of other coun tri es incl uding 



Japan and Siam. may have had an impact on his attempts toward cultural production and the 

legitimization of heritage in Hawai'i. The revival ofHawaiian arts and sciences by KaliikaU3 

demonstrate the ability of the MOl to facilitate cultural change in the Hawaiian Kingdom as well 

as demonstrate his position as a leader of cultural transformation and resurgence. K.1iika1l3 also 

used his position as Mo'I and the head of an independent state to bring about some significant 

political changes, one of which sought to protect other Pacific nations from colonization while 

also expanding his own sovereign authority. 

Pan-Pacific Federation 

Between 1883 and 1887 Kaliikana had made known his desires to see the islands of 

Polynesia remain independent of colonial rule. What he had envisioned was a Pacific federation 

of nations that would fall under the umbrella of Hawaiian sovereignty. A possible motivation for 

this policy was not only the protection of other Pacific peoples from colonization by the Westero 

powers of the time, but it may have also been related to the population decline in the Hawaiian 

islands. If a federation were established the Hawaiian Kingdom might be able to acquire 

immigrants of similar culture to be introduced into the Hawaiian Islands as this was a policy 

sought throughout the reigns ofKamehameha VI through KaIakaua. The policy taken by 

Kaliikaua in attempting to protect islands in the Pacific from European colonial rule 

demonstrates his authority as MOl as well as his appropriation ofintemational relations of the 

time. On Augnst 23 1883, in Honolulu, a formal protest was entered under the authority of 

Kaliikaua and approved unanimously by his cabinet council. This protest was forwarded to 

twenty-six sovereign States.437 
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By the time ofKaIiikaua. Hawaiian aln had mastered the protocols of international diplomacy. 

Since the time ofKamehameha I Hawaiian ali'i had met with. negotiated and created treaties with 

the rulers and diplomats of many countries. Kalakau8 was trying to use their position as an 

independent and sovereign state in an attempt to protect a non-sovereign state from being 

colonized. Since the Hawaiian Kingdom' s independence and status as a sovereign state had been 

recognized and continually respected since 1843. Kalakaua was attempting to use that political 

status along with the years of reSpected diplomatic negotiations between the Kingdom. Britain. 

France. and the United States as leveragefor protecting other Pacific peoples. In a sense he was 

trying to use his diplomatic skills and international law in ways that they had probably never been 

used before. While the practices of international law at the time allowed non-sovereign 

territories to be colonized by states. this is a rare (possibly only) case of an independent state 

using international law in an attempt to negate these practices. In this petition Kaliikaua also 

appealed to the moral character of the "Great and Enlightened" independent states to 

"recognize the inalienable rights of the several native communities of Polynesia to enjoy the 

oppormnities for progress and self-government. "4J6 Both the United States and Britain resented 

the Hawaiian Kingdom becoming involved in the Pacific and encouraged Kaliikaua not to 

interfere in the issue through their consuls. However. KaIiikaua refused to give up on the cause 

for a free Pacific and in 1886 purchases a naval vessel whieh he named the Kaimiloa (To Search 

Vast Distances). In 1886. Samoa was on the brink of American and German Colonization. 

Kaliikaua ordered this vessel to Samoa in order to negotiate a federation with King Malietoa of 

Samoa. In 1887. shortly after the arrival of the Kaimilna. King Malietoa signed the following 

treaty with Kaliikaua. Here is the English translation. 
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By Virtne of my inherent and recognized rights as King of the Samoan Islands by 
my own people and by Treaty with the Three great powers of America. England, 
and Germany, and by and with the advice of my government, and the consent of 
the Taimua and Taipule representing the Legislative powers of my Kingdom, I 
do hereby freely and voluntarily offer and agree and bind myself to enter into a 
political confederation with his Majesty Kalakana King of the Hawaiian Islands, 
and I hereby give this solemn pledge that I will conform to whatever measures . 
may hereafter be adopted by His Majesty Kalakanaand be mutually agreed upon 
to promote and carry into effect this political confederation and to maintain it 
forever. 

In witoess whereof! have hereunto set my hand and seal this 1'1' day of 
February A.D. 1887. 

M.R. Malietoa 
King of Samoa 

While these protests and the political Confederation between Samoa and the Hawaiian 

Kingdom were not able to stop the colonization of the Pacific they do demonstrate Kaliikaua's 

unique usage of international law to protect a non-sovereign territory from colonization. The 

fact that Kaliikaua anempted to create this policy demonstrates that he did not see himself nor 

the Hawaiian Kingdom as being colonized and that he anempted to use his country's somewhat 

unique position in the world to protect other Pacific peoples from being colonized. One might 

speculate what the nations of the Pacific might look like today had this policy been effective 

might they have remained free of nuclear testing or colonization from emerging imperial powers 

IikeJapan? In any case the policy ofKaliikaua is a demonstration of the extents to which he was 

willing to selectively appropriate law and negotiate international politics. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has focused on the modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Throughout 

the chapter I gave examples of ali'i agency in modernizing their kingdom, through the 

appropriation oflaw, religien, and politics. I have argued that ali'i were selectively appropriating 

the concepts, tools, and protocols ofEuro-America for their own means. I have demonstrated 

how law and diplomacy were tools used byaln that offered them the ability to regulate and 

manipulate, their own subjects, foreiguers, and to a certain extent their international affairs. 

Looking back from the rule ofKaliikaua to the sumptuary laws proclaimed by Ka' ahumanu in the 

1820S, one might argue that the aln following Ka'ahumanu began to distance themselves from 

the teachings of the American Protestant Missionaries. The reigns of Alexander Liholiho, Lot 

and Kaliikaua are certainly confirmations of such as analysis. However, I have attempted to show 

how along each step of the modernization process the a1n selectively appropriated the tools and 

concepts that they thought would most benefit themselves and their people. The fact that 

Alexander and Kal1ikaua move in significant directions away from the.American Protestant 

Mission and begin to reinstitute Hawaiian cultural traditions demonstrate their particular 

engagements along this process, that when understood through today's standards are admirable, 

but this should not overlook the ways in which the a1i"i previous to them were also being 

calculative and anemptingto negutiate the modernization process through their own means. 

The early section of this chapter that dealt with Kauikeaouli and the beginning of the 

modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom demonstrated how the a1n were using law as a tool to 

subjugate foreigners in their lands. These early examples oflaws proclaimed in the Hawaiian 

Kingdom were illustrations of the enticing aspects oflawwhich enabled a1n to demonstrate their 



authority over foreigners in their Dominions. Later reforms such as the laws ofr839, the 

Constitution ofr840, and the Mahele ofr848, demonstrated howali'i used law in a way that 

enahled the modernization of traditions,like the Mo'r, Palena, Kiilai'runa, and the 'aha ali'i. 

The education of the aln children at the Chiefs' Children's School provided these keiki 

aln an opportunity to learn and appropriate Western knowledge systems and protocols. 

Creating keiki ali'i thatwere bilingual in English and Hawaiian, while also introducing them to 

European History and Sciences, enabled these keiki aln to later function with and position 

themselves in within elite Euro-American circles on their journeys to other countries-enabling 

them to illustrate and maintain their own sovereign positions in the world, while advancing the 

position of the kingdom. 

The attempts of Alexander Liholiho and Lot Kapuiiiwa to maintain and foster the 

Hawaiian Kingdom and British connection through the use of the Episcopal Church 

demonstrated how they were attempting to use new metaphysical sources of mana to maintain 

their Kingdom's independence. It also demonstrates how they had not accepted the theological 

teachings of the Chiefs Children's School, though they had clearly made use of the secular 

knowledge made available to them by the Cookes. 

The reign of Kalakaua might be categorized as the return and politicization ofHawaiian 

cultural traditions while attempting to expand the Hawaiian Kingdom's international prestige. 

Kalakaua's tour around the world demonstrated his appropriation of international diplomacy and 

negotiations with other countries and his attempts to expand his own sphere ofinfluence. His' 

usage of Hawaiian tradition and science through the Hale Nauii to disprove missionary theology 

and validate ancient Hawaiian knowledge is an important illustration of his anthority as Mol' and 



the figure head of Hawaiian culture. The Hawaiian Kingdoms anempt at thwarting colonialism 

in the Pacific demonstrates the ali'i agency and use of international law to anempt to influence 

the policies of other independent states. 

Overall this chapter offered original source material to support an analysis which 

demonstrates that ali'i were negotiating their own modernization. The Kingdom modernized 

through the selective appropriation by the ali'i of aspects of European governance, politics, and 

law, but not through imposed colonial prowess. The ali'i were active agents is navigating the 

fumre course of their people and their heirs in an increasingly complicated and politically 

hazardous world. One should accept that at times in this history some missionaries had differing 

amounts ofinfluence on the ali'i. However, the ali'i always were always the more powerful agents 

within their own dominions. Like their predecessors, Kamehameha I and II as well as those 

ancient a1i'i who composed the 'aha a1i'i, the Mo'! covered in this chapter used diplomacy to 

create alliances with other rulers in order to maintain their own positions and further the 

interests of their people. 

Chapter five will be the final chapter of this dissertation and will summarize the previous 

four chapters. A10ngwith a summary of the previous materials I will also argue the important 

epistemological and political reasons for not seeing the Hawaiian Kingdom through a colonial 

optic, and also for seeing the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a severing of traditional ties 

to authority and access to power. In Chapter five I will show how the a1i'i adoption oflaw in the 

Kingdom did not cause the demise of Hawaiian nationality, and that the loss of Hawaiian 

nationality has much more to do with small group of haole, resentful of Hawaiian authority who 

were backed by representatives of the United States. I will also suggest critical new areas of smdy 



important toward a beuer understanding of the present state of Hawaiian dispossession in terms 

ofland, culture, and power while demonstrating that a colonial analysis of the Hawaiian Kingdom 

has glossed over these very significant arenas of research. 
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Chapters: Why The Fact.r Matter-TheSeveringofI893and 
The Change of Structure 

The only guarantee of the Nation's independence I believe to be the existence of a Native Sovereign. (British 
Consul WodehouseAprilsrBB9). 

The cause ofHawaiiao independence is larger aod dearer than the life of any man connected with it. Love of country 
is deep-seated in the breast of every Hawaiian, whatever his station. (Queen Lili'uokalaoi Queens Sro!)'p. 302). 

The Hawaiians who have been so patiently awaiting for more than a year for the 'undoing of the wrong" and the 
Restoration of their Sovereign and of their cherished institutions are now beginning to feel dissatisfied and restless 
at this long delay and theywill feel keenly their abandonment by the U.S. Their faith and trust in that country will be 
gnne forever and will be succeeded by. hatred which may even extend to all foreign Nationalities. (British Consul 
Wodehouse Feb 20 r894). 

The first two quotations listed above are significant because they demonstrate the mana 

that the office of the Mol had as a material figure and its significance for Hawaiian nationalism. 

The third quote is an almost prophetic statement citing a possible origin for the feelings that 

some 'Oiwi have towards American haole today. The Mo'! represented a position which rooted 

Hawaiian nationalism into the ancient traditions discussed in Chapter 2. The Mol was both a 

physical and symbolic figure th!\t linked native Hawaiians to cenrnries of history and politics in 

Ka Pae 'Aina. This chapter is a brief comparative chapter that will illustrate the drastic changes 

experienced by Hawaiian nationals following the U.S backed removal ofLili'uokalani from rule 

and will suggest new areas of critical research for scholars seeking to understand the 

contemporary ~tate of native Hawaiian dispossession. This chapter is important for the overall 

argument of the dissertation because it illustrates the changes in strucrnre that occurred as a 

result of the Overthrow Of1893 that may have been underestimated through a colonial 

interpretation of the Hawaiian Kingdom. In this chapter I argue that the Overthrow created 

drastic shifts in power that enabled events to occur in the Hawaiian Islands that would not have 

occurred had the Mo'! not been forcefully removed through the aid of officials of the United 
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States. I argue that glancing through the colonial optic has caused scholars to underestimate the 

profound changes that occur as a result of overthrow, in terms of the loss of the office of the MOl, 

the loss of a land base, and the suppression of the Hawaiian language. This chapter will cover 

significant segments of the arrest ofLili'uokalani and demonstrate that the Provisional 

Government were attempting to erase the native conception of her as an aln. It will also cover 

significant changes in land laws that occur following the overthrow including portions of the 1895 

Land Act which may have been used to settle an American population, which demonstrate the 

profound changes that the Provisional Government and Oligarchy were able to accomplish 

following the overthrow and their acquisition of a land base. The chapter will conclude with an 

analysis of the steady removal of the Hawaiian language from the public and private spheres 

following the overthrow, which demonstrate the suppression oflanguage and culture that occur 

following the overthrow. Throughout this chapter I make use of a terms used by Lili'uokalani to 

refer to the Provisional Government and RepUblic, in following her historical precedent I use the 

teno "P.G.'s" to refer to the Provisional Government and "Oligarchy "to refer to the.Republic of 

H ·'· 439 aWaJ I. 

Severing the Overthrow of 1893 

On January 17th 1893 a minute group of haole backed by a United States consul and 

marines conspired against the Constitutional government of the Hawaiian Kingdom and its 

Sovereign Queen Lili'uokalani. These events have been thoroughly covered in the works of 

other scholars 44
0 and will be briefly summarized to provide a historical backdrop for this section. 

U.S. Minister John Stevens had ordered the landing of soldiers from the USSBoston on the 16th 



ofJanuary and stationed United States Marines across from'Iolani Palace and AJi'iolani Hale, On 

January 17m a committee of 13 haole read a proclamation which claimed that monarchy in the 

Hawaiian Islands had been abrog.ued and that they were the Provisional Govermnent of the 

Islands, They then received recognition by U.S. Minister Stevens as the govermnent of the 

islands. When Queen Lili'uokaiani was asked to abdicate her throne and to yield to the 

Provisional Government, she refused to recognize the P.G.'s and instead authored a formal 

protest to the United States which stated that she had. 

Yielded to the superior force of the United States of America, whose minister 
plenipotentiary ... has caused United States troops to be landed at Honolulu and 
declared that he would support the said provisional government ... 
I do under protest, and impelled by said force, yield my authority until such time 
as the Government of the United States shall, upon the facts being presented to 
it, undo the action of its representatives and reinstate me in the authority which I 
claim as the constitutional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.441 

In the same document thatP.G.'s used to abrogate the Hawaiian Monarchical system of 

government they also established their government to "exist until terms of union with the United 

States of America have been negotiated and agreed upon. "44
2 Following an investigation ofU .S. 

Congressman James Blount, President Grover Cleveland removed a proposed treaty of 

annexation between the United States and Hawaii and called for the restoration of the Queen. 

Unfortunately for Hawaiian nationals the restoration would never take place and in r897 the 

P.G. 's now under the name of the Republic ofHawai'i would again attempt to negotiate a treaty 

of annexation. 

In 1897 groups of Hawaiian nationals mobilized in an attempt to defeat the proposed 

treaty of annexation. Noenoe Silva has extensively covered the work of Queen Lili'uokaiani. the 

Hui Kalai'iiina, and the Hui Aloha 'Aina in informing United States representatives about the 



disproval of a majority of the Hawaiiao national population against the proposed treaty.443 The 

Hui conducted large scale petition drives aod gained the signatures of nearly 40,000 Hawaiiao 

nationals expressing their resistaoce to annexation. As a result of their efforts the treaty of 

annexation was defeated in the U.S. congress. However, the United States then resorted to a 

domestic Joint-Resolution known as the "Newlaods Resolution," as a mea.os to claim to 

extinguish Hawaiiao sovereignty aod to incorporate the Hawaiiao Islaods into U.S. Dominions. 

The legality of this action continues be debated aod researched by academics, Hawaiiao 

organizations, aod legal experts today.444 

Previously in the history of the Kingdom there had been significa.ot threats to Hawaiiao 

sovereignty. The Panlet Affair Of1843 had caused a brief six-month occupation of the islaods by 

British forces until Hawaiiao protests caused Queen Victoria to send Admiral Thomas to remove 

Paulet aod return sovereignty over the islaods to Hawaiiaos (see Chapter 4). The Bayonet 

Document of 1887 had limited the authority of the Mo'!, forcing Kaliliua at gunpoint to sign a 

new constitution, which disenfraochised Chinese, Japanese aod maoy native Hawaiiao voters 

while allowing Euro-America.o voters ao increased voting block, as well as replacing the legal 

legislature.445 However, the events that traospired on the 17ID ofJaouarywould forever change 

Hawaiiao History aod fuse the United States onto Hawaiiao shores. 

Surely there were personal aod political struggles that had taken place in the Kingdom 

prior to 1893 where people were taken advaotage of, or got the short end of a bargain. I don't 

doubt that there were times when natives were taken advaotage of by haole businessmen nor that 

there were also situations where natives took advaotage of haole. A1i'i negotiated with haole in 

the Kingdom aod at times aspects of Hawaiiao culture were suppressed because of the a!i'i 
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acceptance of some of the ideas introduced by American Protestant missionaries. However, the 

language was alive in all partS of society andgovermnent, and Hawaiian culture had probably 

seen some ofits brightest days in the Kingdom during the reign ofKaliikaua The events 

surrounding 18g3 are much more critical than the collisions of culture that occured when Hiram 

Bingham lectured to the aln on Protestant ethics or his most severe attaCks agllinst their dignity. 

Aside from the shattering effect of de-population which was a longer term process than the 

overthrow, the American backed overthrow of Queen Lilj'uokalani is the most Significant event 

that has led to the troubled state of contemporary Hawaiians. Admiuedly it is difficult to cansally 

link the overthrow to the status of Hawaiians in 2008. However, I do think that a strong 

argument can be made to demonstrate the drastic degree to which the overthrow has affected 

future generations of Hawaiians and Hawaiian nationals. 

In the following section I will argue why the overthrow should be seen as an auempt at 

critical severing of ancient Hawaiian traditions and access to mana and the beginning of a Faux

Colonial Occupation. My argument is that the changes that take place following 1893 could have 

never occurred under the rule of a Me"!. The hoa'aina no longer had access to the Me]" in a 

traditional position severely limited their agency, and changed the structure to one without an 

ancient linkage. I argue that following the overthrow, Hawan was occupied by the United States 

which brought about severe changes that are Fau:rrColonia/in that they center around the 

acquisition ofland and setdement with a foreign population, the suppression of native language 

and culture combined with the imposed inferiority of the native under the haole. However, I 

hesitate to call this Colonialism because of the Hawaiian Kingdom's status as an independent and 

sovereign state, along with the realization that what was occurring post-1893 was a systemic 



attempt to erase a Hawaiian nationality and nationalistic sentiments in order to replace them with 

American nationalism, not an anempt to colonize a non-sovereign territury. 

Loss of Mo'f- Change of Structure-Occupation and Faux-Colonial 

The office of the M<;'i was a modernization of an ancient tradition of chiefly authority. 

The position carried with it the unique cultural affiliated relationships that had developed 

between maka'iiinana and a1n in the Hawaiian Islands during the nearly 2,000 years ofhistury. 

The Mol: represented a link to those a1i'i for whom ancient genealogies such as the Kumulipo 

were composed. The office of Mo'Iwas required by the constitution of the Kingdom to be filled 

by a native of chiefly blood. When Queen Lilfuokalani reflected on the position and authority of 

the Mo'I, she wrote that that the prerogatives of the Mol: were, "based upon the ancient custom 

and the authority of the island chiefs, were the sole guaranty of our nationality. "44
6 The existence 

of a native Mol: provided access to mana for those native nationals and Royalists and protected 

their interests. Since Mo'I were agents on the international as well as national scale they served 

the interests of the native and Royalist population on both of those scales, this is important 

because the removal of this office also removes the voice of Hawaiians on the international scale. 

The significance of the overthrow is that it was an attempt to sever traditions of chiefly 

authority and the ancient bond between a1i'i and maka'ainana. It was an attempt to remove an 

ancient authority given to those of the a1n class, to dispossess the most powerful native Hawaiian 

alive, and the break the will of the native and Royalist population. The cause of the overthrow 

was not the acceptance and use oflaw by Mo'I such as Kauikeaouli, norwas it caused by the 



reforms emplaced on Hawaiian society by Ka'ahumanu in the 1820. In the words of U.S. 

President Grover Cleveland, 

The lawful Government of Hawaii was overthrown without the drawing of a 
sword or the firing of a shot by a process every step of which, it may be safely 
asserted, is directly traceable to and dependent for its success upon the agency of 
the United States acting throngh its diplomatic and navaI representatives.447 

A glance through the colonial optic has given scholars the impression that the overthrow was a 

culminating event, the final consolidation of American colonialism, rather than the beginning of 

a U.S. occupation of the Hawaiian Islands. My interpretation is that the U.S. occupation began 

in 1893 and was then solidified by the establishment of the territory of Hawaii in 1900. The 

Statehood vote in 1959 concealed the occupation under the guise of democracy. Following sixty-

six years ofUnited States military presence and the drastic changes in demographics due to U.S. 

immigration into the islands the result of the vote were pre-determined. Any scholarly work that 

deals with Hawaiian history, 1893 to the present, should account for the radical shift in 

governance and power following the overthrow in 1893. To overlook this drastic change is to 

gloss over fundamental changes in power and structure in Hawai'i: I am arguing that these 

changes in structure were significant enough to canse radical changes to Hawaiian society and 

culture. Following 1893, the structure that a1i'i had to grapple with was no longer Imperialism 

but a domestic Oligarchy and the beginnings of a United States occupation. Although in 

different time periods and uuder differing sets of circumstances, to write a modern history of the 

Hawaiian islands without taking into account these drastic shifts in power would be similar to 

writing a history ofiraq as if the U.S. invasion in 2003 had little effect on the shifts in power and 

strueture in that country. 



Following the overthrow of the constitutional sovereign, Liii'uokalani, the change in 

structure and the shift in power from a Hawaiian Mo'j to an Oligarchy of haole attorneys and 

businessmen was severe enough to be the beginning of Fau.x-Colonial events taking place in the 

Hawaiian Islands. I use the term Fau.x-Colonial hecause following the United States backed 

removal of the Hawaiian Kingdom's constitutional monarch, it can be safely stated that the 

Hawaiian state was in a position ofheing Occupied by the U.S. under the terms ofintemational 

law.448 However, following January 171893, Fau.x-Colonialthings happen in the Hawaiian 

islands including: active oppression and physical violence against supporters of the MOl, the 

confiscation of a large land base with an intention of settling an Anglo-Saxon foreign population, 

and the repression of Hawaiian culture including the removal of the Hawaiian language as a 

medium of education in schools. I would argue that these events should not be seen as colonial 

but rather as active attempts at obliterating Hawaiian nationalism; the occupation had to attempt 

to obliterate all reminisces of Hawaiian nationality while creating something similar to colonial 

subjects. As a result of the occupation Hawaiian Kingdom nationals would be mentally and 

physically brutalized for the Oligarchy to remain in power and to accomplish their goals of 

merging the Islands with the United States. In the words ofPGS member Samuel Damon, 

Ifwe are ever to have peace and annexation the first thing to do is to obliterate 
the past. 449 

In the following sections I will discuss some possible areas for future research that I think are of 

considerable interest for those seeking to understand events that are causally connected to FallX-

Colonial symptoms of many modern Hawaiians. 
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Military Despotism 1893-1898 

Chapter 5. Figllre I. Military forces of lhe Oligarchy surround lolani Palace with wall s of 
sand ba,,'S lirtill ery to protect 01 iga rchy interest, agdinst. Royali st.. Hawaii·Slale Arc/uves. 

On March 29lh 1893 Jamcs Blount a U.S. Congressman from Georgia arri veu in the 

islands 10 investigate the events surrounding the overthrow of LiIi"uokaJani with a parti cular 

interest in determining if any United States ollieials took active roles in the Overthrow. Three 

days later on April I he removed Unitcd States troops from their aetivc duty in guarding the 

P.C.'s and lower the United States fl ag li'om AI i'i 'Iolani Hale.450 The removal ofLh e protection 

of the P.C.'s only caused them to dig in deeper and set about a seri es of events which would have 

them estahli sh a kind ofMilirary State ovcr rh e Hawaiian national population, or in the wornsof 

British Consul Worlchouse a "M ilitary Dcspotism" that "enrolled men of the lowest 

charactcr.""s' The P.C.'s recruited any person rhey eould lind to support their rule which 

included large regiments of mercenaries to protect t.heir interests.4.>' They established battali ons 

of Sharpshooters and a National Cuard to maintai n themsel ves in power, and according to British 

Consul Wodehouse the P. C. govcrnment had a "mili ta ry craze.""':! The P.C.'s received large 

donations from Ameri can citizens who supported thcir cause of American expansion. The 
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Oligarchy purchased large amounts of weaponry from the United States and embedded 

themselves behind a wall of sandbags, guns, and a cannon within A1i'i lolani Hale and 'Iolani 

Palace.454 

There were members of the P.G.'s and Citizens Guard who called for armed resistance 

and firing upon the United States troops (the very force that had placed them in their position of 

power) should they attempt to restore the Queen under the orders of U.S. President Grover 

Cleveland.455 They arrested and held without trial political prisoners and even arrested British 

Subjects, which brought about legal action against the U.S. and Oligarchy.456 They investigated 

and attempted to silence newspaper editors for publishing ~seditious articles" that condemned 

or challenged their actions.4S7 A law was passed against seditious olTenses on thc 30th ofJan 

1893. Section 3 specified that a, "seditious intention is an intention to bring into hatred or 

contempt, or to excite disalTection against the Provisional Government. "458 There was also an 

act passed which forbade the publishing of newspapers without a certificate from the 

government. During the years from 1893-1898 government employees were investigated and 

interviewed for Loyalty Reports, and those who refused to swear an oath to thc self proclaimed 

"Republic ofHawai'i" were removed from positions.459 One would have to use a strange 

definition of the word "Republic" to refer to the government that was in place between the years 

of 1894-1898 as the constimtion was never olTered to a vote of the population, even the 

"Rcpublic" of philosopher kings as prescribed to by Plato in his famous book of the same title 

was a more democratic form of rule than the government in power in the Hawaiian islands in 

these years. Many Hawaiiaus, however, did not yield to their demands and openly resisted the 

policies of the P.G.'s and Oligarchy diplomatically and even militarily in 1895. 
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Chapler 5, Figure 2, Military forcc or the 0 1 igJrehy on the I'rom stcps of"l olani Palace, 
Hawaii'Slale Arcllliics. 

The r897 petitions agai nst annexation havc been thoroughly covered in the wo rk or 

Nocnoe Sil va and rcpreselll the astutc poli tical prowess of"l-Iawai ian nationals or the timc agai nst 

American Occupation ol'the islands through two hJTOUps that opposed annexation, thc Hui 

Kil lai'il ina and the H IIi Aloha 'A i na460 Silva's work largely documcllls the correspondcncc 

betwecn Hawai ian nationals and the U ni tcd Sta tes bu t docs not examine their LOrrespondence to 

mher LOu ntries. I have found evidence which demonstratcs that members or the H ui Kalai 'il ina 

(a group or Royal ists who conducted a petition dri ve against the annexation or Hawai' i to the 

Uni ted States) also informed the representatives or other independe nt states or their actions 

agai nst U.S. aggress ion. On October 29 r897, James Kaul ia mct with the Acti ng British Consul 

Wal kcr to in fo rm him of' the pctition submi ned to the Republi c, also a separate 1Jt:I.ition to the 



President, Congress and People oCthe United States (see figures 1&2.) , and the petitions thar 

were being delivered to the United StateS Senate. Walker writes that, 

A general popular protest against annexation is shortly to be forwarded to the 
President and the Senate of the United States, is in the process of preparation, 
and I learn thar up to this time it has received about 25,000 signatures of adults, 
the grear majority of the signers being people ofHawaiian or partly Hawaiian 
race. This number of adult signatures represents the almost entire mass of the 
natiw Hawaiians.46I 

Walker's third party perspective into the Annexation Petitions and the mobiliZation of the native 

Hawaiian population supports the analysis of Silva and her work on documenting the petition 

drives of the Hui Kiilai'iiina and the Hui Aloha 'Aina. Hawaiian nationalists continued to act as 

representatives of their country through diplomacy. At present it is not clear if representatives 

such as James Kaulia also met with other foreign Consuls in the Islands, such as the French or 

Japanese, but given this information it is certainly possible. Fignres 1&2. are the memorials 

presented to the President, Congress and People of the United States. Walker writes that this 

memorial was, 

Passed and approved in the Hawaiian language at a largely attended meeting on 
October 8111 of citizens ofHawaii, (mostly aboriginal Hawaiian or partly 
Hawaiian, but many of British, American or other foreign, race, all of whom 
however possessed electoral qualifications under the former constitution) 
protesting against a ratification of the proposed treaty of annexation without a 
reference of the subject to such people of the islands as would under the former 
constitution have been qualified for the electoral franchise.462 

Walker's discussion of the memorial illustrates the fact thar the groups in opposition were largely 

Hawaiian but also cotuposed with those of other ethnicities. Hawaiians may have had the most at 

stake in this issue given that they had no other country of origin. However, there were many non-

native Hawaiian nationals who also stood against annexation. Noenoe Silva has also covered the 

memorial in her analysis, she writes, 
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little information exists about this organization except notices in the 
newspapers calling for a mass meeting on October 8, r897, to protest the 
annexation treaty, and a palapala hoopi'i (memorial) signed by the committee 
members, which was approved by the public at that meeting.463 

Below is an image of the memorial that I took while in London. I have manipulated the image in 

an attempt to make the text more legible. 



In(A!'1 S ' ,AT , o~ . l 

M.EM.ORI A L. 

I I 
lilt '(IJ1y ffU (I lif f til e fit:oJI It:. ".1 ti,e Uuited Statc8 ,jl A Ulaic'" 

It /"r#i( '" . r, I ' 1 "1)Cl.t(nlly represents 3S follows: 
This )[CIUOrt:l r£'. , .. ' 

,ori:ll i"ts arc rC'li ul ents of the Haw:1I1an Islamls; tba t tbe 1I1aJor-
Tb t \ 'Ollr men , ~ • II ri b l' fi ' 

1. (1 . ri 11lal H ll Wniiall s; aU lI t ha t ::'1 .. 0 t lC':11 possess t e q ua 1 . <:au~Ds pro-
. . of thtnl :tre :lbof 's rc'~lIt ::'1 ti\"es in t b ~ H aW311au Legtsb t ure by the Cons tttuuon and 
Il,~! ('o! for el(('lors, 0 rt'h P H~w:lii3n I"bnd s at the d at e of tbe o\'E~ rtbrow of the H a wai ia n 
\'1\ :1\ili n!:' 111 t e ' . : ' s 
b"'~ pre', IGo\,ennncut.j:t ll lla ry 17, I 93 · 
C.,u.sutUUOt1:l h pportcrs of th e I-bwai ia n Constitution o f ISS, ha \' e bee ll , t hence t? 

:. Th,:lt t ,c Sll'h . \"ca r 1S,9 -, held in s llbj c('tion b y tbe an ned forces of tb e P ron -
t t ltlle 111 " '-' I \ r" h R bi ' ' H .. thl: pf'(Sl:ll. Ul~n t of the H:lw:liian Isl:lOds. 3 tl( 0 a s suecessor , t e ~p.u I e o • . awall ; 

sion:1l CO\ ern ,'.1 b .l and do not al'k nowled ge a spou ta n eous or \nlh ng alleg13nce or 
\ 

.. \"e ne\'('r \ l l: • • - ': \ R bi ' r H . . J.11\ j\:L ' \ P':"" :s',o" ',1 Go\" cnUtlCllt , or to S:lll epu Ie 0 _ a wau. 
rt ta SOUl . ... • ." 

~pro Th t the Go\"C'rumen t of t he R epublic of H awai i has no warran t for its ex ist -
,3' h .'· PpOrt of the people of th elie I sland s; th:lt it was p roclaimed ami ins ti t u ted 

"nl"(' Ul t e~lt "h'\ ' h ' h d ' \ f t ... db~bithe.rto e.."(. is t e"\l aUtl ll?w e:osts, w~t out con S l . enng t e ,r:g tsan W lS les 0 a ~ea 
10 " ' ,of the residen ts U .lu \" e :l u,1 foreign boru . of t he H a wauao I slands; aml especially 
""1: Ji,).., t~J Go\~rnntetl t e'xists 3ud Ul 3intains itseif solely by fon:e of arms, ag a inst t he 
""., . bo . . I .. , . f h I I \ ' .bts :aoJ \l-ts.bes of :3.1ruost the eutlre ;t ngma poplUatlon 0 t ese 5 am s . 
n& -l. T b3.t s:1id Repubtil! i ' not and uex er has been fouuded o r conducted u pon a basis 
ofP'lpulu go\'ef'!lOl.e.nt ?r republiC'.3.D prim'iples; tha t its. Constitu ti.on \~'as adopted by a 
("i);).t't"ntion a. maJon ty ot wbose members were self-appomted, and t h e balance o f whose 
c.tO.b«s ... ~ d~tl!\.l by a Du_me.rically ins igniticant minority of the white and a boriginal 
t:W.~ citittns 3u\1 res.i.]euts of these Isbnds; tha t a r~:J.j ority of the persons so voting for 

to :;Udl Consi tutlonal Convention \ t'3S composed of aliens,. and that a majority 
rou ng ,,'ttc! of then \'er:' recen t r~ide.nce wlthont fi nancial -nterests or 

sl ... cd>.. Jo_ 

2 

nc:~er submitted 
p"):n,~lga,,,d and established <wei the said 

by of a'[IDS~ and with indifference 
Islands; 

W:urls" e\'u ~inC1! bee.n maintained. 
the .-ill of pr.1me,uh' the entire aboriginal 
~ p.)palu:lQt1 of th~ Islands.. 

population, and 3. ,,-a::.-t majority of the 

&. Tb.t the Slid Go\"'e.mme.ut. so e."Ci~ting onder the title of the ~:~~~f~~~ 
:l.!ld :a.s.suts the right to utiuguisb the Hawaiian ~ationality, 

hl::;~.~m,;, to.ttJC:!l!1d ronny an rights of 5OT"e~ignty ill :md. Oftr the 
the.1r d~adurie.s to a foreign poWUJ namely, to the United States 

F
. P WC J Memorial Passed at mass mCCling ofRoyali st on 

Chapter 5· Igure:1. '., . . F · FO -8/ ( 
Octobcr 8 1897. Modified. Natiolla/Archive.!" United Kingdom :> 3

0
.) 
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.1' f Ih e pr"j ed uf !\ltltc,,,liult d eall \v llh ill sa ;tI ' rrctl ly 
'l' llnl tll e l'tll1 S tlllll1l11 10 11 'I' Itl tl I' tl lil ie '" r;I,)1I 1.; (If l ll ef:c l l1 e11lUrill li s l ~ nlHl uf t11 C 

" \ flit prn:t lll tl I 'h ' . ' I " I 
lU;, 11,11l! \'crs1\'c oN' ttl ,,"ollld be 1\ II l'gnlit'll or til e rlJ,!hls nllt )Jrtl1CIP C~ pru~ 
It I uc ' ,I I IIltOlt , III I ' I' C ' ' f tl U ' t I . 011 ., peuple 1\11 i f' A liI 'rklt H IlId e l'l' lP em't: , I II t I e UIl ~ l1lt1l1 U Il U I e III et 

11 ~,II" IHr~~t the Del,hlnt! U II . ~ r Ifo\'Cr lll ll CIiI "f nlllllh cr ('ivi1i zcd ill id rCl'rescnUlLi vc Guv· 
t ll~ \llIN. I ' th e ~l· h (' I\l t.:~ u ,... 
sI Rtr~. l\1l t 111 . , . • ' . "1"",,,1', , , .. 'Utl r tlt C tlt l!ri"II " I ~ r" "I,et' lft".l.\' "" Iltlll l th at lh eyllIU les" th tl lt t.h e Cl lI -

II , \I hrrdu~e) C tlltlWtl wcttllh tire c itUlledl" sc l"u t, urd tl ltl " lttl est"j,lts lt for 

tl ~ of nll Y A\lI ~ fr l~n ll . t u
f 

l 'un'rlllll clIt' It S t.v t hell ! shall see lll JII us t li kely to e ffecl t lt.cir 
I" I . \I' ll l!1 111 ~ , 1 • I II " l ' th t ll

15
l' "(,5

j
!'1 't1C ~ ~' I\wl lli ld qll L' ~ li ll ll ~ v i slI t..' l1 III Ul ll Cll t Lu L I C H W:l II H Il p c,u p c as are 

~~rrtr nml tltJlpl :-11' 1' I L\, >:..dd Tl'cnt\'1 II r C 1/II C!-\ Liul! !-\ lipu ll which sn id people IHlVC lh e 
. . I I be ~c t\ u" " , I I . I I " I I I hftl!)(15('4. l) , r Cotl st'i t ll l't' Lv lJt' il t':l n j Ull t t ult su ll l aW:l ll :l 1I ]lev I' c l ~tve Ll us 
"II 'll he for ti II! u ' " I ' I ' rig 1, t1 'I tl c I)ridkgc uf iJ c III g' llcurt l1 pO Il 5; \11 q 1l Cfi L101I 5. 
~ brt' ll Ilr111C1 I or \ I ' nr ll1 Ctlw rialists lilllllbl\' prav th e Pres id e11t , Co ng ress alii I th e peuple uf 

Il • Itl \ u 'I'k I t l 'r t' f ' I 'I ' t " i St leI: th at 110 furth er steps )c tn 'e ll Lowa l"' I e rn ll H .: :t lU ll 0 Sltll ren y , 
Ib, tTltlt\' II II e~ t;lI g ll; s hl\t e llt of lite H II,,"a; ;" 1t Nat iunal ity, or toward th e aiJsurplioll o f 
or IOIII<tl ~ " t,e e~ I) I C allli terril ury ill to the bod y pul;tic allli territo ry of th e U ll ited States 
tb ' ."0 ,"11 .. I I 1 I ' , I' or Amerkn, nt leAst "ntil the JI-I n"'IRl1 ftl1 Plop e

l
, os rC}),r~se lltelf I'y ItIlOSC , ~ l tlzcel1 S a~l l ~esl-

d • t r the l-iawniinl1 Islam s W 10, nnl er 1 I e prO\'I S10 Il S 0 liC ~ awnU:ltl ~ lI S tll1ttI01.I, 
p~lll~ulg.te" Jltly I , ISS/, ,,"0 It hi be """Iili ed to vo te for represell tat ives, ill t!l e Legisla
ture, shnll ha\"c hal l the opportt~ll1ty to ex press at th e banot box, theIr Wis hes as to 
whether stich pruj ec t of ;\ 1t1t exnttotl sholl be accepted o r rej ec ted, 

13. ALtO I .yollr memorialis ts, J or th elll seives, and ;11 bdlalf o f th e Hawaiia n . people 
. lId of Ihe resHlellts of the Hawatla n I slalllls, pl etl ge t h e Ir faIth t hat If they shall be 
l\{'c,'orded the pridlfge of yotitt g 11pOIl !mid ljuest io ll s, at n free HlId fair e lec tion to be 
held for tbnt pllrpose; a nd If a fair cotlnt of th e votes th at shali be cast at SHl' it eiec tioll 
~IH!, 11 sho~\' a ,ma/'onty 111 fa\"or of such A lIt1 ~xatio 1t , t,lt esc Yl e lllorln1i sl s. a11d th e Hawaiian 
people \\111 yleh a reatly auJ cheerful nt'tjttt cscell ce 11t said proj ec t. 

H OSOLl1 LUj fl, 1. , October S, , 897' 

SIGNED 

J. KALUA KAHOOKANo, 
SAMUEL K, PUA j 
I , J 'I' ~ i ' l'.S'fA, 
C, B. MA1I~Ej 
SAMUEL K, K~U1AKA1 '~ 

Cill7.~lis j COlltlilittee, 
. . JAMES KIlAu 1I.UNA KAULlA j 

Presldeht of the Hrtwnilnll Patriotic Lengue. 
DAVID KALAUOKA lJAN l j 

Presid ent of th e Hawrt iitltl PoBtl llal AssoUlnlioll, 

Chapter 5. Figure 3- Page 2. Mc mo rial Passcd at mass mcctin lT o r Rovaii s t on 

O ctobe r 8 ,897. Modified . NfIliollo/ Archives United Kingdom FO 58/~09 

The mcmori a l that c mc rged rrom th e mass meeli n'§ or ii aw'lii an nall'o ll - tS to oppose . b ' ill a nncxatlon 

were not th e oIlly rorms or international dilJlo macy be i 11" conducted b i~ .' ' _ 1 b Y 13WaJl 3n n3UOllilJ$ 
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during the reign of the military state over the islands. Queen lili'uokalani also entered into 

international diplomacy to inform other independent states of the Hawaiian situation and also in 

an attempt to illustrate the illegitimacy of the "so called Republic." On June 20 1894, 

Uli'uokalani entered a formal protest against the Pgs and Republic government with the British 

Consul that requests the British government not recognize the Republic as legitimate nor as an 

independent state. In her protest she makes use of the Blount report and the statements of 

President Grover Cleveland in his address to the U.S. Congress in 1893 and clearly is fighting on 

an international scale to protect Hawaiian nationality and independence. I have included the 

entire protest since I have not found reference to it in other sources and thus it may not have 

been published. 
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I n her protesl Lili 'uokaJani demonstrales [hUllhe I'.G.'s were nel'er a kgi limUle governmcll! and 

merely ex isled as a I'rOl/isional C,overnmelll ulllillhey could join wilh the Un iled Stales. There 

were never any illlelllions on the pan of' those in power to be independent of'lhe United Stales 

and when lheir hopes for annexalion were nOl immedialely gratified [hey allempled lO proclaim 

lhemselves as a "Republic." Iloweverthe impellls for the Republic was simply a delay in 

annexation. This analysis is confirmed by a di scussion lhal takes place bctween U.S. Consul 



Willis and members of the P. G. 's. The records of the Executive Council dOCllments the 

following, 

Mr. Willis asked what kind of Governmentwe had-I replied a Provisional 
Government. He said, yes, to exist nntil Annexation was negotiated with the 
United States, and when these negotiations are terminated by Mr. Cleveland 
what then? I replied that we were to exist until terms of union we negotiated and 
concluded, and we might have to wait for another administration.464 

A discussion followed in regards to the P.G. 's never being recognized as ade jure government 

that in fact they had no permanent form of government, and had never been recognized as an 

independent state. It was following this discussion that they set about establishing the 

"Republic. " 

There were numerons discussions surrounding the arrest of the "Ex-Queen." The Miil 

was seen as a constant threat to the P.G.'s and Oligarchy and there had been discussions to 

arrest Lili'uokalani at least as early as November 291893, when P.G. officials had discussed 

declaring her a prisoner of the state.465 As the Miil, Lili'uokalani represented a link to ancient 

Hawaiian tradition and culrore while also being a modem representation of Hawaiian nationality, 

this was clearly understood by the members of the Oligarchy. By arresting Lili"uokalani they 

were attempting to break the will ofHawaiians and Royalists who consciously remained Hawaiian 

nationals. Some Hawaiian nationals took to force in an auempt to unseat the Oligarchy in and an 

armed conflict broke out on January 6 1895. The discussion about her arrest intensified, and 

though in an Executive council meeting on theJanuary 14th 1895 Dole declares that there was 

"no legal evidence oCthe eomplicityofthe ex-queen to cause her arrest, "4
66 However two 

days later on January 16th in spite of the inexistence of evidence against her, the Queen was taken 

into custody. In The Hawaiian Repuhlic, Adam Russ often cites the minutes of the Executive 



council he even paraphrases some of the discussions that took place prior to Dole's statement, 

but he fails to ever mention that there was no legal evidence against the Queen. The decision to 

arrest Lili'uokaIani was political and not legal. One discnssion in the Executive Council offers 

insight into the political reasons for her arrest. 

Mr. Smith stated that there was a very strong feeling that Lili'uokaIani should be, 
arrested and he wished to have the matter discussed ... 

The matter of arresting Lili'uokaIani was then introduced for general discussion. 
Mr. Waterhonse spoke in favor of arresting her at once, nsing the argument that 
the natives still looked upon her as their alii ... but if she was arrested 
like an ordinary conspirator it would remove all impression from the native 
mind ... 

Mr. P.G. Jones was in favor of her arrest in case he could be assured it would 
remove such an idea from the native minds. He understood that there was no 
evidence against her of being implicated in the uprising. He was in favor of her 
arrest mainly because of the strong popular desire for it. 

Mr. Alexander stated that he could not say he understood what effect the arrest 
would have upon the natives, but thought it would impress upon them 
with thefact that monarchy is dead. 

Mr. Allen was against confining her in her own house as that would not have the 
desired effect, she ought to be arrested like a common criminal in 
order to get the idea out of the natives' minds that she was still treated 
by the Government with consideration. 

Mr. Damon was infavor of arresting her within the hour. Have someone 
go over and request her to come over to the Executive Building, in case she 
refuse send a squad over for her, but give her the opportunity to corne quietly. 
Give her no reasons whatever. 

Mr. Atherton was in favor of arresting her so that the natives could 
appreciate the fact that she was no better than they were 
themselves, and just as subject to arrest at the hands of the Government. 

Minister Kingwas in favor of arresting her at once and had been of the 
same opinionfor twenty months. 
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Minister Smith said that it was understood that nothing was to be said of this 
meeting outside.467 

The arrest oflJli'uokalani was intimiuely tied to the Oligarchy's desire to break. the will of natives 

and destroy ancient connections between aln and maka'ainana. They nsed her arrest as an 

attempt to insinuate their own power into the minds of the natives. This can be seen as aFOllX-

Colonial act, in which the P.G. 's were trying to end ancient Hawaiian custom and heritage while 

attempting to replace it with their despotic militarism. The P.G.'s and the Oligarchy maintained 

themselves through military force and power as would in many cases a colonial government or 

any occupying force over an un-supportive population. The Oligarchy passed laws that would 

make their actions exempt from liability by repealing a Kingdom law that allowed subjects to 

bring up legal action against the government.468 They also passed a similar law making it illegal 

for anyone to bring up suit against military officers or any "other person bonna fide under the 

authority of the President, or in good faith for the purpose of suppressing the rebellion" 

regardless of the severity of the actions.469 The Oligarchy went so far as to pass a law allowing 

them to arrest, or banish any person suspected of "lawless intentions. "470 Prior to I893 the 

Hawaiian language thrived in all aspects of government, education, and through a vast number of 

vibrant Hawaiian language newspapers. The government and the Mo'j possessed a large land 

base to use and dispense of in accordance to its own will. While the hoa'aina actively took part in 

government through suffrage and often voiced their opinions to the government through leners 

expressing gratitude or petitions with concerns, interest. or suggestions. Surely there were 

cultural clashes which occurred between 'Oiwi and haole in Hawaiian history prior to I8g3. 

However, the clashes that occur in the years following the overthrow were drastically more 
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intense, fuvored the haole or other supporters of the PGS, and were done with limited resources 

for'Oiwi. 

I completely disagree with propositions that the Overthrow is cansally connected to aln 

acceptance onaw as defined by Europeans. moreover. the fact that the Overthrowwas composed 

entirely of what was un-krwfol should raise an immediate red-flag to those who make such 

arguments. That the P.C. 's conspired with representatives of the United States, breaking 

international treaties and disregarding the laws of nations demonstrates that it was not the 

acceptance oflaw that caused the Overthrow but rather the conspiring against it. When one 

accepts that law had been appropriated and accepted by 'Oiwi in the Hawaiian Kingdom. laws 

created when 'Oiwi are no longer in power become of critical interest. I believe that for a fuller 

understanding of the status of contemporary Hawaiian in terms of culture, socio-economics. and 

political affiliation. greater attention should be given and research applied to the actions of the 

P.C. 's, "Republic." and "U.S. Territory." In the following two sections I offer two fundamental 

changes that I believe need to be given critical examinations: the loss ofland base, and the steady 

removal of the Hawaiian language from government, schools. and popular culture. 

Loss of Land Base Post-1893 -The Land Act of 1895, Torrens Land Court 

The Mahele of 1848 created a governmental land base for the Kingdom and the Mo'\. 

The "Government lands" were those to be used for the administering of the government a 

portion of which was to be sold as reduced rates for hoa'aina as a result of section 4 of the 

KuleanaAct, while the lands of the MOl which were termed "Crown Lands" were used to fund 

the office of the MOl and were made inalienable through legislation on January 3 1865. 



Following the Crown lands being made inalienable in 1865, the Crown Lands were leased via 

Crown Land Commissioners and the proceeds of these leases were the personal funds of the 

Mo'i. However, hoa'iiina who chose not to acquire allodial title through the KuleanaAct 

continued to live on Government and Crown Lands as they had been doing as a class previously 

for generations. Since all titles were awarded, "subject to the rights of native tenants, ~ the 

hoa'iiina possessed habitation and use rights over their lands: I have found numerous examples 

ofhoa'aina living on Government and Crown Lands Post-Mahele which indicate that the 

government recognized their rights to do so. The land base of the Government and Crown lands 

were a significant source of material power for the Mo'T, Kingdom government and the hoa'aina. 

The land laws that were passed in the Kingdom should not be confused with United States 

property laws as the laws of the Kingdom were a unique set of hybrid laws crcated through the 

blending of Hawaiian tradition and aln appropriation ofEuro-American understandings oflaw. 

These hybrid laws became a problem for the P.G.'s, Oligarchy, and Territory and I believe that 

further research needs to investigate the repeal of Kingdom land laws as well as who acquired 

land in these time periods. 

Following the P.G.'s coming into power in 1893 there were numerous discussions in the 

Executive and Advisory Councils (the law making bodies of the PGS) in regards to "Land Laws" 

and the "ownership of Crown Lands. ~ When the P.G.'s declared themselves a "Republic,~ 

under the section titled "Miscellaneous Provisions," article 95 claimed to make the Crown Lands 

the property of the Republic and rendered these lands alienahle.4'" Iilfuokalani fought these 

claims in court cases in the "Republic" and in the U.S. congress. She wrote that theP.G.'s had 

been claiming control over the Crown lands and that, 
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For fouryears and more, now, these people have confiscated and collected the 
revenues reserved from all time in order that the highest in rank, that is, the 
reigning sovereigo, might care for his poorer people. Never were the revell/Je.f qf 
these lands included in government accoUllLf. They comprise 915,000 acres out 
of a total extent of four millions, or about one-quarter, and yield an income of 
about 50,000 a year. They are by legislative act and the rulings of the Supreme 
Court my own property ... Thepresentgovernmentisnowstrivingto cede 
these lands, which they do not own and can never own, to the United States.472 

In 1895 the many discussions about reforming the land laws of the Kingdom came to 

fruition through the passage oflaws relating directly to land and resources and legitimate tide. A 

number of these laws were passed in Special Session in 1895. Act 18 enabled a person or persons 

to acquire a right of way over the land of another fora "railway, drain, flume, water-pipe, or ditch 

for agriculrural, milling, manufacruring, mining, domestic or sanitary purposes." Although morc 

research needs to be done, this Act would be a great aid to the Oligarchy controlled sugar 

industry. Act 15 repealed a Kingdom law passed in 1876 which regulated the passage of water 

over lands. A Joint-Resolution was passed to investigate the systems ofland registration in other 

countries because the "great uncertainty in many of the tides to land tends to hinder and obstruct 

the development and progress of the country. "47J As a result of this Joint-Resolution Mr. Damon 

suggested that, 

It might be well to scnd someone to New Zealand and investigate the workings 
ofthcir land system and (Mr. Damon) suggested Mr. Thurston or Mr. Smith 

On DecembcTI8w W.O. Smith rerumed from New Zealand after having conducted a formal 

investigation of the system ofland tide and registration there. There was also correspondence 

between the New Zealand Surveyor General Percy Smith and representatives ofthc Oligarchy.474 

New Zealand had been firirly elfectivein promoting the foreigo setdement on their lands. Given 

the fact that the Oligarchy had the support of a minority of the population of the Hawaiian 
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Islands, the settlement of a foreign population was something it could definitely have benefited 

from. Though notas successful as they wished, the OJigarchywas actively trying to find ways to 

encour:Jg"e Anglo-Saxon settlement of the Hawaiian Islands. A few letters found in the Sanford 

Dole collection at the Hawaii State Archives speak to this desire. The majority of these letters 

wt;re written in 19oB, although there is one undated report tided "Land Settlement." I will quote 

passages from three of those letters. 

To Honorable W. P. Dillingham, 
United States Scnate 

Washington, D.C. 
My dear Senator, 

Honolulu, Hawaii, November 12 1909 

Since leaving the government, I have taken special interest in the 
administration ofland laws in relation to their application to the encouragement 
of settlers from the mainland ... The difficulties in the way of American farmers, 
or persons on the mainland, wishing to cultivate land here, are mainly the 
expense of the trip, want of exact information as to lands they may acquire, the 
markets, transportation of products and social conditions. The importance of 
immigration of American farmers as scttlcrs of agricultural lands here is so great 
to the political and social future of these islands, that everything should be done 
to encourage it and make it successful... 

Honolulu, Hawaii, July 311908 
A. Lewis, Jr. 

Chairman, Commissioner on the Public Lands of the Territory of Hawaii 
Dear Sir, 

The experience gained by the government under the statue providing for 
settlement associations has in some cases been a disappointment in that it gives a 
few people a chance to acquire a block of holdings without the competition of 
others. It is a privilege given to a few from which the public is excluded. 
The value of this system is mainly in regard to the settlement of strangers or 
persons coming to these islands from the mainland, and in such cases its value is 
very great; in fact it may be regarded as vital to the success of the settlement of 
strangers coming from abroad, the reason being that if such persons can 
colonize. - acquaintances, neighbors in the old country perhaps settling near 
together, the loneliness and the tendency to homesickness and discouragement 
incident to a new life in a strange land, are largely modified by the neighborhood 
offriends and acquaintances. It is an almost impracticable thing to think of 
bringing farmers here from the mainland to settle singly in these islands with the 



idea that they will make a success ofit; the loneliness ofit, the new conditions, 
the different social conditions. would all combine to discourage such as a seuler 
with his family, to promote homesickness. discouragement and to finally canse 
failure; but where strangers may settle together the conditions are most favorable 
for success. 

LAND SE'ITLEMENT IN HAWAII 

The cosmopolitan character of the population of the Territory is well known. 
Large numbers of Japanese, a smaller number of Chinese. Koreans. the 
Portuguese referred to, the Hawaiians and part Hawaiians. and scattering 
representations of other races and the comparatively small number of persons 
who are of Anglo-Saxon descent. make a showing which ouly needs to be smdied 
to produce a strong conviction that in order to develop a citizenship here that 
will be always improving in those characteristics which are recognized as the 
highest attributes of American citizenship. it is essential that the class referred to 
as Anglo-Saxon should be largely increased and particularly that it should be 
increased by the introduction of persons from the mainland who have acquired 
long residence and particularly by inheritance and position. the qualities of 
citizenship above referred to. 

As of yet but little had been done in the way of introducing Americans 
from the mainland to these islands. Although the preparation of the Act ofr895 
(the Land Act) was distinctly made with that object in view ... 4?5 

It is clear from the statements of Dole is that the P.G.'s, Oligarchy and Territory were attempting 

to implant a white-American population onto the islands in an attempt to produce American 

nationalism in the islands. 

Passed in Special Session on August l4 r895. Aet 26 or the" r895 Land Act~ (the law 

referred to by Dole in endnote 31) repealed much of the previous Hawaiian Kingdom stamtes 

that related to land. The law totals 4r pages and it reclassifies land and completely restrucmred 

the ways people would acquire title and lease lands. Rather than discuss all of the provisions of 

thelaw.1 will briefly discuss some of the sections of the law that I think are of critical significance 

and should be further smdied. The Law attempted to take two previously distinct land groups-

those of the Government and those of the Crown-and reclassifY them as one land base under the 



term "Public Lands. "476 The law also required that anyone desirous of obtaining land take an 

oath of allegiance to the Republic. have no civil disability for any offense. nor be delinquent in 

taXes. These requirements immediately excluded numerous Hawaiian nationals and Royalists 

who never took an oath of a1legiance. orrefused to pay taXes to the P. G.'s and Republic. The 

laws introduced prevented for the fIrst time what was termed "unlawful occupation" on 

government lands and assigned Sub-Agents over districts to prevent unlawful occupation and to 

remove any "squatters." In the Hawaiian Kingdom subjects were allowed to occupy Government 

and Crown lands under their rights as native tenants. Part IV a1lowed "land patents" to be sold 

by the Commissioners of Public Lands with the Consent of the Executive Council of parcels not 

over one thousand acres at public auction. AIl deeds required the signature of the President and 

the Minister ofinterior and section 17 gave President Dole the ability to peJfocllitle on any lands 

in the Hawaiian Islands. A portion of section 17 reads as follows, 

That the President may in his discretion upon the recommendation and approval, 
execute quit-claim deeds for perfecting the tides of private lands where such 
tides are purely equitable or where such lands are suffering under defective 
tides ... 4?7 

It is unclear the extent to which this provision was acmally used but the ability of the President to 

perfect tide on land places his position of power on equal footing of that of a Dictator or Absolute 

Monarch. 

Another important section of the 18g5 Land Act that needs to be further smdied is the 

Settlement Associations. This topic has been covered by Van Dyke in a brief IO page section in 

his recent book Who Ownr the Crown Landr. According to an 18gg report of J. F. Brown cited 

in VanDyke's book. a total of 46.594 acres of Crown and Governmentland had been sold by the 

Republic by 18g8. 478 Van Dyke also writes that according to the 18g6 census" 57 percent of the 



taxable land was controlled by persons of European or American ancestry. who had taken over 

most ofHawai'i' s land ... and manipulated it for profiL "479 I think that botb of tbese numbers 

need to be looked into furtber and inspected further to guarantee tbeir accuracy. For instance. 

do tbese statistics reflect tbe crown land leases tbat were converted into fee-title after r893. or 

does tbe statistic merely reflect tbose lands tbat were sold outright? I have also found a 

newspaper article which appeared in tbe Hawaiian Gazette on April 26. r898 tbat speaks about 

tbe Land Act. its disposal oflands. and tbe settlers making use of tbe liberal land laws of tbe 

Oligarchy. The article states, 

The keen inquiry for coffee and otber lands since carrying into operation tbe 
Land Act ofr89s-tbe great increase in numbers of tbose who have flocked into 
tbis country since tbat time, men of means and industry seeking to avail 
tbemscIves of tbe liberal terms of our Land Laws has greatly reduced tbe 
available acreage of tbe Public LandS.480 

Queen Lili"uokalani cxpresses similar sentiments about tbe changing demographics of tbe 

Hawaiian Islands in tbeyears oftbe Republic. The Queen had moved to Washington D.C. to 

facilitate tbe petitions against annexation. The Queen often met witb members of tbe U.S. 

government in attempts to place on record her position and tbe Nationals of tbe Kingdom against 

annexation. In a letter she wrote from Washington D.C. in r899 she reflected on tbe changes 

tbat were taking place in tbe islands during tbe rule of tbe Oligarchy. She writes, 

There is not much news from home but strangers are flocking in to Honolulu 
from all parts of tbe world and strangers seem to look at tbe kanraainas as much 
as to say, ~who are you" and are starting enterprises of tbeir own ... I fear we will 
feel like strangers in our own land.481 

The passages ofLili"uokalani and tbe Hawaiian Gazette are etbnographic accounts which state 

tbat tbe demographics oftbe Hawaiian Islands were changing rapidly followingtbe overtbrow. 

while Dole's statements about attempting to settle Anglo-Saxons in tbe Hawaiian Islands show a 
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systemic desire to accomplish such a task. Although there needs to be further research into these 

areas, it is very likely that the Land Act was not only a law which was used to change existing Land 

Laws of the Kingdom, as well as encouraging new secure new settlers who could begin to plant 

and foster the seeds of American Nationalism in the Islands. 

The problem of valid title to land, however, would continue to be a problem for the 

successor govermnents to the P.G.'s and Oligarchy. In 1903 the Torrens System ofland title 

recordation was introduced into the Hawaiian Islands, likely as a result of the earlier contacts 

between the P.G.'s and the government officials of New Zealand. The following are passages 

from agovernment Land Court publication. 

In instances of conveyances by natives it cannot be ascertained from an 
examination of the indexes in whom the title is vested, this being due partly to 
the fact that children do not take the names of the parents ... Another evil is that of 
persons being known by two and in some instances different names, conveying 
lands sometimes by one name sometimes by another. The number of volumes of 
indexes, already large, will increase year by year, ~the consequence being that 
the labor ofinvestigating titles, will become more complex, the cost greatly 
increased, and the ability in many cases to positively arrive at a conclusion as to 
whom the title is vested in, absolutely impossible ... 

Titles in this territory have become burdened with those elements which often 
make it almost impossible to buy safely; out of the murkiness and darkness 
surrounding them there hardly comes agleam oflight to satisfy those who wish 
to be safe in their investments. Uncertainties and technical blemishes hang like 
so many threatening clouds over them and laborious searches of title are 
necessary to determine their status. Even then doubt may still persist and 
potential danger remain. We have experienced samples of the potential danger. 
It springs into vitality at the most unexpected times and strikes from hidden 
places. Out of the void wherein sits enthroned thc unknown claimant and the 
heirs ofJohn Doe too frequently strikes a thunderbolt to scatter and desrroy.482 

In the Hawaiian Islands today the State of Hawai'i only guarantees the title when registered in the 

Land Court System. Similar to the way that the Land Act had provided for Dole to "clear up 

title, H the Land Court adjudieates title and awards a title that is "clearH of all previous interest or 
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uncertainty by awarding a new original certificate of title. These changes in Land Court 

registration cleared up confusion for those unfamiliarwith Hawaiian genealogies and enabled the 

system to function more efficiently for those who wanted to clear title to lands which may have 

had vested rights ofhoa'wna. There is also the possibility thal: the Torrens System was being 

used to gloss over argnments made that all titles continue to be vested in the Hawaiian Kingdom 

because of the United St3!es involvement in the illegal overthrow and the Republic's ceding of 

the Government and Crown Lands "which they do not own and can never own" to the United 

St:ues. Given the reasons st:ued for the introduction of the Torrens System it is unlikely thal: 

such a system was introduced to benefit natives, but r:uhcr as a means to strip them of their 

ancestral birth rights, or the rights to inherit the lands of thcir kiipuna. However, further 

research is necessary to have a definitive answer. 

The loss of the Mo'r and the loss of the control of the land base of the Govermnent and 

Crown lands had a lasting effect on Hawaiians. The changes in land laws following the 

Overthrow likely were done to support the interest of the P.G.'s and their backers and 

disregarded the rights and interests of Hawaiian Nationals. I havc argued in thc previous 

sections that the loss of the Mo'! was significant and that the changes in structnre following 1893 

bring about an occupation which produces Faux-Cowmm events, including the settlement of a 

foreign population in the islands, and the occupation of a national or ancestral land base. One 

difference however, which demonstrates why I am calling the events produced by the occupation 

as Faux-Cowniaf events, is thal: ofland titles. In colonial situations an independent st3!e 

colonizes a non-sovereign territory. In an occupation an independent St3!e occupies the 

sovereign dominions of another independent St3!e. Radical differences between the two rest 
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arouud land titles, where in colonies the original source title rests with the country of the 

colonizer, while in an occupied country the original source title rests with the occupied state. 

Since land titles originate from the Kingdom and the Mahele of r848 contemporary scholars 

interested in uncovering the settlement and occupation of Hawaiian lands have the benefit of 

there existing a paper traiI that is accessible for nearly every parcel ofland throughout the 

Hawaiian Islands. This enables the acquisition of detailed knowledge about both legal and illegal 

land transfers from the establishment of title until today. I believe that this can be an exciting 

new area of research that could look into the many subjects including the sales of Crown Lands 

Post-r893 and those who purchased them and own them today. 

The last area that I will discuss in this chapter which I think is critical for understanding 

the contemporary Hawaiian situation and open for further research, surround the Hawaiian 

language and its steady removal from the public sphere Post-r893. 

Language Loss Post-1893 -1896 Ban on Hawaiian Language, Illegitimizing 'Olelo 
The most serious blow suITered by the colonized is being removed Jrom hislOry and Jrom the eommunity. 
Albert Memmi The Colonized and the Colnnizer p. 91. 

In this section I will make the argument that thc Hawaiian language was a legitimate 

means of expression in political, judicial, and social contexts throughout the Hawaiian Kingdom 

prior to the Overthrow of r893. This argument is important because it shows that 'Oiwi had 

maintained their language throughout the a1n led modernization of thc Hawaiian Kingdom, and 

it also shows that the events ofr893 led to significant changes in regards to legitimacy of'Olelo 

Hawai'i in the pnblic and private spheres. 



'Olelo Hawai'i or the Hawaiian Languagewas ingrained into all social, political, and 

judicial systems of the Kingdom. In fact the Hawaiian Kingdom had one of the highest literacy 

rates of any country in the world at the time.483 The work ofNoenoe Silva has documented some 

of the range of Hawaiian language newspapers in the Kingdom. She has documented how 'Oiwi 

used Hawaiian language newspapers as a medium to express cultural and national history while 

creating a medium for 'Oiwi that enriched opportunities to express their collective identity as a 

people.484 When 'Oiwi became publishers of their own newspapers they appropriated the 

printing press and used it to express ancient mo'olelo and mo'olcti'auhau that celebrated their 

heritage and was a way of "ensuring that their knowledge was passed on to future 

generations. "48
5 

Although arguing in a distinctly different context, Benedict Anderson has made the case 

that newspapers and print technology were essential toward the development and at the very 

origins of nationalism. Anderson writes that newsp3pers produced a medium that readers could 

experience concretely, through a print-language that could link them to others literate in their 

language while enticing their imaginations to illustrate themselves as one of a community who 

actively took part in the daily dialogue of the paper. Anderson writes, 

These fellow-readers, to whom they were connected through print, formed, in 
their secular, particular, visible invisibility, the embryo of the nationally 
imagined community.486 

Anderson's categorization of the power and impact of newspapers and print-language are similar 

to Noenoe's interpretation of Hawaiian language newspapers. However their interpretations may 

differ slightly because in the case of Hawaiian language newsp3pers much of the material that was 

being printed originated from understandings about Kanaka or 'Oiwi identity that pre-dated 



print-language in Hawai'i by hundreds oryears. One example is the Kumuhonuagenealogy 

which was used to linkali'i to the origins oflife the word Kumu-Honua literally translates to the 

"Source qf the world. " Silva's understandings of the Hawaiiao newspapers opens up a space 

where the community was usingmo'olelo aod mo'okii'auhau, or what had previonsly been used to 

"imagine the community," aod using print-laoguage to celebrate that heritage while also 

maintaining traditional knowledge within a new medium. This is slighdy different to Anderson's 

discussion of the creation of a novel or the use of princ-laoguage to bnild the image of aotiquity. 

In this case, what he is referring to is the way that the "printed book kept a permaoent form, 

capable of virtually infinite reproduction, temporally aod spatially, "48
7 which is demonstrated by 

the ways the, "words of our seventeenth-century forbearers are accessible to us in a way that to 

Villon his twelfth-century aocestors were not. "4
88 While 'aiwi were using print-laoguage to 

voice their contemporary concerns that cao now be reproduced both temporally aod spatially, 

they were also voicingaocient mo'olelo and mo'okii'auhau which because of their work, can also 

be reproduced today. 

Noenoe Silva's work on the Hawaiiao laoguage newspapers has been a tremendous aid to 

this study. I see her bookAloha Belrayedas documenting the ways that 'aiwi demonstrated that 

they were never colonized. In one important section of her book she discusses the ways that 

'aiwi in the 19th century used public performances of hula as demonstrations of pride in their 

heritage aod to cultivate national identity. She then argues that. 

At that time, [in the Hawaiiao Kingdom] with English-laoguage schools 
outnumbering Hawaiiao (aod receiving more funding), the process of writing 
Kaoaka out of their own history had begun.48g 



While I agree that this is a critical issue to be looked at, I strongly disagree that the funding of 

English language schools is equal to start of'Oiwi being written out of their own history. The 

publishing of Hawaiian language newspapers is clearly evidence that shows 'Oiwi were not 

written out of history prior to 1893. However. there was some debate in the Kingdom about the 

funding ofEngIish schools. One fact that I think must be taken into account when considering 

this issue is the drastically differing social and political conditions of that time with those of 

present day ·Oiwi. Prior to 1893 Hawaiian language was an official language of the guvernment 

and alive in alI aspects of social society. I would imagine that Hawaiian language was as prevalent 

in the Hawaiian Islands as English is today. The fact that English language schools were created 

does not mean these students would not learn Hawaiian-in fact they already knew Hawaiian or 

would learn it outside of the classroom. The knowledge of the English language alongside. not in 

place of the Hawaiian language could be a benefit to them. In a speech given to the Hawaiian 

legislature on April? 1855 Kamehatueha IV stated his reasons for desiring the English language 

to be taught in schools. 

It is of the highest importance. in my opinion. that education in the English 
language should become more general. for it is my firm conviction that unless my 
subjects become educated in this tongue. their hope of intellectual progress. and 
of meeting the foreiguers on terms of equality. is a vain one.4!JO 

Kamehameha IV's reason for attempting to begin to educate his subject in the English language 

centers around enabling the kanaka to compete with foreigners in an ever increasingly 

competitive world. It was a necessity for Kamehameha IV to have advisors who could read and 

write in English. in order to conduct treaties and economic negutiations with English speaking 

countries. why not have some of those advisors also be aboriginal Hawaiians? In contemporary 
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times one might interpret Kamehameha IV's words as fostering the beginning of the suppression 

of the language, but I believe this is because of our current social and political circumstances. In 

the Kingdom the Hawaiian language never carried with it the negative associations it did 

followingI893 and its steady removal from the public and private spheres that are essential to 

language loss as experienced by the colonized. Noenoe Silva herselfwrites that in the Kingdom, 

""kanaka" was not yet an epithetto be ashamed of. "49' I think it is critical to observe that the 

harshly negative associations oflanguage and culture as discussed by authors like Ngugi were not 

imposed on the minds o['aiwi prior to I893. 

There was debate about English education schools and there were some 'aiwi of the 

Kiogdom era who were for educating the population through the English language. One critic of 

English language schools' curriculum was the father ofKamehameha's IV and V, Mataio 

Kekuanao 'a. Keknanao' a writes, 

The theory of substituting the English language for the Hawaiian, in order to 
educate our people, is as dangerous to Hawaiian nationality, as it is useless in 
promoting the general education of the people .. .Ifwe wish to preserve the 
Kingdom ofHawai'i for Hawaiians, and to educate our people, we must insist 
that the Hawaiian language shall be the language of all our National Schools, and 
the English shall be taught whenever practicable, but only, as an important 
branch of Hawaiian education.492 

The Hawaiian language would remain an essential part of education until its removal by the 

Oligarchy in I896. Section 30 of Act 57, which passed on June 8 1896, required that "the 

English language shall be the medium and basis of instruction in all public and private 

schools. "493 
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Chapter 5. Figure. 12. Acts? of the Republic of Hawaii passed June 8 1896. 
Section 30 Oflhi s Act made Engli sh the languagc ofin struclion in schools 

The law rcmoving I lawai ian language 35 a medium of education aJo ng with the auaeks against the 

Mo'l and the removaJ of I lawai ian as a qualification for being a RepresenulI.ivc by Lorrin 

Thurston on May 5'1. .89-1 . steadily moved t he Hawaiian language Out of the public sphere and 

placed it on unequal standi ng with the II awa; ian language in goverllmelll. Together with thc 

severi ng of traditional [ie through Lhe removal of the Mo'l, the inllux of a large Engli sh speaking 

population , and the Oligarchy's desire 1.0 America ni ze the population, I believe one can begin 1.0 

see the reasons for the s[(;aciy decline oftJle Hawaiian language in the public and private spheres. 

L~tcr studenLS in the Territory would be physicaJly punished and mentaJly abused for speaking 



their native tongue in public schools.494 I was blessed to have a relationship with 'Anakala Eddie 

Kaanana who was a native speaker and told me stories about how he was abused in school for 

speaking the Hawaiian language, there are also many accounts of this documented on the Ka Leo 

Hawai'i Hawaiian language tapes. It is my argument that these events formed the basis for the 

near loss of the Hawaiian language. It was the active attempts at illegitimating 'Olelo Hawai'i in 

the public spheres of government and education by the P.G.'s and Oligarchy that lead to its being 

removed from even the private spheres where many native speakers willingly chose not to pass on 

the language to their children and grandchildren largely because of shame and ridicule. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have argued that the Overthrow of 1893 was an attempt at severing 

traditional ties between aln and hoa'aina. I have argued that colonial interpretations of the 

Hawaiian Kingdom that have seen the Overthrow of 1893 as a culminating event, have 

understated the radical shifts in power and changes in structure that occur following 1893. I have 

made use of the term that British consul Wodehouse had given to the P. G. 's as a "Military 

Despotism" and shown how it relied on the use of military force to maintain power and used 

force to suppress natives and Royalists. I also illustrated that even in this radically oppressive 

structure many 'Oiwi refused to be complacent and continued to act as a country of Hawaiian 

nationals through the use of petitions and diplomacy. I have also briefly covered some of the 

changes in land law and documented some legislation that removed the Hawaiian language from 

the public sphere. It is my hope that further research be conducted on this time period that 

might lead to valuable insight into the disposal oflands and the suppression of culture that took 

place in this time period. At present there is very little scholarship fully devoted to this time 



period possibly the only one that devotes its entirety to the time period is by William Russ tided 

theHawaiian Republic. Being that there is so little scholarship about this time there is a 

considerable amount of space left for other interpretations of events that transpire in the years 

between I893-I8g8. 

The next chapter will be the final chapter of my dissertation and will summarize all of the 

previous chapters and offer some concluding remarks. Following a summary of chapters one 

through five, I will discnss ways of interpreting Hawaiian history in a that recognizes the United 

States occupation of the Hawaiian islands and offer a term "Post-Americanism." I will then 

discuss the Re-emergence of a Hawaiian national consciousness. 



Chapter 6: The Re-emergence of a National Consciousness 

This dissertation is nearing irs close and will soon expose its final thoughts to the reader. 

Like all dissertations this has been a journey. This particular journey has been one oflong hours 

in the archives, at the computer, late nights of editing, preparing outlines, organizing thoughts, 

and experiencing throughout the occasional bursts of self-doubt that I have been told is familiar 

to most persons in the midst of writing. In the previous chapters I have presented my arguments 

and my interpretations of the evidence that I encountered. Having presented my arguments to 

the reader, I hope that at least my positions are clear, even if the reader disagrees with my 

conclusions. In the event that my positions need to be clarified and refreshed I offer in this 

concluding chapter, which will summarize the previous chapters and speculate on the 

importance of this work for future scholarship on the Hawaiian Kingdom. I will demonstrate 

why analysis of the Hawaiian Kingdom should look outside of the colonial optic, advocate new 

ways of organizing scholarship on the Hawaiian Kingdom which recognizes the U.S. occupation 

of the islands, and offer some thoughts on rise of Hawaiian national consciousness. 

Previous Chapters Summary 

The previous chapters have illustrated the ways in which ancient 'Oiwi structures were 

codified in the Hawaiian Kingdom, and the agency of the aln in dealing with foreign rulers, 

diplomats, missionaries, concepts, and ideals. I have demonstrated that there existed indigenous 

socia-politieal structures prior to the arrival of Europeans in the Hawaiian Islands, and that the 

aln modernized these structures to create the Hawaiian Kingdom. I have demonstrated that the 

modernization of the Hawaiian traditions in the Kingdom was not imposed but rather advocated 
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and adapted by MOl in each of their respective reigns. I have also demonstrated that there were 

complex negotiations that were taking place during the exchanges between alfi and foreigners, 

and that for the most part the ali'i were able to have equal or perhaps even the bener part of these 

negotiations prior to 1893. 

Chapter 1 was a literature review of existing scholarship pertaining to the Hawaiian 

Kingdom and Colonialism, which offered a critique on a colonial analysis of the Hawaiian 

Kingdom. In this chapter I examined previous scholarship as a means to illustrate those authors 

who have influenced me and also to signity to the reader the course that this dissertation would 

navigate. In chapter one I offered a critique on a colonial analysis of the Hawaiian Kingdom, and 

showed how much scholarship has seen the Kingdom through a teleological colonial gaze which 

has misrepresented historical analysis by giving too much agency to foreigners and overlooking 

the important shifts in power that occur following the overthrow in 1893. In chapter one I also 

discussed and argued that neither the spatial nor psychological definitions of colonialism apply to 

the Kingdom prior to 1893. 

In chapter one I also discussed nationalism. Using the works of Anderson and 

Thongchai I summarized previous scholarship on nationalism and illustrated the unique position 

of the Hawaiian Kingdom in terms of being a case where one could smdy both the origins and 

erasure of nationalism through a smdy of the creation and demise of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

The work ofThongchai was of particular importance due to the similarities between Thailand 

and the Hawaiian Kingdom in terms of being non-European non-colonized independent states, 

the major difference between the two is that Thailand was able to maintain its government and 

independence and thus retain its nationalism, while, the Hawaiian Kingdom was overthrown, 



occupied by the United States and experienced a near erasure of Hawaiian nationalism. There is 

more work can be conducted which looks into the social, political, and material processes that 

were involved in removing Hawaiian nationalism from the consciousness of Hawaiians. 

In chapter one I illustrated how my work was not going to gaze at the history of the 

Hawaiian Kingdom through a colonial optic. I elaborated a course for viewing Hawaiian history 

through the eyes of the aln and demonstrated how I interpret the engagements with foreigoers as 

being dictated through an aln led policy of selective adaptation. I also tried to argue that I see my 

scholarship as not merely being a critique of previous work but also a progression and extension 

of the works of recent 'Oiwi scholar by adding another native voice to the discussion and by 

reinterpreting previously held assumptions about Hawaiian history. It is myvery strongly hope 

that the reader might see my work in this light. 

Chapter 2. examined ancient 'Oiwi structures such as the 'aha aln, Mii"I, Palena, and 

Kalai'aina. In cxaminingthese strucwres I argued that they constiwted a kind of ancient state

craft which separated the society to at least two different classes and embodied territoriality on 

the ground. I made the case that these were Pre-European strucwres and that they were the 

foundation for the aln led modernization of the Kingdom in later years. Having a knowledge of 

the strucwres that were covered in Chapter 2. are important toward understanding how the 

Hawaiian Kingdom modernized through the codification and modification of existing strucwres. 

In chapter two I also used the Kumuhonuagenealogy to trace the development of the aln 

strucwre through the aha aln up to the development of the Mi)'I. I illustrated the relationships 

that the concept of Mo' I had with the concepts of Palen a and Kalai'iiina and argued that these 

strucwres were intimately related. I argoed that creation of accurate Palena would be achieved 



through the centralized power of a Mo'iwhile also demonstrating that a KiiIai'iiina would require 

that Palena be previously established and respected in order to be successful. I also briefly 

covered the range ofland divisions thatwere emplaced through Palena and used maps produced 

in the Hawaiian Kingdom as a means to iIInstrate the range of these divisions while also 

demonstrating that the mapping initiatives in the Kingdom attempted to codilY ancient Palena. 

Chapter 2 demonstrated three critical ancient s:tructures that were the foundations of 

government and would be later codified in the modernization of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Chapter 3 examined early'Oiwi-Haole interactions and the reigns ofKamehameha and 

Uholiho. I argued that the a1i'i following Kamehameha pursued his established policy of 

diplomacy through the creation of alliances with other countries, and the use offoreigrt and 

native protocols. The letter ofKamehameha I to King George III was the first direct 

correspondence between a Hawaiian and British sovereign and enabled the growth of future 

diplomatic negotiations. Kamehameha had established a diplomatic alliance with Britain that was 

further strengthened by Uholiho's visit to London and Boki's meeting with King George IV. 

TIIis relationship was critical towards securing and maintaining Hawaiian independence during 

the years between r8ro-r825. 

A portion of chapter 3 examined the events surrounding the 'Ai noa. I argued that one 

motivation ofKa'ahumanu for breaking the 'Ai kapu was to promote her own political interests 

while extinguishing a potential rival in Kekuaokalani. I argued that Ka'ahumanu and 

Kalanimoku used his baptism into Christianity as a means to acquire a god that good rival the one 

given to Kekuaokalani by Kameharneha. I also covered the arrival of the Protestant missionaries 
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to Hawai'i, and the ways in which Liholiho and other aln appropriated literacy from the 

missionaries. 

In Chapter 3 I also illustrated the roles of such foreigners as 10hn Y oungand M. Rives in 

their service to the ali'i and the complex negotiations that took place between them and the aln. I 

demonstrated that Liholiho and those who died with him in London were in many respects 

martyrs for Hawaiian nationalism, and that their voyage was acrnally quite successful in advancing 

the international alliance between Hawai'i and Britain. Thoughout the chapter I illustrated the 

ways that ali'i were selectively appropriating tools, dress, and protocol from foreigners and the 

missionaries, and making use of them for their own means which is an essential argnment of my 

dissertation. 

Chapter 4 examined significant portions of the reigns of the Mij'] from Kamehameha III 

through Kaliikaua. I demonstrated the ditTeringways that these aln exercised agency in dealing 

with foreigners and modifYing existing strncrnres. Chapter 4 demonstrated the ways that each of 

these Mo'] were calculative in their engagements with foreigners and the steps that they took in 

making use of the modernization of gnvernment to suit their interests and in support of Hawaiian 

nationals. 

It can be argued that the reign ofKauikeaouli was really the era when the Kingdom fully 

embraced modernization. As a result of his leadership the Kingdom modernized through the 

rcworkingand codification of ancient strncrnres, political relationships, and land stewardship. 

Duriug the reign ofKauikeaouli the ancient strncrnres ofMo'] modernized in the Kingdom into 

a Constirntional Monarchy, while the ancient strncrnres of Palen a and Kiilai'aina were 

modernized through the Laws ofr839, the Constirntion ofr840, the Malrele ofr848 and the 
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KuleanaAct ofr850. The Laws ofr839 established the rights of three classes in the lands and 

fisheries of the Kingdom as had been previously prncticed. The CoustiUl1ion of r840 affirmed 

the three classes of people who had undefined vested rights in the lands of the Kingdom, those of 

the Mo'i, the ali'i, and the hoa'iiina. In the Mahele, nearly all the lands in the entire Kingdom 

reverted to Kauikeaonli, who then awarded to chiefs title to land in accordance with ancient 

names and boundaries. Kauikeaonli took ancient divisions and modified them into modem 

sources of title, which would then require that they be mapped in accordance to their ancient 

boundaries. The Kuleana Act ofI850 gave the hoa'aina the ability to acquire fee-simple title to 

lands, to purchase government lands at reduced rates, and to have access rights to the resources 

oflands from the mountains to the sea. 

Chapter 4 also briellycovered the Chiefs' Children's School and the education thatwas 

made available to the keiki aln through the request ofKauikeaouli and paid for through 

government funding. In my examination of the school I illustrated how many of the keiki alii 

embraced the secular teachings offered by the Cookes but were ambivalent about their 

metaphysical teachings. I also illustrated the hybrid nature of the school which conformed 

entirely to neither ancient 'Oiwi practices nor Protestant Missionary ethics, but suited the 

interest of the aln much more than it did the Mission. In my discussion of the school I paid 

particular attention to Alexander Liholiho and his Brother Lot Kapuiiiwa because I was able to 

acquire their journals from their days at the school. 

In chapter 4 I also covered the trip of Alexander Liholiho and Lot Kapuiiiwa to American 

and European countries. In my discussions of the trip I analyzed some significant moments that 

may have influenced these teenage ali'i, and had lasting effects on their understandings of rule, 
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governance, and the world. I demonstrated that these keiki aIi'i were recognized and respected 

as royuIty by those of other countries and that they encountered those of the highest claSs and 

political stams throughout their trip which may have further emboldened their own positions as 

being competent and capable rulers. 

I combined the reigns of Alexander Uholiho and Lot Kapuiiiwa to demonstrate their 

progression away from American Protestant ethics and council. I illustrated how these aIi'i used 

the Episcopal Church as a means to distance themselves from American Protestant teachings and 

to further connections between the British and the Hawaiian Kingdoms. I also briefly illustrated 

some of the public work projects initiated and accomplished by Lot in his reigo as Kamehameha 

V. 

The final Mo'r covered in l.napter 4 was Kaliikaua. I briefly discussed the portions of his 

voyage around the world spent in Japan and Siam. I suggested that his encounters with Non

European foreign rulers may have been of Significance for his development as MOl by providing 

him with first hand knowledge of Non-European rulers of nations that were battling against 

Imperialism in ways similar to those of the Hawaiian Kingdom. I also covered Kaliikaua's efforts 

to create a Hawaiian national heritage and his revitalization of ancient arts and sciences. In my 

discussions ofKaliikaua's political policy, I discussed his use of international law to protect other 

nations in the Pacific from being colonized by European and American powers. I illustrated how 

this usage ofinternationallaw demonstrates that a1n such as Kaliikaua understood the 

implications of being recognized as an independent state and were using the Hawaiian 

Kingdom's stams in an attempt to protect other Pacific peoples from being colonized, which I 

argned demonstrated that the a1n never saw themselves as being colonized. 



The ali'i covered in the chapters 1-4 battled with Imperialism in the face of de-population, 

and against overwhelming odds to become a recognized independent state. These ali'i and those 

of their generation never ceased to advocate for Hawaiian independence while friends and family 

fell to foreign diseases. Though theywere often victims of disease they did not succumb to a 

victim mentality. In many ways their story is one of heroism and courage within thegeo

historical period where European and American countries were facilitating the displacement of 

native peoples' land and heritage across most of the globe. Between 18IO-and 1893, aln had 

managed to maintain Hawaiian independence and sovereign control over the Islands. In these 

years Hawaiian culture was transformed in accordance to the will of the particular MOl or Kuhina 

Nui as a representative of his I her people. One must recognized that the Hawaiian culture 

practiced and promoted by Ka'ahumanu in the 1820-30S was likely quite different from the 

culture practiced and promoted by KaIakaua in the late 188os, but one must also recognize that 

the aln were ones who possessed the authority to facilitate change in Hawaiian society. 

Chapter 5 briefly covered the years 1893-1898 and the changes in structure that took 

place as a result of the 1893 overthrow. I argued throughout chapter 5 that following 1893, the 

changes in structure were severe enough to bring about drastic shifts in power, causing the 

beginningofthc U.S. occupation ofHawai'i and enablingFuux-ColomOlevents to happen in the 

Hawaiian Islands. I also argued that previous scholarship that has seen the Kingdom as a colonial 

institution has drastically understated the significance of 1893 and not accounted for the radical 

shifts in structure and power that happen following the Overthrow. I made use of British consul 

Wodehouse's description of government in the Hawaiian Islands following the removal of the 

Queen as a "Military Despotism," and demonstrated some of the ways that power had shifted 
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Post-r893 through material force, politics, and legislation. I attempted to refrain from attacking 

members of the P. G.' s in my text and instead used their own quotes obtained from letters and 

minutes of their meetings to illustrate their anti-Hawaiian views. I focused briefly on the topics 

ofland and language loss, examining sections of the r895 Land Act and the r896 removal of the 

Hawaiian language as a medium ofinstruction. 

In chapter 5 I also covered some of the agency exhibited by liIi"uokalani and the 

supporters of the Hawaiian Kiugdom constitutional governmenL Although their agency 

operated in a different structure than had existed previous to the overthrow of r893, I made a 

point to show that 'aiwi and Royalists still possessed agency. Though the structure had shifted 

from Imperialism (Pre-r893) to Occupation (Post r893) , I argued that many Hawaiian nationals 

continued to conduct themselves as nationals and subjects of their country and protested to the 

international community as well as the United States, the illegal removal of their constirutional 

government and sovereign. I included an important protest offered by the constitutional 

sovereign Lili" uokalani to the British government requesting that they not recognize the 

government of the Oligarchy as legitimate. I also included a memorial against annexation 

addressed to the President, Congress, and people of the United Stales that had been forwarded 

to the British government through a meetingofJames Kaulia with the British consul 

Wodehouse. I argued that the time period from 1893-1898 is an important era for understanding 

the status of contemporary Hawaiians and might be understudied by Hawaiian historians and 

historical geographers and is an area open for future research and analysis. It is my opinion that 

critical knowledge and understanding of the events that happen in this time period might 

strengthen present political movements and also spark furure strategies and methods. One 



project that I think would be extremely valuable centerS around Government and Crown lands 

sold post-r893. I think that an accnrate accounting of the lands sold post r893 could provide 

political pressnre for the United States government and the owners oflands that were illega11y 

sold after r893. It is one thing to tell a descendant ofLorrin Thurston that their ancestor stole 

Hawaiian land, it is another thing to title search the lands sold and document the potentially vast 

parcels of Crown lands that were illegally acquired. When an accurate accounting of 

Government and Crown lands are completed 'aiwi will have quantitative data to document land 

loss and confiscation. Another important place to research are the sugar plantations illegal 

acqnisition ofkuleana lands POSt-I893, presently, these issues remain the things many 'aiwi 

discuss in the garage over some piipii and mea 'inu, but research that is able to verilY and quantity 

these claims could provide much political momentum for social justice movements for 

Hawaiians. 

Throughout the previous chapters I have sought to illustrate ali'i agency in the Hawaiian 

Kingdom. In illustrating ali'i agency I have made relatively few of the standard attacks against the 

missionaries and conniving foreigners in the Kingdom. Possibly the most important reason that I 

have refrained from this type of analysis is because I have attempted to see this history through 

the eyes of each ali'i in their time period rather than the missionary. I also have a feeling in my 

na'au that previous work that has attacked on missionaries and foreigners has infused them with 

too much power, and in doing so has overlooked and almost insulted the intelligence of the ali'i. 

Focusing attaeks on missionaries and foreigners in the Kingdom has unintentionally produced 
• 

scholarship which has overlooked 'aiwi agency and glossed over the mana of ali'i in their 

engagenrents with foreigners. In presenting my research in different public and academic 
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settings, I have found that many members of the public seem to be accepting of scholarship that 

illustrates how our kiipunagrappled with foreigners and modernity. In some academic settings 

however, there have been times someone has commented about the role of the missionaries in 

the production of the Hawaiian Kingdom as if the aJj'i were on the sidelines. On one occasion I 

showed a map made by S.P. Kalama and a member of the audience was skeptical of the maps 

origin given it was produced at Ilihainaluna, which was run by the American Mission. In 

situations where 'aiwi and foreigners have engaged there is an almost a priori assumption that 

the foreigners or the Mission had the upper hand in each of these engagements. This assumption 

is often held without an examination of the unique historical sitnations and without taking into 

account the particularities of place. The harboring of such unexamined assumptions has 

conceals the complexities of native and foreign engagements and has little chance for 

empowering nativc communities. It is my hope that further research which attempts to see 

events in the Hawaiian Kingdom through a1n perspectives and articulate their agency might 

begin to demonsrrate to 'aiwi communities an empowering perspective on Hawaiian history 

prior to 18g3, and ofTer glimpses into the complex negotiations that were taking place. My goal is 

to provide 'aiwi today with historical examples of how our ancestors grappled with Modernity 

that might inform present day solutions and contribute to communities the accomplishments of 

our a1n in the era of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 
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Post-Colonialism, and Post-Americanism? 

If a portion of Post-Colonial scholarship has focused on the realization that traditional 

indigenous forms of governance were often complex and strnctured, this dissertation has bnilt 

off that realization by pointing out that these complex strnctures don't disappear with the arrival 

ofEuropeans. Strnctures and institutions that pre-date Cook's arrival on the shores ofKana'i, 

continue to exist in different forms throughout the Hawaiian Kingdom and in lingering forms 

today. It is interesting that Post-Colonial scholarship has often focused on the former colonies of 

Britain, Spain, France, and Portugal. In such scholarship it has been important to document and 

illustrate the ways in which many colonial concepts and institutions continue to exist in the Post

Colonial period.495 Less research has been done to focus on the quasi-colonies of the United 

States of America, which might include places taken by the United States following the Spanish

American War of1898. Where might these places fit into the scholarship on Post-Colonialism? 

Where are the voices of those colonized by a former colony? Places such as Guam. the 

Philippines, Samoa, or more recently Micronesia are rarely spoken ofin Post-Colonial 

discourse. In the case ofHawai'i, I am calling for a term which auempts 10 illustrate the geo

political history of these islands prior to American occupation, and which could be used 10 

expose the social processes of colonization in the Hawaiian Islands after the U.S. intervention in 

1893.496 Post-Americanism in the Hawaiian context, could scek 10 view the geo-political hisrory 

of the Hawaiian Islands on an international rather than aU .S. perspective. As a modern 'Oiwi 

scholar, I find that it is impossible to deny the influence that the U.S. has had since 1893 over our 

educational systems, our political affiliations, our language, and our access 10 resources. While 

this realization is critical for the understanding of our present situation, it may also enable us to 
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concepuuilly move in another direction. [TIlls movement could take place ma ka 'olelo Hawai'i 

(in the Hawaiian language) as well as ma ka 'olelo Pelekane (in the English language) given the 

present situation where many 'Oiwi cannot speak the Hawaiian language.] Three possible places 

this body ofliteramre could focus are: (I) The recovery of the national history from the creation 

chant, the Kumulipo, until the 1893 intervention (2) Attempts at Americanizing the Population 

(I893-1970)-this scholarship mightlook into the ways that the existing laws of the Kingdom 

were being repealed by the "Provisional Government" and "Republic" with a special focus on 

laws pertaining to land, language, education, political affiliation, and the resistance or 

compliance with such initiates. Also to be discussed are the changes experienced during the 

period where the United States formally assumes control of governmental aspects of occupation 

in 1900; (3) Re-emergence of a national consciousness (197o-Present)-this body of scholarship 

might focus on the re-emergence of Hawaiian culture, mele, political activism, 'Olelo Hawai'i, 

and the Hawaiian Kingdom's status nnder international law. 
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The Re-emergence of a National Consciousness 

It is very important that we get together and we gotta shed off a lot of the images that have been thrown on top of 
us, by newspapers, by television, and we just want one thing to talk to you folks about, is, this is the seed today of 
a new revolution and we not talking about the kind like the pilgrims came over here and run away from England 
go wipe out the Indians, you know, and call this America, and celebrate 200 hundred years with firecrackers, but, 
the kind of revolution that we are talking about is one of cousciousness, cousciousness, awareness, facts, figures, 
and like Walter said, we going to the Iolani Palace to make ho' oknpu to our kiipuna, our aln, we hope to put 
somebody back in there, and we serious, we got to think this way, we gotta talk that way because that's the only 
facts, that allow for change, and change is synonymous to revolution, and revolution comes from the word 
revolving turning in and out, so that you have something better, better to live with, and we say again we want to 
get rid of that image: "radicals," we don't know what that word means, but I know a lot of people get turned offby 
us, not giving us a chance, you know we not getting our kicks doing this, this is the beginning after this pau, we 
going down to something else and what we looking for it the truth, the truth, the truth, the truth, the truth ... 

(George Helm at 'Iolani Palace as seen in Kaho 'olawe Aloha.Ain.a 1977) 

The above quotation was taken from a speech of George Helm given at'Iolani Palace in 

the midst of the strnggles to stop the United State military bombing and usage ofKaho'olawe. 

His sentiments reflect his categurization of the cultural, religious, spiritual, and political re-

awakening taking place in Hawai'i the 1970S and the role that the Protect Kaho'olawe Association 

had in that movement. His ideas about the a1i'i and placing someone back into 'Iolani Palace 

reflect the re-emcrgence of Hawaiian nationalistic sentiments, these sentiments have spawned to 

become important topics of academic study and inquiry for native Hawaiian scholars and others 

smdying contemporary Hawaiian political movements. 

Across the Hawaiian Islands today there is a growing sense of Hawaiian nationalism and a 

growing conception of the existence of a Hawaiian nationality. For the most part this nationalism 

exists in native communities, but there are also a number of non-ethnic Hawaiians who call 

themselves Hawaiian nationals, having joined one of many independence groups or being a 

descendant of a non-native Hawaiian national. At the University of Hawai'i there are a growing 
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number ofHawaiians actively studying the status of the Hawaiian Kingdom as an independent 

state under international law. While there are other students who prefer recognition by the U.S. 

Federal government which would allow for some kind of nation-within-a nation form of 

government, there are also members of the Hawaiian community who reject completely any of 

these notions and believe strongly in themselves as Americans. On significant dates in the 

History of the Hawaiian Kingdom, such as November 28, July 31, Jan 17, and the birthdays of the 

Mo'i, one can see a number of relatively small events, celebrations, and protests at different sites 

throughout the islands. Olien times these events are organized by individnal groups and can be 

fractured with differing political positions and opinions; but all of the gatherings are respectful, 

peaceful, and dedicated. 

On September 7,2003 a group of possibly 18,000 Hawaiians gathered to march through 

WaiIa10 under the banner ofKii I Ka Pono (Stand for Iustice) many of the participants wore red 

to signifY their connection to the ali'i, thcir blood, and distress. Having been a part of the march, 

one aspect ofit that grabbcd my anention were the differing reasons that many of the participants 

had for being there. The diversity of opinion which brought people to the march were reflected 

by the signs they held, which included: to protest the court case which might allow a haole into 

KanIehameha schools; protest against lawsuits filed against the Hawaiian Homes and Office of 

Hawaiian Affairs; protest against the cases brought against other ali'i trusts; to support Federal 

recognition by the United States; to assert Hawaiian Kingdom independence as an independent 

state; to assert the inherent-sovereignty of native Hawaiians; and many haole who wanted to show 

their support of Hawaiians. There was no consensus for why people had shown up early on a 

Sunday morning to march, but each member stood in unity while groups of us chanted, sang, 



shouted, and li stened as we made our way through the streets ofWaikTkT. Trul y it was an 

amazing display of uni ty among factions and a swell ing of the masses. There were those of every 

age who anended fro m the kOpuna to lhe keiki as wel l as many who fl ew in fro m neighboring 

is lands lO attend . Long ti me "sovercigllly acti vists" wa lked alongside Bishop Estate trustees , 

fa mil ics. and every day people as we !.Ook to the streets of KaJakaua. 

Chapter. o. Figure L Photo of a group of yo ung marchers , taJken by the 
Honolulu Adverti ser. 

In thi s di sscrilltion I have been somewhat cri tical of previous scholarship on the 

Hawai ian Ki ngdom. I want readers lO know that I am not rejecting thc work nor the politi cal 

movemellls that have happened before me, but I am trying lO critique prnious academic works in 

an anempt to forward native scholarship. I am h'TatefiJi and indebtcd lO thosc Il awaii an scholars 

that came before me, and those that have meIHored me as a keiki , student, and acade mi c. I hope 

that my work is seen as buildi ng ofrfrom what th ey have started rather than merely eri tiqui ng 

their works. 1 am cnnfidelllthati wo uld not even be able to frame my argulll ents had it not been 

for their work, i ntcl ligence, courage, and dedication. I hope that my wo rk is contributi ng to thc 



re-emergence of a Hawaiian national consciousness by recapturing some of the strategy and 

brilliance of ali'i and providing work that seeks to recapture some of their successes. 

I think that research which focuses on the Kingdom freed from the colonial optic can 

begin to inform political movements in new and important ways. Scholarship that looks into the 

Kingdom and that attempts to understand Hawaiian nationalism as was practiced in the Kingdom 

might begin to provide new political strategies and illustrate ways that our ancestors in the 

Kingdom were being "modern" but still Hawaiian, an issue that is at the core of many political 

issues today. I think research that looks into the occupation of the Kingdom by the United States 

and attempts to understand the steady removal of Hawaiian nationalism from identity of 

Hawaiians and its replacement with American nationalism would be a fascinating cultural history 

and might begin to offer insight into how Hawaiian nationalism can be regained. In our 

scholarship and political strategies, I believe we need to be extremely calculated and attempt to 

forward arguments that can make the most political, social, and economic change. The issue that 

the United States should be forced to address is the illegal overthrow and occupation of an 

independent state and country. This is the issuc that the United States has not had to address 

and I think that scholarship should attempt to force a resolution of this issue. There can be no 

modern recourse for Hawaiians because of the introduction of foreign diseases by Cook, in fact, 

he was killed many years ago. But I believe that there can be recourse for the United States 

involvement in the overthrow and occupation of our country. The question that the United 

States government should have to answer to the world is, COR the Uniled Stater ovenhrow (JJld 

occupy ~ independent country UJld cInim itr sovereign territory? Ifwe are able to have them . 
answer this question one of two things could happen; (I) they answer yes, and expose to the world 



that they are wiIlingto overthrow and annex a foreign country against the rules of international 

law, which could have global political implications (2) They answer no, and begin to have to 

remedy the situtation. If they never have to answer the question, I believe neither of these two 

options will take place. 

I am a part of a generation of Hawaiians who learned very little about the political history 

of our people as a youth. We may be the last generation since 1893 who have these systemic 

experiences given the rise of the Hawaiian charter schools, immersion, and the rise of the 

collective Hawaiian consciousness over the past 20 yrs. As higiI school students some of us 

watched on the "Olelo channel groups of Hawaiians speaking the Hawaiian language, and 

professors of the Center for Hawaiian Studies such Dr. Haunani Kay Trask, Dr. Ulikalii 

Kame'eleihiwa, and Dr. Jon Osorio speaking about portions of our history that were rarely 

spoken about in high school classes. I was one who would look forward to finding them on the 

television. Their passion and intelligence gripped me and made me want to understand more 

completely the issues they were discussing. "Sovereignty" became a word that every Hawaiian in 

high school had heard-but likely very few really understood. Because the word was not really 

lectured on or spoken about in the classroom, when it was spoken the word caused confusion: 

some thought it meant to "get all the haole out ofHawai"i," others thought it meant to have a 

government, while others often stated that it was the thing that only the "crazy or radical 

Hawaiians" talked about, with a connotation that it was really a ridiculous idea. Possibly the 

smallest group saw it as a word that was associated with pride, but still sligiItly different. Unlike 

the generations of my great-grandparents, grandparents, and parents, for many in my generation 

pride in Hawaiian culture was coot it was a gnod thing to sing Hawaiian songs, chant or dance 
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hula. However, the sovereignty thingwas not really cool. It was associated with people who were 

not the kind of Hawaiian who smiled and sang, but who yelled and screamed. Itwas associated 

with anger and hostility, actions that Krunehameha did not consider pono Hawaiian behavior. 

Looking back it's easy to say that it was pretty silly and ignorant. Yet, there might be something 

to the coolness of culture disassociated from politics that resonates even today. Merry Monarch is 

covered throughout the media as a positive thing and those in touch with Hawaiian culture 

recognize the overt and at times blatant political-ness of hula which fame and memoriaIize our 

Mo'i, yet for the most part, much of that might be missed by the untrained eye-maybe it is meant 

to be missed. But "political" gatherings, protests, or even legal cases bronght into international 

courts like the Hague Permanent Court of Arbitrations, remain largely un-embraced by the 

broader population in comparison to that of music, art, and hula festivals. I hope that might 

change as Hawaiian history becomes understood by thC younger generation at earlier ages, and 

as the community as a whole steadily dissolves the fear of being branded "political." The high 

school students that I have seen from many of the Charter and Hawaiian immersion schools are 

miles ahead of where myself and many of my classmates were that their age. Many of these 

children seem to exhibit an understanding that culture is politics and politics are cultural-its 

simply what they do. 

I am a part of ageneration of Hawaiians who have taken up kiileanain a wide expanse of 

fields, the likeness of which may have not been seen since prior to 1893. Our parents and 

grandparents were the creators of the Hawaiian Renaissance and we are the seeds, our roots have 

taken hnld and we have begun to flower. There is a group of twenty and thirty some-things who 

have become navigators, fishpond managers, kalo farmers, activists, musicians, film-makers, 
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carpenters, lawyers, doctors. educators, contractors. firemen, and every other profession. Many 

ofus speak. our language and have come to know our history. Those of our kiipuna and parents 

generation have accomplished and fought to make our lives a reality and I think I can speak. for all 

in saying we are forever grateful. I am sure that the generation that follows us will outmatch 

whatever achievements thatwe are able to accomplish. Still, I am excited to see what we can do. 
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